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From: Pagemaster, Reg POA
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Cc: Pagemaster, Reg POA
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] Ward Cove Alaska cruise ship dock expansion
Date: Monday, August 26, 2019 10:16:54 AM


Estrella,


Please see below commentary regarding Ward Cove.


Amie


From: Elizabeth Chambers [mailto:liz.cham4352@gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, August 23, 2019 9:45 PM
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA) <Estrella.F.Campellone@usace.army.mil>; Pagemaster,
Reg POA <regpagemaster@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Ward Cove Alaska cruise ship dock expansion


US Army Corps of Engineers Alaska District


Regulatory Division (1145) CEPOA-RD


Post Office Box 6898


JBER, Alaska 99506-0898


REFERENCE NUMBER: POA-2019-00313


Estrella Campellone


Estrella.f.campellone@usace.army.mil <mailto:Estrella.f.campellone@usace.army.mil>


regpagemaster@usace.army.mil                         <mailto:regpagemaster@usace.army.mil> I am writing to you out of
concern for the environment in Ketchikan, Alaska. I have lived in Ketchikan all of my life.  When Louisiana Pacific
Pulp Mill (LPK) was in operation at Ward Cove it was known that the pollutants were not only harmful to the
environment but also to the health of people in the community, particularly those in the area of the mill.  LPK
dumped unknown quantities of toxins into Ward Cove. They were fined millions of dollars and were required to
clean up the site.  To date it is still considered a health hazard.


The development of docks and cruise ship expansion in the Ward Cove area has the potential to disturb the thin sand
cap meant to contain the deadly waste materials. This includes any dredging, pile driving or prop wash from the
mega ships that are planning to utilize the docks.


It is a concern that the current number of cruise ships that visit Ketchikan each year already create both water and air
pollutions.  Any further expansion of this industry in an site that is already known to be harmful to the citizens of
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Ketchikan should be stopped. 


Please DO NOT APPROVE ANY DELVELOPMENT AT WARD COVE ALASKA that has the potential to harm
the ecosystem.


Sincerely, Elizabeth Chambers, 1145 Jackson Street, Ketchikan, Alaska. 99901


Sent from my iPhone








From: Paul Jarvi
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Ward Cove Concern
Date: Monday, July 8, 2019 9:05:48 AM
Attachments: Ward Cove Letter.docx


Morning I am writing in concern of file
#POA-2019-00313
Julie Jarvi



mailto:pajarvi@msn.com

mailto:Estrella.F.Campellone@usace.army.mil



July 8, 2019


To whom it may concern.


I am a local resident of Ketchikan for over 55 years.


I am writing with the concern about the proposed dock and or docks to be constructed


At the Ward Cove site.  As I know the pulp mill-Ktn pulp left submerged logs and toxic chemicals


At the bottom of Ward Cove which are covered by a layer of sand. The pollution has never


Been cleaned up! The construction of cruise ship docks and the activity of the bow thrusters


From the large ships would aggravate the pollution problem.  I feel Ward Cove needs to be


Returned to its natural state before any commercial activity happens.


Disturbing the temporary fix will cause an environmental disaster in Ward Cove. 


Has anyone thought of the impact on the fishing in that area?


Please consider this concern, Julie Jarvi










From: Pagemaster, Reg POA
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Cc: Pagemaster, Reg POA
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] Permit to place docks in Ward Cove, Alaska
Date: Monday, September 16, 2019 10:17:19 AM


FYI


-----Original Message-----
From: Chip Porter [mailto:chip@kpunet.net]
Sent: Sunday, September 15, 2019 9:34 AM
To: Pagemaster, Reg POA <regpagemaster@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Permit to place docks in Ward Cove, Alaska


To whom it may concern:                                                                 September 14, 2019


This idea is fraught this problems. The superfund site is probably the least of the problems and yet it is definitely a
problem. We’ve all witnessed the power of the bow and stern thrusters.


There are runs of salmon, both pink and silver salmon and that great sport fish, the steelhead. Ward Creek once had
the largest runs in the area of any stream or river until the Ketchikan Pulp Company dammed the creek. The same
institution poisoned Ward Cove with Red Liquor residue and other chemicals. I remember, I worked there. Today
the small runs of salmon are finally building and things are looking up for the salmon.


The Cove still has major waste sites in it today. A place across from the projected cruise ship docks burns
construction waste several times a week and has a barge loading site for Ketchikan’s crushed cars and trucks. It
probably leaks contaminates, who knows.  Old cars and junked trucks are parked in pits blasted out of solid rock
around the head of the Cove. The old Pulp Mill site is also a mess and the owner, who has promised many upgrades
and improvements has never brought the promises to fruition.


The main problems though are:


1. Ward Cove is an incredibly wind place where the winds are not like the steady southeast and northwest winds that
run up and down Tongass Narrows. The valley behind the cove produces gusty interior winds running all the way
from the mainland. These winds will interfere with safe docking. Because of its size, the Norwegian Bliss has
bypassed Ketchikan several times this summer because of southeast winds in Tongass Narrows. In Ward Cove they
will have both southeast and northeasterly winds to deal with. Some years ago a deHavilland Beaver floatplane was
flung to the ground and the pilot was killed because of Ward Coves strong gusty outflow winds.


2. The ships will almost completely block the Cove, a place used regularly by sport fishermen trolling in small
boats.


3. Maybe one of the worst things about the dock is the increase in traffic by tour buses and tour operators. How
many extra buses will be carrying people to and from Ketchikan? Our roads are terrible as it is and our State is broke
and can’t keep them up. North Tongass roads got a bandage some years ago. They had just enough money to pave
each side of the highway but not the foot or so that runs down the center. That foot or so is now a dangerous rut apt
to cause an accident to anyone who strays over the road's centerline.
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4. If the buses and vans access North Tongass Highway where the Pulp Mill road comes out now, know that it’s a
very dangerous area. It enters halfway down a hill where northbound traffic can’t be seen until the last moment.


The City of Ketchikan has lost its self to the cruise ship industry. There is no valid reason that this cove, which
provides access to one of the areas finest recreation sites (Ward Lake and Ward Creek) should be allowed to become
a Mega-Cruise-Ship docking and tourist unloading site.


Thanks very much.


Chip Porter
P.O. Box 7844
Ketchikan, Alaska
99901
chip@kpunet.net <mailto:chip@kpunet.net>
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From: Stephen Hoffman
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Proposed Cruise ship dock in Ward Cove near Ketchilan, Alaska.
Date: Tuesday, August 13, 2019 2:33:17 PM


I have the following concerns about the proposed cruise ship dock in Ward Cove.


1. Disturbance of the sand cap placed over the toxic waste on the bottom of Ward Cove resulting from the operation
of the Ketchikan Pulp Mill will result in the following.
    a. Contamination of the shell fish resources ( i.e. Dungeness crab ) will toxins ( Dioxins, etc.) will negatively
impact the use of this resource by area residents
    b. Construction and operation of the proposed dock facility will negatively impact current sport fishing activities
for salmon, halibutt, and other bottom fish species found within Ward Cove.
    c. Operation of the proposed dock for large cruise ships will negatively impact salmon and other fish species into
the Ward Creek drainage that migrate through this area.


2.  Other concerns about this proposal.
    a. Traffic congestion resulting from cruise passenger transport will cause congestion and safety concerns for
vehicle movement on the North Tongass highway that currently uses this area.
    b. Air quality in the Ward Cove area will suffer negatively resulting from cruise ship engine exhaust releases.
    c. Water quality in Ward Cove and adjacent areas will suffer due toe cruise ship releases into the area.
    d. Water craft use of Ward Cove will suffer due toe movement of large cruise ships into Ward Cove.
    e. Aircraft transit and landings in Ward Cove will suffer with the operation of large cruise ships and associated
tourist industries


In summary. I have very serious concerns about the proposed cruise dock facility to be located within Ward Cove
which is a federally designated super fund site.


Steve Hoffman
PO box 7064
Ketchikan, Alaska 99901
907-247-7847
mcs123@gci.net <mailto:mcs123@gci.net> .
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From: Pagemaster, Reg POA
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Cc: Pagemaster, Reg POA
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] POA 2019-00313
Date: Friday, September 20, 2019 9:16:57 AM


FYI


-----Original Message-----
From: Joe Mainardi [mailto:joe.mainardi@gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, September 20, 2019 5:45 AM
To: Pagemaster, Reg POA <regpagemaster@usace.army.mil>
Cc: Darby Mainardi <darby.mainardi@gmail.com>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] POA 2019-00313


This letter is in response to a request for citizen input regarding the proposed project and dock installation at Ward
Cove. POA 2019-00313.


Environmentally, I believe that the puncturing of the protective sand layer that is containing the noxious chemicals
would be a mistake. Given the site's location, it is highly likely that any impacts would affect marine wildlife
negatively. In my opinion, the risk is too great.  I have had a couple conversations with the gentleman who was a
biologist for this project at the time the pulp mill closed down, and he has raised some serious concerns about the
methods used to "mitigate" the waste from the mill which is in the cove.


I am not a biologist. But I wear raingear.... it protects me from the weather! If I punctured my raingear 140 times, it
would not do nearly as good a job of protecting me. 


In Ward Cove, we have a sand layer which is protecting the ocean (and wildlife) from what is beneath. Puncturing it
140 times WILL have environmental effects. It's just a question of scale (how much).


For this reason, I am strongly opposed to this project unless a proper cleanup of the waste beneath the cove is
conducted.
--


--Joe
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From: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Subject: POA-2019-00313.20190923 Jon Young Comments.pdf (UNCLASSIFIED)
Date: Wednesday, September 25, 2019 9:52:04 AM
Attachments: POA-2019-00313.20190923 Jon Young Comments.pdf


CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED


Comment from Mr. Jon Young received by USACE on September 23, 2019. 
Your message is ready to be sent with the following file or link attachments:


POA-2019-00313.20190923 Jon Young Comments.pdf


Note: To protect against computer viruses, e-mail programs may prevent sending or receiving certain types of file
attachments.  Check your e-mail security settings to determine how attachments are handled.
CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED
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From: Susan Peters
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] #POA-2019-00313
Date: Thursday, September 12, 2019 7:50:48 PM


To the US Army Corps of Engineers, Alaska


We would like to express my concern for the permit requested by the
applicant's David Spokely and Power Systems and Supplies of Alaska.
Alaska resident since 1978 and my Husband Michael Peters since 1974
have witnessed the chemical's and debris left from the Pulp Mill at
Ward Cove.
 At the time they left they said it would take 100 years before the
cove and surrounding land would be with out the toxic waste.  Since
that time we have learned much of what we should not do.  This dock
presents a serious hazard of disrupting the bottom of the cove where
the ships will be docking.
Also heard from locals that finally the cancer ridden area of Ward
Cove has gone away.
Another comment from a local native Alaskan, Tlingit, that the Salmon
and Steel head have made a great come back in the Ward Creek and that
will change with this kind of activity during the prime time of
returned fish to there stream.
We would suggest that this is not the area for expansion.  We do know
that the family's that proposing this are long time Alaskan Residents,
but  I believe there is more greed to this then what is best for this
area.  If they want to expand, go to Ward Cove, Knudsen Cove, but not
in a creek were we are still recovering and don't want to disturb the
process of returning Salmon and Steel head.
Please come to the community and ask and look, not to just the
interested people in this proposal.  We support the industry,  but not
in this manner that will effect our community and health. Please
forward to us the testing you have done and research that proves that
this is a safe area for this type of industry and will not effect the
return of Salmon and Steel head.
 Thank you
Susan Peters & Michael Peters
5067 N. Tongass Hwy
Ketchikan, Ak . 99901
907-617-0452


Scanlon Gallery & Custom Framing
Arctic Spirit Gallery
907-247-4730
Blockedwww.scanlongallery.com
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From: Pagemaster, Reg POA
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Cc: Pagemaster, Reg POA
Subject: FW: Ward Cover Support Letter for POA 2019-00313
Date: Tuesday, September 17, 2019 9:37:01 AM
Attachments: Olga Simpson Ward Cove Letter.pdf


Good morning! FYI


-----Original Message-----
From: Unknown Unknown [mailto:ravensworld@kpunet.net]
Sent: Monday, September 16, 2019 10:25 PM
To: Pagemaster, Reg POA <regpagemaster@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Ward Cover Support Letter for POA 2019-00313


To Whom it May Concern:


I am attaching a scan of a letter in support of the project proposed in the Ward Cove area of Ketchikan, AK .


The project is POA 2019-00313


Thank you


Olga Simpson
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From: Maura & Joe
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Ward Cove Cruise Ship Dock Project
Date: Saturday, July 6, 2019 9:45:46 PM
Attachments: image.png


We are writing in opposition to the Ward Cove Cruise Ship Dock Project application submitted by Solstice Alaska
Consulting, Inc. as an unlisted Adjoining Property Owner. 


Although we are not listed in the above mentioned application "List of Addresses of Adjoining Property Owners,"
our home is at the mouth of Ward Cove (5765 N Tongass Hwy - Lat 55.39 Lon -131.73), and we would like our
comments included.


Our specific objection pertains to the "Potential Impacts" to protected and endangered marine mammals as listed on
page 11 of the application.  In the first paragraph on page 12 it states that "humpbacks have been spotted transiting
Ward Cove on one occasion in recent years."


We have lived on this point at the south side of the mouth of Ward Cove since 2005, and we have seen humpbacks
entering the cove every year at various times.  Last year we observed humpbacks bubble feeding along the shore and
well into the cove over a period of five months from July and into December.  The following link to my humpback
youtube playlist shows them here on a regular basis. 


Blockedhttps://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLKa3EtfydEaju9sH_b-Z0CW0WoSBdJm-u 


This photo was taken in November of 2010 showing two humpbacks entering the cove close to shore.


We strongly oppose any construction or large ship activity that would disrupt these wonderful creatures.


Thank you for your time,
Maura & Joe Odell
5765 N Tongass Hwy
Ketchikan, AK  99901
cell 907-821-2646
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From: Pagemaster, Reg POA
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Cc: Pagemaster, Reg POA
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] #POA-2019-00313
Date: Wednesday, July 31, 2019 10:47:15 AM


Estrella,


Please read and respond if necessary. Please cc Reg Pagemaster.


Thank you,


Amie Schoelen
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Alaska District
Lead Administrative Assistant, Regulatory Division
(907)753-2607


-----Original Message-----
From: Sheila Bird [mailto:meggiemarie23@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, July 31, 2019 12:01 AM
To: Pagemaster, Reg POA <regpagemaster@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] #POA-2019-00313


Hello my name is Sheila Bird.
In regards to the t shaped dock that can hold megaships in my home out at ward cove, I'm not sure if you've seen the
videos, but the muck under a sand trap in the ward cove mouth that will be stirred up when ships come in and out of
from the previous waste landfil, will prevent me and my family from enjoying the beach for another reason, yet
again. We cant go swim at the majority of our beaches we have on a hot day currently, because cruise ship waste is
being blatently dropped in our waters from the sewer system with complete disrespect and disregard of our home,
food, and people. If this plan happens, we can no longer use our home for subsistence like hunting, fishing, or
gathering food on high or low tide. I strongly disagree with this plan and i hope to see a different dock that we can
hold a mega ship or two. Please listen to my voice. My Tlingit Hiada family of 5 heavily relies on the water here in
ketchikan as does the rest of my family for many many years before us, and so many other families that hold our
native tradition, or are in or out of poverty. We can't stand to see our home and water being abused any longer. We
WILL NOT stand for it. Please make another plan. We enjoy the tourism, and know we will have more tourist each
and every year and growing, just please do it else where other than an area that will affect the thriving and local
community physically and emotionally.
Thank you for your time.
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From: Yolanda Bender
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Proposed Development Superfund Site - Alaska PUBLIC COMMENT
Date: Monday, July 29, 2019 9:00:19 PM
Importance: High


Thank you, in advance, for taking the time to read and consider this email.  It is lengthy but it is the only way that I
can convey the trepidation that many of us in this small community are facing.  After attending the site
informational session on 7/29 I am even more concerned due to the lack of detailed information and disregard for
the potential environmental impact.  I will be submitting my concerns to the EPA, Washington Post, Juneau Empire,
Ketchikan Daily News and SITNews.


The purpose of this email is to inform you about a potential environmentally disastrous project that has been
proposed in Ketchikan, Alaska.  It is being pushed through with minimal oversight or concern for the potential
impacts.  If this project is approved it will result in Norwegian Cruise Lines, and the President of the Cruise Line
Association of Alaska,  subjecting their passengers to high levels of carcinogenic chemicals.  In addition this could
expose this fishing community to return to the days of high toxins in the water in, and around, Ward Cove.


Norwegian Cruise Lines,  in partnership with the Binkley and Spokley families of Alaska, are proposing to build 2
docks large enough for passenger cruise ships of up to 4500 passengers on a superfund site as well as a retail center,
museum and bus loading zone..  John Binkley, who is the President of the Cruise Line Association of Alaska is
purposely not listed as a partner as it would present a conflict of interest.  


Around 1995 the site of the Ketchikan Pulp Company Mill was declared a superfund.  As part of the remediation
plan the site was dredged and a sand cap was placed on top of the affected areas.  The toxic material that was
dredged was buried in what is known as the “Uplands”.  The “Uplands” is located within yards of the proposed
project. In the Five year Review Report for Ketchikan Pulp Company Superfund Site, dated 9/21/15, the following
findings were made with regards to the “Uplands”: 


Uplands OU – Yes. After review of the current State and Federal applicable or relevant and appropriate regulations
(ARARs), the EPA believes that the ROD exposure assumptions and RAOs are still protective.


The ROD utilized industrial worker exposure assumptions for areas evaluated on-site. As part of the 2010 Five-Year
Review, a recalculation based on a residential scenario was conducted using standard EPA equations and parameters
(see Attachment 12). The total risk exceeds a threshold of 1E-04 for all areas with the exception of the former
bottom ash storage pile soils, wood waste and sludge disposal subarea soils, and forested and developed area soil.
This reinforced the ROD requirement that the Uplands OU properties remain subject to ICs precluding residential
use.


28


The site itself includes the following covenant:
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ICs requiring that post-remediation activities within the Area of Concern that materially damage the thin-layer cap
or mounds will be required to redress such damage, at the direction of EPA.


While the remedy selected for the Marine OU assumed that Ward Cove would be redeveloped in the future,
institutional controls are required and have been implemented to prevent the disturbance of the waste remaining on
site and affects how the site may be redeveloped. Section IX of the 2000 ROD prohibits persons from “using the
Site in any manner that would interfere with or adversely affect the integrity or protectiveness” of the remedy. Per
Section XI of the 2000 ROD, this institutional control will remain in effect even after the Remedial Action
Objectives are achieved.


In 1999 – before EPA had issued the ROD and before KPC had entered into a CERCLA Consent Decree (CD) to
perform the remedial design and remedial action – KPC recorded an Environmental Easement and Declaration of
Covenants on its property (“1999 Covenant”). The 1999 Covenant described restrictions on the use of Ward Cove,
including, but not limited to, a requirement that any damage to the sediment cap be redressed by KPC at EPA’s
direction. The 1999 Covenant designated the State of
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Alaska, Department of Natural Resources (ADNR) as the holder of the easement, and the ADNR subsequently
granted oversight of the easement to the ADEC.


On February 16, 2010, the then-owner of the tidelands, Ketchikan Gateway Borough (“the Borough”), requested
that ADNR release some or all of the restrictions established in the 1999 Covenant with respect to certain marine
tidelands within Alaska Tidelands


 Survey (ATS) 1. Following lengthy negotiations in 2010 and 2011, the State of Alaska Department of Law agreed
through written correspondence with the Borough on a partial release, which only applied to the restriction set forth
in Paragraph 8(g) of the 1999 Covenant. Paragraph 8(g) of the 1999 Covenant stated: “Projects or activities that
materially damage the cap applied to tide and submerged lands shall be required, at the direction of EPA, to redress
such impacts, e.g., a dredging project that may erode or displace large portions of the cap will be required to repair
or replace the cap.” The Department of Law agreed to this release based on the language of the 1999 Covenant,
which stated that the restriction set forth in Paragraph 8(g) only exists until EPA determines that healthy benthic
communities exist in the submerged lands.


It is unclear whether the partial release was ever formally memorialized in a signed document; however, the validity
of Paragraph 8(g) of the 1999 Covenant is immaterial to the protectiveness of the remedy. The 1999 Covenant was
in place before the ROD was issued in 2000 and was subsequently superseded by the July 2004 Environmental
Easement and Declaration of Covenants (“2004 Covenant”). The 2004 Covenant, which was entered into by the
Borough and KPC after KPC completed the remedy in Ward Cove, states, inter alia:


The Borough covenants and agrees that it shall not, through any activities or operations at or in the Ward Cove Area,
materially damage any cap or capping materials that may be applied to sediments in the Ward Cove Area under the
Ward Cove [CERCLA] Consent Decree.


In accordance with the 2004 Covenant, in the event of any such damage to the cap, the Borough (or any future
owner) must immediately report the damage to EPA and KPC and then restore the cap. The 2004 Covenant states
that the restricted uses shall run with the land and be binding on all future owners, and the terms and conditions shall
be for a period of twenty years, after which time the Covenant shall be automatically extended for successive
periods of ten years unless an instrument signed by KPC has been recorded agreeing to terminate the restrictions.


Ultimately, any activity that materially damages the thin-layer sediment cap at Ward Cove would be inconsistent
with the ROD and a violation of the institutional controls, including the 2004 Covenant, and may also be considered
a release of hazardous substances, subjecting the owner of the sediments to liability under Section 107(a) of
CERCLA.







All of the documentation can easily be found on the government superfund site: 
Blockedhttps://cumulis.epa.gov/supercpad/cursites/cscdocument.cfm?id=1000020&doc=Y&colid=30537
<Blockedhttps://cumulis.epa.gov/supercpad/cursites/cscdocument.cfm?id=1000020&doc=Y&colid=30537>


 Best Regards,


Yolanda Bender


Ketchikan, Alaska








From: Pagemaster, Reg POA
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Cc: Pagemaster, Reg POA
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] POA 2019-00313
Date: Thursday, September 19, 2019 1:39:49 PM


FYI


-----Original Message-----
From: Matt Eisenhower [mailto:mje0401@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2019 11:08 AM
To: Pagemaster, Reg POA <regpagemaster@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] POA 2019-00313


Regulatory Division (1145)
CEPOA-RD
Post Office Box 6898
JBER, Alaska 99506-0898


Via email to: regpagemaster@usace.army.mil
Re:     POA 2019-00313


I am writing to comment on the referenced project to build a dock to accommodate large cruise ships at Ward Cove
in the Ketchikan Gateway Borough.  I am currently the President of the Board of Education of the Ketchikan
Gateway Borough School District, but I am making these comments in my personal capacity.


It is my strong opinion that this project will have a positive economic impact on our local economy and the local
school district itself. 
Under current funding mechanisms established by the Ketchikan Gateway Borough Assembly, most of the revenue
for the local contribution toward schools comes from the 5.0 mills of local areawide property tax.  Phase 1,
consisting of the Ward Cove dock project and the revitalization of the former industrial property known as the
Ketchikan Pulp Mill, has been publicly announced as a private investment of $50 million.  As a private investment,
this should result in the assessed value of the improved property showing a corresponding increase of $50 million. 
With 5.0 mills of property tax dedicated to local education funding, this will result in collected property tax revenues
for local schools going up $250,000 ($50 million assessed valuation at 5.0 mills tax rate).  And plans call for
additional phases, further increasing the positive taxable impact of this major project, which may be the largest
private investment in all of Southeast Alaska.


This represents the best scenario for how local property taxes should grow – through an increase in the assessed
valuation of property from private investment without an increase in the tax rate.  And this additional local funding
of $250,000 is especially beneficial when compared to total local funding from property taxes for FY2020 of $7.5
million.  Given the budgetary difficulties faced by the State of Alaska and the impact on state funding of K-12
education, increasing local property taxes through private investment is critical to the school district.


Current projects by the city of Ketchikan to re-purpose their existing docks would not contribute to the tax revenue
supporting our schools. In fact, the extra tax burden of a new bond would negatively impact our economy.


It is for these reasons that I strongly support the Ward Cove project and support their permit request.


Matthew Eisenhower
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From: Shannon Nelson
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] REFERENCE NUMBER: POA-2019-00313
Date: Monday, August 12, 2019 9:05:15 PM


Before a permit to build a dock to accommodate huge ships in our, what once was, pristine waters, I would like to
know how the gray water aka: poop from the ships, will be handled.  I am not interested in letting my grandchildren
be denied the right to live in a place where they are no longer able to swim on the beaches because of the excess
amount of ships that are simply too much for our area. 


I would appreciate a note back that assured me you have received.


Thank you,


Shannon Nelson
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From: Kathy Rousso
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Ward Cove Cruise Ship site
Date: Thursday, September 19, 2019 11:22:30 AM


I have lived in Ketchikan since 1983 and remember when the pulp mill was operating in Ward Cove, and when it
shut down. Besides major environmental concerns with churning up the bottom of Ward Cove I am also concerned
with the uplands. Besides the actual site, I think we have enough cruise ships. The Norwegian Bliss and Joy already
dock downtown, why do they need additional space.
I am also concerned about the impact thousands of cruise ship passengers will have on the Ward Lake recreational
area as well as the amount of bus traffic from Ward Cove to get tourist downtown (where most of them will want to
go) and where a downtown bus depot will be located.
I do not know anyone (except the developers) who want this and there needs to be a public hearing so that we can
voice our concerns. I support the City of Ketchikan and the Army Corps of Engineers need to listen to the voices of
our community.
Thank You
Kathryn Rousso


Sent from my iPad
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From: Pagemaster, Reg POA
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Cc: Pagemaster, Reg POA
Subject: FW: #POA-2019-00313
Date: Tuesday, August 13, 2019 2:43:27 PM


Estrella,


Ward Cove commentary.


Please read and respond if necessary. Please cc Reg Pagemaster.


Thank you,


Amie Schoelen


U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Alaska District


Lead Administrative Assistant, Regulatory Division


(907)753-2607


From: Kimberly Keizer [mailto:kdkeizer@outlook.com]
Sent: Tuesday, August 13, 2019 10:48 AM
To: Pagemaster, Reg POA <regpagemaster@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] #POA-2019-00313


Good Day,


I am writing in regard to the development of Ward Cove, in Ketchikan, Alaska, as a cruise ship dock.


I am concerned about the Pulp Mill toxic waste that was covered with a sand cap, with the intention of keeping it
down until new growth could clean up the toxic waste naturally. To my knowledge, nothing has been growing,
which would signify to me, the toxic waste is still toxic.
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If my memory serves me correctly, the Alaska Marine Highway wanted access to that cove for a ferry terminal, and
was denied access, as their propellers would upturn the sand and toxic waste. But now, possibly a short time later,
cruise lines offer a substantial amount of money, and suddenly, there is no worry about the toxic waste. Well, I am
worried, and many other people, as well, about our subsistence way of life. The people of Ketchikan and Southeast
Alaska harvest a lot of food from the sea, and already, there are a lot of things we cannot eat due to environmental
carelessness.


I would like to make it clear that I object to building a cruise ship dock out at ward cove. Aside from the toxic waste
issue, our town does not need to accommodate more cruise ships; and on a personal note, the resources this town
will destroy or sell to the tour industry is sickening.


Thank you for your time and consideration,


Kimberly Keizer


1460 Tongass Avenue


Ketchikan, Alaska 99901


907-204-0101


Get Outlook for iOS <Blockedhttps://aka.ms/o0ukef>








From: Gary Lybrand
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Ward cove
Date: Thursday, September 19, 2019 3:06:53 PM


Please consider the excellent comments of the city of ketchikan.  in particular. I am concerned that the project
applicant doesn’t seem to be taking any responsibility for the traffic congestion that their bus will create downtown. 
Until they solve that issue to the cities satisfaction the project should not be allowed to precede.  Similarly public
safety and ent services need to be addressed.
Two issues the city did not mention are necessary improvements to Tongass highway at the pulp mill intersection
and possible impacts to ward lake recreation area.  The project proponent should bare the cost of any intersection
improves and other traffic upgrades.
Please hold public meeting on this project.  Prior to any meeting I would expect the project proponent to provide
answers to the many concerns resided.. 


Gary Lybrand
1242 water street
Ketchikan Alaska 99901
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From: Pagemaster, Reg POA
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Cc: Pagemaster, Reg POA
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] Public Comment for POA-2019-0013
Date: Friday, September 20, 2019 9:10:47 AM
Attachments: Army Corps of Engineers, POA-2019-0013_09.19.19.pdf


FYI


-----Original Message-----
From: Spring Barry [mailto:springmoon333@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2019 2:57 PM
To: Pagemaster, Reg POA <regpagemaster@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Public Comment for POA-2019-0013


To Whom It May Concern,


Please see my letter attached in regard to POA-2019-0013.


--


Spring Moon Barry
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19th September 2019 



Spring Barry 
907-220-7164 
springmoon333@gmail.com 



Army Corps of Engineers Regulatory Division 1145, CEPOA-RD 
Attn: Evonne Reese, Kathryn Cerise or To Whom It May Concern, 
P.O. Box 6898 
JBER, AK 99506-0898 
 
IN REGARDS OF: POA-2019-0013 



 



I write this concerned opinion in regard to the permit proposal to place docks 
over a superfund site for cruise ships at Ward Cove by Power Systems and 
Supplies of Alaska, Godspeed, Inc., and Norwegian Cruise Lines Holdings, Ltd. 
or as will be referenced as Ward Cove Dock Group. However I would like to 
start off my comments with the fact that this is a community concern, not just a 
Ward Cove Dock Group concern. 



I write this letter as a 4th generation Alaskan and lifelong Ketchikan, Alaska 
resident, who has always had residence far north of Ketchikan, and now 
presently Mile 7 North, in Ward Cove. Many residents can attest to the fact that 
they prefer to live on the north end direction of Ketchikan, away from the 
bustle of large groups of people, away from the noise, and the clogged traffic 
that 1.2 million visitors can generate.  



My current residence is within viewing-distance of the Superfund Site that is 
requesting these permits. While this is a major concern for me personally, I do 
have many more concerns on a community-wide level. However I would like to 
speak to my personal concern as I never envisioned that when I bought my 
home 4 years ago that I would ever have to be speaking to an issue such as 
this.  



There is simply no way to not-see 1 or 2 965ft cruise ships berthed in Ward 
Cove from the many residences in this area or the exhaust that billows from 
their massive stacks for a 5-month season every year. There is simply no way… 
to avoid their noise pollution, every morning.. every evening, all day. There is 
simply no way to avoid the addition of congested traffic- and not just in Ward 
Cove as the herds of people will inevitably need to make it to town for other 
activities, attractions, and excursions. My point is, is that is why we live outside 
of city limits. This is a period of time where I like to get out with my children 
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and enjoy the beautiful and vibrant surroundings that Ward Lake, the Tongass 
National Forest, and other nearby Harbors and State Parks offer us. The value 
of these recreational areas is intangible, and I would like to emphasize that 
they are vulnerable ecosystems. 



The impact that residences will face to avoid these new obstacles will be 
extremely costly. Please know that I support tourism. I support what it has 
done for local business owners, as well as our economy. However, just 
because I support it- like many other people, that doesn’t mean it should 
simply arrive at our doorstep unwarranted. It should go without saying, that I 
shouldn’t feel obligated to move due to a private enterprise development that 
in no way shape or form benefits the majority of us. Too much of a “good 
thing”, always ends up bad. And Ketchikan as a whole needs to make up their 
mind about what they want in regards to tourism expansion, growth or 
improvement. 



Somewhere, the line needs to get drawn. I cannot say where the line needs 
to go, as that is should be a community decision, not a private enterprise 
decision. The effects in which this private enterprise will have on this entire 
island is to a scale that you can’t come back from. I fear most are seeing the 
immediate benefits, and not the long term damages that are extremely 
possible with development at this Superfund Site. 



In addition, with an approximation of 9,000 - 10,000 additional people this will 
bring to our town perhaps on a daily basis, comes a series of infrastructure 
concerns, questions, and belief that Ketchikan and/or the Borough is not yet 
ready for financially and/or strategically.   



These additional docks will bring more people, which means more waste and I 
am not only referencing what you can throw away. More people means a 
greater demand for facilities like restrooms. The Pacific Standards reports that 
“Passengers and crew aboard the biggest ships can produce 210,000 gallons 
of sewage and almost five times as much graywater- from sinks, showers, 
laundry, and so on-- in a single week.”  In regards to greywater, bacteria, 1



heavy metals, and nutrients can still get left behind and thow marine 
ecosystems off kilter. Even if we assume that 1 individual who visits generates 
and leaves behind 1 piece of garbage, such as a coffee cup, or a water bottle- 
that is easily 9,000 - 10,000 additional more pieces of trash on a daily basis 
that our island will have to handle. What does this mean for the City of 
Ketchikan? All of this, eventually, will end us costing us. The year-round 
residents. I fear that it is us who will be picking up the dime for everything that 
is affected beyond the Ward Cove Dock Group property line, for a problem 
they are at the root of. 



1 https://psmag.com/news/how-cruise-ships-are-polluting-our-oceans 
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How do we improve our infrastructure (some of which is failing) with more 
people standing on top of us? 



More people means a greater power demand to the Ward Cove power grid. 
We currently are in a drought, with the last two years being the warmest and 
driest we have ever seen which has caused problems for the community to 
now run on generators (we have also seen the drought impact our wildlife as 
well). More people that will without a doubt, want to see the heart of 
downtown Ketchikan- will get on a bus (either privately opportory, or Borough 
operated), to reach it. Our highway will see faster wear and tear and more 
congestion.  



Coming to some of my largest concerns, there is not a complete 
understanding of the nature and extent of the contamination that exists at the 
Superfund Site itself and below the sediment cap. Therefore it’s difficult to 
predict or even quantify the seriousness of the impacts we could face with a 
re-release of this contamination. I would like to ask if there was a re-release, 
who would face the consequences? Those working on the site? Those who 
live within distance of contamination? Who is liable for the damage that’s 
caused? 



Circling within our community is a series of different opinions, beliefs, and 
understandings as to what chemicals were leaked and what took place at the 
Superfund Site in regards to the clean-up. This issue needs to be addressed- 
not coming from the private enterprise at the root of this proposal, or to the 
interpretations of those in which they have hired, but from an outside expert. 



The southeast region which participates in the tourism industry has yet to 
complete an independent study to evaluate the environmental impact and its 
adverse effects on a local level that cruise ships emissions cause to our air 
quality and our oceans as human waste and fuel is commonly dumped in our 
oceans. In 2016, the Pacific Standard reported that “each passenger’s carbon 
footprint while cruising is roughly three times what it would be on land.”  2



Friends of the Earth (an environmental agency group) reports Norwegian 
Cruise Lines an overall 2019 Final Grade (a tabulated score based on Sewage 
Treatment, Air Pollution Reduction, Water Quality Compliance, and 
Transparency) of C-, with a D- in Air Pollution Reduction, and an F for 
Transparency.  3



I firmly believe that it is no coincidence that as we start to see tourism expand 
into larger ships carrying more people, we start to see our oceans get even 



2 https://psmag.com/news/how-cruise-ships-are-polluting-our-oceans 
3 https://foe.org/cruise-report-card/ 
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more filthy with unapologetic pollution from these ships and their massive 
corporations, in addition to warmer oceans.  



What does this development mean to all five species of salmon, or steelhead 
and dolly varden? What does re-release of contamination mean to them? 



This project specifically proposes to drive piles through areas which are likely 
contaminated and the prop wash disturbing the thin sediment cap can 
re-suspend contaminated sediment in an area used for recreation. 



We have also yet to study the long term effects of cruise ship traffic at 
Superfund Sites and sediment caps. The fact is, is that there are so many 
unknowns that pose great risk. Is it worth it? And to whose benefit? 



I stand firm that this conversation should of been started with community 
impact. Should Ketchikan as a community decide to move forward with 
expanded tourism, there are many other locations in the Ketchikan area for 
potential new cruise ship dock development, or simply, improvement on 
existing infrastructure and facilities that do not involve the same amount of 
contaminated risks we are taking with the Ward Cove development.  



I believe that Ketchikan would be far better off with improving upon what we 
currently have and offer our visitors, as a City of Ketchikan approved and 
operated endeavor.  



While I openly acknowledge that a lot my concerns and comments do not 
strictly apply to the Ward Cove Dock Group development, they are all related, 
intertwined, and all affect each other. 



At the announcement of Ward Cove Dock Group agreement with Norwegian 
Cruise Lines to build a two-ship dock in Ward Cove, several assertions were 
made, along with assumptions just a week or two later in a statement issued at 
a Public Forum held by the City of Ketchikan. At the Public Forum, I was 
expecting to speak with Ward Cove Dock Group, unbeknownst that the forum 
was in fact held by the City, even though there was rumor of a public-private 
partnership. Ward Cove Dock Group failed to simply...even attend to address 
many concerned citizens who spoke up about them- including local old-timers 
and elders who worked at the Superfund Site and have witnessed what took 
place there.  



Instead, they issued a statement. Within this statement and other press by 
Ward Cove Dock Group they stated, “construction is starting soon!”, and 
“construction has already begun.” As if there was no time for comment, no 
room for conversation, because the decision has already been made.  











 



 



Ward Cove Dock Group made assumptions that this was “within the 
communities best interest”. They made this bold statement, without even 
asking the community first.  



This to me is interpreted as a private enterprise seeing dollars and cents first, 
before (and with complete blinders on) realistically understanding, preparing, 
and planning for environmental impacts, re-release or re-contamination should 
the sediment cap get disturbed, and even local desire, just to name a few. 



Their lack of community participation in the conversation, their assumptions, 
and claims, their movement in a quickly prepared “plan” of action which affects 
everyone, does not demonstrate genuine concern, care, or desire to 
understand what the community wants.  



I find it seriously concerning, that just recently Godspeed, Inc., bid 12.8 million 
dollars on waterfront property in downtown Juneau. This is nearly 4 times the 
appraised value. Norweigen Cruise Lines also put in an offer of 20 million 
dollars on the same piece of land.  Coming from a corporation that had 1.1 4



billion dollars of net income from last year. That is nearly 5 times the lands 
appraised value. When you put this together with Godspeed, Inc., partnership 
with NCL with the Ward Cove Dock Group… it publically appears that NCL is 
trying to buy up communities- without further investing in the communities in 
attempt to repair the quality of life they have damaged. 



As a small business owner, I am invested here in Ketchikan. As a 4th 
generation Alaskan, I am loyal to Ketchikan, and I planted my family, my home 
here. I look forward to the future here, and responsible growth that we can 
sustain. In closing, I ask that the permit be denied at this time. 



 



Spring Barry, 



907-220-7164 
Springmoon333@gmail.com 



4 
https://www.ktoo.org/2019/09/09/the-bids-are-in-norwegian-cruise-line-is-apparent-hig
h-bidder-on-waterfront-property/?fbclid=IwAR20Xia-3NCOpNf0ehN6gOLvbGw30Mptp
gFYPvZCzCq04Mf7YnzUtaJu_CY 
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From: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Subject: POA-2019-00313.20190820 Jon Young Comments.pdf (UNCLASSIFIED)
Date: Wednesday, September 25, 2019 9:58:25 AM
Attachments: POA-2019-00313.20190820 Jon Young Comments.pdf


CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED


Mr. Jon Young comment of August 20, 2019. 
Your message is ready to be sent with the following file or link attachments:


POA-2019-00313.20190820 Jon Young Comments.pdf


Note: To protect against computer viruses, e-mail programs may prevent sending or receiving certain types of file
attachments.  Check your e-mail security settings to determine how attachments are handled.
CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED
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From: Samuel Naujokas
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Comment on proposed Ward Cove dock project ref #POA-2019-00313
Date: Monday, September 16, 2019 11:54:04 AM


Hello,
I am writing to you today to provide comment on the proposed Ward Cove dock that the Corps is soliciting
comments on. The proposal is listed with reference number POA-2019-00313. I am a resident of Ketchikan and an
environmental policy development specialist working for a tribal government. I strongly believe that before any
development is done on the project, there should be a series of rigorous, extensive, and in-depth public hearings held
in Ketchikan with the US Army Corps district commander and all regulatory staff present. This issue will have a
major impact on our community economically, socially, and environmentally, and all Ketchikan residents deserve to
have a say in the permitting process.


Many residents are more used to providing comment in the hearing format, and will provide substantive comment,
but only in hearing form, not in letter comment form. By holding a public hearing, you can ensure that all
perspectives on the project from the community are heard equally. I understand that conducting such hearings would
bear a heavy additional workload on Corps staff, but this proposed project will have such a big impact on our
community that hearings are absolutely necessary. They are also necessary because of the complication, intricacy,
diversity, and size of the potential impacts of the proposed project. The dock would have major implications for our
community's tax structure, marine health, tourism traffic, infrastructure, and social makeup, and all of these
implications absolutely need to be discussed and addressed in a public forum before any work is permitted to occur.
This is in line with the mission and directive of the Corps, and is also in line with the request for public comment
that was outlined in the public notice for the project issued on July 19, 2019.


 Please hold public hearings on this important project. Our community deserves to have their opinions on a project
that will impact their lives heard by the government officials responsible for permitting the project.


I also want to comment that I am adamantly opposed to the project because of the threat the project poses to the
stability of the Ward Cove sediment cap, which prevents a cocktail of hazardous waste chemicals present at the
bottom of Ward Cove from being released to the environment. I am also opposed because of the unnecessary
additional strain the project will place on our road, water, and power infrastructure. Finally, I am also opposed
because of how the project has the potential to severely reduce the tax base of the City of Ketchikan, which could be
disastrous for the effective management of our municipal government resources.


 Thank you for your time and attention, and feel free to reach out to me with any questions or concerns.


Best,
Samuel Naujokas
707-583-5079


P.S: I am an employee of Ketchikan Indian Community, and have been heavily engaged with the details of the
proposed project as part of my job. However, my opinion expressed in this email DOES NOT represent the views of
Ketchikan Indian Community or any other KIC employees or council members and should not be interpreted as
such. The opinions in this email are my own individually and mine alone.
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From: Pagemaster, Reg POA
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Cc: Pagemaster, Reg POA
Subject: FW: Ward Cove Alaska
Date: Friday, September 20, 2019 9:15:27 AM


FYI


-----Original Message-----
From: Craig Koch [mailto:kochclan@hotmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2019 6:53 PM
To: Pagemaster, Reg POA <regpagemaster@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Ward Cove Alaska


Please hold a public forum to discuss findings regarding development of the Ward Cove site near Ketchikan, AK. 
This could be terrible for our area if capped pollutants are released from the bay at this former pulp mill site.


Thank you,  Hilary Koch, Ketchikan Alaska 99901
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From: Meadow Muench
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] POA-2019-00313, Ward Cove
Date: Thursday, September 19, 2019 3:17:04 PM


To whom it may concern,


Please reject the Ward Cove Group’s plan to develop a cruise ship port in Ward Cove, Ketchikan, Alaska.
The Ward Cove development poses a environmental hazard and a pedestrian hazard.


I’m concerned that docking large ships in Ward Cove will strip the sand cap layer and devastate the local
ecosystems.


I’m also concerned that dropping 4,000 passengers off in Ward Cove will lead to vehicle and pedestrians accidents
along the highway. Some passengers will choose to walk to The Ward Lake Recreational Area along the highway
and will either cross at the Revilla Road or the Ward Lake Road. Currently, there’s no upland infrastructure to
facilitate large pedestrian traffic.
I’m worried that people will be hit while attempting to across the highway. Especially, on the blind corners such as
in the Ward Lake Road turn off or to the Ward Cove Market turn off.


Also, it’s worth mentioning that local recreation areas like Ward Lake and Refuge Cove Beach will see an increase
in use. Without proper infrastructure upgrades this will ruin the ecosystems in those areas.


Thank you for your time.


Sincerely,


Meadow Muench


Sent from my iPhone
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From: Pagemaster, Reg POA
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Cc: Pagemaster, Reg POA
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] POA 2019-00313
Date: Thursday, September 19, 2019 9:31:12 AM
Attachments: POA 2019-00313.pdf


FYI


-----Original Message-----
From: Bill and Trish Smart [mailto:smartconstruction@kpunet.net]
Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2019 3:55 PM
To: Pagemaster, Reg POA <regpagemaster@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] POA 2019-00313


Please see attached our letter of support for above referenced.


Thank you,


Bill & Trish Smart/Smart Construction Co., Inc.
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From: Lacey Simpson
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Cc: Karl Amylon; Diane Walker
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] RE: Power Systems & Supplies permit comments (UNCLASSIFIED)
Date: Monday, September 23, 2019 3:17:27 PM
Attachments: Comments request to Army Corps_City of Ketchikan.pdf


Ms. Campellone,


Attached please find a letter signed by City Manager Karl Amylon formally requesting the comments received for
the Power Systems & Supplies of Alaska's application for permit.


Thank you,
Lacey


Lacey G. Simpson
Assistant City Manager · Assistant KPU General Manager
City of Ketchikan & Ketchikan Public Utilities
(907) 228-5603 |  www.ktn-ak.us
334 Front Street | Ketchikan, AK 99901


-----Original Message-----
From: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA) [mailto:Estrella.F.Campellone@usace.army.mil]
Sent: Monday, September 23, 2019 11:44 AM
To: Lacey Simpson
Subject: RE: Power Systems & Supplies permit comments (UNCLASSIFIED)


External Email Notice
This message originated from outside your organization
________________________________


CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED


Dear Mr. Simpson,
Could you send a formal request on a signed letter? Best regards,
Estrella Campellone
Project Manager
South Section
Regulatory Division
USACE AK District
Tel: 907-753-2518
-----Original Message-----
From: Lacey Simpson [mailto:LaceyS@City.Ketchikan.Ak.Us]
Sent: Monday, September 23, 2019 9:43 AM
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA) <Estrella.F.Campellone@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Power Systems & Supplies permit comments


Dear Ms. Campellone,
With regard to the permit application submitted by Power Systems & Supplies of Alaska (POA-2019-00313), the
City of Ketchikan requests when the Army Corps of Engineers releases all received public comments that the City is
notified and included in any press release correspondence. The City would like the opportunity to review the
received comments, and you may use my email address for any correspondence.
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Also, the City would like to know if all those that submitted comments to the Corps will receive a response from
either the Corps or permit applicant once the Corps has compiled these comments and transmitted them to the permit
applicant for the 30-day response period.
Thank you for your time, and I look forward to hearing from you.
Lacey
Lacey G. Simpson
Assistant City Manager * Assistant KPU General Manager
City of Ketchikan & Ketchikan Public Utilities
(907) 228-5603 |  Blockedwww.ktn-ak.us <Blockedhttp://www.ktn-ak.us/>
334 Front Street | Ketchikan, AK 99901
CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED


--
This email has been processed with the City of Ketchikan SPAM filter. Please still be diligent with suspicious
emails as no SPAM filter is 100% effective. If you have questions or concerns please contact the City IT
Department at cityit@city.ketchikan.ak.us








From: Pagemaster, Reg POA
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Cc: Pagemaster, Reg POA
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] #POA-2019-00313 Public Comment
Date: Friday, August 30, 2019 9:16:43 AM


Estrella,


Please see email below for Ward Cove commentary.


Amie


From: Caroline Hamp [mailto:cfhamp318@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, August 26, 2019 9:59 AM
To: Pagemaster, Reg POA <regpagemaster@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] #POA-2019-00313 Public Comment


Good morning U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,


I am a Ketchikan resident who is concerned for the long-term health and well-being of myself, my family, and my
neighbors. I am opposed to the Ward Cove Dock Project.


The Ward Cove area, which was previously our pulp mill, is regionally known for being a ‘cancer cluster.’ The cove
itself is full of harmful materials and minerals. In the proposed project area, the harmful materials are only
quarantined by a sand-cap, which is not proven 100% effective, and would be completely nullified if this project
were to go through (you certainly know all of this already!). For the immediate safety of the construction crew
members and the long-term health of the community, I oppose this project.


I am also a land owner near Ward Cove. I purposefully bought my land outside of town to have a serene, quiet space
away from the hustle and bustle of cruise visitors. Many of my neighbors and Ward Cove business owners are not
happy about the proposed project and how it will change our way of life, property value, road conditions, and traffic,
to name a few. It is not the best place for tourism expansion.


Lastly, the State of Alaska is currently in a deficit and is not able to pay for basic infrastructure, like road
maintenance. If this project is completed, the tourists will have to be bused along North Tongass Highway to and
from the dock site to visit downtown. Because Southeast Alaska is a rainy place, the road can be dangerous when
wet, and it also easily gets potholes (which we don’t have the money to fix). We do not have the resources or money
to safely maintain the infrastructure needed for this project.


Once again, I am opposed to the project for the above reasons (and many more!). Please let me know if I should be
sending this public comment elsewhere. Thank you for your time.


Respectfully,


Caroline Hamp
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From: Maura & Joe
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Subject: Re: [Non-DoD Source] Re: Ward Cove Cruise Ship Dock Project
Date: Saturday, July 20, 2019 8:30:17 AM


Sure, here it is.


If this link won't open, just go to youtube and search Humpbacks Maura Odell, and it should come up.
Blockedhttps://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLKa3EtfydEaju9sH_b-Z0CW0WoSBdJm-u


This link to a video on facebook shows a pair of humpbacks breaching right in Ward Cove in front of the old Pulp
Mill buildings.
Blockedhttps://www.facebook.com/jeremy.borch/videos/2595369523814136/


Thank you for your interest.


Maura


On Fri, Jul 19, 2019 at 8:52 AM Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
<Estrella.F.Campellone@usace.army.mil <mailto:Estrella.F.Campellone@usace.army.mil> > wrote:


        Could you send the link again? I can't open it.
        Thanks,
        Estrella
       
        -----Original Message-----
        From: Maura & Joe [mailto:mojocoho@gmail.com <mailto:mojocoho@gmail.com> ]
        Sent: Friday, July 19, 2019 8:47 AM
        To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA) <Estrella.F.Campellone@usace.army.mil
<mailto:Estrella.F.Campellone@usace.army.mil> >
        Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Re: Ward Cove Cruise Ship Dock Project
       
        I am wondering if there is public access to the comment letters received pertaining to an application by Solstice
Alaska Consulting for development and construction of a large dock in Ward Cove.
       
       
        Is there a website where I could follow the process?
       
        Thank you for your help,
        Maura Odell
       
        On Sat, Jul 6, 2019 at 9:45 PM Maura & Joe <mojocoho@gmail.com <mailto:mojocoho@gmail.com> 
<mailto:mojocoho@gmail.com > > > wrote:
       
       
                We are writing in opposition to the Ward Cove Cruise Ship Dock Project application submitted by
Solstice Alaska Consulting, Inc. as an unlisted Adjoining Property Owner. 
       
                Although we are not listed in the above mentioned application "List of Addresses of Adjoining Property
Owners," our home is at the mouth of Ward Cove (5765 N Tongass Hwy
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<Blockedhttps://www.google.com/maps/search/Ward+Cove+(5765+N+Tongass+Hwy?entry=gmail&source=g>  -
Lat 55.39 Lon -131.73), and we would like our comments included.
       
                Our specific objection pertains to the "Potential Impacts" to protected and endangered marine mammals as
listed on page 11 of the application.  In the first paragraph on page 12 it states that "humpbacks have been spotted
transiting Ward Cove on one occasion in recent years."
       
                We have lived on this point at the south side of the mouth of Ward Cove since 2005, and we have seen
humpbacks entering the cove every year at various times.  Last year we observed humpbacks bubble feeding along
the shore and well into the cove over a period of five months from July and into December.  The following link to
my humpback youtube playlist shows them here on a regular basis. 
       
                Blockedhttps://Blockedwww.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLKa3EtfydEaju9sH_b-Z0CW0WoSBdJm-u
<Blockedhttp://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLKa3EtfydEaju9sH_b-Z0CW0WoSBdJm-u>  
       
       
                This photo was taken in November of 2010 showing two humpbacks entering the cove close to shore.
       
       
       
                We strongly oppose any construction or large ship activity that would disrupt these wonderful creatures.
       
                Thank you for your time,
                Maura & Joe Odell
                5765 N Tongass Hwy
                Ketchikan, AK  99901
                cell 907-821-2646
       
       








From: Diane Walker
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Cc: MayorCouncil; davidl@kgbak.us; alanb@kgbak.us; rodneyd@kgbak.us; judithm@kgbak.us; susanp@kgbak.us;


amandap@kgbak.us; svenw@kgbak.us; felixw@kgbak.us; Ruben Duran; Hladick.christopher@Epamail.epa.gov;
senator.bert.stedman@akleg.gov; senator.lisa.murkowski@akleg.gov; senator.dan.sullivan@akleg.gov;
representative.don.young@akleg.gov; Rep. Daniel Ortiz; Law Office of Stephen Bradford;
HSherman@nclcorp.com; John Binkley; Karl Amylon; Mitch Seaver; Kim Stanker; Steven Corporon; Bob Newell;
Mark Hilson; Lacey Simpson; richardh@kgbak.us; Diane Walker; sweir@ncl.com; david@wciak.com; Bob Blasco;
john@riverboatdiscovery.com


Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Public Notice of Application for Permit - Power Systems & Supplies of Alaska, Reference
Number POA-2019-00313


Date: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 7:55:21 PM
Attachments: image003.png


dianew@city.ketchikan.ak.us_20190910_134422.pdf


Good afternoon,


With regard to the above reference subject please find comments from City of Ketchikan Mayor Robert Sivertsen
regarding POA-2019-00313.  If you are unable to open the attachment for whatever reason, please let me know and
I will be happy to fax it.


Diane L. Walker


Executive Assistant


City Manager’s Office
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From: Paul Jarvi
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Ward Cove
Date: Saturday, August 3, 2019 10:39:30 AM


Estrella Campellone,


This is Paul Jarvi again.  My comments of Ward Cove Alaska were in reference to POA-2019-00313.  Is Ward Cove
Alaska safe for development and can the road system in the Ketchikan Gateway Borough handle the new dock for
cruise ships?
Thank you,
Paul Jarvi
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From: Pagemaster, Reg POA
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Cc: Pagemaster, Reg POA
Subject: FW: Letter of support for POA 2019-00313
Date: Tuesday, September 17, 2019 2:09:04 PM
Attachments: Cape Fox letter of support.pdf


FYI


-----Original Message-----
From: Timothy Lewis [mailto:tlewis@capefoxlodge.com]
Sent: Tuesday, September 17, 2019 11:22 AM
To: Pagemaster, Reg POA <regpagemaster@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Letter of support for POA 2019-00313


Regulatory Division (1145)


CEPOA-RD


Post Office Box 6898


JBER, Alaska 99506-0898


Via email to: regpagemaster@usace.army.mil


Re: POA 2019-00313


Attached you will find a letter of support for POA 2019-00313 the Ward Cove Dock Expansion from Cape Fox
Corporation.  We are excited to see this project moving forward and give our full support to the Ward Cove Groups
efforts.  Please feel free to reach out to me regarding any questions you may have.


Tim Lewis


Commercial Business Operations Manager


Cape Fox Corporation


800 Venetia Way


Ketchikan, AK 99901


Office: 907-225-8001


Mobile: 907-782-9471
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Regulatory Division (1145)  
CEPOA-RD  
Post Office Box 6898  
JBER, Alaska 99506-0898 
 
Via email to: regpagemaster@usace.army.mil 



Re: POA 2019-00313 



As the Commercial Business Operations Manager for Cape Fox Corporation, I am writing to comment on the 
referenced project to build a dock to accommodate large cruise ships at Ward Cove in the Ketchikan, Alaska 
area. 



Cape Fox Corporation is the Alaska Native Corporation for the Village of Saxman, located on Revillagigedo 
Island in Southeast Alaska.  Cape Fox Corporation was formed as part of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement 
Act (ANCSA) of 1971.  It is the mission of Cape Fox Corporation to grow and maintain a strong financial 
foundation by profitably managing financial and land resources to provide immediate and long term 
economic, education, and cultural benefits for its native shareholders. 



Cape Fox Corporation has adopted its Code of Ethics and Business Conduct and considers it the guide by which 
we conduct business.  An integral part of this code is that Cape Fox respects and preserves our cherished 
Tlingit and Alaska Native cultural values, traditions and history. Cape Fox cares for and protects natural 
resources and conducts business activities in a manner that respects and preserves the quality of the 
environment. The continuation of our subsistence way of life is central to our mission and is an important 
consideration when management and the Board meet to plan and set goals for the future growth of Cape Fox. 



Virtually all the 23,040 acres of entitlement lands held by Cape Fox Corporation are located on Revillagigedo 
Island, and a significant portion are near Ward Cove and connected to it by the road system: within the 
drainage basin of Ward Cove; along both the White River and George Inlet; and within the Whipple Creek 
watershed.  Cape Fox strongly supports the private investment and efforts of the Ward Cove Dock Group LLC 
in seeking to revitalize the former industrial site at Ward Cove known as the Ketchikan Pulp Mill. 



Cape Fox Corporation is of the opinion that converting this dilapidated former industrial site into a productive 
and attractive part of the important tourism-based local economy will be a strong financial benefit to the 
entire region.  Cape Fox Corporation intends to seize upon the opportunities this project will create for further 
tourism-related development of nearby Cape Fox lands for the benefit of its shareholders and other area 
residents. When completed, the Ward Cove dock and our own related tourism projects will positively impact 
the lives of the Cape Fox shareholders in a manner consistent with the ideals described above.   



Sincerely, 



 



Timothy Lewis 
CBOM Cape Fox Corporation 
907-204-0184 
  

















From: Pagemaster, Reg POA
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Cc: Pagemaster, Reg POA
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] #POA-2019-00313 Public Comment
Date: Thursday, September 12, 2019 12:47:54 PM


Estrella,


See email below for Ward Cove commentary.


Thanks,


Amie


From: Sarah Gucker [mailto:sarahgucker@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, September 12, 2019 12:39 PM
To: Pagemaster, Reg POA <regpagemaster@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] #POA-2019-00313 Public Comment


Whom it may Concern:


I am a 3rd generation Ketchikan resident who doesn't want to see my home ruined by this highly unneccessary
project. Creating another two-berth dock in ward cove will not solve the congestion problem downtown, but it will
most definitely cause congestion and traffic problems around ward cove. I am strongly opposed to the proposed
Ward Cove Dock Project. I believe the proposed project, if implemented as currently designed, poses a threat to the
economic, social, and environmental values of Ketchikan. It will also place an undue burden on already strained
infrastructure and resources of the community. A cruise dock would create the need for much more infrastructure in
the area than just the dock, and the fragile, beautifully intricate ecosystem around ward cove would suffer greatly as
a result. Pollutants present in the Ward Cove sediments pose a major threat to juvenile salmon. I very much
encourage the US Army Corps of Engineers to hold a public hearing and engage all members of the public in a
meaningful, cooperative way so that all members of the public can voice their opinions, whether in support of or
against this project.


Thank you for your time,


Sarah Gucker sarahgucker@gmail.com <mailto:sarahgucker@gmail.com> 
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From: Pagemaster, Reg POA
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Cc: Pagemaster, Reg POA
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] Emailing: Ward Cove Cruise Ship Dock Corp. Support Letter T. Wanzer 9-16-
Date: Wednesday, September 18, 2019 1:14:40 PM
Attachments: Ward Cove Cruise Ship Dock Corp. Support Letter T. Wanzer 9-16-.pdf


FYI


-----Original Message-----
From: Terry Wanzer [mailto:tfwlanding@kpunet.net]
Sent: Tuesday, September 17, 2019 4:30 PM
To: Pagemaster, Reg POA <regpagemaster@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Emailing: Ward Cove Cruise Ship Dock Corp. Support Letter T. Wanzer 9-16-


  Dear U.S. Army Corps of Engineers;


   Please accept my response  an opinion on The Ward Cove Cruise Dock ( Reference Number POA-2019-003130
permit
   Should you have questions please do not hesitate to contact me. I have mailed an original for your permanent
records.


    Kindest Regards


    Terral F. Wanzer
     Owner, Hospitality Unlimited
Your message is ready to be sent with the following file or link
attachments:


Ward Cove Cruise Ship Dock Corp. Support Letter T. Wanzer 9-16-


Note: To protect against computer viruses, e-mail programs may prevent sending or receiving certain types of file
attachments.  Check your e-mail security settings to determine how attachments are handled.
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From: Pagemaster, Reg POA
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Cc: Pagemaster, Reg POA
Subject: FW: Ward cove cruise ship dock
Date: Friday, September 20, 2019 9:15:57 AM


FYI


-----Original Message-----
From: valerie stanley [mailto:valerie602@hotmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2019 9:00 PM
To: Pagemaster, Reg POA <regpagemaster@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Ward cove cruise ship dock


I Valerie Stanley and my family all lifetime residents of the quaint town of Ketchikan, Alaska DO NOT support the
cruise ships going to Ward Cove, Alaska.


Since the LP pulp mill closed 20 years ago we now have seals, crab, salmon many species living back in there. 


I also do not think our roads can handle the amount of buses needed to transport the people from the cove to town! 
Where are they going to park these buses? Down town is full already.


Like the roads, when the wind is blowing those mega ships when will use all the power of thrusters they have to not
hit the dock and it probably will stir up the layer below keeping the 50 years of toxic materials under the layer. 


I vote NO as does my family.
Lawrence Stanley
Christian Stanley
Shelby Garton


Valerie Stanley
602 Lotus Street
Ketchikan, Alaska 99901
Sent from my iPad
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From: Pagemaster, Reg POA
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Cc: Pagemaster, Reg POA
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] #POA-2019-00313
Date: Thursday, September 19, 2019 9:28:58 AM


FYI


-----Original Message-----
From: Susan Walsh [mailto:alaskanrn2@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2019 12:55 AM
To: Pagemaster, Reg POA <regpagemaster@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] #POA-2019-00313


 The  current administration is gutting any protections under EPA  and the Clean Water Act. I fear that my
comments will fall on deaf ears, however I would be remiss if I didn't voice my grave concerns regarding the
proposed construction of a two birth cruise ship dock.
First and foremost I would like to state that I am not opposed to planned economic development. In fact I took part
in the technical discussion group meetings regarding the fate of Ward Cove following the closure of Ketchikan Pulp
Co. I and many others advocated for a total clean-up of the cove to pre-pulp mill conditions thereby avoiding such a
dilemma that now faces our community.  Ward Cove is the largest protected  deep water port in southeast Alaska
developing a cruise ship dock at first blush makes all the sense in the world and again one which I and many others
advocated for after total reclamation of the water body. However, our local leaders, in their shortsightedness desired
to get the property back on the tax roles and ruled that only the bare minimum should be performed and lobbying for
the short-lived ventured  Gateway Forest Products( declared bankruptcy after less than a week in operation) In
hindsight this decision was penny wise and pound foolish...the patchwork fashion by which the caps were  placed in
the area of concern  make navigating and anchoring  a challenge,especially for the large cruise ships invited.
Disturbing the fairly thin caps and releasing toxins is my concern. The Ward Cove Dock Group has assured the
public that their current findings for all intents and purposes find the cove to be thriving  and no one need be
concerned. Given past history I find I am skeptical of this report and  I would like the EPA's ROD (April 2000)  and
Teresa Michaelsen's (Avocet Co.) findings included with my comments.
I am requesting  from the Army Corps of Engineers DEC & EPA and a current assessment as to the state of cove
prior to allowing future development. thereby protecting our most valued resource.  .
Thank you for your time and consideration of this matter


Sincerely,


Susan E Walsh
1252 Upper Millar
Ketchikan,Ak 99901
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From: Pagemaster, Reg POA
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Cc: Pagemaster, Reg POA
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] #POA-2019-00313 reconsider
Date: Tuesday, August 20, 2019 2:22:59 PM


Estrella,
See below for commentary on Ward Cove.


Please read and respond if necessary. Please cc Reg Pagemaster if response is needed.


Thank you,


Amie Schoelen
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Alaska District
Lead Administrative Assistant, Regulatory Division
(907)753-2607


 


-----Original Message-----
From: Brandon Castle [mailto:wiiswimmer@icloud.com]
Sent: Saturday, August 17, 2019 6:26 PM
To: Pagemaster, Reg POA <regpagemaster@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] #POA-2019-00313 reconsider


Please do not do this to our Ketchikan waters.


The toxic materials that will be stirred up will have lasting effects on the health of the ocean. Please consider the
long term environmental effects rather than the profit of only a few rich cruise liners.


We need to consider the future of Ketchikan and the lands we live on vs the cruise industries taking control over our
local economy. 


Please reconsider damaging the ecosystem. I am sending this as my right to voice my opinion on this project and as
a fed up Ketchikan resident watching the tourist industry taking over our town.


We have become a cruise port and not a thriving Southeast Alaskan town. I urge the leaders of this project to see the
bigger picture and protect the environment.


Sent from my iPhone
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From: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
To: Robin Reich
Subject: FW: Ward Cove - Ketchikan (UNCLASSIFIED)
Date: Tuesday, September 24, 2019 5:07:00 PM
Attachments: KPC Ward Cove SPAR cmts 9 19 19 final.pdf


CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED


Fyi


From: Fishwick, Claire (DEC)
Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2019 4:18 PM
To: dave@wciak.com; jbinkley@alaska.net
Cc: Minnillo, Mark J (DFG) <mark.minnillo@alaska.gov>; Cerise.kathryn@Epamail.epa.gov;
Barton.justine@Epamail.epa.gov; richardh@kgbak.us; phillip.benning@lpcorp.com; robin@solsticeak.com;
michael.r.gala@usace.army.mil; Miller, Kirk D (DOT) <kirk.miller@alaska.gov>; Fishwick, Claire (DEC)
<claire.fishwick@alaska.gov>
Subject: Ward Cove - Ketchikan


Good afternoon:


Please find attached a letter from the Director of Spill Prevention & Response regarding the plans for redevelopment
of Ward Cove. 


Respectfully,


Claire Fishwick


Executive Secretary


Department of Environmental Conservation


Post Office Box 111800


Juneau, Alaska 99811-1800


907-465-5066


Blockedhttp://dec.alaska.gov/
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Department of 
Environmental Conservation 



DIVISION OF SPILL PREVENTION AND RESPONSE 
DIRECTOR’S OFFICE 



Post Office Box 111800 
Juneau, AK 99811 



Phone: 907.465.5250 
Fax: 907.465-5218 



 
File #: 1540.38.001 



September 19, 2019 
 



Power Systems & Supplies of Alaska Godspeed, Inc. 
and Ward Cove Industries Attn: John Binkley 



Attn: David Spokely 5325 Chena Small Tracts Road 
6841 N Tongass Highway Fairbanks, AK 99709 
Ketchikan, AK 99901 



 
Re: Ward Cove Redevelopment Plans - Power Systems & Supplies of Alaska- Cruise Ship Dock and Ward Cove 



Industries – Barge Landing Ramp/Dock 
 



Dear Mr. Spokely and Mr. Binkley: 
 



The Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) Division of Spill Prevention and Response – 
Contaminated Sites Program has reviewed the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers permit applications submitted by 
Power Systems & Supplies of Alaska (PSSA) and Ward Cove Industries, respectively, for the projects referenced 
above. As you are aware, the former Ketchikan Pulp Company Ward Cove Pulp Mill and surrounding area is a 
contaminated site that has been addressed through a risk-based cleanup and remains subject to the federal 
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) and applicable Alaska 
environmental statutes and regulations. 



 
DEC understands that the proposed redevelopment plans may adversely impact the sediment cap and underlying 
materials which can potentially cause chronic exceedances of water quality standards. 



 
BACKGROUND 
The former Ketchikan Pulp Company (KPC) Mill Site located in Ward Cove was subject to a cleanup under 
CERCLA in the late 1990s. The site is divided into two Operable Units (OUs): the Uplands OU and the Marine 
OU. Both areas are subject to an Institutional Control (IC) Plan and an Environmental Protection Easement and 
Declaration of Restrictive Covenants signed by KPC and the Ketchikan Gateway Borough (KGB). The easement 
and covenants travel with the land and apply to all successors and assigns. Current owners at the site are KPC, 
PSSA, and the Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities (ADOT&PF)/Alaska Marine Highway 
System (AMHS). KPC owns the landfill; PSSA owns the upland pulp mill site and a large portion of the marine 
property; and ADOT&PF owns a portion of the upland and marine properties. PSSA leases its property to Ward 
Cove Industries LLC. 



 
Upland Areas 



 
During the mid- to late 1990s, soil contaminated with petroleum, lead, PCBs, benzo(a)pyrene, and dioxins was 
removed from several areas around the site to support commercial/industrial land use. 
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The institutional control requirements established on the Upland OU include: 
 



 Maintain acceptable risk levels for soils for industrial/commercial exposure scenarios; 
 Restrict residential land use (or similar non-industrial/commercial land use resulting in around the clock 



residence by people or daily use by children); 
 Comply with requirements identified in the Management Plan for Arsenic in Rock and Soil to reduce exposure to 



arsenic in soil and rock; 
 Prohibit drilling of water wells and use of groundwater; 
 Identify and address source areas (if any) during demolition and excavation activities using applicable or 



relevant and appropriate requirements such as current risk-based concentrations or standards and criteria; 
and 



 Properly characterize and manage soils excavated from the near-shore fill subarea or underneath paved areas 
or structures and from other locations that were not evaluated or characterized in the remedial investigation. 



 
Marine Areas 
Mill operations affected marine sediments through the release of large quantities of organic material as by-products 
from wood pulping. This organic material altered the physical structure of the sediments, and thus the type and 
amount of benthic (bottom-dwelling) organisms. Degradation of the organic-rich pulping and by-product led to 
anaerobic conditions in the sediment and production of ammonia, sulfide, dioxins and 4-methylphenol in quantities 
that were potentially toxic to benthic organisms in sediments on the bottom of Ward Cove. The chemicals of 
concern in sediments are ammonia, sulfide, and 4-methylphenol. Ward Cove had been listed as an impaired water 
on the State’s Clean Water Act (CWA) §303(d) listing for Toxic & Other Deleterious Organic and Inorganic 
Substances water quality standards for the sediment toxicity and was moved to Category 2 (2010) due to the 
effectiveness of the CERCLA response actions. In addition to the contaminants of concern in the sediment, the 
Ward Cove waterbody is listed as impaired on the State §303(d) listing for residue and dissolved oxygen from the 
historical discharges and associated activity from the KPC pulp mill operations, with a Total Maximum Daily Load 
(TMDL) established for these two parameters. 



 
The Marine OU consists of the entirety of Ward Cove, with a subsection of it designated the Area of Concern, 
which includes both capped and uncapped areas of impacted sediments. The ICs in effect for the Marine OU 
protect the sediment remedy in Ward Cove and require that anyone who conducts post-remediation activities within 
the Area of Concern that materially damage the thin-layer cap or mounds will be required to redress such damage, 
at the direction of EPA. These restrictions are formalized in a 2000 Consent Decree, which prohibits persons from 
using the Site in any manner that would interfere with or adversely affect the integrity or protectiveness of the 
remedial measures implemented by the Consent Decree. If projects or activities materially damage the sediment cap 
applied to patented tidelands, the current owner and/or the lessee shall be required, at the direction of EPA, to 
redress such impacts, specifically to repair or replace the impacted portions of the sediment cap if site use activities 
expose substantial areas of non-native organic-rich sediments and thus adversely affects the continued recovery of 
the benthic community in the sediments. These requirements are binding on current and future owners. 



 
The institutional control requirements established on the Marine OU include: 



 
 For any action that could materially damage (e.g., erode or displace) any portion of the area of the AOC that 



has a sediment cap, the following actions must be taken: 
 



o The property owner of the tidelands will notify the EPA project coordinator for the Marine OU at least 
3 months prior to initiation of such action. The property owner shall provide all information requested 
by EPA for EPA’s evaluation of the proposed action. 



o The property owner of the tidelands will notify the KPC/Louisiana-Pacific project coordinator for 
Ward Cove at least 3 months prior to initiation of such action. 



o The EPA project coordinator will notify the appropriate contact at the State of Alaska Department of 
Natural Resources. 
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o EPA will determine the methods needed to assess the magnitude of the damage to or disruption of the 
cap. 



o The property owner will assess the magnitude and scale of the cap disruption using the methods 
specified by EPA. 



o EPA will determine the appropriate response action to address the damage. 
o The property owner will ensure replacement of portions of the cap that are materially damaged, as 



specified by EPA. 
o The property owner will submit two copies of a written report summarizing the completed action(s) to 



the EPA project coordinator for approval. The report shall describe all work performed (work 
completed, work dates, results of analyses, project personnel, problems encountered, and resolutions) 
and shall include as-built drawings of the completed construction work signed and stamped by a 
professional engineer registered in the State of Alaska. The report shall be revised in response to EPA 
comments. 



o The property owner of the tidelands will be liable for EPA’s costs associated with reviewing and 
overseeing the action or proposed action that is deemed by EPA to violate the institutional control. 



o These procedures and requirements do not act to relieve current and future owners of any obligations 
under the CERCLA Consent Decree. 



 
PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT PROJECT 
The proposed barge landing and dock projects fall within the marine Area of Concern, with the footprints 
impacting both the thin layer sand cap as well as areas where a sand cap could not be feasibly applied. DEC is 
concerned that the proposed development and operations may significantly damage the sediment cap portion of the 
Area of Concern and disturb other areas where recovery has occurred, exposing waste left in place. This could cause 
a release of contaminants and degradation of benthic habitat that would render the CERCLA remedy for the 
Marine OU no longer protective of human health and the environment, potentially violating the terms of the 2000 
Consent Decree. 



 
Construction Activities 
Marine area - As the projects are currently described, construction impacts are predicted to occur as a result of 
anchoring and maneuvering by barges that will be used during the construction of the facilities; pile driving and 
removal; and placement of over 12,000 cubic yards of gravel and concrete rubble fill for the barge landing ramp. A 
total of 22 piles 16” in diameter will be installed for the barge facility. Another 48 temporary and 46 permanent piles 
ranging from 30” to 48” in diameter will be installed for the cruise ship dock, 22 of which will occur through the 
sand cap, while the others will occur in areas of the Marine OU that have not been capped. Together, these 
activities may impact contaminated waste left in place and the benthic habitat that has recovered in this area. 
Upland area - no information was provided in the permit application on the extent of the planned disturbance, but a 
verbal description provided by the developers stated that the cruise ship trestle will extend inland 35’ from the rip- 
rap at the shoreline and require an excavation of approximately 2.5’ in depth, as well as trenching for an unspecified 
length and width for installation of utilities. Excavation and disturbance from the barge ramp construction were not 
described. 



 
Future Operational Activities 
The purpose of the proposed projects is to support future operation of large cruise vessels and barges in the Area of 
Concern (AOC) to access the proposed facilities. The department’s review of the projects therefore must consider 
and evaluate the project purpose and how it may impact the remedy for the Marine OU. 



 
As described in the permit application for the barge facility, the applicant’s stated purpose is to allow transportation 
of goods and services from barges, allow the haul out of barges and other vessels for maintenance and repairs, and 
to provide additional moorage space for vessels. Additional detail about these vessels, including docking, 
maneuvering, and navigation routes, is not provided. 
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The cruise dock is proposed to be used by the Norwegian Bliss, a post-Panamax ship with an overall length of 1,094 
ft., beam 136.2 ft., and maximum draft 29.53 ft. The ship has 20 decks, 2,220 cabins and can carry 4,000 passengers. 
Project proponents estimate two vessel dockings per day, with passengers to be transported by bus to downtown 
Ketchikan and elsewhere. The developers have also stated that smaller cruise ships of unspecified dimensions and 
capacity will also use the facility. 



 
Of greatest concern from the proposed operations is scouring that may occur with cruise vessels during navigational 
maneuvering and docking. While the 2000 Record of Decision (ROD) states, that “EPA does not intend to restrict 
vessel access or restrict anchoring of vessels in the MOU, … and that the Selected Remedy is designed to be 
compatible with future economic development in the Cove” such as cruise ships, DEC does not believe that the 
remedy in the ROD anticipated the operation of this magnitude of vessel in Ward Cove, nor conceived of the type 
of propulsion systems now in use for such vessels. Newer generation (since 2000) vessels are now equipped with 
Azipod propulsion systems. The Norwegian Bliss, part of a new class of very large cruise ships (VLCS), was first 
introduced in 2018 and uses an ABB Azipod XO system that is capable of power up to 22 MW per unit, for a total 
capacity of 44 MW. Even in 2000, concerns about scouring from significantly lower power Azipod systems were 
raised by the industry: 



 
“Ports need to prepare for the impacts of Azipod. The high water velocity generated by conventional thrusters 
during a berthing operation already can threaten support structures such as piles and sheet piles in some ports. The 
scouring and undermining from this high water velocity can eventually cause a failure of a pile or wall. If one 
considers that Azipods can be nearly 10 times as powerful as conventional thrusters, it is easy to see that there 
indeed is a need for planning. An Azipod utilizes about 14 MW, while a conventional thruster uses about 1.5 MW.” 
(New Cruise Ship Designs Impact Terminal Ops and Logistics, Maritime Reporter and Engineering News 2000). 



 
Comments concerning the proposed cruise ship operations submitted by an individual pilot for the Southeast 
Alaska Pilots’ Association indicate that scouring from these systems is a real concern (Capt. Johnson, SE AK Pilots 
Association, August 2019). A Ward Cove scour assessment commissioned by ADOT&PF specifically for Alaska 
Marine Highway System (AMHS) ferry vessels (smaller and equipped with a different propulsion system), found 
scouring would occur in the AOC sufficient to damage the cap (CH2MHill, 2009). Some of the conclusions were 
countered in peer reviews, but there was also recommendation for additional study and that transit be limited to 
periods when wind and current conditions do not require tug assists and large engine power levels (Dalton, Olmsted 
& Fuglevand, Inc., and Windward Environmental LLC, 2009; PND, 2009). As a result of this scour study, 
ADOT&PF relocated their proposed facility to outside the AOC. Finally, although Skagway Harbor is a shallower 
port, a sediment risk assessment documented scouring by large cruise ships that is significant enough to constitute 
dredging. Although project developers have given some limited verbal descriptions of ship docking, the project 
proposal itself does not provide a written analysis of ship maneuvers in and out of the cove under various tidal 
stages, wind, and current conditions, and does not provide specific details on how ships will dock at the facility. 
Project proponents have also indicated that ship pilots will have the final say on docking maneuvers in any 
condition. Furthermore, the developers have stated that smaller cruise ships will also use the facility which may 
result in the Azipod thrusters on these vessels being located in shallower waters closer to shore. To date, the project 
proponents have not provided a study or information about the potential impacts from operation of these vessels in 
Ward Cove at the dock facility currently proposed. 



 
DEC REQUESTS 
On September 10, 2019 DEC met with project proponent John Binkley and his contractors to discuss the project, 
DEC concerns, and potential solutions. In order to address concern over the potential for damaging the existing 
remedy and creating release of, or exposure to, residual contaminants, Mr. Binkley agreed conceptually to the 
following items. DEC has added specificity to the requests: 



 
1. Prior to the commencement of construction activities, a pre-construction benthic seafloor survey and 



sampling/analysis plan be submitted for DEC and EPA approval to document baseline conditions prior to 
construction in the areas of the Marine OU where construction activities for both facilities are proposed to 
occur. The work plan objectives should mimic those described in the long-term monitoring and reporting 
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plan submitted by Exponent in 2001 and reiterated in the 2007 Monitoring Report for Sediment Remediation in 
Ward Cove, Alaska, authored by Integral Consulting, Inc. and submitted in April 2009. 



 
2. Submission of a benthic seafloor monitoring plan for DEC and EPA approval prior to the commencement 



of cruise vessel operations, which assesses conditions in the areas of the Marine OU where vessel activity 
will occur. The work plan objectives should mimic those described in the long-term monitoring and 
reporting plan submitted by Exponent in 2001 and reiterated in the 2007 Monitoring Report for Sediment 
Remediation in Ward Cove, Alaska, authored by Integral Consulting, Inc. and submitted in April 2009. 
Monitoring under the approved plan will be conducted after the first season of operations and may be 
required for a second year, based on facility operations and results of the first year of monitoring. (Note, 
the documents are not attached to letter due to their size.) 



 
3. Within 90 days prior to operation, submission to DEC, EPA, and other agencies (such as USCG) as 



appropriate, of a best management practices operation plan that is developed in coordination with cruise 
vessel pilots and tug operators along with the other users of Ward Cove. The plan should outline the general 
navigational route and docking locations for the types of vessels and tugs and their propulsion systems. The 
plan should describe maneuvering scenarios under a variety of wind, current, and traffic conditions as well 
as location and depths of those activities and the potential for scour impacts (if any). The plan should 
describe how operations will occur to avoid impacts to the Marine OU under the scope of anticipated 
(wind, current, traffic) conditions. It should include but not necessarily be limited to procedures for 
documenting and reporting on adherence with the plan; measures for improvements; and signatories 
(participants) in the plan. 



 
4. A work plan be submitted for DEC and EPA approval for the proposed upland excavation activities 



including sampling and analysis to: 
a. Comply with requirements identified in the Management Plan for Arsenic in Rock and Soil to reduce 



exposure to arsenic in soil and rock; 
b. Identify and address source areas (if any) during demolition and excavation activities using 



applicable or relevant and appropriate requirements such as current risk-based concentrations or 
standards and criteria; and 



c. Properly characterize and manage soils excavated from the near-shore fill subarea or underneath 
paved areas or structures and from other locations not evaluated or characterized in the remedial 
investigation. 



 
If you have any questions regarding this matter, please feel free to contact John Halverson at (907) 269-7545 or 
john.halverson@alaska.gov. 



 
Sincerely, 



 
 



Denise Koch 
Director 



 
cc (via email): 



Michael R. Gala, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Alaska District 
Phil Benning, KPC/Louisiana Pacific 
Richard Harney, Ketchikan Gateway Borough, Director 
Kathy Cerise, EPA Region 10, Remedial Project Manager 
Justine Barton, EPA Region 10 
Mark Minnillo, ADF&G 
Robin Reich, Solstice AK 
Kirk Miller, ADOT&PF/Alaska Marine Highway System (AMHS) 












CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED








From: Pagemaster, Reg POA
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Cc: Pagemaster, Reg POA
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] POA-2019-00313
Date: Friday, September 20, 2019 9:13:07 AM


FYI


-----Original Message-----
From: Harlan Heaton [mailto:harlanheaton@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2019 4:06 PM
To: Pagemaster, Reg POA <regpagemaster@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] POA-2019-00313
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From: Maura & Joe
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Re: Ward Cove Cruise Ship Dock Project
Date: Friday, July 19, 2019 8:48:59 AM
Attachments: image.png


I am wondering if there is public access to the comment letters received pertaining to an application by Solstice
Alaska Consulting for development and construction of a large dock in Ward Cove.


Is there a website where I could follow the process?


Thank you for your help,
Maura Odell


On Sat, Jul 6, 2019 at 9:45 PM Maura & Joe <mojocoho@gmail.com <mailto:mojocoho@gmail.com> > wrote:


        We are writing in opposition to the Ward Cove Cruise Ship Dock Project application submitted by Solstice
Alaska Consulting, Inc. as an unlisted Adjoining Property Owner. 


        Although we are not listed in the above mentioned application "List of Addresses of Adjoining Property
Owners," our home is at the mouth of Ward Cove (5765 N Tongass Hwy - Lat 55.39 Lon -131.73), and we would
like our comments included.


        Our specific objection pertains to the "Potential Impacts" to protected and endangered marine mammals as
listed on page 11 of the application.  In the first paragraph on page 12 it states that "humpbacks have been spotted
transiting Ward Cove on one occasion in recent years."


        We have lived on this point at the south side of the mouth of Ward Cove since 2005, and we have seen
humpbacks entering the cove every year at various times.  Last year we observed humpbacks bubble feeding along
the shore and well into the cove over a period of five months from July and into December.  The following link to
my humpback youtube playlist shows them here on a regular basis. 


        Blockedhttps://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLKa3EtfydEaju9sH_b-Z0CW0WoSBdJm-u 
       


        This photo was taken in November of 2010 showing two humpbacks entering the cove close to shore.
       
       


        We strongly oppose any construction or large ship activity that would disrupt these wonderful creatures.


        Thank you for your time,
        Maura & Joe Odell
        5765 N Tongass Hwy
        Ketchikan, AK  99901
        cell 907-821-2646
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From: Pagemaster, Reg POA
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Cc: Pagemaster, Reg POA
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] POA2019-00313
Date: Thursday, September 19, 2019 9:30:09 AM


FYI


-----Original Message-----
From: Mary Henrikson [mailto:mary@kpunet.net]
Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2019 4:07 PM
To: Pagemaster, Reg POA <regpagemaster@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] POA2019-00313


        To Whom it May Concern,
       


        


        I was born in Ketchikan before ground was broken for Ketchikan Pulp Mill. I have seen changes and I support
change. It is my philosophy that if a person does not like change, one should not have children. And since that is not
going to happen we should think of a better future for our kids. A future built by private enterprise, by innovation by
design, not committee.


        


        I have known the Spokely family from the day Boots and Babe Adams came to Ketchikan and made our
downtown better When they ran THE TRADING POST they encouraged and bought local Alaska Native products
decades ago, before it was “cool” for example. Their children should be given the chance to do the same by
rehabilitating a decaying industrial site.  They have already made huge strides improving the site with hard work. In
my years knowing and working with them, the family has never harmed another soul and the family has never held a
grudge or dwelled on the past. I’ve only seen them help others with a vision for the future of Ketchikan. 


        


        Ward Cove Alaska, aka Wacker City, is the safest harbor in Southeast Alaska and should be used for marine
commerce by private enterprise. It has been too long in this age of government grants and non-profits supported by
grants to not support an exciting, well thought out, well researched plan to build a facility for needed cruise ship
expansion in Ketchikan. This plan would support upland expansion resulting in hundreds of well-paying jobs, not
only by the developers of the former Ketchikan Pulp Mill site, but also for the neighboring businesses and all those
new ones we can anticipate once the project is complete.


        


        What I am most excited about are the year-round jobs that will be created once this project is completed, and
which have nothing to do with 2 big cruise ships. This is about the “World Famous Reindeer Sausage” joint, the
“Reunion Bakery”, the “Ward Cove Studio” which could be run by our huge artist colony, the “Building Block Day
Care Center” and hopefully “An Italian in Alaska” diner that delivers.


        


        We would see our local recycling efforts grow. That is the vision I have beyond the obvious growth. With the
development of the uplands funded by the tourist industry our carbon footprint will be smaller, we will not have to
drive so far to work. Our lives would change yes, but for the better.
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        These are exciting times.  I urge you to approve the Ward Cove dock project.


        


        Mary Ida Henrikson


  P.O. Box 998 Ward Cove AK 99928
  mary@kpunet.net <mailto:mary@kpunet.net>
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From: Pagemaster, Reg POA
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Cc: Pagemaster, Reg POA
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] POA-2019-00313
Date: Wednesday, July 31, 2019 9:54:48 AM
Attachments: image001.png


Estrella,


Please read and respond if necessary. Please cc Reg Pagemaster.


Thank you,


Amie Schoelen


U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Alaska District


Lead Administrative Assistant, Regulatory Division


(907)753-2607


From: Maura & Joe [mailto:mojocoho@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2019 8:04 AM
To: Pagemaster, Reg POA <regpagemaster@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] POA-2019-00313


I am resubmitting the following amended letter to include the reference # POA-2019-00313 as well as additional
comment.


We are writing in opposition to the Ward Cove Cruise Ship Dock Project application submitted by Solstice Alaska
Consulting, Inc. as an unlisted Adjoining Property Owner. 


Although we are not listed in the above mentioned application "List of Addresses of Adjoining Property Owners,"
our home is at the mouth of Ward Cove (5765 N Tongass Hwy - Lat 55.39 Lon -131.73), and we would like our
comments included.
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Our specific objection pertains to the "Potential Impacts" to protected and endangered marine mammals as listed on
page 11 of the application.  In the first paragraph on page 12 it states that "humpbacks have been spotted transiting
Ward Cove on one occasion in recent years."


We have lived on this point at the south (town) side of the mouth of Ward Cove since 2005, and we have seen
humpbacks entering the cove every year at various times.  Last year we observed humpbacks bubble feeding daily
along the shore and well into the cove over a period of five months from July and into December.  The following
link to my humpback youtube playlist shows them here on a regular basis (up to 5 times per day that we saw). 


If this is blocked by a public computer, you can search youtube for "Maura Odell Humpback", and it will come up.


Blockedhttps://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLKa3EtfydEaju9sH_b-Z0CW0WoSBdJm-u 


This photo was taken in November of 2010 showing two humpbacks entering the cove close to shore.


This link to a video on facebook shows a pair of humpbacks breaching right in Ward Cove in front of the old Pulp
Mill buildings.


Blockedhttps://www.facebook.com/jeremy.borch/videos/2595369523814136/


I noticed at a recent public presentation in Ketchikan that the impact on marine life was not addressed.


We strongly oppose any construction or large ship activity that would disrupt these wonderful creatures. 


Thank you for your time,


Maura & Joe Odell


5765 N Tongass Hwy


Ketchikan, AK  99901


cell 907-821-2646








From: Pagemaster, Reg POA
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Cc: Pagemaster, Reg POA
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] Ward Cove Alaska AMENDED
Date: Friday, September 20, 2019 9:12:10 AM
Attachments: Ward Cove potential growth Statistics DRAFT 2.docx


FYI


-----Original Message-----
From: MLStephenson [mailto:mlstephenson2017@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2019 3:15 PM
To: R.K. Rice <rice.rk@gmail.com>
Cc: betsey burdett <betsey.burdett1@gmail.com>; Pikul, Gretchen M (DEC) <gretchen.pikul@alaska.gov>; Samuel
Bergeron <samuelbergeron@gci.net>; Pagemaster, Reg POA <regpagemaster@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Ward Cove Alaska AMENDED


thank you RK for keeping me in your look.


See attached. On the bases that WC will look for business to fill the piers, here is the calendar if ships for KTN
continue on same day for WC. 


Mary L. Stephenson
Ketchikan Alaska


From: R.K. Rice <mailto:rice.rk@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2019 1:50 PM
To: mlstephenson2017@gmail.com <mailto:mlstephenson2017@gmail.com> 
Cc: betsey burdett <mailto:betsey.burdett1@gmail.com>  ; Pikul, Gretchen M (DEC)
<mailto:gretchen.pikul@alaska.gov>  ; Samuel Bergeron <mailto:samuelbergeron@gci.net> 
Subject: Fwd: Ward Cove Alaska


---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: R.K. Rice <rice.rk@gmail.com <mailto:rice.rk@gmail.com> >
Date: Thu, Sep 19, 2019 at 1:40 PM
Subject: Ward Cove Alaska
To: <regpagemaster@usace.army.mil>


Last day to comment ,but Corp of Engineers said they would still consider any input they recieve.


POA 2019-00313  The proposed super cruise ship dock for Ward Cove will stir up god knows what kinds of toxic
poison. According to the 2005 EPA Superfund Site analysis, anyone who disturbs the sediment at bottom of Ward
Cove, "will release hazardous materials, and will be responsible to recap and deal with the problem". The azipod
propulsion systems on these giant ships is 3 times the turbulence generated by normal stern propeller system. I
believe the disturbance to the bottom cap would be a continuous  ongoing release of hazardous materials , during the
5 months these ships would be using these facilities. The cancer clusters in the Ward Cove area were extremely
high, and I had friends who lived nearby while the mill was working. They often saw dead crabs, muscles and other
bottom dwellers wash up on the beaches on Gravina Island and the area around Ward Cove. In the interest of the
health of the people and the marine life in the area, I oppose this project. The EPA report said this was in effect for
20 years (2025) unless canceled by a request from KPC. I have neither the time nor resources to continue to research
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The future of Ketchikan now includes the impact of Ward Cove’s tourism. We can expect they will market 2 piers, 
7 days a week i.e. 14 spots. Here is the count for 2019 tied up to downtown docks:  Monday we will have 2 ships and its transportation – through Highway 7 corridor. 


			Ward Cove Potential Growth  Norwegian ships


			





			


			Length
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			Total Pass.
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			Total 
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			Joy ‘J’


			1,094’


			3,887


			23


			89,401


			1,700


			39,100





			Bliss ‘B’


			1,094’


			4,174


			21


			87,654


			1,700


			35,700





			Jewel


			965’


			2,376
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			7 Seas Mariner ‘J’
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			2 Berths, 7 Days = 14 spots weekly
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Transportation into downtown for ‘leisure time’ will be heavy, as we expected. One ship per day is manageable; however two ships per day will be utter chaos.  This is where CAPS will be mandatory – 
at whose financial loss (port fees, lost downtown revenues, etc.)? 


When does the community along with City have a discussion with the Borough and their clients about overtourism, the opposite of Responsible Tourism… now or when the 5th, 6th or 7th cruise lines has signed contracts with WCG?
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the EPA files and studies and would hope the Army Corp of Engineers will have the time and resources to
completely study this before granting a permit.    Sincerely Robert K Rice


97 Huckleberry Circle
Ketchikan, Alaska 99901 








From: Trevor Shaw
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA); Pagemaster, Reg POA
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Comments Regarding: POA-2019-00313
Date: Thursday, September 19, 2019 3:45:12 PM
Attachments: Boyer Towing Letter re POA-2019-00313.pdf


Please see the attached letter regarding POA-2019-00313. Thank you.


--
Trevor A. Shaw
Administrative Manager & Director of Government Affairs
Ward Cove Group
   Power Systems and Supplies of Alaska LLC
   Remote Made Easy LLC
   Ward Cove Industries LLC
   Full Cycle LLC
   Spokely Designs LLC
907-821-8072 (cell)



mailto:trevor@wciak.com

mailto:Estrella.F.Campellone@usace.army.mil

mailto:regpagemaster@usace.army.mil














From: Pagemaster, Reg POA
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Cc: Pagemaster, Reg POA
Subject: FW: POA 2019-00313
Date: Thursday, September 19, 2019 1:40:15 PM
Attachments: Army Corp letter of support.pdf


FYI


-----Original Message-----
From: Mary Wanzer [mailto:marywanzer@coastalak.com]
Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2019 11:25 AM
To: Pagemaster, Reg POA <regpagemaster@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] POA 2019-00313


I am attached my letter of support for the Ward Cove Dock Group Corp permit.


Thank you


Mary Wanzer, CRS


Broker


Coastal Real Estate Group


344 Front Street| Ketchikan, AK | 99901


o 907-247-5811 | c 907-617-0196 |f 888-513-1157


Blockedwww.CoastalAK.com <Blockedhttp://www.coastalak.com/>



mailto:regpagemaster@usace.army.mil

mailto:Estrella.F.Campellone@usace.army.mil
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From: Pagemaster, Reg POA
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Cc: Pagemaster, Reg POA
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source]
Date: Friday, September 13, 2019 5:30:54 PM


Estrella,
Please see email below for Ward Cove commentary.


Amie


-----Original Message-----
From: John Messmer [mailto:johmes7@gmail.com]
Sent: Friday, September 13, 2019 5:22 PM
To: Pagemaster, Reg POA <regpagemaster@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source]


Date: Fri, 13 Sep 2019 17:02:53 -0800
Subject: Ward Cove Development #POA-2019, Request for public hearing


To whom it may concern:


I am writing this email as a citizen of Ketchikan Gateway Borough and user of the local waterways, concerning the
proposed Ward Cove Cruise Ship Dock Project  #POA-2019-00313.


From what I have discovered from my own and the research of others about the history of this site it appears that the
containment of with the toxins remaining on the site is not adequate for the proposed uses.
The construction process including driving piling for the dock and the berthing of large cruise ships with Azipod
type propulsion systems would seem to have a strong possibility to disturb the shallow cap containing the toxins left
on the bottom, releasing toxins into the Ward Cove and Ward Creek system and the surrounding area and marine life
therein.
Major construction and heavy use of the uplands is another possible area of concern for water quality problems.


At the very least it looks like this proposed development would require


a public hearing.  Also there should be further study and plans in place for more remediation and monitoring before
a permit is granted for the project, possibly not allowing this type of development at all. 


Thank you for your attention to this email Sincerely, John Messmer
johmes7@gmail.com <mailto:johmes7@gmail.com>   (907)617-8026



mailto:regpagemaster@usace.army.mil

mailto:Estrella.F.Campellone@usace.army.mil

mailto:regpagemaster@usace.army.mil

mailto:johmes7@gmail.com
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From: Les Cronk
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA); Pagemaster, Reg POA
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Public Comment POA-2019-0313
Date: Thursday, September 12, 2019 1:57:28 PM
Attachments: SES Comments POA-2019-00313.pdf


Good Day,


Attached in PDF format are our comments the Ward Cove Dock COE permit application.


Please confirm receipt.


Kind regards,


Les Cronk


Vice President


Southeast Stevedoring Corporation


PO Box 8080


Ketchikan, AK  99901


P-907-225-6157


F-907-225-8254


C-907-617-1207


lesc@sousteve.com <mailto:lesc@sousteve.com> 



mailto:lesc@sousteve.com

mailto:Estrella.F.Campellone@usace.army.mil

mailto:regpagemaster@usace.army.mil
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From: Minnillo, Mark J (DFG)
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Cc: Ott, Alvin G (DFG); Dorendorf, Ross R (DFG); Reppert, Kelly S (DFG); Schlichting, Sally G (DEC); Meredith, Bo L


(DFG); Rypkema, James (DEC)
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] POA-2019-00313 Ward Cove
Date: Monday, September 9, 2019 10:18:29 AM
Attachments: Ward Cove Cruise Ship ACOE Comments.pdf


Estrella,


ADF&G comments for the proposed cruise ship facility in Ward Cove are attached.


Mark


Mark Minnillo


Area Habitat Biologist


Division of Habitat


Alaska Dept. of Fish & Game


(907) 826-2560



mailto:mark.minnillo@alaska.gov

mailto:Estrella.F.Campellone@usace.army.mil

mailto:al.ott@alaska.gov
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From: channel@kpunet.net
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA); Pagemaster, Reg POA
Cc: "Chris Herby"
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] POA# 2019-00313 letter of support
Date: Thursday, September 19, 2019 12:06:23 PM
Attachments: LETTER OF SUPPORT POA-2019-00313.pdf


Attached please find a letter of support for Public Reference Number POA-2019-00313.


Kerri Pihl


Channel Electric Inc


R&S Construction


1155 Copper Ridge Lane


Ketchikan, AK  99901


channel@kpunet.net <mailto:channel@kpunet.net>


P 907-225-9725


F 907-225-1450



mailto:channel@kpunet.net

mailto:Estrella.F.Campellone@usace.army.mil

mailto:regpagemaster@usace.army.mil
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From: Ashley Glenn
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Ward Cove Concerns
Date: Sunday, August 18, 2019 9:43:15 AM


Hello,


I’m a long time resident of Ketchikan, 28 years and hopefully many more.  I am a mother of 4 and would like to
raise my children surrounded by the natural beauty that encompasses essential habitats and ecosystems.


I am very concerned, even angry, about the expansion project for Ward Cove.  It is in area that will directly impact
the breeding grounds for salmon.  Ward cove is an essential habit for not only the different salmon species but also
birds.  It is an area that houses beautiful forests, streams, a large lake and many animals.


Having large vessels and all their passengers in an area like this will only negatively impact the ecosystem that
includes these creature and plant life.  We all know that humans leave a trail of garbage and chemicals where ever
they go- from throwing cigarette butts, tossing garbage, cleaning agents etc.... all of this will be nestled right in ward
cove making this ecosystem vulnerable.


Allowing large cruise ships into an area like Ward Cove will bombard it with many pollutants.  It will threaten the
viability of the ecosystem and the livelihood of the salmon that return here every year. 


I urge you to protect this area from these threats, preserving it for the generations to come- not just humans be the
animals as well.


If my children could write their own email they would urge you as well.  We are taught here, from a very young age,
our connection to the earth around us, the importance of preservation and stewardship.  This project undermines
what it means to be Alaskan and a steward of this precious land we call home. 


I hope you hear my words and make the right, ethical, decision- the decision that upholds the integrity of our
Alaskan home.


-Ashley Glenn
algktn@gmail.com
Concerned citizen
Mother of 4
Local resident
Alaskan


Sent from my iPhone



mailto:algktn@gmail.com

mailto:Estrella.F.Campellone@usace.army.mil






From: Paul Jarvi
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Ward Cove
Date: Saturday, August 3, 2019 10:33:47 AM


Mr. Campellone,
Has the Army Corps of Engineers done the proper testing in Ward Cove Alaska to declare that it is safe for any
activity?  Has the EPA also declared the area safe for commercial use?  Can the road system in Ketchikan Gateway
Borough handle Norwegian Cruise Line passengers trying to get to the city of Ketchikan or tours in Herring Cove
Alaska or Misty Fjord?  Is everything in place for Godspeed, NCL, and Power Systems of Alaska to build a facility
for ships and not hurt the environment of Ward Cove Alaska?  Thank you in advance for answering my questions. 


Paul Jarvi
902 Warren St
P. O. Box 5876
Ketchikan Alaska 99901



mailto:pajarvi@msn.com

mailto:Estrella.F.Campellone@usace.army.mil






From: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
To: Robin Reich
Subject: FW: #POA-2019-00313 Public Comment (UNCLASSIFIED)
Date: Wednesday, September 18, 2019 2:54:00 PM


CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED


FYI


-----Original Message-----
From: Pagemaster, Reg POA
Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2019 1:15 PM
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA) <Estrella.F.Campellone@usace.army.mil>
Cc: Pagemaster, Reg POA <regpagemaster@usace.army.mil>
Subject: FW: #POA-2019-00313 Public Comment


FYI


-----Original Message-----
From: Peter Jacob [mailto:petermikejack@hotmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, September 17, 2019 6:08 PM
To: Pagemaster, Reg POA <regpagemaster@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] #POA-2019-00313 Public Comment


To whom it may concern,


I am a resident of Ketchikan, Alaska and I am very concerned about the proposed Ward Cove Dock Project. 


If this project is allowed to happen it will most certainly have a large (and mostly negative) impact on the local
environment, as well as the quality of life for local residents. 


I urge you to hold a public forum so that community members can be fully informed on the details of this project
and so that people can fully vocalize their concerns about this potentially calamitous plan. 


The proposed site of this cruise ship dock would sit right on top of the former footprint of a toxin laden pulp mill
site.  It is my understanding that the sea-floor has a cap of sediment and debris that is protecting the surrounding
waters from the copious amounts of dioxin and other carcinogens that were deposited there during the operating
lifespan of the pulp mill. 


I fail to see how it is possible for a cruise ship dock that is large enough to berth ships such as the Norwegian Bliss
or the Norwegian Joy to not upset the layer of toxins that are underneath.  The construction of this dock (which may
include dredging) as well as the regular usage of this dock by large vessels will almost certainly release and disperse
these poisonous compounds throughout the surrounding waters which is a direct threat to the health of our salmon,
other marine wildlife and the local residents. 


This dock is being sold to the residents of Ketchikan as a means by which to alleviate some of the congestion that
currently happens in the downtown area during peak cruise ship season.  I do not think that this will be the case. 
North Tongass highway will definitely become nearly impassable for most of the day if large ships are allowed to
dump their passengers in Ward Cove.  Bus traffic will make commuting to town from out north an awful



mailto:Estrella.F.Campellone@usace.army.mil

mailto:robin@solsticeak.com

mailto:petermikejack@hotmail.com





experience.   Although much of the foot traffic that would congest downtown will be spread out to Ward Cove, I do
not believe that this will lower congestion altogether, rather (I suspect) it will become an excuse for even more
cruise ships to dock throughout the day.  While this may be good for the economy in some sense it will drastically
lower the quality of life for local residents. 


Then there is the experience for the cruise ship guests.   Nobody wants to come to Alaska and then dock in Ward
Cove instead of Ketchikan.  Visitors will be disgruntled and will feel cheated.  There is no commercial infrastructure
for cruise ship passengers in Ward Cove at the moment.  This means that anything that will be built for the incoming
guests will be absolutely phony and totally contrived.  Most visitors are smart enough to realize that they are being
duped. 


There are already several tour operators that run small tour businesses out of Ward Cove.  They will most likely be
unable to maintain their current business models if cruise ships are docking in the direct path of their current tour
routes. 


Ketchikan is already completely inundated with cruise ship passengers nearly every day of the summer.  Although
they are the life blood of our economy, there is a certain point where we could simply have too many guests and
nobody will win except for the cruise ship companies who are profiting from exploiting our natural resources and
the ignorance of their customers. 


I have worked in tourism my entire adult life and I understand more-so than most just how critical the guests that we
get in the summer months are to our town's economy.  But this proposed Ward Cove Dock Projects is quite frankly
the worst plan I have ever heard of.   


Please help us.   I urge you to not only hold a public forum about this project, but also to outright deny this project
from ever reaching fruition. 


In conclusion: 


This project directly threatens environmental health through the release and dispersal of toxic compounds. 


This project will negatively impact the quality of life and standard of living for local community members
(especially the hundreds of people that live north of Ward Cove).


This project will not solve the congestion problem that is being claimed to serve as a remedy for.  It will, in fact,
exacerbate it.


This project will endanger the existence of business owners that are currently operating in and around Ward Cove. 


This project will decrease the overall quality of the experiences that the cruise ship passengers will have.


This project will benefit only a small number of people who are trying to push this through. 


I thank you for your time and consideration. 







Sincerely,


-Peter Jacob


CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED








From: Pagemaster, Reg POA
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Cc: Pagemaster, Reg POA
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] Ward cove expansion concerns
Date: Tuesday, August 20, 2019 2:32:17 PM


Estrella,
See below for commentary on Ward Cove.


Please read and respond if necessary. Please cc Reg Pagemaster if response is needed.


Thank you,


Amie Schoelen
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Alaska District
Lead Administrative Assistant, Regulatory Division
(907)753-2607


-----Original Message-----
From: Ashley Glenn [mailto:algktn@gmail.com]
Sent: Sunday, August 18, 2019 9:52 AM
To: Pagemaster, Reg POA <regpagemaster@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Ward cove expansion concerns


Hello,


I’m a long time resident of Ketchikan, 28 years and hopefully many more.  I am a mother of 4 and would like to
raise my children surrounded by the natural beauty that encompasses essential habitats and ecosystems.


I am very concerned, even angry, about the expansion project for Ward Cove.  It is in area that will directly impact
the breeding grounds for salmon.  Ward cove is an essential habit for not only the different salmon species but also
birds.  It is an area that houses beautiful forests, streams, a large lake and many animals.


Having large vessels and all their passengers in an area like this will only negatively impact the ecosystem that
includes these creature and plant life.  We all know that humans leave a trail of garbage and chemicals where ever
they go- from throwing cigarette butts, tossing garbage, cleaning agents etc.... all of this will be nestled right in ward
cove making this ecosystem vulnerable.


Allowing large cruise ships into an area like Ward Cove will bombard it with many pollutants.  It will threaten the
viability of the ecosystem and the livelihood of the salmon that return here every year. 


I urge you to protect this area from these threats, preserving it for the generations to come- not just humans be the
animals as well.


If my children could write their own email they would urge you as well.  We are taught here, from a very young age,
our connection to the earth around us, the importance of preservation and stewardship.  This project undermines
what it means to be Alaskan and a steward of this precious land we call home. 


I hope you hear my words and make the right, ethical, decision- the decision that upholds the integrity of our
Alaskan home.



mailto:regpagemaster@usace.army.mil

mailto:Estrella.F.Campellone@usace.army.mil

mailto:regpagemaster@usace.army.mil

mailto:algktn@gmail.com





-Ashley Glenn
algktn@gmail.com
Concerned citizen
Mother of 4
Local resident
Alaskan


Sent from my iPhone








From: Findtner, F T (Tom) CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Subject: Public Comment: Ward Cove Project, Ketchikan, Alaska (UNCLASSIFIED)
Date: Wednesday, September 18, 2019 9:58:29 AM


CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED


Estrella,


Forwarding the comment below received by HQUSACE via its public website.


Tom Findtner
Chief of Public Affairs
Alaska District
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
907-753-2522


-----Original Message-----
From: HQ-PUBLIC AFFAIRS
Sent: Tuesday, September 17, 2019 10:56 PM
To: Findtner, F T (Tom) CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA) <Tom.Findtner@usace.army.mil>
Subject: FW: Headquarters Contact Form: Ward Cove project,. Ketchikan, Alaska


Tom, from the HQs inbox.


Gene


-----Original Message-----
From: noreply@dma.mil [mailto:noreply@dma.mil]
Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2019 12:19 AM
To: HQ-PUBLIC AFFAIRS <HQ-PUBLICAFFAIRS@usace.army.mil>
Subject: Headquarters Contact Form: Ward Cove project,. Ketchikan, Alaska


This message was sent from the Headquarters website.


Message From: Victoria McDonald


Email: victoriamcdonald@hotmail.com


Response requested: No


Message:


  The proposal to build a large dock in Ward Cove that will accommodate
panamax cruise ships is a potential toxic mess.  Ketchikan Pulp Company
(KPC),operated a pulp mill in Ward Cove from the 1950's - 1997. The Alaska
Dept. of Environmental Conservation did not enforce Clean Water standards, so
many toxins such as dioxin spilled into the cove.
When the pulp mill closed, Ward Cove was a "designated" Super Fund site. KPC
"gifted" the property to the Ketchikan borough, so it had no liability for
clean up.  Remediation was a sand cap laid over sunken logs and the bottom.
Ward Cove no longer has a commercial herring fishery since herring require
clean water to spawn but salmon still transit to reach Ward Lake.



mailto:Tom.Findtner@usace.army.mil

mailto:Estrella.F.Campellone@usace.army.mil

mailto:noreply@dma.mil





Gary Frietag videotaped the bottom with an ROV, filming a thick mat of goo
above the toxins.  Driving pile into the water and the entry of subsequent
ships will stir sediments, sending toxins into Ward Cove and Tongass Narrows.
This project should not be permitted.


----------------------------------


-------------------------------------
HTTP_CMS_CLIENT_IP:
HTTP_X_ARR_LOG_ID: 60a46482-06fd-4b09-a0ce-3f3746e57671
HTTP_ORIGIN: Blockedhttps://www.usace.army.mil
HTTP_TRUE_CLIENT_IP: 65.74.70.250


CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED








From: LeBlanc, Amber (DEC)
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Cc: Minnillo, Mark J (DFG); robin@solsticeak.com; Barton.Justine@epa.gov; Cerise.Kathryn@epa.gov;


richardh@kgbak.us; phillip.benning@lpcorp.com; dave@wciak.com; Gala, Michael R CIV USARMY CEPOA (US);
Brune, Jason W (DEC); Kent, Lynn J T (DEC)


Subject: [Non-DoD Source] POA-2019-00313 - Ward Cove, DEC Division of Water Comments
Date: Thursday, September 19, 2019 4:23:24 PM
Attachments: Ward Cove Division of Water Comments.pdf


Hello,


The Department of Environmental Conservation Division of Water has reviewed the above referenced application
submitted by Power Systems & Supplies of Alaska (PSSA) as was public noticed on the Corps website. The
Division focused on potential water quality impacts to Ward Cove. Please see attached for comments.


If you have any questions, please contact Jim Rypkema, 334-2288, james.rypkema@alaska.gov
<mailto:james.rypkema@alaska.gov> 


Thank you,


Amber LeBlanc, CPA


Administrative Operations Manager (Acting Director)


State of Alaska – Dept. of Environmental Conservation


Division of Water


Juneau, AK


907-465-6594
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From: Jane Coose
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA); repagemaster@usacearmy.mil
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Ward Cove Development POA-2019-00313
Date: Wednesday, August 7, 2019 3:44:56 PM
Attachments: letter.docx


report institutional control plan.pdf
KETCHIKAN PULP CO. PLEADS GUILTY TO ENVIRONMENTAL CRIMES.docx


Please see attached opposition to development of Ward Cove property in Ketchikan Alaska.
As you can see by evidence any disturbance of sand cap will result in health hazards to all living organisms.


   epa gov <Blockedhttps://drive.google.com/file/d/1--UMjXC4AJYS-hOJK0Un6fIBQCb4FhHx/view?
usp=drivesdk>



mailto:jane.coose63@gmail.com

mailto:Estrella.F.Campellone@usace.army.mil

mailto:repagemaster@usacearmy.mil



August 7, 2019





US Army Corps of Engineers Alaska District


Regulatory Division (1145) CEPOA-RD 


Post Office Box 6898 


JBER, Alaska 99506-0898





REFERENCE NUMBER: POA-2019-00313





Estrella Campellone


Estrella.f.campellone@usace.army.mil


regpagemaster@usace.army.mil





I am writing to you out of concern for the environment in Ketchikan, Alaska. I have lived in Ketchikan most of my life. I remember when Louisiana Pacific Pulp Mill (LPK) was in operation at Ward Cove. The cove stank of pollution. LPK dumped unknown quantities of toxins into Ward Cove. They were fined millions of dollars. I was thankful when the mill shut down, but unfortunately the are now is a toxic waste zone where no life exists. 


I am in opposition to any development in the Ward Cove area that has the potential to disturb the thin sand cap meant to contain the deadly waste materials. This includes any dredging, pile driving or prop wash from the mega ships that are planning to utilize the docks. 


Of the many citizens in Ketchikan I have discussed this issue with, none are in favor of expanding tourism or developing Ward Cove. There needs to be a limit to the amount of cruise ships that visit Ketchikan each year. Their presence is creating both water and air pollutions. My plea is for Federal and State authorities to step in and stop the expanding cruise ship industry which is destroy our quaint community. Ketchikan Local officials do not seem to care that public opinion is against expansion.


I have attached several documents pertaining to environmental status of Ward Cove.


Please DO NOT APPROVE ANY DELVELOPMENT AT WARD COVE ALASKA.


Sincerely, 


Jane Blasingame 


PO Box 7531


Ketchikan Alaska 99901


907-312-0907
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'1. Introduction 



This plan describes the institutional controls for the Uplands Operable Unit of the 
Ketchikan Pulp Company (KPC) site, which was purchased by Gateway Forest Products 
(Gateway) in November 1999. Institutional controls are measures undertaken to limit or 
prohibit activities that may interfere with the integrity of a remedial action or potentially 
result in exposure to unacceptable levels of hazardous substances at a site. Institutional 
controls are legal or administrative controls, as opposed to engineering controls, and are 
not typically the sole remedy. At the Uplands Operable Unit, institutional controls were 
applied after the early actions to remove principal threats at the site were completed. 
Examples of institutional controls include legal or administrative controls for managing 
contaminated soil during development activities and property deed restrictions (e.g., to 
restrict the land use of a property). The intent of institutional controls is to ensure that 
remedial efforts are protective of human health and the environment over the long term. 
The use of institutional controls and the early actions conducted at the Uplands Operable 
Unit were presented to the public in the proposed plan (ADEC and U.S. EPA 1999) and 
will be documented in the record of decision (ROD), with consideration of any applicable 
public comments. 



The former KPC site is located approximately 5 miles north of Ketchikan, Alaska 
(Figure 1), and is divided into two administrative units: the Marine Operable Unit and 
the Uplands Operable Unit. The Marine Operable Unit is being remediated under a 
consent decree with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and includes all of 
Ward Cove and other marine areas where there has been migration of hazardous 
substances from Ward Cove or the Uplands Operable Unit in concentrations that 
potentially pose a threat to public health or the environment. The Uplands Operable Unit 
is being remediated under a consent order with joint oversight from EPA and the Alaska 
Department of Environmental Conservation (ADEC) and includes the pulp mill area 
(including the dredge spoil area), the wood waste and ash disposal landfill, and the 
former storage areas along the water pipeline road (pipeline road). The Uplands 
Operable Unit also includes other land-based areas that may have been affected by pulp 
mill operations (i.e., areas that received aerial deposition from the mill and residences 
where mill solids may have been used as soil amendments) (Figure 2). The boundary 
between the two operable units is defined as the mean higher high tide level. 



The institutional controls described in this plan for the pulp mill area of the Uplands 
Operable Unit and institutional controls for the Marine Operable Unit are codified in the 
Environmental Protection Easement and Declaration of Restrictive Covenants (Easement 
and Covenant) document filed between KPC and the State of Alaska Department of 
Natural Resources for ADEC, with provisions for designating oversight authority to EPA 
(ADL 1999). The Easement and Covenant document is attached as Appendix A. 
Appropriate easement and covenant documents will also be prepared relating to 
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institutional controls for the wood waste and ash disposal landfill area and for the 
disposal areas along the pipeline road. 



This institutional control plan applies only to the Uplands Operable Unit and addresses 
only contamination related to KPC's former use of the property. The investigation and 
remediation of the Marine Operable Unit are being conducted on a separate schedule 
from the Uplands Operable Unit. The Easement and Covenant document and the 
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act of 1980 
(CERCLA) Consent Decree contain provisions for replacing the cap in those areas of the 
Marine Operable Unit to be capped by clean sediments in the event that any projects or 
activities cause large portions of the cap to be displaced or eroded. No additional 
institutional controls or other restrictions for the Marine Operable Unit are anticipated, 
but if any are identified, they will be addressed separately after the remedy for that unit is 
selected. 



This institutional control plan is to be implemented by the owner(s) of the properties to 
manage residual contamination as a result of KPC's use of the site. Specifically, the 
institutional controls are specified in the Easement and Covenant document and the 
CERCLA Consent Decree, which stipulate management methods for contaminants of 
concern and areas of concern identified in the KPC remedial investigation and feasibility 
study or for these contaminants in any areas that might be identified in the future. This 
plan addresses characterization, management, and disposal of soils in the following areas: 
soils in the near-shore fill subarea, soils underneath paved areas or structures at the former 
pulp mill site, and soils at the former pulp mill and at the pipeline road area that were not 
evaluated1 or characterized during the remedial investigation but that could be exposed in 
the future (e.g., as the result of excavation or demolition). 



These institutional controls are conferred with the land regardless of the owner. The 
KPC former mill property was sold to Gateway effective November 1, 1999, for use as a 
light manufacturing facility. Gateway and any successor will have responsibility for 
implementing this institutional control plan for the pulp mill property. As part of the sale 
agreement between KPC and Gateway, a cost and work sharing arrangement has been 
formalized between the two parties. The agreement contains specific requirements for 
Gateway and any successors to provide KPC prior notice of any activities that are likely 
to expose historical contamination and to notify KPC if contamination is discovered; 
describes how the costs and responsibilities for investigating and managing the 
contamination will be shared between the two parties; and allocates responsibilities for 
directing any remedial efforts. In addition, Gateway and any subsequent owners will 
have responsibility for following all applicable laws including appropriate management 
of any chemicals used onsite. 



1 The remedial investigation for the upland site evaluated the entire site, but characterization 
through sampling and analyses was done only in areas where contaminant releases were 
suspected. 
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There are no plans for sale of the landfill property at this time. However, if the landfill 
property is purchased by another entity, then the ADEC solid waste permit for the landfill 
could be transferred to the new owner through an application to ADEC. Residual 
concentrations of chemicals of concern (CoCs) at the former storage areas along the 
water pipeline road are described in Technical Memorandum No. 23 (Exponent 2000a). 
The mostly likely future use of the pipeline road areas is recreational. Site concentrations 
were evaluated based on institutional use, however, because this provides a protective 
means to evaluate less frequent recreational exposure. During investigations of the 
pipeline road, five areas identified as potentially of concern were investigated: Area 1, 
Area 2, Drum Area 2, Area 3, and Area 4. In general, soil containing polychlorinated 
biphenyls (PCBs) greater than the 10 mg/kg cleanup level or lead greater than the 
1,000 mg/kg cleanup level identified by EPA Region 10 was removed at all locations 
along with solid waste. At this time, there are three areas (Area 2, Drum Area 2, and 
Area 3) that have PCB concentrations greater than the 1 mg/kg cleanup level for 
residential soils identified by EPA. In addition, although lead concentrations were 
predominantly less than 100 mg/kg, Area 2 had four surface stations and two subsurface 
stations with detections of lead greater than 1,000 mg/kg (ranging up to 2,300 mg/kg). 
The subsurface stations (depths up to 12 ft) were filled to original grade with clean soil, 
and the entire area was covered with clean soil and seeded with grass. These areas are 
within a larger area that will be subject to institutional controls. 



Area 1 was purchased by Gateway and is considered part of the pulp mill area, but as 
indicated above, this area does not have any chemicals at concentrations in excess of the 
residential cleanup levels. KPC is seeking ownership of Drum Area 2 and Areas 2, 3, 
and 4 (Figure 3). KPC will prepare an easement and covenant document to restrict 
residential development or digging along this entire corridor. Though there is no plan for 
sale of the landfill, or the areas along the pipeline road, any easement or covenant 
documents for these areas would be conferred with the land to any subsequent owners. 



The remainder of this section provides background information regarding the KPC site 
and presents the purpose of this plan. Section 2 presents the objectives of the institutional 
controls. Section 3 presents the development of the institutional controls for the Uplands 
Operable Unit. Section 4 presents the record-keeping procedures for tracking activities 
related to the institutional controls. In addition, there are four documents included as 
appendices. Appendix A contains the Easement and Covenant document. Appendix B 
presents a sampling and analysis plan for future demolition/construction activities at the 
Uplands Operable Unit. Appendix C contains a list of screening levels derived by EPA 
Region 9 for industrial soils. Appendix D contains a plate depicting the areas that have 
been sampled at the KPC site. 



1.1 Background 



This section presents a summary of background information for the Uplands Operable 
Unit. Additional information regarding the site is included in the remedial investigation 
report (Exponent 1998e). 
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KPC operated a pulp mill at the site from its construction in 1954 until shutdown in 1997. 
The KPC landfill began operation in 1988 and has been used for the disposal of wood 
waste, flyash, and recovery and wood waste boiler bottom ash. In 1997, a consent order 
between KPC, Louisiana-Pacific Corporation, ADEC, and EPA was issued to address site 
contamination. The consent order required KPC to conduct a remedial investigation and 
clean up CoCs) found at levels determined to be a threat to human health or the 
environment. 



The remedial investigation confirmed the presence of chemicals of potential concern 
(CoPCs) in soil at the site. The CoPCs were arsenic, lead, manganese, polycyclic 
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins and polychlorinated 
dibenzofurans (PCDDs/Fs), PCBs, and petroleum hydrocarbons (Table 1). After 
comparison with screening values and calculation of risk estimates, arsenic, lead, PAHs, 
PCBs, and petroleum hydrocarbons were identified as CoCs requiring consideration of 
remedial actions. To identify areas that exceed acceptable risk levels, a decision 
framework was developed together with EPA and ADEC, which is summarized below: 



• Incremental cancer risks are less than 1 in 100,000 (lxlO-5) and/or 
the hazard indices for noncancer adverse effects are less than 1— 
No further action will be considered. 



• Incremental cancer risks are between 1 in 100,000 (lxlO-5) and 1 
in 10,000 (lxlO-4) for cumulative risk and/or cumulative hazard 
indices for noncancer adverse effects are between 1 and 10— 
Development of cleanup options will be considered but may not be 
required. The remedial project managers (RPMs) will consider 
additional factors other than only a numerical exceedance of these 
decision risk levels in deciding on the need for further assessment. 



• Incremental cancer risks are greater than 1 in 10,000 (lxlO-4) for 
pathways or for cumulative risks and/or hazard indices for 
noncancer adverse effects are greater than 10—Cleanup options 
will be developed for this area/pathway (i.e., this area will be carried 
into a feasibility study unless it is addressed by early action). 



During and immediately after the remedial investigation, early actions involving 
sampling and removal of contaminated soil were completed for the areas identified as 
having unacceptable risk levels for industrial and commercial uses. Additional areas 
were remediated as part of plant upgrades during closure, thereby also reducing 
concentrations of arsenic and PCDDs/Fs in site soils and sediments (i.e., access road 
ditch). These areas, the CoCs, and their screening levels are listed in Table 2 and shown 
on Figure 4. Completion of the early actions has resulted in surface soil (i.e., soil that is 
not covered by paving or buildings) at the mill site and pipeline areas meeting acceptable 
risk levels for industrial/commercial exposure scenarios. As described above, these 
exposure levels would also be protective for expected future recreational use of the 
pipeline road areas. 
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During the remedial investigation, it was determined that the potential site-related sources 
of arsenic (limited application of arsenical pesticides at Thome Bay, possible use of 
rodenticides) did not fully account for the observed concentrations of arsenic onsite, 
(i.e., from undetected at 0.5 mg/kg to 670 mg/kg at the paint shop with widespread 
detections exceeding 50 mg/kg in many pulp mill areas). Moreover, similar concen
trations were found in many offsite locations. Specifically, offsite concentrations ranged 
from undetected at 0.5 mg/kg in forest soil to 207 mg/kg at a gravel driveway near Wards 
Cove Cannery to more than 4,000 mg/kg at a local quarry. Onsite risk estimates for 
future workers exposed to arsenic in soil via ingestion and dermal contact ranged from 
5xl0~6 for the former bottom ash storage pile to 2x10"4 for paint shop soils with a 
number of other areas having risk estimates for arsenic between lxlO-5 and 5xl0-5 
(Table 1). The risk estimate for offsite residents in aerial deposition areas exposed to 
arsenic in soil via ingestion, dermal contact, and consumption of homegrown produce 
was 2xl0-5. 



Additional investigations identified local rock quarries as a major source of onsite arsenic 
and determined that the arsenic present in soil is not readily absorbed from soil if 
ingested (i.e., the arsenic was identified as having low bioavailability), thus reducing 
possible exposure. These findings, together with procedures for safe use of arsenic-
containing rock materials, were documented in an arsenic management plan (Exponent 
1998d). EPA and ADEC reviewed this information and determined that soil with arsenic 
concentrations resulting in mid-range risk decision levels (i.e., incremental cancer risks 
between lxl0~5and lxKT4 and hazard indices between 1 and 10) could be left in place. 
EPA, ADEC, and KPC also determined that the procedures identified in the arsenic 
management plan to reduce exposure and risks (Exponent 1998d) should be applied at the 
site and made available to the community. 



Concurrent with the remedial investigation, KPC conducted closure activities for the 
wood waste and ash disposal landfill in accordance with the solid waste permit 
administered by ADEC and all applicable regulations. Landfill closure activities 
conducted in 1997 and 1998 consisted of constructing a low-permeability cover system, 
including a geomembrane, over the landfill; placing a topsoil cover and vegetation on the 
landfill; constructing surface water drainage improvements throughout the landfill; and 
constructing a leachate treatment system adjacent to the landfill. A new cell was 
constructed in 1997 and is permitted (ADEC Solid Waste Permit No. 9713-BA001) to 
receive boiler bottom ash, flyash, and smaller volumes of wood waste, rock, and dirt, 
secondary sludge, and dredge spoils. 



Upon completion of the remedial investigation in 1998, ADEC and EPA issued a 
proposed plan for the Uplands Operable Unit (ADEC and U.S. EPA 1999) that identified 
a preferred remedial action. Based on public comment on the proposed plan, the final 
remedies were stipulated in the ROD (ADEC and U.S. EPA 2000). The selected 
remedial actions for the pulp mill area and pipeline road areas include the following 
activities: 
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Complete all early actions 



Implement institutional controls 



Continue to use the controls specified in the arsenic management plan 
(Exponent1998d) 



Conduct sampling and evaluation during future demolition activities 
that result in exposure of soils not evaluated in the remedial 
investigation 



Establish a procedure to ensure that if, in the future, soils from the 
near-shore fill subarea or contaminated soils underneath paved areas or 
structures are excavated, those soils will be properly characterized and 
managed. 



The preferred remedial action for the wood waste and ash disposal landfill includes the 
following activities: 



Close the remaining cell of the wood waste and ash disposal landfill in 
a manner similar to that of the other cells, which KPC has already 
closed (i.e., in accordance with the ADEC solid waste permit and all 
applicable regulations) 



Conduct long-term monitoring at the landfill in accordance with all 
applicable permits 



Implement institutional controls. 



As previously mentioned, the early actions at the pulp mill and pipeline road have been 
completed. This institutional control plan addresses the other components of the 
preferred remedial action for the pulp mill and pipeline road areas. For the wood waste 
and ash disposal landfill, the remaining cell will be closed in the same manner as the 
other cells. In addition, long-term monitoring and institutional controls will be 
implemented in accordance with the ADEC solid waste permit, applicable ADEC solid 
waste regulations, and any National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) 
permit that may be in place at the time. Some landfill monitoring requirements are now 
being fulfilled through the existing NPDES permit for the Ward Cove facility. If the 
property owners request a permit modification or reissuance in the future, EPA and 
ADEC will be provided 30 days notice of any proposed changes to the landfill 
monitoring requirements. These institutional controls will also be a part of the CERCLA 
ROD for the site. This institutional control plan summarizes the institutional controls for 
the wood waste and ash disposal landfill. 
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1.2 Purpose of the Institutional Control Plan 



The intent of the institutional controls is to ensure that remedial efforts are protective of 
human health and the environment over the long term at the KPC site. Institutional 
controls are part of the preferred remedial action for the Uplands Operable Unit to 
prevent residential use. These requirements are specified in the Easement and Covenant 
document for the pulp mill area and are conveyed with the property (regardless of the 
owner) until soil concentrations reach acceptable site-specific, risk-based concentrations 
for residential use or appropriate regulatory levels, or until 2099, whichever occurs first. 
Prior to 2099, the parties will evaluate the need to continue institutional controls beyond 
2099. Covenants to stipulate appropriate controls for the wood waste and ash disposal 
landfill and the former disposal area along the pipeline road are in development 
Although soil concentrations of CoCs are lower or within the acceptable range for 
industrial use as determined in the risk assessment (Table 1), concentrations in some 
areas of the KPC site are higher than risk-based concentrations identified for residential 
land use.2 The institutional controls for the KPC site have several purposes: 



• To address specific areas of the Uplands Operable Unit (i.e., the wood 
waste and ash disposal landfill) that are known to have CoCs in soil at 
concentrations greater than risk-based concentrations considered to be 
protective for residential use and that require ongoing maintenance or 
other controls to limit exposure and risk 



• To address specific areas of the Uplands Operable Unit (e.g., the near-
shore fill subarea and areas under buildings or structures) that may 
require characterization and or remediation if they are exposed during 
demolition or excavation activities 



• To address area-wide concerns (i.e., the paint shop and much of the 
mill area and some areas along the pipeline road) regarding 
appropriate use of the site (e.g., maintaining industrial/commercial 
zoning for the site because of the CoCs present in soil at 
concentrations higher than those considered to be protective of 
residential use). 



This institutional control plan will ensure coordinated and reliable implementation and 
maintenance of the institutional controls for the Uplands Operable Unit. It will also 
ensure that the objectives of land use restrictions or controls are being achieved and that 



2 Risk-based concentrations for soils were taken from EPA Region 3 and Region 9 and were 
derived using a target risk level of lxl(T* and conservative assumptions based on contact with 
contaminants in soil in a residential or industrial setting. As indicated above, although arsenic 
concentrations in soil are within the mid-range of risk decision levels (i.e., higher than EPA risk 
based concentrations for industrial soils), EPA and ADEC have agreed that it is appropriate to 
leave the soil in place because of demonstrated low bioavailability and because the arsenic is 
associated with native rock. 
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the tools and procedures that the facility uses to implement restrictions/controls are in 
place. In addition, this plan describes controls for areas where future excavations may 
modify site risks (e.g., the near-shore fill subarea and areas under roads and buildings). 



To fulfill these goals, the institutional control plan: 



• Develops appropriate institutional controls for the pulp mill site and 
areas along the pipeline road to maintain adequate short- and long-
term protection of human health and the environment 



• Summarizes the institutional controls for the landfill that are being 
conducted in accordance with the ADEC solid waste permit, 
applicable ADEC regulations, and any NPDES permit in place at the 
time. 



• Identifies procedures for implementing the institutional controls, 
including procedures for tracking activities related to the institutional 
controls 



• Serves as a one-source reference for other related activities, 
documents, and permits (however, this institutional control plan does 
not supersede any regulatory or permit requirements). 
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2. Institutional Control Objectives 



Soils at the pulp mill area and pipeline road that contained chemicals at unacceptable risk 
levels for industrial/commercial use have been removed through early actions at the site. 
However, residual concentrations of chemicals remain in soils at the pulp mill area and at 
areas along the pipeline road above EPA risk-based concentrations for residential land 
use. EPA guidance regarding land use in the CERCLA remedy selection process states 
the following: 



The volume and concentration of contaminants left on-site, and thus the 
degree of residual risk at a site, will affect future land use. For example, a 
remedial alternative may include leaving in place contaminants in soil at 
concentrations protective for industrial exposures, but not protective for 
residential exposures. In this case, institutional controls should be used to 
ensure that industrial use of the land is maintained and to prevent risks 
from residential exposures. (U.S. EPA 1995) 



The near-shore fill subarea was characterized during the site investigation, and no 
contaminants were found at levels exceeding applicable risk-based concentrations. In 
addition, migration of contaminants to Ward Cove was ruled out through evaluation of 
the potential volume of dissolved contaminants that could reach Ward Cove3 and 
sampling results from Ward Cove. Due to the past use of the area as a fill area, however, 
there is uncertainty as to whether chemicals are present in soils in areas that were not 
directly characterized. Similarly, there is uncertainty about soils beneath the paved areas 
and structures at the mill because these areas were not sampled during the remedial 
investigation. Soils at the pipeline road were sampled where contamination was 
suspected, but some uncertainty remains regarding areas that were not sampled. 
Therefore, uncharacterized soils at the pipeline road and in the nearshore fill subarea and 
soils beneath paved areas and structures remaining at the pulp mill area will need to be 
further evaluated to determine the need for sampling if soils are exposed during 



3 PCB (Aroclor® 1254) was measured at concentrations (0.49 pg/L) near the analytical detection 
limit in unfiltered water in one of three test pits in the near-shore fill subarea. Only the dissolved 
portion would be able to migrate into Ward Cove. The dissolved portion in the groundwater was 
estimated to be approximately 0.013 /rg/L, which is less than the ecological screening criterion of 
0.030 /ig/L in marine waters. PCB was therefore not considered a CoPC for ecological receptors. 
The EPA proposed PCB criterion for protecting human health (from fish consumption) is 
extremely low (i.e., 0.00017 /rg/L) and is actually below analytical detection limits for PCBs 
(i.e., Aroclors ). Nevertheless, the potential for transport of PCBs from the groundwater into 
Ward Cove was evaluated. PCBs would be carried out into Ward Cove during ebbing tides and 
mixed with seawater along the shoreline of the near-shore fill subarea. Using conservative 
assumptions, PCB concentrations are predicted to be less than the proposed criterion of 
0.00017 //g/L within 0.1 m of the shoreline. Because of the very low (probably less than 
background) concentrations and limited area of potential impact, PCBs are not considered CoPCs 
for human health for this pathway. 
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demolition or excavation activities. The institutional controls described in a subsequent 
section of this document address sampling and evaluation of soil for demolition activities 
at the pulp mill area and the pipeline road. In addition, the institutional controls address 
procedures for properly characterizing and managing excavated soils. 



Closure and monitoring of the wood waste and ash disposal landfill in accordance with 
the ADEC solid waste permit and ADEC regulations, including institutional controls, is 
consistent with the National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency Plan 
(NCP) and the EPA NPDES permit. The NCP states that EPA expects to use engineering 
controls, such as containment, for waste that poses a relatively low long-term threat and 
to use institutional controls such as water use and deed restrictions to supplement the 
engineering controls as appropriate for short- and long-term management to prevent or 
limit exposure to hazardous substances, pollutants, or contaminants (40 CFR 
300.430(a)(l)(iii)). 



ADEC regulations also include requirements for institutional controls. In general, ADEC 
may require institutional controls on a site-specific basis where they are necessary to 
protect human health, safety, or welfare or the environment. The institutional controls 
may include deed restrictions or other measures that would be examined during a routine 
title search and that limit site use or site conditions over time or provide notice of any 
residual contamination. ADEC regulations that address institutional controls include 
18 AAC 75.350(2)(C), 18 AAC 75.375, and 18 AAC 75.990 (54). 



Based on the regulations and requirements presented above, the conditions at the Uplands 
Operable Unit, and the preferred remedial action presented in the proposed plan, the 
objectives for the institutional controls for the pulp mill site and the pipeline road are as 
follows: 



• Maintain acceptable risk levels for soils for industrial/commercial 
exposure scenarios (which will also be protective of recreational use of 
the pipeline road) 



• Comply with requirements identified in the Management Plan for 
Arsenic in Rock and Soil (Exponent 1998d) to reduce exposure to 
arsenic in soil and rock 



• Restrict residential land use (or similar non-industrial/commercial land 
use resulting in around-the-clock residence by people or daily use by 
children) 



• Prohibit drilling of water wells and use of groundwater 



• Identify and address source areas (if any) during demolition and 
excavation activities using applicable or relevant and appropriate 
requirements (ARARs) such as current risk-based concentrations or 
standards and criteria 
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Properly characterize and manage soils from the near-shore fill 
subarea or underneath paved areas or structures and from other 
locations not evaluated or characterized in the remedial investigation if 
those soils are excavated. 



The objectives for the institutional controls for the wood waste and ash disposal landfill 
are to fulfill the requirements of any permits (e.g., the ADEC solid waste permit and the 
EPA NPDES permit) that may be active and in force at the time. Additional objectives 
are to restrict future use of the landfill property to preclude any of the following: 



• Use of groundwater 



• Activities that could result in exposure to landfill materials 



• Activities that could compromise the integrity of the landfill cap, the 
leachate treatment system, or any ancillary equipment. 
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3. Development of Institutional Controls 



Institutional controls are developed in this section for the pulp mill area, the pipeline road 
areas, and wood waste landfill to ensure that the objectives in the previous section are 
met. Consistent with the Easement and Covenant document (ADL 1999), the 
institutional controls will remain in place until 2099, or until site CoCs no longer exceed 
site-specific, risk-based residential cleanup levels, whichever comes first. The Easement 
and Covenant document allows for oversight by EPA and ADEC, in decisions regarding 
any future revisions to the controls to be determined by these agencies and the current 
owner. Project managers with EPA and ADEC may also identify and initiate appropriate 
changes to this institutional control plan to be consistent with future regulatory changes 
or changes in land use. 



3.1 Institutional Control Program Administration 



Respective roles of organizations responsible for administering the institutional control 
program are listed in Table 3 with their phone numbers and addresses. These 
organizations include KPC, Gateway, or subsequent owners (and other parties under the 
direction of site owners including contractors), the Ketchikan Gateway Borough, and 
appropriate regulatory agencies. KPC will be responsible for the institutional controls for 
the landfill property as long as KPC owns that property. There are no plans for sale of 
the landfill property at this time. Gateway and any successors will be responsible for 
institutional controls for the pulp mill property. A plan for institutional controls for the 
pipeline road is in development to restrict residential use of the areas with CoCs 
exceeding residential cleanup levels. KPC is seeking ownership of Drum Area 2 and 
Areas 2, 3, and 4 and will be responsible for administering institutional controls in these 
areas. 



3.2 Pulp Mill Site and Pipeline Road 



Institutional controls for the pulp mill site and for the pipeline road include zoning and 
deed restrictions, procedures for characterizing and managing soil during routine 
excavations, procedures for characterizing and managing soil during demolition 
activities, and notification procedures. 



3.2.1 Zoning and Deed Restrictions 



The Ketchikan Gateway Borough has zoned the pulp mill area for industrial use 
(i.e., industrial-heavy). There are no plans for the zoning designation to be revised, and it 
is unlikely that revision of the zoning designation would ever occur. The wood waste 
landfill area and the dredge spoil subarea are also zoned as industrial-heavy. No 
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construction is planned on the wood waste landfill area. Any construction would require 
substantiation that the proposed activity would not compromise the integrity of the 
landfill cap or leachate collection system in any manner. 



As described previously, KPC and the Alaska Department of Law (ADL) prepared and 
filed the Easement and Covenant document for the pulp mill area. This document has 
been filed with the Ketchikan Gateway Borough and would be examined during a routine 
title search. It limits site use over time and provides notice of residual contamination on 
the property. KPC, along with ADL, is in the process of developing a similar document 
for the wood waste and ash landfill and will provide a draft of the deed restriction or 
other measure to ADEC and EPA for review prior to filing it. The former disposal areas 
along the water pipeline road are too small for residential development. Nevertheless, an 
easement and covenant agreement will be put into place for the pipeline road with 
stipulations similar to the agreement for the former pulp mill area (i.e., to prevent future 
residential use of this area). 



3.2.2 Routine Excavations 



Routine excavations are relatively minor excavations that may occur during normal 
maintenance or operational activities. A routine excavation is defined as an area of 
approximately 25 ft2 or smaller or a volume of soil of approximately 3 yd3 or less, and 
where excavated soils will remain onsite and not be transported offsite for disposal. A 
routine excavation may not include removal of a paved area or structure (limited to the 
area formerly mentioned). It is anticipated that soil sampling will not be required as part 
of routine excavations unless there is visible evidence of debris or contamination, or 
knowledge of past or present use of the area suggests that contamination may be present. 
If sampling is required, it will be carried out as described in the section below and in 
Appendix B (and in consultation with EPA and ADEC). 



If sampling is required, analytical results for soil samples will be compared with 
screening levels. Specifically, risk-based concentrations derived by EPA and ADEC to 
identify possible CoCs and background concentrations will be applied where available. 
For constituents other than petroleum products, the results for the soil samples will be 
compared to screening levels derived by EPA Region 9 for industrial soils, which were 
identified by EPA as the appropriate screening levels for soil (included in Appendix C). 
(The EPA Region 9 risk-based concentrations will be used unless EPA Region 10 no 
longer recommends them for use in Region 10.) For petroleum products, soil sampling 
results will be compared with ADEC's soil cleanup levels for the protection of 
nonpotable groundwater, which will be calculated consistent with ADEC guidance 
(18 AAC 75, ADEC [1998]) or comparable applicable requirements in effect at the time 
of the demolition. Any possible CoCs identified will then be evaluated in comparison 
with ARARs presented in the ROD for the KPC Uplands Operable Unit to determine the 
need for remedial actions, if any. 



The landowner will notify ADEC and EPA if any soil sample results exceed screening 
levels or if suspect debris is found. In addition, if soil sample results exceed screening 
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levels, then the landowner will coordinate with ADEC and EPA, and a decision will be 
made on a case-by-case basis as to whether additional excavation will be conducted. If 
soil sample results exceed screening levels (discussed above), then EPA and/or ADEC 
will determine the appropriate action (i.e., offsite disposal or a screening-level risk 
evaluation to determine the appropriate remedy). If the soil sample results do not exceed 
screening levels, then the excavated soil may be placed back into the excavated area or 
otherwise properly disposed. Any suspect debris will be removed for appropriate 
disposal in accordance with applicable regulations and landfill requirements. Any 
imported material for backfill or other purposes must meet the requirements of the 
arsenic management plan (Exponent 1998d). Records will be kept of the routine 
excavations as described in the record-keeping section of this plan. 



3.2.3 Major Excavations and Demolitions 



Demolition activities such as excavations larger than those defined in Routine 
Excavations, excavations that require removal of paved areas or structures, or excavation 
of portions of the near-shore fill subarea or the water pipeline storage area are addressed 
in this section. For major excavations, an excavation-specific sampling and analysis 
strategy will be developed in consultation with EPA and ADEC using the following 
guidance and the procedures described in Appendix B. Similar to the procedure used in 
the remedial investigation to determine the appropriate analytes for a given area, it is 
recommended that the need for confirmation sample collection and analysis be 
determined by the history of the area's use. 



Soil underneath paved areas (i.e., railroad track areas), soil underneath structures, or soil 
in areas where petroleum products were stored or used would be analyzed for diesel- and 
residual-range organics and PAHs (and gasoline-range organics and benzene, toluene, 
ethylbenzene, and xylenes, if appropriate). PCB analyses may also be needed depending 
on site characterization. Soil from the flyash silo would be analyzed for PCDDs/Fs. Soil 
in the near-shore fill subarea and the water pipeline storage area would be analyzed for 
diesel- and residual-range organics, target analyte list metals, volatile organic 
compounds, semivolatile organic compounds, organochlorine pesticides and PCBs, and 
chlorinated herbicides. The analyte list for soils in other areas will be determined in 
consultation with EPA and ADEC. Excavated soil will be sampled and characterized as 
needed for appropriate disposal in accordance with all applicable regulations and/or 
landfill requirements. Soil sample results will be compared with the screening levels 
described above to identify CoCs. Any remediation of areas with CoCs would be 
discussed with RPMs and would include consideration of ARARs. 



The landowner will notify ADEC and EPA if any soil sample results exceed screening 
levels or if suspect debris is found. The landowner will coordinate with ADEC and EPA, 
and a decision will be made on a case-by-case basis as to whether additional excavation 
will be conducted. Any soil that is excavated will be sampled and characterized as 
needed for appropriate disposal in accordance with applicable regulations and landfill 
requirements. If soil sample results are below state and federal EPA soil screening and 
cleanup levels, then the excavated soil may be used onsite as fill material. Any suspect 
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debris will be removed for appropriate disposal in accordance with applicable regulations 
and landfill requirements. Any imported material for backfill or other purposes must 
meet the requirements of the arsenic management plan (Exponent 1998d). Records will 
be kept of the excavation/demolition activities and onsite and offsite treatment or disposal 
as described in the record-keeping section of this plan. 



3.2.4 Notification Procedures 



The landowner will notify both ADEC (Contaminated Sites and Remediation Program) 
and EPA (Alaska Operations Office) by calling them at the telephone numbers listed in 
Table 3 or contacting appropriate agency personnel via e-mail if any of the following 
occur: 



• Major demolition activities are planned 



• Any sampling is to be conducted during major demolition 



• Any soil samples collected during routine excavations or demolition 
activities exceed soil screening levels 



• Suspect debris (e.g., buried drum or paint can) is found during routine 
excavations or demolition activities. 



3.3 Wood Waste Landfill 



The wood waste landfill is currently regulated by ADEC Solid Waste Permit No. 9713-
BA001 (Figure 5). This section summarizes post-closure requirements for the landfill, 
including long-term restrictions and monitoring, that are included in the permit. This 
institutional control plan does not supersede any current or future permit requirements; it 
only summarizes the relevant requirements of the current permit. EPA has reviewed 
existing monitoring requirements and found them to be sufficient. KPC will allow at 
least 30 days notice of any proposed change in monitoring resulting from any future 
changes in permit requirements. Any permitting changes may result in the need for 
modifications in this plan to meet EPA requirements for institutional controls. 



The ADEC solid waste permit requires long-term inspection and monitoring of the 
landfill. The current Comprehensive Landfill Monitoring Plan (KPC 1999) presents the 
inspections and monitoring that will be conducted throughout the post-closure care period 
of the landfill. Future inspections and monitoring of the landfill will be conducted in 
accordance with the current plan or subsequent plans that may be required for the landfill. 
Under the current plan, visual and surface water monitoring are conducted. Visual 
monitoring includes, but is not limited to, inspecting physical damage to the cover 
system, drainage structures, escape of waste or leachate, unauthorized waste disposal, 
erosion, and evidence of death or stress to fish, wildlife, or vegetation that might be 
caused by the facility. Surface water monitoring includes collecting water samples to 
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assess whether surface water leaving the site could potentially endanger public health or 
cause a violation of water quality standards. 



Post-closure care will also include gas monitoring, leachate monitoring, maintenance of 
the final cover system (including prevention of tree growth on that system), maintenance 
of the appurtenances, operation of the passive gas venting system, and operation of the 
leachate collection system. Annual inspections for slippage of the cover system and for 
landfill subsidence will be conducted. An inventory of the volumes of landfill leachate 
collected and treated will be maintained. 



The current NPDES permit also requires monitoring storm water at the landfill. This 
monitoring includes sampling and analysis of surface water in the major conveyances at 
the landfill. Groundwater monitoring wells have not been constructed. In general, 
groundwater at the landfill discharges to the small surface water drainages, all of which 
flow toward Refuge, "Dawson," or Ward coves. These drainages are being routinely 
monitored. In addition, routine monitoring of leachate provides a "worst-case" 
representation of potential groundwater contamination from the landfill that is not being 
detected by surface water monitoring (i.e., groundwater discharging directly to marine 
waters by underwater seeps, if occurring). Because local groundwater flow is determined 
by topography, contaminant transport toward the mainland (i.e., "uphill") is unlikely. 



Permit requirements for deed restrictions or other measures for the landfill property 
include the following: 



KPC will prepare and submit to ADEC, upon closure of the facility, a 
survey as-built or record drawings that show the location, types, and 
volume of waste deposited at the facility. A copy will be provided to 
any purchaser or transferee at the time of property sale or lease. 



KPC will file the survey as-built or record drawings of the area as a 
landfill with the appropriate land records office within 60 days after 
the entire facility has been permanently closed to landfilling and will 
submit proof of such recording to ADEC. 



KPC will record a notation on the deed to the property notifying 
subsequent landowners of the type of waste that has been buried on the 
property and warning them that a water supply for drinking water 
purposes should not be developed. An additional notation will be 
made that warns subsequent owners or operators that a geosynthetic 
liner has been placed over the waste and that operations should be 
carried out in a way that does not rupture the liner. Rupture of the 
liner could be caused by the operation of heavy machinery or the 
construction of buildings or placement of any structure on the surface. 
In addition, an easement and covenant document similar to that 
developed for the pulp mill property will be prepared for the landfill. 
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The locations where waste was deposited will not be subdivided from 
run-on diversion systems, leachate collection systems, or the margins 
of geosynthetic liners; when conveyed, they will be conveyed as one 
parcel. 



KPC will notify ADEC in accordance with the notification and reporting 
procedures identified in the ADEC solid waste permit. 
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4. Record-Keeping 



Record-keeping will include documentation of field and sampling activities, analytical 
results including laboratory data sheets, disposal records, notification records, a written 
summary of each excavation or demolition event, and notation on a site map of activities 
involving sampling. Records related to KPC's former activities at the site will be kept by 
KPC in Ketchikan or by the parent corporation, Louisiana-Pacific in Portland, Oregon. 
Records related to Gateway will be kept by Gateway in Ketchikan. EPA and ADEC will 
be notified of any change in record locations. 



Documentation of soil sampling activities is described in Appendix B. For routine 
excavations that do not involve sampling, only the documentation listed in Appendix B 
that is applicable to such excavations will be recorded. All analytical results, including 
laboratory data sheets, will be retained for excavation and demolition activities. 
Available laboratory quality assurance and quality control results will also be retained. 
The analytical results will be retained pertaining to site characterization as well as the 
profiling of excavated soil for disposal. Disposal records will be retained for any soil or 
debris disposed offsite. The records will include the amount and type of material 
disposed, the date shipped, the name and address of the disposal facility, and receipts 
from the disposal facilities. Notification records, such as telephone contact summary 
sheets, of contact between the landowner and the agencies will be retained. 



A brief written summary of each excavation or demolition event will be prepared to 
document the activities and to provide appropriate information that is not in the project 
documentation records. This written summary will include a summary of onsite and 
offsite treatment or disposal locations. The written summary will likely range from a few 
sentences for some routine excavation events to a page or two for more extensive 
demolition activities. Each excavation or demolition area will also be documented on a 
site map (Appendix D) in a manner that cross references the location on the site map to 
the written documentation in the project files. 



For the wood waste and ash disposal landfill, KPC will keep records regarding landfill 
post-closure activities in accordance with the requirements of the ADEC solid waste 
permit. These records will include inspection logs, surveying results, analytical results 
including laboratory sheets, and notification records between KPC and the agencies. 
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Figure 1. Location of Ward Cove and former KPC facility. 
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Figure 2. Important features of the 
KPC Uplands Operable Unit 
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Figure 3. Water pipeline road. 
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Figure 4. Early action areas. 
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Table 1. Summary of chemical concentrations, risk estimates, early actions, and residual concentrations and risks 



Mine 



Area (scenario/pathways evaluated) 
Pulp Mill Area 



Process Subarea 



Chemicals above Excess Risk 
Screening Levels Concentration Range Screening Level" Estimate 



Residual 



Action or Note 



Residual 
Concentration 



Range 
Residual 



Risk 



Access Road and Ditch 
(occupational) 



Arsenic 



PCDD/F 



56-182 mg/kg 7.6 mg/kg 



5.5-162 ng/kg (TEC) 38 ng/kg (TEC) 



4x10"5 Ditch sediment removed in 
1998 as part of early 
action, some fill added to 
road with regrading. 



5x1 0~® No Cleanup Level 



5.5-157 mg/kg 



8.2-30.2 ng/kg 
(TEC) 



4x10' 



9x10"7 



Wood Room/Log Deck Area 
(occupational) 
Wood Room/Log Deck Seep Water 
(migration to Ward Cove) 
Soils near Evaporator No. 3 
(occupational) 



Mill Support Subarea 
Aeration Basin Soils (occupational) 



Grit Chamber Soils (occupational) 
Paint! 



Arsenicb 



Manganese 



Arsenicb 



Arsenic13 



Arsenic" 
Arsenic" 



84 mg/kg 



0.267 mg/L (seep 
water) 



65 mg/kg 



1.3-90 mg/kg 



10-100 mg/kg 



7.6 mg/kg 



0.0285 mg/L 
background0 
7.6 mg/kg 



7.6 mg/kg 



7.6 mg/kg 



2x10 ' 



1x10"' 



2x10 ' 



2x10"1 



Hog fuel removed in spring 
1998° 



84 mg/kg 



65 mg/kg 



1.3-90 mg/kg 



10-100 mg/kg 



2x10 



1x10" 



2x10' 



2x10"1 
t Shop/Former Maintenance 



Shop (occupational) 



Lead 
Benzo[a]pyrene 
(cPAH RPC) 
PCBs 



0.94-670 mg/kg 



<10-4,270 mg/kg 
<0.013-4.42 mg/kg 



<0.050-499 mg/kg 



7.6 mg/kg 2x10"* Soil removed in 1999 as 
part of early action. 
Cleanup Levels: 



1.53-33.9 mg/kg 8x10"6 



1,000 mg/kg 
0.90 mg/kg 5x10"® 



1,000 mg/kg 
0.90 mg/kg 



<10-274 mg/kg 
0.0143-0.0444 



mg/kg 
<0.067-8.46 mg/kg 



1x10"7 



10 mg/kg IxlO"4 10 mg/kg 



<10-274 mg/kg 
0.0143-0.0444 



mg/kg 
<0.067-8.46 mg/kg 8x10"®" 



7.6 mg/kg 5x10"® 4.9 and 



44 mg/kg8 



None 



None 



None 



5x10"® 



7.6 mg/kg 



0.00017 fj g/L* 
3x10"® 0.5-132 mg/kg 



0.49 fj g/L 
(undissolved)' 



3x10"® 



7.6 mg/kg 5x10"® 1-22 mg/kg 5x10"® 



Former Bottom Ash Storage Pile 
(occupational) 



Caustic Tanks and Pipeline 
(occupational) 
Equipment Storage Area 
(occupational) 
Filter Plant Soils (occupational) 



Near-shore Fill Subarea 
(occupational) 



Arsenic 



None 



None 



None 



Arsenic" 
PCBs 



4.9 and 44 mg/kg8 



Wood Waste and Sludge Disposal Area 
(occupational) Arsenic" 



0.5-132 mg/kg 
0.49 (J g/L 



(undissolved)1 



1-22 mg/kg 
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Table 1. (cont.) 
•ine Residual i 



Residual -
Chemica,s above Excess Risk Concentration Residual 



Area (scenario/pathways evaluated) Screening Levels Concentration Range Screening Level' Estimate Action or Note Range Risk 
Petroleum Soils Areas ' 



Railroad Tracks Area (comparison Benz[a] <0.007-56 mg/kg 9 mg/kg Soil removed in 1999 as <0.0067-1.18 
with ADEC regulations) anthracene part of early action. 



Cleanup Level: 9,000 ug/kg 
mg/kg 



Benzo[b] <0.007-28 m/;g/kg 9 mg/kg 9 mg/kg <0.0067-1.2 mg/kg 
fluoranthene 



9 mg/kg <0.0067-1.2 mg/kg 



Benzo[a]pyrene <.007-16 mg/kg 0.9 mg/kg 0.9 mg/kg <0.0067-0.73 



Dibenz[a,h] 
mg/kg 



Dibenz[a,h] <.007-2 mg/kg 0.9 mg/kg 0.9 mg/kg <0.0134-0.204 



Compressor Area (comparison with 
anthracene 
DRO 17,000-50,000 8,250 mg/kg Soil removed in 1999 as 



mg/kg 
885-8,960 mg/kg -



ADEC regulations) mg/kg part of early action. 
Cleanup Level: 8,250 
mg/kg 



mg/kg 
885-8,960 mg/kg -



RRO 39,000-120,000 8,300 mg/kg 8,300 mg/kg 2.160-22,800 



Bulk Fuel Tank Area (comparison 
mg/kg 



8,300 mg/kg 
mg/kg 



Bulk Fuel Tank Area (comparison DRO 8.4-31,000 mg/kg 8,250 mg/kg Soil removed in 1999 as <25-14,500 mg/kg 
with ADEC regulations) part of early action: 



Cleanup Level: 8,250 



<25-14,500 mg/kg 



RRO 
mg/kg 



RRO 23-36,000 mg/kg 8,300 mg/kg 8,300 mg/kg <50-14,200 mg/kg 



Benz[a] 0.120-24 mg/kg 9 mg/kg 9 mg/kg 0.00978 mg/kg 
anthracene 



9 mg/kg 0.00978 mg/kg 



Benzo[a]pyrene 0.110-19 mg/kg 0.9 mg/kg 0.9 mg/kg 0.0132-22.7 mg/kg 



(occupational) None 
Wood Waste and Ash Disposal Landfill 



(occupational/recreational) None 



None 



None 



(occupational) Arsenic" 1.21-72.6 mg/kg 7.6 mg/kg 6x10"® Soil removed in 1999 as <0.5-89.5 mg/kg 9x10"® 



Lead 
Dart of earlv action. 



<0.5-89.5 mg/kg 9x10"® 



Lead <10-2,210 mg/kg 1,000 mg/kg Cleanup Level: 1,000 mg/kg <10-2,210 mg/kg 



PCBs <0.400-6,410 mg/kg 10 mg/kg 1x10"® 10 mg/kg 0.468-7.9 mg/kg 4x10"® 



TPH-oil 1-34,000 mg/kg 9,700 mg/kg - 9,700 mg/kg None -



Forested and Developed Area Soils Arsenicb 



(residential/ingestion, dermal 
contact, produce consumption) 



Grit In Residential Yards 
(residential/ingestion, dermal 
contact, produce consumption) 



PCDD/F 



Arsenic6 
PCDD/F 



2.4-138 mg/kg 
0.89-137 ng/kg 



(TEC) 



3.73-7.9 mg/kg 
5.1-28.2 ng/kg 



7.6 mg/kg 
7.4 ng/kg 



7.6 mg/kg 
7.4 ng/kg 



2x10" 



1x10"! 



2x10" 



2.4-138 mg/kg 
0.89-137 ng/kg 



(TEC) 



3.73-7.9 mg/kg 
5.1-28.2 ng/kg 



n-Fm 



2x10"5 



1 x10"5 



2x10H 



Footnotes continued on following page. 
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Table 1. (cont.) 



Notel^Rxes indicate those areas where soil has been removed. 
- not applicable 



ADEC - Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation 
cPAH - carcinogenic polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon 
DRO - diesel-range organics 
EPA - U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
PAH - polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon 
PCB - polychlorinated biphenyl 
PCDD/F - polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxin and polychlorinated dibenzofuran 
RPC - relative potency concentration 
RRO - residual-range organics 
TEC - toxic equivalent concentration 
TPH - total petroleum hydrocarbon 



" Screening levels were as follows: EPA Region 10 PCB risk-based cleanup level for nonresidential soils of 10 mg/kg; EPA OSWER guidance for lead in nonresidential soils of 
1,000 mg/kg (U.S. EPA 1989); ADEC TPH soil cleanup standard for protection of groundwater (18 AAC 75); EPA risk-based concentrations for PCDD/F in industrial soils 
(U.S. EPA 1998). Screening levels for arsenic onsite and offsite based on background concentrations. Screening level for PCDD/F in grit based on background concentrations. 



" Arsenic levels are addressed in the arsenic management plan (Exponent 1998). Arsenic bioavailability estimates described in the arsenic management plan suggest that risks 
associated with exposure to arsenic in soil may be much lower than those shown here. 



c Screening level based on background in Tongass Narrows (E&E 1991). Hog fuel was identified as a source of manganese. Removal of hog fuel from the site in spring of 1998 
eliminated this source. In addition, manganese was not identified as a chemical of potential concern in the Ward Cove investigation. For these reasons, manganese was not carried 
through the risk assessment. 



" Two additional samples with PCB concentrations of 60.2 and 13.5 mg/kg, which were collected from rock at the bottom of the excavation, were not included in the residual risk 
calculations given their inaccessibility and low volume. 



" Field duplicate results. 



' Screening level based on marine human health criteria (U.S. EPA 1999). During the remedial investigation, dissolved concentrations of PCBs were estimated to reach 0.00017 pg/L 
within 0.1 meter of the shoreline. 
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Table 2. Summary of early cleanup actions 



Source Cleanup Objectives Cleanup Action Reference 



Access Road Ditch 



Railroad Tracks Area 



Compressor Area 



Paint Shop/Former 
Maintenance Shop 



Former Bulk Fuel Area 



Former Storage Area 
along Water Pipeline 



Cleanup completed as part of 
site renovations, not as a 
result of contaminant levels 



DRO-8,250 mg/kg; 
RRO-8,300 mg/kg 



DRO-8,250 mg/kg; 
RRO-8,300 mg/kg 



Benzo[a]pyrene-1.0 mg/kg; 
Lead-1,000 mg/kg; 
PCBs-10 mg/kg 



DRO-8,250 mg/kg; 
RRO-8,300 mg/kg 



PCBs-10 mg/kg; 
TPH (as RRO)-9,700 mg/kg; 
Lead-1,000 mg/kg 



400 yd of sediments 
excavated and disposed 
of at the KPC landfill. 



320 yd3 of soil excavated 
and disposed offsite. 



6 yd3 of soil excavated 
and disposed offsite. 



480 yd3 of soil excavated 
and disposed offsite. 



440 yd3 of soil excavated 
and disposed offsite. 



Approximately 300 yd3 of 
soil,115 yd3 of debris, one 
set of capacitors, and 
43 drums excavated and 
disposed offsite. 



Exponent (1998f, 
1999g) 



Exponent (1998c, 
1999a,f,k, 2000b) 



Exponent (1999f,k) 



Exponent (1998b, 
1999c,e,h,m) 



Exponent (1999i.l) 



Exponent (1998a,c, 
1999b,d,j, 2000a) 



Note: DRO - diesel-range organics 
PCB - polychlorinated biphenyl 
RRO - residual-range organics 
TPH - total petroleum hydrocarbon 
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Table 3. Program organization and responsibilities 



Organization Responsibilities 



Gateway Forest Products (current owner 
of pulp mill) 
7559 North Tongass Highway 
Ketchikan, Alaska 99901 
(907) 247-1647 



Ketchikan Pulp Company3 
P.O. Box 6600 
Ketchikan, Alaska 99901 



Demolition Contractor 
(determined on a case-by-case basis) 



Contract Laboratory 
(determined on a case-by-case basis) 



Ketchikan Gateway Borough 
344 Front Street 
Ketchikan, Alaska 99901 
(907) 228-6610 



ADEC 
Contaminated Sites and Remediation 



fogram 
division of Spill Prevention and Response 



410 Willoughby Avenue, Suite 105 
Juneau, Alaska 99801-1795 
(907) 465-5390 



ADEC Hazardous Waste Notification 
Contaminated Sites and Remediation 
Program 
Division of Spill Prevention and Response 
410 Willoughby Avenue, Suite 105 
Juneau, Alaska 99801-1795 
(907) 465-5390 



ADEC 
Division of Environmental Health 
Solid Waste Program 
410 Willoughby Avenue, Suite 105 
Juneau, Alaska 99801-1795 
(907) 465-5350 



U.S. EPA, Region 10 
Alaska Operations Office 
222 W. Seventh Avenue 
Rm. 537, Box 19 
Anchorage, Alaska 99513-7588 
(907)271-5083 



May conduct routine maintenance that involves soil excava
tion; identifies demolition work to be conducted; oversees 
demolition contractors; notifies agencies as needed; ensures 
permits are current; maintains records; files deed restrictions. 
Responsible for institutional controls and any required 
monitoring at pulp mill area. 



As landfill owner, responsible for institutional controls and 
any required monitoring of the landfill. As owner of former 
water pipeline storage Areas 2, 3, 4, and Drum Area 2, will be 
responsible for institutional controls. 



Conducts demolition work, including providing or subcontract
ing for a qualified person responsible for collecting soil 
samples for characterization and profiling for disposal. 



Analyzes soil samples for characterization and profiling for 
disposal. 



Identifies and maintains land use zoning throughout the 
Borough. 



Oversees the remediation of the pulp mill area( including 
characterization of soil beneath structures during demolition 
activities), the wood waste and ash disposal landfill, and the 
water pipeline storage area. 



Oversees characterization and disposal of hazardous waste. 



Oversees activities associated with the wood waste and ash 
disposal landfill. 



Oversees the remediation of the pulp mill area (including 
characterization of soil beneath structures during demolition 
activities), the wood waste and ash disposal landfill, and the 
water pipeline storage area. 



.Parent company is Louisiana-Pacific Corporation, 111 SW Fifth Avenue, Portland, Oregon 97204, 
503) 221-0800. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION EASEMENT 
AND 



DECLARATION OF RESTRICTIVE COVENANTS 



(1) This Environmental Protection Easement and Declaration of Restrictive Covenants 



("Easement and Covenant") is made this^^davof £•<'/'. \hv and between 



Ketchikan Pulp Company ("Grantor"), having an address of P.O. Box 6600, Ketchikan, 



Alaska, 99901, and the State of Alaska Department of Natural Resources ("Grantee"), 



having an address of 3601 "C" Street, Suite 960, Anchorage, Alaska 99503, for use by the 



State of Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC), as represented by its 



State of Alaska Department of Law. 



WITNESSETH: 



(2) WHEREAS, Grantor is the owner of a parcel of land and tide and submerged lands 



located in the Ketchikan Gateway Borough, State of Alaska, more particularly described 



on Exhibit A attached hereto and made a part hereof ("the Property"); and 



(3) WHEREAS, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the State of 



Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) intend to select response 



actions for the Property in Records of Decision pursuant to the Comprehensive 



Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA), 42 U.S.C. 9601 et 



seq., AS 46.03.822, and/or pursuant to a consent decree dated September 19, 1995, filed 



under U.S. v. Ketchikan Pulp Company, No. A92-587-CV (D. Alaska); 



^^Environmental Protection Easement and 
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(4) WHEREAS, the parties hereto agree (a) to grant a permanent right of access over 



the Property to the Grantee for purposes of implementing, facilitating and monitoring the 



response actions; and (b) to impose on the Property use restrictions as covenants that will 



run with the land for the purpose of protecting human health and the environment; and 



(5) WHEREAS, Grantor wishes to cooperate fully with the Grantee and EPA in the 



implementation of all response actions at the Property; 



NOW, THEREFORE: 



(6) Grant: Grantor, for good and sufficient consideration received, does hereby 



covenant and declare that the Property shall be subject to the restrictions on use set forth 



below, and dpes give, grant and convey to the Grantee, and its assigns, (a) a right to 



^^enforce said use restrictions for the duration of this Easement and Covenant as established 



in Paragraph (9) below, and (b) an environmental protection easement of the nature and 



character, and for the purposes hereinafter set forth, with respect to the Property. 



(^) Purpose. It is the purpose of this instrument to convey to the Grantee real property 



rights, which will run with the land, to facilitate the remediation of past environmental 



contamination and to protect human health and the environment by reducing the risk of 



exposure to contaminants. 



Restrictions on use: The following covenants, conditions, and restrictions apply to 



the use of the Property, run with the land, and are binding on the Grantor: 



(a) Uses of the Property are limited to commercial or industrial use. 



^Environmental Protection Easement and 
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(b) The Property shall not, at any time, be used, in whole or in part, for human 



habitation, schooling of children, hospital care, child care or any purpose 



necessitating around-the-clock residence by humans. 



(c) Drilling of drinking water wells is prohibited. 



(d) Use of ground water for drinking water is prohibited. 



(e) Controls specified in the "Management Plan for Arsenic and Rock and 



Soil," prepared by Exponent for KPC, dated July 1998, to limit 



concentrations of arsenic from crushed rock shall be complied with. 



(f) Soils in the nearshore fill area or soils underneath paved areas or structures 



at the pulp mill site that are exposed in the future, e.g., as the result of 



excavation or demolition activities, shall be properly characterized and 



managed in accordance with applicable disposal requirements. 



(g) Projects or activities that materially damage the cap applied to tide and 



submerged lands shall be required, at the direction of EPA, to redress such 



impacts, e.g., a dredging project that may erode or displace large portions of 



the cap will be required to repair or replace the cap. 



(9) Modification of restrictions: The restrictions for the Property set forth in 



Paragraphs (8)(a) through (0 above shall exist until 2099, or until concentrations of the 



contaminants set forth in Exhibit B attached hereto no longer exceed site-specific, risk-



based, residential cleanup levels, whichever comes first. The restriction set forth in 
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^ Paragraph (8)(g) above for tide and submerged lands shall exist until 2020 or until EPA 



determines that healthy benthic communities exist in the capped tide and submerged 



lands, whichever comes earlier. The above restrictions may be terminated in whole or in 



part, in writing, by the Grantee. If requested by the Grantor, such writing will be 



executed by Grantee in recordable form. 



(10) Environmental Protection Easement: Grantor hereby grants to the Grantee an 



irrevocable and continuing right of access under the terms and conditions of this 



instrument at all reasonable times to the Property for purposes of implementing the 



following activities pursuant to CERCLA, AS 46.03.822, or the above-referenced consent 



decree. Grantee, in its sole discretion, may relinquish this easement for right of access. 



Grantee may designate EPA as its authorized representative for the following activities: 



(a) Implementing response actions for the Property selected by EPA and/or 



DEC in Records of Decision. 



(b) Verifying any data or information submitted to EPA or the Grantee by the 



Grantor. 



(c) Verifying that no action is being taken on the Property in violation of the 



terms of this instrument, CERCLA, AS 46.03.822, or the above-referenced 



consent decree. 



(d) Monitoring response actions on the Property including, without limitation, 



sampling of air, water, sediments, soils, and specifically, without limitation, 



Environmental Protection Easement and 
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obtaining split or duplicate samples. 



(e) Conducting periodic reviews of any response action(s) selected by EPA 



and/or DEC, including but not limited to, reviews required by applicable 



statutes and/or regulations. 



(0 Assessing the need for and implementing additional or new response 



actions authorized under CERCLA, AS 46.03.822, or the above-referenced 



consent decree. 



0 0 Reserve rights of Grantor: Grantor hereby reserves unto itself, its successors, and 



assigns, all rights and privileges in and to the use of the Property which are not contrary 



to the restrictions, rights and easements granted herein. 



^^12) Other Authorities. Nothing in this document shall limit or otherwise affect the 



State of Alaska's or EPA's rights of entry and access or their authority to take response 



actions under CERCLA, the National Contingency Plan (NCP), or other federal or state 



law. 



(13) No Public Access and 1 fs.r: No right of access or use by the general public to any 



portion of the Property is conveyed or authorized by this instrument nor are any such 



existing rights affected by this instrument. 



(1^) Notice requirement: Grantor agrees to include in any instrument conveying any 



interest in any portion of the Property, including but not limited to deeds, leases and 



mortgages, a notice which is in substantially the following form; 
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NOTICE: THE INTEREST CONVEYED HEREBY IS SUBJECT TO 
A AN ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION EASEMENT AND 



DECLARATION OF RESTRICTIVE COVENANTS, DATED 
, 19 , RECORDED IN THE KETCHIKAN RECORDING 



DISTRICT, FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT, STATE OF ALASKA, ON 
, 19 _, IN BOOK _, PAGE _ THAT IS IN FAVOR OF, 



AND ENFORCEABLE BY, THE STATE OF ALASKA. 



Within thirty (30) days of the date any such instrument of conveyance is executed, 



Grantor must provide Grantee with a certified true copy of said instrument and, if it has 



been recorded in the public land records, its recording reference. 



05) Administrative jurisdiction: The interests conveyed to the State of Alaska by this 



instrument are to its Department of Natural Resources, for administration by its 



Department of Environmental Conservation. 



(16) Enforcement: The Grantee shall be entitled to enforce the terms of this instrument 



^>y resort to specific performance or legal process without regard to the existence or 



nonexistence of any dominant estate. Grantee or its authorized representative shall be 



entitled to enforce the rights of access set forth in Paragraph (10) above. All remedies 



available hereunder shall be in addition to any and all other remedies at law or in equity, 



including CERCLA and AS 46.03.822. Enforcement of the terms of this instrument shall 



be at the discretion of the Grantee; any forbearance, delay or omission to exercise its 



rights under this instrument in the event of a breach of any term of this instrument shall 



not be deemed to be a waiver by the Grantee of such term or of any subsequent breach of 



the same or any other term, or of any of the rights of the Grantee under this instrument. 
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(17) Damages: Grantee shall be entitled to recover damages for violations of the terms 



of this instrument. 



(18) Waiver of certain defenses: Grantor hereby waives any defense of laches, estoppel, 



or prescription. 



(19) Notices: Unless and until changed by Grantor or Grantee, any notice, demand, 



request, consent, approval, or communication that either party desires or is required to 



give to the other shall be in writing and shall either be served personally or sent by first 



class mail, postage prepaid, addressed as follows: 



To Grantee: 



State of Alaska 
Department of Natural Resources 
Division of Mining, Land and Water 
Realty Services Section 
3601 "C" Street, Suite 960 
Anchorage, Alaska 99503 



AND 



State of Alaska 
Department of Environmental Conservation 
Spill Prevention & Response 
410 Willoughby Avenue, Suite 105 
Juneau, Alaska 99801-1795 



(a) Controlling law: The interpretation and performance of this instrument shall 



be governed by the laws of the United States and the State of Alaska. 



(b) Liberal construction: Any general rule of construction to the contrary 



Qbivironmental Protection Easement and 
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To Grantor: 



Ketchikan Pulp Company 
Attn: President and General 
Manager 



^:/o Louisiana-Pacific Corp. 
111 SW 5th Avenue 
Portland, Oregon 97204 



(20) General provisions' 
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notwithstanding, this instrument shall be liberally construed in favor of the 



Grant of this instrument to effect the purpose of this instrument and policy 



and purpose of CERCLA, the above-referenced consent decree, and 



applicable state law. If any provision of this instrument is found to be 



ambiguous, an interpretation consistent with the purpose of this instrument 



that would render the provision valid shall be favored over any 



interpretation that would render it invalid. 



(c) Severability: If any provision of this instrument, or the application of it to 



any person or circumstance, is found to be invalid, the remainder of the 



provisions of this instrument, or the application of such provisions to 



persons or circumstances other than those to which it is found to be invalid, 



as the case may be, shall not be affected thereby. 



Entire Agreement: This instrument sets forth the entire agreement of the 



parties with respect to rights and restrictions created hereby, and supersedes 



all prior discussions, negotiations, understandings, or agreements relating 



thereto, all of which are merged herein. 



(e) No Forfeiture: Nothing contained herein will result in a forfeiture or 



reversion of Grantor's title in any respect. 



Successors: The covenants, terms, conditions, and restrictions of this 



instrument shall be binding upon, and inure to the benefit of, the parties 
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hereto and their respective personal representatives, heirs, successors, and 



assigns and shall continue as a servitude held by Grantee in gross without 



regard to the existence or absence of privity of estate with Grantor or its 



successors or assigns, and shall run with the Property for the duration of this 



Easement and Covenant as established in Paragraph (9) above. The term 



"Grantor", wherever used herein, and any pronouns used in place thereof, 



shall include the persons and/or entities named at the beginning of this 



document, identified as "Grantor" and their personal representatives, heirs, 



successors, and assigns. The term "Grantee", wherever used herein, and 



any pronouns used in place thereof, shall include the persons and/or entities 



named at the beginning of this document, identified as "Grantee" and their 



personal representatives, heirs, successors, and assigns. The rights of the 



Grantor under this instrument are freely assignable. The rights of the 



Grantee under this instrument are freely assignable to governmental bodies, 



subject to the notice provisions hereof. The term "EPA" shall include any 



successor agencies of EPA. 



(g) Termination of Rights and Obligations: Grantor's rights and obligations 



under this instrument terminate upon transfer of the party's interest in the 



Easement or Property, except that liability for acts or omissions occurring 



prior to transfer shall survive transfer. 
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(h) Captions: The captions in this instrument have been inserted solely for 



convenience of reference and arc not a part of this instrument and shall have 



no effect upon construction or interpretation. 



(0 Counterparts: The parties may execute this instrument in two or more 



counterparts, which shall, in the aggregate, be signed by both parties; each 



counterpart shall be deemed an original instrument as against any party who 



has signed it. In the event of any disparity between the counterparts 



produced, the recorded counterpart shall be controlling. 



TO HAVE AND TO HOLD unto the State of Alaska and its assigns 



forever. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Grantor has caused this Agreement to be signed 



in its name. 



Executed this^' Day of f' r 1999. 



STATE OF ALASKA ) 



Chris Paulson 



Its; President & General Manager 



Ketchikan Pulp Company 



: ss 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT ) 



THIS IS TO CERTIFY that on thisDS d~ay of 0 c-l . 1999, atW, ̂  " 
Alaska, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for the State of Alaska, duly 
commissioned and sworn, personally appeared CVs <. s pqc- , known lo 
me and known to me to be the person he represents himself to be, and the same identical 
person who executed the above and foregoing document regarding an Environmental 



^Protection Easement and Declaration of Restrictive Covenants, and who acknowledged to 
me that he executed the same freely and voluntarily for the purposes and uses herein 
mentioned. 



WITNESS my hand and official seal the day, month and year in this 
certificate first written above. 



,v -ct /-
7" V- , 
; - ':•••• Notary Public, State of Alaska 



7 ' ^ U i w » A *. - * • 



• -• 



My Commission Expires: ^-/9- j-cc 
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This easement and declaration is  accepted this dav of a 



19 



STATE OF ALASKA DEPARTMENT 
OF NATURAL RESOURCES 



P r .  
By: i "»/• - - •. Jr i ....... I. . • v 



f  i' l  • r> / - i , . .  
—: — ~T 



STATE OF ALASKA ) 



;SS 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT ) 



THIS IS TO CERTIFY that on thisl/day of ; 1999, before me the 
undersigned, a Notary Public in and for the.Sjate ofAlaska, duly commissioned and 
sworn as,such, personally appeared Vf.:v/.-/known to me and to me known to be 



" — and he/she acknowledged to me that he/she siyned as 
accepting the foregoing Environmental Protection Easement and Declaration of 
Restrictive Covenants, granting to the State ofAlaska, those lands described therein and 
he/she executed the foregoing instrument freely and voluntarily. 



rr . , IN VVITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my 
official seal, the day and year first written above. 



Tr 



C-J 
. . . ( S . EAU)  r ' 7 ;  >  j \ ;  



J 'YOpp • Notary Public in and for the State c/f  Alaska 
--  /  '  My commission expires '\/:) '//O V 



- Q'r .1 
' RECORDING PLEASE RETURN ORIGINALS TO: 



Carol  Shobe,  Chief  
Real ty  Services  Sect ion 



Sta te  of  Alaska ,  Depar tment  of  Natura l  Resources  
Divis ion of  Mining,  Land and Water  
3601 "C" Stree t ,  Sui te  960 
Anchorage Alaska  99503 
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Location Index: 
Sections 33 and 34, T. 74 S., R 90 E., CRM 
Sections 3 and 4, T. 75 S„ 90 E., CRM 



STATE BUSINESS, NO CHARGE 



M:\KPOSUPERFUN\FINAL-IC.wpd 
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To The Environmental Protection Easement 
And Declaration of Restrictive Covenants 



Description of "the Property" 



PARCEL NO. 1: 



ALASKA TIDELANDS SURVEY NO. 1 (CR 74S 90E) , according to 
recorded plat thereof, (mistakenly recorded in the Juneau 
Recording District as Plat No. 292), Ketchikan Recording 
District, First Judicial District, State of Alaska; 



Excepting therefrom: That portion thereof taken by the 
S t a t e  o f  A l a s k a ,  D e p a r t m e n t  o f  T r a n s p o r t a t i o n  a n d  P u b l i c  
a c i l i t i e s  b y  t h a t  c e r t a i n  D e c l a r a t i o n  o f  T a k i n g  ( f i l e d  



u n d e r  K e t c h i k a n  S u p e r i o r  C o u r t  C a s e  N o .  1 K E - 8 7 - 4 4 4  c i )  
r e c o r d e d  M a y  2 8 ,  1 9 8 7  i n  B o o k  1 4 9  a t  P a g e  6 2 5 .  



PARCEL NO. 2: 



U . S . '  S u r v e y  1 0 5 6 ,  a c c e p t e d  b y  t h e  G e n e r a l  L a n d  O f f i c e  m  
J u n e a u  A l a s k a  o n  J a n u a r y  2 4 ,  1 9 1 9 ,  a n d  l o c a t e d  w i t h i n  t h e  
o f  A l a s k a ;  d 1 " 9  D i s t r i c t ,  F i r s t  J u d i c i a l  D i s t r i c t ,  S t a t e  



E x c e p t i n g  t h e r e f r o m :  T h o s e  p o r t i o n s  o f  U . S . S u r v e y  1 0 5 6  
r ^ T e l U $ l a n d  ( N ° r t h )  ° f  t h e  n ° r t h  R i g h t - o f - w a y  l i n e  o f  
t h e  N o r t h  T o n g a s s  H i g h w a y ;  



E t n C t u n i n g  ^ h T f r ° m :  T h a t  C e r t a i n  p o r t l o n  t h e r e o f  c o n v e y e d  
n ^ H  a n d  L l l l i a n  W a c k e r ,  h i s  w i f e  b y  W a r r a n t y  
P a g e  6 1 4 °  J a n u a r y  2 7 ,  1 9 5 0  i n  V o l u m e  " W "  o f  D e e d s  a t  



t J l e r e f r o m :  T h a t  c e r t a i n  p o r t i o n  c o n v e y e d  t o  
A p r i l ^ S  l ^ f 6 3  ° f . A m e r i c a  ^  R i g h t - o f - w a y  D e e d  r e c o r d e d  
A p r i l  2 8 ,  1 9 4 9  i n  V o l u m e  " W "  o f  D e e d s  a t  P a g e  3 9 7 .  



PARCEL NO. 13: 



L o t s  I 1 " ! '  i n c | u s i v e -  B l o c k  1 .  L o t s  1 - 6 ,  i n c l u s i v e ,  B l o c k  2 ,  
L o t s  1 - 4 ,  i n c l u s i v e .  B l o c k  3  a n d  L o t s  1 - 1 6 ,  i n c l u s i v e  B l o c k  
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4 and the Unsubdivided Remainder, according to the 



SS^£«- W-AIBAS -
strict, First Judicial District, state o£ Alaska,-



Excepting therefrom: Those portions of U.S.Survey 1754 
situated upland (North) of the North Tongass Highway. 



PARCEL NO. 15: 



described a^foll' °f Alaska' more Particularly 



EX fjsss ASSS'F 



foot 1 114•65 feet; Chence al°«9 the arc of a 527 4? 
degree" is"™' ^ lOT9 Ch°rd °f "hich hearf South 36 



-i tes East a distance of 126 14 feet- th»n,~o 



dSi EilFH"1 ----̂ rcrsô h-? " aegrees 27 minutes East a distance of 316 97 faa, 
South 34 dearppc 77 m-ir, •. -J16.97 feet; thence egrees 33 minutes West a distanr-fa mf en p ^ 
thence South 55 decrees 77 m^, t distance of 50 feet; 



S^fe^e^ 88 - -™-sawdsr:ndLtafn^7of° 
more or less along Meander Line No 11 of rr q 



dLrZce8of;i55e50efe:rahlongdrredS 3° min"CeS V 



S- - — - 1 ~ "nt^f01 U-S'. 



—-S"! £2 52.T " 



Ketch^naHdc"d°ndeDistrIc;;m?i;:: JudlTui oLt^t, 
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State of Alaska, and as conveyed to Ketchikan Pulp Company 
by Quitclaim Deed recorded July 27, 1988 in Book 158 at Page 
588 . 



Excepting therefrom: Those portions of U.S.Survey 1862 
situated upland (north) of the north Right-of-way line of 
the North Tongass Highway. 
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Exhibit B to Environmental Protection Easement 
and Declaration of Restrictive Covenants 



Contaminants of Concern 



Arsenic 
Dioxin 
Lead 
Petroleum 
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (benz(a)anthracene, bcnzo(b)fluroanthene, 
benzo(a)pyrene, and dibenz(a,h)anthracene) 
Polychlorinated biphenyls 
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Sampling and Analysis Plan 











May 31,2000 



1. Introduction 



This sampling and analysis plan (SAP) describes the procedures for collecting data to 
characterize soils exposed during future demolition/construction activities at the Uplands 
Operable Unit of the Ketchikan Pulp Company site in Ketchikan, Alaska (Figure B-l). 
The sampling methods presented in this SAP are designed to meet the needs of the 
institutional control plan (see main text). The institutional control plan states that if 
future demolition activities, such as removal of paved areas or structures or excavation of 
portions of the near-shore fill subarea for construction, result in the exposure of soils not 
evaluated as part of the Uplands Operable Unit remedial investigation or early actions, 
then those soils will be properly characterized and managed. Specific areas previously 
characterized are presented in Figure B-2 and are described in detail in the remedial 
investigation report (Exponent 1998) and subsequent technical memoranda (Exponent 
1999a-c). The SAP will be used as a reference for conducting all soil characterization 
activities; however, the specific sampling approach for each excavation will be developed 
in consultation with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Alaska 
Department of Environmental Conservation (ADEC). Field sampling and analysis 
procedures for soil are included in this SAP. If groundwater or tidally intruding seawater 
(but not transitory accumulated rainwater) is encountered during demolition activities, 
specific water characterization procedures will be developed with EPA and ADEC. The 
soil sampling and analysis procedures presented in this SAP were developed in 
accordance with 18 AAC 75 and 18 AAC 78. 
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2. Field Sampling Methods 



Soil sampling and analysis will be conducted whenever demolition or excavation 
activities result in the exposure of soils that were not characterized during the remedial 
investigation or early actions. The specific sampling approach for each excavation will 
be developed in consultation with EPA and ADEC, but the following general guidelines, 
as specified in 18 AAC 75 and 18 AAC 78, should be followed. For each discrete area 
exposed, if the surface area of the exposed soil is 250 ft2 or less, three grab samples of 
soil will be collected from the bottom of the excavation. For each additional 250 ft2 of 
exposed surface area, one additional grab sample will be collected from the bottom of the 
excavation. The actual location of the grab samples will be determined in the field, but 
will be spaced in such a way as to provide an accurate representation of site-specific 
conditions. In addition, if visually stained or texturally different areas within the exposed 
area are encountered, they will be sampled separately. Samples will be collected from a 
depth of 0-6 in. or to bedrock if it is encountered at less than 6 in. If the excavation is 
greater than 4 ft in depth, one soil sample will be collected from each sidewall of the 
excavation. Sidewall samples will be collected, to the extent possible, over the entire 
depth of excavation (e.g., a grab sample will be collected from the excavation equipment 
bucket after the bucket has swept a sample from the entire vertical extent of the sidewall). 



The following steps will be taken to minimize sample collection errors: 



• All samples will be collected with disposable or clean tools that have 
been decontaminated as outlined in Section 2.3, Equipment 
Decontamination. 



• Disposable gloves will be worn and changed between sample 
collections. 



• Precleaned sample containers supplied by the analytical laboratory will 
be used. 



• Sample containers will be filled quickly. 



• Samples will be placed in containers in the order of volatility of the 
analyte; for example, volatile organic compound (VOC) samples will 
be taken first, followed by the semivolatile organic compound (SVOC) 
samples and then metal samples. 



• Containers will be quickly and adequately sealed, and rims will be 
cleaned before lids are tightened. Tape may be used only if known not 
to affect sample analysis. 



• Sample containers will be labeled as outlined in Section 2.2, Sample 
Labeling. 
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Samples will be immediately preserved according to procedures 
described in Section 3, Laboratory Analysis. Unless specified 
otherwise, immediately after sample containers are filled, they will be 
placed on ice in a cooler at 4°C. This temperature must be maintained 
throughout delivery to the laboratory and until samples are analyzed. 



2.1 Documentation of Soil Sampling Activities 



A field logbook or other type of field record will be used to document the collection of 
samples and site data. This record must include the following: 



• The name of each person onsite supervising or conducting the 
sampling 



• The date and time of sampling 



• Weather conditions, including temperature, wind speed, humidity, and 
precipitation 



• The name of each person who physically collected the samples 



• Clear photographs of the site, bottom of excavation, and sampling 
locations 



• A site sketch that, at a minimum, shows the following: 



- Distances from the excavation to nearby structures 



- Sampling locations and depth and corresponding sample ID 
numbers 



- Any visually stained soils or texturally different materials 



- Scale 



- North arrow. 



When appropriate, the field record should also include the following: 



• A description of the size of the excavation 



• Location of stockpiled soils 



• Amount and type of backfill material 



• Soil types 



• Utility trenches. 
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^^>.2 Sample Labeling 



Indelible, waterproof ink will be used to label sample containers. Labels must be 
securely fastened to the container. All information entered onto the label must be 
duplicated in the field logbook. Information on the label must include the following: 



• Unique identifying number (sample ID number) assigned to the 
sample for laboratory analysis 



• Date and time of sample collection 



• Name of person collecting the sample 



• Each intended laboratory analysis for the sample 



• Preservative (if applicable). 



A chain-of-custody form(s) will accompany each shipment of samples to the analytical 
laboratory. The chain-of-custody form will contain sample ID number, date and time of 
collection, and requested analysis for each sample. The field team leader will also be 
identified. The chain-of-custody form will be completed in triplicate, with the original 
form sent to the laboratory along with the samples and one copy retained by the field 



2.3 Equipment Decontamination 



All sampling equipment must be decontaminated prior to sampling and between sampling 
locations. Clean, solvent-resistant gloves and appropriate protective equipment must be 
worn by persons decontaminating tools and equipment. At a minimum, soil sampling 
tools must be cleaned and decontaminated by scrubbing in an Alconox® (or equivalent 
laboratory-grade detergent) solution with a stiff brush, rinsing twice with clean site water, 
and finally rinsing with distilled or deionized water. If free product or highly contami
nated soils are encountered during sampling, an appropriate solvent should be used to 
remove heavy residues from the sampling equipment, followed by the cleaning steps 
described above. 



Wastewater and rinsate solutions must be collected in appropriate containers and 
disposed of properly in accordance with federal, state, and local regulations. 



2.4 Health and Safety 



All sampling activities will be conducted in accordance with both the current owner's and 
the sampling contractor's health and safety plans. 
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3. Laboratory Analysis 



An excavation-specific set of analytes will be developed in consultation with EPA and 
ADEC; however, the following analytes are suggested for specific areas of the site. Soil 
underneath paved areas (i.e., railroad track areas) or other areas where petroleum 
products were stored or used will be analyzed for diesel- and residual-range organics and 
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) (and gasoline-range organics and benzene, 
toluene, ethylbenzene, and xylenes, if appropriate). Soil underneath structures will be 
analyzed for diesel- and residual-range organics, PAHs, and polychlorinated biphenyls 
(PCBs). Soil from the flyash silo will be analyzed for polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins 
and polychlorinated dibenzofurans. Soil in the near-shore fill subarea and the water 
pipeline storage area will be analyzed for diesel- and residual-range organics, target 
analyte list metals, VOCs, SVOCs, organochlorine pesticides and PCBs, and chlorinated 
herbicides. The analyte list for soils in other areas will be determined in consultation 
with EPA and ADEC. All analyses will be conducted in accordance with EPA, ADEC, 
American Society for Testing and Materials, or equivalent methods. The analytical 
methods presented in Table B-l, or updated versions of these methods, should be used if 
applicable. Sample preservation and handling requirements for these methods are also 
presented in Table B-l. 
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^4. Data Reporting 



For each characterization effort, a brief memorandum will be prepared after receipt of 
analytical results from the laboratory. The memorandum will contain a description of the 
sampling, including site photographs, a figure showing all sampling locations, and 
tabulated analytical results. The memorandum will be sent to EPA and ADEC within 
60 days of the receipt of final results from the analytical laboratory. 
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Figure B-1. Location of Ward Cove and former KPC facility. 



Source: NOAA(1995) 
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Figure B-2. Sampling areas at the pulp 
mill area. 
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Tabl^B-1. Summary of suggested analytical methods 



Analysis Method Reference 
Method 



Reporting Limits' 



Approximate 
Laboratory 
Subsample Container 



Maximum 
Holding 
Times 



b Preservation and Handling (days)' VOCs 



SVOCs 



PAHs 



SW-846 Method 8260A (U.S. EPA 1997) 100-600 pg/kg 



SW-846 Method 8270B (U.S. EPA 1997) 60-700 pg/kg 



SW-846 Method 8310 or 8270 SIM (U.S. 20-1,500 pg/kg 
EPA 1997) 



Organochlorine pesticides SW-846 Method 8081 (U.S. EPA 1997) 



PCBs 



Chlorinated herbicides 



PCDDs/Fs 



Gasoline-range organics 



Diesel-range organics 



Residual-range organics 



SW-846 Method 8082 (U.S. EPA 1997) 



SW-846 Method 8150 (U.S. EPA 1997) 



EPA Method 1613A (U.S. EPA 1994) 



ADEC Method AK101 (ADEC 1998) 



ADEC Method AK102 (ADEC 1998) 



ADEC Method AK103 (ADEC 1998) 



5-200 pg/kg 



50-100 pg/kg 



10-1,000 pg/kg 



1-10 ng/kg 



20 mg/kg 



20 mg/kg 



100 mg/kg 



25-250 mg/kg 



4 mg/kg 



10 mg/kg 



Aliphatic/aromatic gasoline- ADEC Method AK101AA (ADEC 1998) 
range organics 



Aliphatic/aromatic diesel- ADEC Method AK102AA (ADEC 1998) 
range organics 



Aliphatic/aromatic residual- ADEC Method AK103AA (ADEC 1998) 
range organics 



Metals SW-846 Methods 801 OA and 7000-series 0.05-50 mg/kg 
Grain size ASTM Method D422 (ASTM 1989) 



Total organic carbon SW-846 Method 9060 (U.S. EPA 1997) 



PH SW-846 Method 9045B (U.S. EPA 1997) 



0.1 percent 



0.05 percent 



1 pH unit 



5 g 125-mL wide-mouth glass jar; 
Teflon-lined lid with septum 



30 g 250-mL wide-mouth glass jar; 
Teflon-lined lid 



30 g 250-mL wide-mouth glass jar; 
Teflon-lined lid 



30 g 250-mL wide-mouth glass jar; 
Teflon-lined lid 



30 g 250-mL wide-mouth glass jar; 
Teflon-fined lid 



30 g 250-mL wide-mouth glass jar; 
Teflon-fined lid 



30 g 250-mL wide-mouth glass jar; 
Teflon-lined lid 



10 g 125-mL wide-mouth glass jar; 
Teflon-fined lid with septum 



30 g 125-mL wide-mouth glass jar; 
Teflon-lined lid 



30 g 125-mL wide-mouth glass jar; 
Teflon-lined lid 



10 g 125-mL wide-mouth glass jar; 
Teflon-lined lid with septum 



30 g 125-mL wide-mouth glass jar; 
Teflon-lined lid 



30 g 125-mL wide-mouth glass jar; 
Teflon-lined lid 



5 g 125-mL wide-mouth HDPE jar 



200 g 250-mL wide-mouth HDPE jar 



1 g 250-mL wide-mouth HDPE jar 



20 g 125-mL wide-mouth HDPE jar 



Methanol preservative, <25°C 28 



Keep in dark; cool (4°C) 14/40 



Keep in dark; cool (4°C) 14/40 



Keep in dark; cool (4°C) 14/40 



Keep in dark; oool (4°C) 14/40 



Keep in dark; cool (4°C) 14/40 



Keep in dark; cool (4°C) 30 



Methanol preservative, <25°C 28 



Keep in dark; oool (4°C) 14/40 



Keep in dark; oool (4°C) 14/40 



Methanol preservative, <25°C 28 



Keep in dark; cool (4°C) 14/40 



Keep in dark; cool (4°C) 14/40 



Keep in dark; cool (4"C) 180 



Keep in dark; cool (4°C) 30 



Keep in dark; cool (4°C) 30 



Keep in dark; cool (4"C) NA 
Note: HDPE 



NA 
PAH 
PCB 



high-density polyethylene 
not applicable 
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon 
polychlorinated biphenyl 



PCDD/F - polychlorinated dibenzo-p -dioxin and polychlorinated dibenzofuran 
SVOC - semivolatile organic compound 



volatile organic compound VOC 



CB40t006lK*ppB_axlt 











Tab|*t-1. (cont.) 



" The method reporting limits listed are expressed as ranges or method-specific limits consistent with the referenced method. Eevated method reporting limits may be reported 
if there is matrix interference or if dilutions are required. 



" Sample collection to extraction holding time/sample extraction to analysis holding time. 
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Appendix C 



Screening Levels Derived by 
EPA Region 9 for Industrial 
Soils 
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r-r-IJI UntadSktes XV EPA Environmental Protection Agancy Waste Programs 



Preliminary Remediation Goals (PRGs) 



Direct 
Ingestion of 
Groundwater 



and Soil 
Dermal 



Absorption Inhalation 



Blowing Dust 
and Volatilization 



Exposure Pathways 



- Release Soiree 
- Transport Media 
- Contact Point 
- Intake Route 
- Direct vs. Indirect 



Introduction [This can also be downloaded in MS Word (225K) or WordPerfect 
(174K)] 



R9 PRGs Table rA-Bul rCa-Del rDi-Fel* rFI-Mol** rNa-Pul fPy-Zil 



Soil PRGs rA-Bul rCa-Del rDi-Fel rFI-Mol fNa-Pul rPv-Zil 



Air-Water PRGs rA-Bul [Ca-Del [Di-Fel rFI-Mol rNa-Pul rPv-Zil 



Toxicity Values rA-Bul rCa-Del rDi-Fel Fl-Mol rNa-Pul rPv-Zil 



Phys-Chem Data fA-Pil* rEp-Trl* 



All the tables above can be downloaded as a complete set in Excel* (751K) or 
Lotus 123* f (594K). 



* Indicates that the table was updated with missing values on November 29,1999. 



** Indicates that the table was updated with missing values on December 3,1999. 
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+ If your browser is having trouble downloading this file, click on it with your right mouse 
button and select "Save Link As 



Go to: [ Region 9 Waste Home ] [ Region 9 Home ] [ Superfund Home ] [ EPA 
Home ] 



Send questions and comments to: smucker. stan @ epa. gov 
Region 9 Office: 75 Hawthorne Street, San Francisco, California, 94105-3901 



Updated: December 3, 1999 



URL: http://www.epa.gov/region09/waste/sfund/prg/index.htm 
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vvEPA Environments Protection Agency W<JSt<? Program S 



Region 9 PRGs: Introduction 



Region 9 Preliminary Remediation Goals (PRGs) are tools for evaluating and 
cleaning up contaminated sites. This page includes an explanation of the use of 
PRGs, key equations for computing PRGs and a table of PRG values. 



Table of Contents: 



Letter to PRG Table Mailing List 
Disclaimer 
Introduction 
Reading the PRG Table 
Using the PRG Table 
Technical Support Documentation 
References 



Download the Preliminary Remediation Goals Table in Excel or Lotus 123 and 
Text in MS Word or WordPerfect. Another available resource is EPA's Soil 
Screening Guidance. 



fR9 PRG Homel [Introduction! [R9 PRGs Table! [Soil PRGs! 
[Air-Water PRGs! [Toxicity Values! [Phys-Chem Data! 



Letter to PRG Table Mailing List 



October 1, 1999 
Subject: Region 9 Preliminary Remediation Goals (PRGs) 1999 



From: Stanford J. Smucker, Ph.D. 
Regional Toxicologist (SFD-8-B) 
Technical Support Team 



To: PRG Table Mailing List 



Please find the annual update to the Region 9 PRG (Preliminary Remediation 
Goals) table. Risk-based PRGs presented in the "lookup" table are useful tools 
for evaluating and cleaning up contaminated sites. They are being used to 
streamline and standardize all stages of the risk decision-making process. If you 
are not currently on the PRG table mailing list but would like to be, please call 
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Lynn Trujillo (415.744.2419) or email her (Truiillo.Dianna@epa.govI and leave 
your name, address, and phone number. 



EPA Region 9 has established a homepage for the PRGs on the World Wide Web 
which you can find at http://www.eDa.gov/region09/waste/sfund/prg/. The PRG 
homepage presents additional information not available in the printed tables that 
are sent out to folks; including pathway-specific screening concentrations, non-
cancer PRGs for carcinogenic substances, and physical-chemical information for 
volatile organic compounds (VOCs). This information may be viewed or 
downloaded at our website. 



Region 9 risk-based PRGs are "evergreen" and have evolved as new 
methodologies and parameters have been developed. Changes to individual 
PRGs that have occurred from the 1998 table reflect either updates in toxicity 
information or a reclassification of a chemical's status as a VOC. These 
chemical-specific changes are identified by boldface type in the table. In 
addition, a more global change in the PRG numeric values reflects new exposure 
guidelines presented in "Risk Assessment Guidance for Superfund Volume I: 
Human Health Evaluation Manual (Part E, Supplemental Guidance for Dermal 
Risk Assessment) Interim Guidance" (USEPA 1999a, see Section 4.3). 



Chemicals for which toxicity values have been revised or added include: 
acetonitrile, aluminum, antimony trioxide, chlordane, chlorobenzene, 
chloroethane, chloroform, chloromethane, chromium VI, dichlorobenzene 
isomers, ethyl chloride, manganese, nitroglycerin, 4-nitrophenol, PCBs, 
1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane, and tetrahydrofuran. Updates to EPA toxicity 
values were obtained from IRIS and the National Center for Environmental 
Assessment (NCEA) through August 1999. 



Chemicals for which the VOC status has changed in an effort to reconcile 
differences among the regions include: chloronitrobenzene isomers, cyanogen 
and its salts, methylcyclohexane, methylene bromide, and the nitrotoluene 
isomers. The criteria for VOC status are taken from RAGS Part B. However, 
three "borderline chemicals" (dibromochloromethane, 1,2-
dibromochloropropane, and pyrene) that do not strictly meet the RAGS criteria 
of volatility have also been included based upon discussions with other state and 
federal agencies and after a consideration of vapor pressure characteristics etc. 



Before relying on any number in the table, it is recommended that the user verify 
the numbers with an agency toxicologist or risk assessor because the toxicity / 
exposure information in the table may contain errors or default assumptions that 
need to be refined based on further evaluation. If you find an error please send 
me a note via email at smucker.stan@epa.gov or fax at 415.744.1916. 



Top of Page 



® DISCLAIMER 
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Preliminary remediation goals (PRGs) focus on common exposure pathways 
and may not consider all exposure pathways encountered at CERCLA / 
RCRA sites (Exhibit 1-1). PRGs do not consider impact to groundwater or 
address ecological concerns. PRGs are specifically not intended as a (1) 
stand-alone decision-making tool, (2) as a substitute for EPA guidance for 
preparing baseline risk assessments, or (3) a rule to determine if a waste is 
hazardous under RCRA. 



The guidance set out in this document is not final Agency action. It is not 
intended, nor can it be relied upon to create any rights enforceable by any 
party in litigation with the United States. EPA officials may decide to follow 
the guidance provided herein, or act at variance with the guidance, based on 
an analysis of specific circumstances. The Agency also reserves the right to 
change this guidance at any time without public notice. 



Top of Page 



1.0 INTRODUCTION 



Region 9 Preliminary Remediation Goals (PRGs) are risk-based tools for 
evaluating and cleaning up contaminated sites. They are being used to streamline 
and standardize all stages of the risk decision-making process. 



The Region 9 PRG table combines current EPA toxicity values with "standard" 
exposure factors to estimate contaminant concentrations in environmental media 
(soil, air, and water) that are considered protective of humans, including sensitive 
groups, over a lifetime. Chemical concentrations above these levels would not 
automatically designate a site as "dirty" or trigger a response action. However, 
exceeding a PRG suggests that further evaluation of the potential risks that may 
be posed by site contaminants is appropriate. Further evaluation may include 
additional sampling, consideration of ambient levels in the environment, or a 
reassessment of the assumptions contained in these screening-level estimates (e.g. 
appropriateness of route-to-route extrapolations, appropriateness of using chronic 
toxicity values to evaluate childhood exposures, appropriateness of generic 
exposure factors for a specific site etc.). 



The PRG concentrations presented in the table can be used to screen pollutants in 
environmental media, trigger further investigation, and provide an initial cleanup 
goal if applicable. When considering PRGs as preliminary goals, residential 
concentrations should be used for maximum beneficial uses of a property. 
Industrial concentrations are included in the table as an alternative cleanup goal 
for soils. In general, it is not recommended that industrial PRGs be used for 
screening sites unless they are used in conjunction with residential values. 



Before applying PRGs as screening tools or initial goals, the user of the table 
should consider whether the exposure pathways and exposure scenarios at the site 
are fully accounted for in the PRG calculation. Region 9 PRG concentrations are 
based on exposure pathways for which generally accepted methods, models, and 
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assumptions have been developed (i.e. ingestion, dermal contact, and inhalation) 
for specific land-use conditions and do not consider impact to groundwater or 
ecological receptors (see Developing a Conceptual Site Model below). 



EXHIBIT 1-1 



TYPICAL EXPOSURE PATHWAYS BY MEDIUM 



FOR RESIDENTIAL AND INDUSTRIAL LAND USES3 



EXPOSURE PATHWAYS, ASSUMING: 



MEDIUM RESIDENTIAL LAND USE INDUSTRIAL LAND USE 



Ground Water Ingestion from drinking Ingestion from drinking 



Inhalation of volatiles Inhalation of volatiles 



Dermal absorption from bathing Dermal absorption 



Surface Water Ingestion from drinking Ingestion from drinking 



Inhalation of volatiles Inhalation of volatiles 



Dermal absorption from bathing Dermal absorption 



Ingestion during swimming 



Ingestion of contaminated fish 



Soil Ingestion Ingestion 



Inhalation of particulates Inhalation ofparticulates 



Inhalation of volatiles Inhalation of volatiles 



Exposure to indoor air from Exposure to indoor air 
soil from soil gas 
gas 
Exposure to ground water Exposure to ground water 
contaminated by soil leachate contaminated by soil 



leachate 
Ingestion via plant, meat, or Inhalation of particulates 
dairy products from trucks and heavy 



equipment 
Dermal absorption Dermal absorption 
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Footnote: 



aExposure pathways considered in the PRG calculations are indicated in 
boldface italics. 



Top of Page 



2.0 READING THE PRG TABLE 



2.1 General Considerations 



With the exceptions described below, PRGs are chemical concentrations that 



correspond to fixed levels of risk (i.e. either a one-in-one million [10"6] cancer risk or 
a noncarcinogenic hazard quotient of 1) in soil, air, and water. In most cases, where a 



substance causes both cancer and noncancer (systemic) effects, the 10"6 cancer risk 
will result in a more stringent criteria and consequently this value is presented in the 



hard copy of the table. PRG concentrations that equate to a 10"6 cancer risk are 
indicated by "ca". PRG concentrations that equate to a hazard quotient of 1 for 
noncarcinogenic concerns are indicated by "nc". 



If the risk-based concentrations are to be used for site screening, it is recommended 
that both cancer and noncancer-based PRGs be used. Both carcinogenic and 
noncarcinogenic values may be obtained at the Region 9 PRG homepage at: 



http://www.epa.gov/region09/waste/sfund/prg/ 



It has come to my attention that some users have been multiplying the cancer PRG 
concentrations by 10 or 100 to set "action levels" for triggering remediation or to set 
less stringent cleanup levels for a specific site after considering non-risk-based factors 
such as ambient levels, detection limits, or technological feasibility. This risk 
management practice recognizes that there may be a range of values that may be 
"acceptable" for carcinogenic risk (EPA's risk management range is one-in-a-million 
[10 6] to one-in-ten thousand [10~4]). However, this practice could lead one to 
overlook serious noncancer health threats and it is strongly recommended that the 
user consult with a toxicologist or regional risk assessor before doing this. For 
carcinogens, I have indicated by asterisk ("ca*") in the PRG table where the 
noncancer PRGs would be exceeded if the cancer value that is displayed is multiplied 
by 100. Two stars ("ca**") indicate that the noncancer values would be exceeded if 
the cancer PRG were multiplied by 10. There is no range of "acceptable" 
noncarcinogenic "risk" so that under no circumstances should noncancer PRGs be 
multiplied by 10 or 100, when setting final cleanup criteria. 



In general, PRG concentrations in the table are risk-based but for soil there are two 
important exceptions: (1) for several volatile chemicals, PRGs are based on the soil 
saturation equation ("sat") and (2) for relatively less toxic inorganic and semivolatile 
contaminants, a non-risk based "ceiling limit" concentration is given as 10+5 mg/kg 
("max"). 



Also included in the PRG table are California EPA PRGs ("CAL-Modified PRGs") 
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for specific chemicals where CAL-EPA screening values may be "significantly" more 
restrictive than the federal values; and, soil screening levels (SSLs) for protection of 
groundwater (see Section 2.3 below). 



2.2 Toxicity Values 



Heirarchv of Toxicity Values 



EPA toxicity values, known as noncarcinogenic reference doses (RfD) and 
carcinogenic slope factors (SF) were obtained from IRIS, NCEA (formerly ECAO) 
through August 1999, and HEAST. The priority among sources of toxicological 
constants has changed since the last iteration of the table because the HEAST tables 
are no longer being updated. Therefore, the revised order of preference is as follows: 
(1) IRIS (indicated by "i"), (2) NCEA ("n"), (3) HEAST ("h"), (4) withdrawn from 
IRIS or HEAST and under review ("x") or obtained from other EPA documents 
("o"). 



Inhalation Conversion Factors 



As of January 1991, IRIS and NCEA databases no longer present RfDs or SFs for the 
inhalation route. These criteria have been replaced with reference concentrations 
(RfC) for noncarcinogenic effects and unit risk factors (URF) for carcinogenic 
effects. However, for purposes of estimating risk and calculating risk-based 
concentrations, inhalation reference doses (RfDi) and inhalation slope factors (SFi) 
are preferred. This is not a problem for most chemicals because the inhalation 
toxicity criteria are easily converted. To calculate an RfDi from an RfC, the 
following equation and assumptions may be used for most chemicals: 



RfDi =RfC(me/m)x-2Qm 1 
(kg - day) day 70kg 



Likewise, to calculate an SFi from an inhalation URF, the following equation and 
assumptions may be used: 



SFI f t g - y  ,  U R F ^ n  / u g ) x - ^ x 7 0 k g x ^ §  
(mg) 20m3 rr^ 



Substances with New Toxicity Values 



To help users rapidly identify substances with new toxicity values, these chemicals 
are printed in boldface type. This issue of the PRG table contains new or revised 
toxicity values for acetonitrile, aluminum, antimony trioxide, chlordane, 
chlorobenzene, chloroethane, chloroform, chloromethane, chromium VI, 
dichlorobenzene isomers, ethyl chloride, manganese, nitroglycerin, 4-
nitrophenol, PCBs, 1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane, and tetrahydrofuran. 
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Route-to-Route Methods 



Route-to-route extrapolations ("r") were frequently used when there were no toxicity 
values available for a given route of exposure. Oral cancer slope factors ("SFo") and 
reference doses ("RfDo") were used for both oral and inhaled exposures for organic 
compounds lacking inhalation values. Inhalation slope factors ("SFi") and inhalation 
reference doses ("RfDi") were used for both inhaled and oral exposures for organic 
compounds lacking oral values. Route extrapolations were not performed for 
inorganics due to portal of entry effects and known differences in absorption 
efficiency for the two routes of exposure. 



An additional route extrapolation is the use of oral toxicity values for evaluating 
dermal exposures. For many chemicals, a scientifically defensible data base does not 
exist for making an adjustment of an oral slope factor/RfD to estimate a dermal 
toxicity value. Based on the current guidance (USEPA 1999a), the only chemical for 
which an adjustment is recommended is cadmium. An oral absorption efficiency of 
5% is assumed for cadmium which leads to an estimated dermal reference dose 
(RfDd) of 2.5E-05. Please note that the 1999 PRG calculations for cadmium are 
based on this adjustment. 



Although route-to-route methods are a useful screening procedure, the 
appropriateness of these default assumptions for specific contaminants should 
be verified by a toxicologist or regional risk assessor. Please note that whenever 
route-extrapolated values are used to calculate risk-based PRGs, additional 
uncertainties are introduced in the calculation. 



2.3 Soil Screening Levels 



Generic, soil screening levels (SSLs) for the protection of groundwater have been 
included in the PRG table for 100 of the most common contaminants at Superfund 
sites. Generic SSLs are derived using default values in standardized equations 
presented in Soil Screening Guidance (available from NTIS as document numbers 
PB96-963502 and PB96-963505 or EPA/540/R-95/128 and EPA/540/R-96/018). 



The SSLs were developed using a default dilution-attenuation factor (DAF) of 20 to 
account for natural processes that reduce contaminant concentrations in the 
subsurface. Also included are generic SSLs that assume no dilution or attenuation 
between the source and the receptor well (i.e., a DAF of 1). These values can be used 
at sites where little or no dilution or attenuation of soil leachate concentrations is 
expected at a site (e.g., sites with shallow water tables, fractured media, karst 
topography, or source size greater than 30 acres). 



In general, if an SSL is not exceeded for the migration to groundwater pathway, the 
user may eliminate this pathway from further investigation. 



2.4 Miscellaneous 
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Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) are indicated by "1" in the VOC column of the 
table and in general, are defined as those chemicals having a Henry's Law constant 



greater than 10"5 (atm-m3/mol) and a molecular weight less than 200 g/mole). Three 
borderline chemicals (dibromochloromethane, 1,2-dibromochloropropane, and 
pyrene) which do not strictly meet these criteria of volatility have also been included 
based upon discussions with other state and federal agencies and after a consideration 
of vapor pressure characteristics etc. Volatile organic chemicals are evaluated for 
potential volatilization from soil/water to air using volatilization factors (see Section 
4.1). 



Chemical-specific dermal absorption values for contaminants in soil and dust are 
presented for arsenic, cadmium, chlordane, 2,4-D, DDT, lindane, TCDD, PAHs, 
PCBs, and pentachlorophenols as recommended in the "Risk Assessment Guidance 
for Superfund Volume I: Human Health Evaluation Manual (Part E, Supplemental 
Guidance for Dermal Risk Assessment) Interim Guidance" (USEPA 1999a). 
Otherwise, default skin absorption fractions are assumed to be 0.10 for nonvolatile 
organics. Please note that previous defaults of 0.01 and 0.10 for inorganics and 
VOCs respectively, have been withdrawn per new guidance. 



Top of Page 
3.0 USING THE PRG TABLE 



The decision to use PRGs at a site will be driven by the potential benefits of having 
generic risk-based concentrations in the absence of site-specific risk assessments. 
The original intended use of PRGs was to provide initial cleanup goals for individual 
chemicals given specific medium and land-use combinations (see RAGS Part B, 
1991), however risk-based concentrations have several applications. They can also 
be used for: 



• Setting health-based detection limits for chemicals of potential concern 



• Screening sites to determine whether further evaluation is appropriate 



• Calculating cumulative risks associated with multiple contaminants 



A few basic procedures are recommended for using PRGs properly. These are briefly 
described below. Potential problems with the use of PRGs are also identified. 



3.1 Developing a Conceptual Site Model 



The primary condition for use of PRGs is that exposure pathways of concern and 
conditions at the site match those taken into account by the PRG framework. Thus, it 
is always necessary to develop a conceptual site model (CSM) to identify likely 
contaminant source areas, exposure pathways, and potential receptors. This 
information can be used to determine the applicability of PRGs at the site and the 
need for additional information. For those pathways not covered by PRGs, a risk 
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assessment specific to these additional pathways may be necessary. Nonetheless, the 
PRG lookup values will still be useful in such situations for focusing further 
investigative efforts on the exposure pathways not addressed. 



To develop a site-specific CSM, perform an extensive records search and compile 
existing data (e.g. available site sampling data, historical records, aerial photographs, 
and hydrogeologic information). Once this information is obtained, CSM worksheets 
such as those provided in ASTM's Standard Guide for Risk-Based Corrective Action 
Applied at Petroleum Release Sites (1995) can be used to tailor the generic worksheet 
model to a site-specific CSM. The final CSM diagram represents linkages among 
contaminant sources, release mechanisms, exposure pathways and routes and 
receptors. It summarizes our understanding of the contamination problem. 



As a final check, the CSM should answer the following questions: 



Are there potential ecological concerns? 



Is there potential for land use other than those covered by the PRGs (that is, 
residential and industrial)? 



• Are there other likely human exposure pathways that were not considered in 
development of the PRGs (e.g. impact to groundwater, local fish consumption, 
raising beef, dairy, or other livestock)? 



• Are there unusual site conditions (e.g. large areas of contamination, high 
fugitive dust levels, potential for indoor air contamination)? 



If any of these four conditions exist, the PRG may need to be adjusted to reflect this 
new information. Suggested references for evaluating pathways not currently 
evaluated by Region 9 PRG's are presented in Exhibit 3-1. 



EXHIBIT 3-1 
SUGGESTED READINGS FOR EVALUATING EXPOSURE 



EXPOSURE PATHWAY REFERENCE 
Miration of contaminants to an 
underlying potable aquifer 



Soil Screening Guidance (USEPA 1996a,b), 
Standard Guide for Risk-Based Corrective 
Action Applied at Petroleum Release Sites 
(ASTM 1995) 



Ingestion via plant uptake Sail Screening Guidance (USEPA 1996a,b), 
Ingestion via meat, dairy products, human 
milk 



Estimating Exposure to Dioxin-Like 
Compounds (USEPA 1994$ 



Inhalation of volatiles that have migrated 
into basements 



User's Guide for Johnson and Ettinger 
(1991) Model fee Subsurface Vapor 
Intrusion into Bui!dines (USEPA 1997al 



Ecological pathways Ecological RiskAssessment: Guidancefor 
Superfund: Process for Designing and 
Conducting Ecological Risk Assessments, 
(USEPA 1997b), 
Guidancefor Ecological RiskAssessment at 
Hczardous Waste Sites and Permitted 
Facilities (CAL-EPA 1996) 
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3.2 Background Levels Evaluation 



A necessary step in determining the usefulness of Region 9 PRGs is the consideration 
of background contaminant concentrations. EPA may be concerned with two types of 
background at sites: naturally occurring and anthropogenic. Natural background is 
usually limited to metals whereas anthropogenic (i.e. human-made) "background" 
includes both organic and inorganic contaminants. Before embarking on an extensive 
sampling and analysis program to determine local background concentrations in the 
area, one should first compile existing data on the subject. Far too often there is 
pertinent information in the literature that gets ignored, resulting in needless 
expenditures of time and money. 



Generally EPA does not clean up below natural background. In some cases, the 
predictive risk-based models generate PRG levels that lie within or even below 
typical background. If natural background concentrations are higher than the risk-
based PRGs, an adjustment of the PRG is probably needed. Exhibit 3-2 presents 
summary statistics for selected elements in soils that have background levels that may 
exceed risk-based PRGs. An illustrative example of this is naturally occurring 
arsenic in soils which frequently is higher than the risk-based concentration set at a 
one-in-one-million cancer risk (the PRG for residential soils is 0.39 mg/kg). After 
considering background concentrations in a local area, EPA Region 9 has at times 
used the non-cancer PRG (22 mg/kg) to evaluate sites recognizing that this value 
tends to be above background levels yet still falls within the range of soil 
concentrations (0.39-39 mg/kg) that equates to EPA's "acceptable" cancer risk range 
of 10E-6 to 10E-4. 



Where anthropogenic "background" levels exceed PRGs and EPA has determined 
that a response action is necessary and feasible, EPA's goal will be to develop a 
comprehensive response to the widespread contamination. This will often require 
coordination with different authorities that have jurisdiction over the sources of 
contamination in the area. 



EXHIBIT 3-2 
BACKGROUND CONCENTRATIONS OF SELECTED ELEMENTS IN SOILS 



TRACE U.S. STUDY DATA1 CALIFORNIA DATA2 



ELEMENT Range GeoMean ArMean Range GeoMean ArMean 
Arsenic <.1-97 5.2 rngftg 7.2 mg/kg 0.59-11 2.75 mfflcg 3.54 mglcg 
Beryllium <1-15 0.63 11 0.92 11 0.10-2.7 1.14 11 1.28 11 



Cadmium <1-10 -- <1 0.05-1.7 0.26 0.36 
Chromium 1-2000 37 54 23-1579 76.25 122.08 
Nickel <5-700 13 19 9.0-509 35.75 56.60 



*S hackle tie and Hansford, "Element Concentrations in Soils and Other Surficial Materials 
of the Conterminous United States",USGS Professional Paper 1270, 1984. 
Bradford et. a], "Background Concentrations of Trace and Mijor Elements in California 
Soils", Kearney Foundation Special Re port, UC-Riverside and CALEPA DISC, March 1996. 



3.3 Screening Sites with Multiple Pollutants 



A suggested stepwise approach for PRG-screening of sites with multiple pollutants is 
as follows: 
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Perform an extensive records search and compile existing data. 
Identify site contaminants in the PRG table. Record the PRG concentrations 
for various media and note whether PRG is based on cancer risk (indicated by 
"ca") or noncancer hazard (indicated by "nc"). Segregate cancer PRGs from 
non-cancer PRGs and exclude (but don't eliminate) non-risk based PRGs ("sat" 
_  _  n  , n t i \  or max ). 
For cancer risk estimates, take the site-specific concentration (maximum or 95 
UCL) and divide by the PRG concentrations that are designated for cancer 
evaluation ("ca"). Multiply this ratio by 10"6 to estimate chemical-specific risk 
for a reasonable maximum exposure (RME). For multiple pollutants, simply 
add the risk for each chemical: 



msk = ffSZElj + la> 
pro/ pro/ 'pro/ 



• For non-cancer hazard estimates. Divide the concentration term by its 
respective non-cancer PRG designated as "nc" and sum the ratios for multiple 
contaminants. The cumulative ratio represents a non-carcinogenic hazard 
index (HI). A hazard index of 1 or less is generally considered "safe". A ratio 
greater than 1 suggests further evaluation. [Note that carcinogens may also 
have an associated non-cancer PRG that is not listed in the printed copy of 
the table sent to folks on the mailing list. To obtain these values, the user 
should view or download the PRG table at our website and display the 
appropriate sections.] 



Hazard Index = f(^±) + (^^-) -I- (—)/ 
PRO/ 1 PRG/ 1 PRGi 



For more information on screening site risks, the reader should contact EPA Region 
9's Technical Support Team. 



3.4 Potential Problems 



As with any risk-based tool, the potential exists for misapplication. In most cases the 
root cause will be a lack of understanding of the intended use of Region 9 PRGs. In 
order to prevent misuse of PRGs, the following should be avoided: 



Applying PRGs to a site without adequately developing a conceptual site 
model that identifies relevant exposure pathways and exposure scenarios, 
Not considering background concentrations when choosing PRGs as cleanup 
goals, 
Use of PRGs as cleanup levels without the nine-criteria analysis specified in 
the National Contingency Plan (or, comparable analysis for programs outside 
of Superfund), 
Use of PRGs as cleanup levels without verifying numbers with a toxicologist or 
regional risk assessor, 
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• Use of antiquated PRG tables that have been superseded by more recent 
publications, 



• Not considering the effects of additivity when screening multiple chemicals, 
and 



• Adjusting PRGs upward by factors of 10 or 100 without consulting a 
toxicologist or regional risk assessor. 



Top of Page 
4.0 TECHNICAL SUPPORT DOCUMENTATION 



Region 9 PRGs consider human exposure hazards to chemicals from contact with 
contaminated soils, air, and water. The emphasis of the PRG equations and technical 
discussion are aimed at developing screening criteria for soils, since this is an area 
where few standards exist. For air and water, additional reference concentrations or 
standards are available for many chemicals (e.g. MCLs, non-zero MCLGs, AWQC, 
and NAAQS) and consequently the discussion of these media are brief. 



4.1 Soils - Direct Ingestion 



Calculation of risk-based PRGs for direct ingestion of soil is based on methods 
presented in RAGS HHEM, Part B (USEPA 1991a) and Soil Screening Guidance 
(USEPA 1996a,b). Briefly, these methods backcalculate a soil concentration level 
from a target risk (for carcinogens) or hazard quotient (for noncarcinogens). 



A number of studies have shown that inadvertent ingestion of soil is common among 
children 6 years old and younger (Calabrese et al. 1989, Davis et al. 1990, Van 
Wijnen et al. 1990). To take into account the higher soil intake rate for children, two 
different approaches are used to estimate PRGs, depending on whether the adverse 
health effect is cancer or some effect other than cancer. 



For carcinogens, the method for calculating PRGs uses an age-adjusted soil ingestion 
factor that takes into account the difference in daily soil ingestion rates, body weights, 
and exposure duration for children from 1 to 6 years old and others from 7 to 31 years 
old. This health-protective approach is chosen to take into account the higher daily 
rates of soil ingestion in children as well as the longer duration of exposure that is 
anticipated for a long-term resident. For more on this method, see USEPA RAGs 
Part B (1991a). 



For noncarcinogenic concerns, the more protective method of calculating a soil PRG 
is to evaluate childhood exposures separately from adult exposures. In other words, 
an age-adjustment factor is not applied as was done for carcinogens. This approach is 
considered conservative because it combines the higher 6-year exposure for children 
with chronic toxicity criteria. In their analysis of the method, the Science Advisory 
Board (SAB) indicated that, for most chemicals, the approach may be overly 
protective. However, they noted that there are specific instances when the chronic 
RfD may be based on endpoints of toxicity that are specific to children (e.g. fluoride 
and nitrates) or when the dose-response is steep (i.e., the dosage difference between 
the no-observed-adverse-effects level [NOAEL] and an adverse effects level is 
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small). Thus, for the purposes of screening, EPA Region 9 has adopted this approach 
for calculating soil PRGs for noncarcinogenic health concerns. 



4.2 Soils - Vapor and Particulate Inhalation 



Agency toxicity criteria indicate that risks from exposure to some chemicals via 
inhalation far outweigh the risk via ingestion; therefore soil PRGs have been designed 
to address this pathway as well. The models used to calculate PRGs for inhalation of 
volatiles/particulates are updates of risk assessment methods presented in RAGS Part 
B (USEPA 1991a) and are identical to the Soil Screening Guidance: User's Guide 
and Technical Background Document (USEPA 1996a,b). 



To address the soil-to-air pathways the PRG calculations incorporate volatilization 
factors (VFs) for volatile contaminants and particulate emission factors (PEF) for 



nonvolatile contaminants. These factors relate soil contaminant concentrations to air 
contaminant concentrations that may be inhaled on-site. The VFs and PEF equations 



can be broken into two separate models: an emission model to estimate emissions of 
the contaminant from the soil and a dispersion model to simulate the dispersion of the 
contaminant in the atmosphere. 



It should be noted that the box model in RAGS Part B has been replaced with a 
dispersion term (Q/C) derived from a modeling exercise using meteorological data 
from 29 locations across the United States because the box model may not be 
applicable to a broad range of site types and meteorology and does not utilize state-
of-the-art techniques developed for regulatory dispersion modeling. The dispersion 
model for both volatiles and particulates is the AREA-ST, an updated version of the 
Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards, Industrial Source Complex Model, 
ISC2. However, different Q/C terms are used in the VF and PEF equations. Los 
Angeles was selected as the 90th percentile data set for volatiles and Minneapolis was 
selected as the 90th percentile data set for fugitive dusts (USEPA 1996 a,b). A 
default source size of 0.5 acres was chosen for the PRG calculations. This is 
consistent with the default exposure area over which Region 9 typically averages 
contaminant concentrations in soils. If unusual site conditions exist such that the area 
source is substantially larger than the default source size assumed here, an alternative 
Q/C could be applied (see USEPA 1996a,b). 



Volatilization Factor for Soils 



Volatile chemicals, defined as those chemicals having a Henry's Law constant greater 
than 



-5 3 10" (atm-m /mol) and a molecular weight less than 200 g/mole, were screened for 
inhalation exposures using a volatilization factor for soils (VF ). Please note that 
VFs's are available at our website. 



The emission terms used in the VF are chemical-specific and were calculated from 
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physical-chemical information obtained from several sources. The priority of these 
sources were as follows: Soil Screening Guidance (USEPA 1996a,b), Superfund 
Chemical Data Matrix (USEPA 1996c), Fate and Exposure Data (Howard 1991), 
Subsurface Contamination Reference Guide (EPA 1990a), and Superfund Exposure 
Assessment Manual (SEAM, EPA 1988). In those cases where Diffusivity 
Coefficients (Di) were not provided in existing literature, Di's were calculated using 
Fuller's Method described in SEAM. A surrogate term was required for some 
chemicals that lacked physico-chemical information. In these cases, a proxy chemical 
of similar structure was used that may over- or under-estimate the PRG for soils. 



Equation 4-9 forms the basis for deriving generic soil PRGs for the inhalation 
pathway. The following parameters in the standardized equation can be replaced with 
specific site data to develop a simple site-specific PRG 



Source area 
Average soil moisture content 
Average fraction organic carbon content 
Dry soil bulk density 



The basic principle of the VFs model (Henry's law) is applicable only if the soil 
contaminant concentration is at or below soil saturation "sat". Above the soil 
saturation limit, the model cannot predict an accurate VF-based PRG. How these 
particular cases are handled, depends on whether the contaminant is liquid or solid at 
ambient soil temperatures (see Section 4.5). 



Particulate Emission Factor for Soils 



Inhalation of chemicals adsorbed to respirable particles (PM10) were assessed using a 



default PEF equal to 1. 316 x 109 m3/kg that relates the contaminant concentration in 
soil with the concentration of respirable particles in the air due to fugitive dust 
emissions from contaminated soils. The generic PEF was derived using default 
values in Equation 4-11, which corresponds to a receptor point concentration of 
approximately 0.76 ug/m3. The relationship is derived by Cowherd (1985) for a rapid 
assessment procedure applicable to a typical hazardous waste site where the surface 
contamination provides a relatively continuous and constant potential for emission 
over an extended period of time (e.g. years). This represents an annual average 
emission rate based on wind erosion that should be compared with chronic health 
criteria; it is not appropriate for evaluating the potential for more acute exposures. 



The impact of the PEF on the resultant PRG concentration (that combines soil 
exposure pathways for ingestion, skin contact, and inhalation) can be assessed by 
accessing the Region 9 PRG website and viewing the pathway-specific soil 
concentrations. Equation 4-11 forms the basis for deriving a generic PEF for the 
inhalation pathway. For more details regarding specific parameters used in the PEF 
model, the reader is referred to Soil Screening Guidance: Technical Background 
Document (USEPA 1996a). 
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Note: the generic PEF evaluates windborne emissions and does not consider 
dust emissions from traffic or other forms of mechanical disturbance that could 
lead to greater emissions than assumed here. 



4.3 Soils - Dermal Exposure 



Dermal Contact Assumptions 



Since the 1998 PRG table was issued, exposure factors for dermal contact with soil 
have changed in a few cases (USEPA 1999a). Recommended RME (reasonable 
maximum exposure) defaults for adult workers' skin surface areas (3300 cm2/day) 
and soil adherence factors (0.2 mg/cm2) now differ from the defaults recommended 
for adult residents (5700 cm2/day, 0.07 mg/cm2) as noted in Exhibit 4-1. This is due 
to differences in the range of activities experienced by workers versus residents. 



Dermal Absorption 



Chemical-specific skin absorption values recommended by the Superfund Dermal 
Workgroup were applied when available. Chemical-specific values are included for 
the following chemicals: arsenic, cadmium, chlordane, 2,4-D, DDT, lindane, TCDD, 
PAHs, PCBs, and pentachlorophenols. 



The recently issued ARisk Assessment Guidance for Superfund Volume I: Human 
Health Evaluation Manual (Part E, Supplemental Guidance for Dermal Risk 
Assessment) Interim Guidance" (USEPA 1999a) recommends a default dermal 
absorption factor for semi volatile organic compounds of 10% as a screening method 
for the majority of SVOCs without dermal absorption factors. Default dermal 
absorption values for other chemicals (VOCs and inorganics) are not recommended 
in the new guidance. Therefore, the assumption of 1% for inorganics and 10% for 
volatiles is no longer included in the Region 9 PRG table. This change has minimal 
impact on the final risk-based calculations because human exposure to VOCs and 
inorganics in soils is generally driven by other pathways of exposure. 



4.4 Soils - Migration to Groundwater 



The methodology for calculating SSLs for the migration to groundwater was 
developed to identify chemical concentrations in soil that have the potential to 
contaminate groundwater. Migration of contaminants from soil to groundwater can 
be envisioned as a two-stage process: (1) release of contaminant in soil leachate and 
(2) transport of the contaminant through the underlying soil and aquifer to a receptor 
well. The SSL methodology considers both of these fate and transport mechanisms. 



SSLs are backcalculated from acceptable ground water concentrations (i.e. nonzero 
MCLGs, MCLs, or risk-based PRGs). First, the acceptable groundwater 
concentration is multiplied by a dilution factor to obtain a target leachate 
concentration. For example, if the dilution factor is 10 and the acceptable ground 
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water concentration is 0.05 mg/L, the target soil leachate concentration would be 0.5 
mg/L. The partition equation (presented in the Soil Screening Guidance document) is 
then used to calculate the total soil concentration (i.e. SSL) corresponding to this soil 
leachate concentration. 



The SSL methodology was designed for use during the early stages of a site 
evaluation when information about subsurface conditions may be limited. Because of 
this constraint, the methodology is based on conservative, simplifying assumptions 
about the release and transport of contaminants in the subsurface. For more on SSLs, 
and how to calculate site-specific SSLs versus generic SSLs presented in the PRG 
table, the reader is referred to the Soil Screening Guidance document (USEPA 
1996a,b). 



4.5 Soil Saturation Limit 



The soil saturation concentration "sat" corresponds to the contaminant concentration 
in soil at which the absorptive limits of the soil particles, the solubility limits of the 
soil pore water, and saturation of soil pore air have been reached. Above this 
concentration, the soil contaminant may be present in free phase, i.e., nonaqueous 
phase liquids (NAPLs) for contaminants that are liquid at ambient soil temperatures 
and pure solid phases for compounds that are solid at ambient soil temperatures. 



Equation 4-10 is used to calculate "sat" for each volatile contaminant. As an update 
to RAGS HHEM, Part B (USEPA 1991a), this equation takes into account the 
amount of contaminant that is in the vapor phase in soil in addition to the amount 
dissolved in the soil's pore water and sorbed to soil particles. 



Chemical-specific "sat" concentrations must be compared with each VF-based PRG 
because a basic principle of the PRG volatilization model is not applicable when free-
phase contaminants are present. How these cases are handled depends on whether the 
contaminant is liquid or solid at ambient temperatures. Liquid contaminant that have 
a VF-based PRG that exceeds the "sat" concentration are set equal to "sat" whereas 
for solids (e.g., PAHs), soil screening decisions are based on the appropriate PRGs 
for other pathways of concern at the site (e.g., ingestion and dermal contact). 



4.6 Ground Water/Surface Water - Ingestion and Inhalation 



Calculation of PRGs for ingestion and inhalation of contaminants in domestic water 
is based on the methodology presented in RAGS HHEM, Part B (USEPA 1991a). 
Ingestion of drinking water is an appropriate pathway for all chemicals. For the 
purposes of this guidance, however, inhalation of volatile chemicals from water is 
considered routinely only for chemicals with a Henry's Law constant of 1 x 10"5 atm-
m /mole or greater and with a molecular weight of less than 200 g/mole. 



For volatile chemicals, an upperbound volatilization constant (VF ) is used that is 
based on all uses of household water (e.g showering, laundering, and dish washing). 
Certain assumptions were made. For example, it is assumed that the volume of water 
used in a residence for a family of four is 720 L/day, the volume of the dwelling is 
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150,000 L and the air exchange rate is 0.25 air changes/hour (Andelman in RAGS 
Part B). Furthermore, it is assumed that the average transfer efficiency weighted by 
water use is 50 percent (i.e. half of the concentration of each chemical in water will 
be transferred into air by all water uses). Note: the range of transfer efficiencies 
extends from 30% for toilets to 90% for dishwashers. 



4.7 Default Exposure Factors 



Default exposure factors were obtained primarily from RAGS Supplemental 
Guidance Standard Default Exposure Factors (OSWER Directive, 9285.6-03) dated 
March 25, 1991 and more recent information from U.S. EPA's Office of Solid Waste 
and Emergency Response, U.S. EPA's Office of Research and Development, and 
California EPA's Department of Toxic Substances Control (see Exhibit 4-1). 



Because contact rates may be different for children and adults, carcinogenic risks 
during the first 30 years of life were calculated using age-adjusted factors ("adj"). 
Use of age-adjusted factors are especially important for soil ingestion exposures, 
which are higher during childhood and decrease with age. However, for purposes of 
combining exposures across pathways, additional age-adjusted factors are used for 
inhalation and dermal exposures. These factors approximate the integrated exposure 
from birth until age 30 combining contact rates, body weights, and exposure 
durations for two age groups - small children and adults. Age-adjusted factors were 
obtained from RAGS PART B or developed by analogy (see derivations next page). 



For soils only, noncarcinogenic contaminants are evaluated in children separately 
from adults. No age-adjustment factor is used in this case. The focus on children is 
considered protective of the higher daily intake rates of soil by children and their 
lower body weight. For maintaining consistency when evaluating soils, dermal and 
inhalation exposures are also based on childhood contact rates. 



(1) ingestion([mg-yr]/[kg-d]: 
_  E D c X l R S c  (  ( E D ,  -  E D e ) x I R S B .  



ir&ad — *1" 
^ BWe BWa 



(2) skin contact([mg-yr]/[kg-d]: 
_  E D e x A F x  B A e  ( E D r  -  E D ( )  x  A F x  S A a  SFSe# = 



BWe BW a 



(3) inhalation ([m3-yr]/[kg-d]): 
bkjr = ED< x IRAe + (BD* - ED')* AM* 



BWe BW» 



EXHIBIT 4-1 
STANDARD DEFAULT FACTORS 
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Symbol 



CSFo 



CSFi 



RfDo 



RfDi 



TR 



THQ 



BWa 



BWc 



ATc 



ATn 



SAa 



SAc 



AFa 



AFc 



ABS 



IRAa 



IRAc 



IRWa 



IRWc 



IRSa 



IRSc 



IRSo 



EFr 



EFo 



Definition (units! 
Cancer slope factor oral (mg/kg-d)-
1 
Cancer slope factor inhaled (mg/kg-
d)-l 
Reference dose oral (mg/kg-d) 



Reference dose inhaled (mg/kg-d) 



Target cancer risk 



Target hazard quotient 



Body weight, adult (kg) 



Body weight, child (kg) 



Averaging time - carcinogens 
(days) 
Averaging time - noncarcinogens 
(days) 
Exposed surface area, adult 
(cm2/day) 
- adult resident 
- adult worker 
Exposed surface area, child 
(cm2/day) 



Adherence factor, adult (mg/cm2) 



- adult resident 
- adult worker 



Adherence factor, child (mg/cm2) 



Skin absorption (unitless): 



- semi-volatile organics 



- volatile organics 



- inorganics 



Inhalation rate - adult (m3/day) 



Default Reference 



IRIS, HEAST, or NCEA 



IRIS, HEAST, or NCEA 



IRIS, HEAST, or NCEA 



IRIS, HEAST, or NCEA 
10"6 
1 



70 



15 



25550 



ED*365 



5700 
3300 



2800 



0.07 
0.2 



0.2 



0.1 



Inhalation rate - child (m3/day) 



Drinking water ingestion - adult 
(L/day) 
Drinking water ingestion - child 
(L/day) 



Soil ingestion - adult (mg/day) 



Soil ingestion - child (mg/day), 



Soil ingestion - occupational 
(mg/day) 
Exposure frequency - residential 
(d/y) 



Exposure frequency - occupational 
(d/y) 



20 



10 



2 



1 



100 



200 



50 



350 



250 



RAGS (Part A), EPA 1989 (EPA/540/1-
89/002) 
Exposure Factors, EPA 1991 (OSWER No. 
9285.6-03) 



RAGS(Part A), EPA 1989 (EPA/540/1-
89/002) 



Dermal Assessment, EPA 1998 (EPA/540/R-
99/005) 



Dermal Assessment, EPA 1999 (EPA/540/R-
99/005) 
Dermal Assessment, EPA 1999 (EPA/540/R-
99/005) 



Dermal Assessment, EPA 1999 (EPA/540/R-
99/005) 



Dermal Assessment, EPA 1999 (EPA/540/R-
99/005) 
Dermal Assessment, EPA 1999 (EPA/540/R-
99/005) 
Dermal Assessment, EPA 1999 (EPA/540/R-
99/005) 
Exposure Factors, EPA 1991 (OSWER No. 
9285.6-03) 
Exposure Factors, EPA 1997 (EPA/600/P-
95/002Fa) 
RAGS(Part A), EPA 1989 (EPA/540/1-
89/002) 



PEA, Cal-EPA (DTSC, 1994) 



Exposure Factors, EPA 1991 (OSWER No. 
9285.6-03) 
Exposure Factors, EPA 1991 (OSWER No. 
9285.6-03) 
Exposure Factors, EPA 1991 (OSWER No. 
9285.6-03) 
Exposure Factors, EPA 1991 (OSWER No. 
9285.6-03) 
Exposure Factors, EPA 1991 (OSWER No. 
9285.6-03) 
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EDr 



EDc 



EDo 



30a 



6 



25 



Exposure duration - residential 
(years) 



Exposure duration - child (years) 



Exposure duration - occupational 
(years) 
Age-adjusted factors for 
carcinogens: 



IFSadi Ingestion factor> soils ([mg-yr]/[kg-
d]) 
Dermal factor, soils ([mg-yr]/[kg-



^adJ d]) 



InhFadi Inhalation factor' air ([m3-yr]/[kg-
d]) 
Ingestion factor, water ([l-yr]/[kg-
d]) 
Volatilization factor for water 
(L/m3) 



IFWadj 



VFw 



PEF Particulate emission factor (m3/kg) 



VF Volatilization factor for soil 
(m3/kg) 
Soil saturation concentration 



Sa (mg/kg) 



361 



1 1  



1.1 



0.5 



See 
below 
See 
below 
See 
below 



Exposure Factors, EPA 1991 (OSWER No. 
9285.6-03) 
Exposure Factors, EPA 1991 (OSWER No. 
9285.6-03) 
Exposure Factors, EPA 1991 (OSWER No. 
9285.6-03) 



RAGS(Part B), EPA 1991 (OSWER No. 
9285.7-01B) 



By analogy to RAGS (Part B) 



By analogy to RAGS (Part B) 



By analogy to RAGS (Part B) 



RAGS(Part B), EPA 1991 (OSWER No. 
9285.7-01B) 



Soil Screening Guidance (EPA 1996a,b) 



Soil Screening Guidance (EPA 1996a,b) 



Soil Screening Guidance (EPA 1996a,b) 



Footnote: 
aExposure duration for lifetime residents is assumed to be 30 years total. For 
carcinogens, exposures are combined for children (6 years) and adults (24 years). 



4.8 Standardized Equations 



The equations used to calculate the PRGs for carcinogenic and noncarcinogenic 
contaminants are presented in Equations 4-1 through 4-8. The PRG equations update 
RAGS Part B equations. The methodology backcalculates a soil, air, or water 
concentration level from a target risk (for carcinogens) or hazard quotient (for 
noncarcinogens). For completeness, the soil equations combine risks from ingestion, 
skin contact, and inhalation simultaneously. Note: the electronic version of the table 
also includes pathway-specific PRGs, should the user decide against combining 
specific exposure pathways; or, the user wants to identify the relative contribution of 
each pathway to exposure. 



To calculate PRGs for volatile chemicals in soil, a chemical-specific volatilization 



factor is calculated per Equation 4-9. Because of its reliance on Henry's law, the VFs 



model is applicable only when the contaminant concentration in soil is at or below 
saturation (i.e. there is no free-phase contaminant present). Soil saturation ("sat") 
corresponds to the contaminant concentration in soil at which the adsorptive limits of 
the soil particles and the solubility limits of the available soil moisture have been 
reached. Above this point, pure liquid-phase contaminant is expected in the soil. If 
the PRG calculated using VFs was greater than the calculated sat, the PRG was set 
equal to sat, in accordance with Soil Screening Guidance (USEPA 1996 a,b). The 
equation for deriving sat is presented in Equation 4-10. 
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PRG EQUATIONS 



Soil Equations: For soils, equations were based on three exposure routes (ingestion, 
skin contact, and inhalation). 



Equation 4-1: Combined Exposures to Carcinogenic Contaminants in 
Residential Soil 



c(m /k )  = AT,  
rf lFSu$ x CSFo , sSFSvfXABSx CSF* , , 



EF'[< JCfmg/kg > + (— — > +  < » 



Equation 4-2: Combined Exposures to Noncarcinogenic Contaminants in 
Residential Soil 



C ( m g f  k g )  =  THQx BWtx AT* 
f f  r  r n  f / j —  .  ^  .  .  t  I  SA* x AFx ABS t  I  I R A -



' R J T > ,  i t f m g / k g *  ( t y > , X  i t f m g t k g  *  (  R p i *  V F * > ) ]  



Equation 4-3: Combined Exposures to Carcinogenic Contaminants in Industrial 
Soil 



Cfme/kg)  =  rax BW* x  ATC 
„ IRS*xCSFt> ,  t£Aax AFxABSx CSF,  ,  ,  , IRA* x  CSF,  



EF-1ED-" Ktmgtkg >+'—w^m—> + <—wi—" 



Equation 4-4: Combined Exposures to Noncarcinogenic Contaminants in 
Industrial Soil 



C(mg / ks)  =  , T H Q X B W . X  AT* 
ff T nn rrJ— , IRS' - + / 1 SA*xAFxABS,  I  mla 1T 



RjD( l(fmg/kg Rfi>t* 106mg/kg X VF\ 



Footnote: 
aLJJ»C V I 



s Use VFs for volatile chemicals (defined as having a Henry's Law Constant [atm-



m3/mol] greater than 10"5 and a molecular weight less than 200 grams/mol) or PEF 
for non-volatile chemicals. 



Tap Water Equations: 



Equation 4-5: Ingestion and Inhalation Exposures to Carcinogenic 
Contaminants in Water 



C(ug IL) = TRx ATe f»g 
BFr [(IFWa$ X CSFff) + (VFW x InhF^ x CSFi)] 
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Equation 4-6: Ingestion and Inhalation Exposures to Noncarcinogenic 
Contaminants in Water 



.  .  .  = THQX BWa. x  ATn xlOOOug/mg 
IUS m m _ nn f, ̂  , I . W. * Z1M. 



EF, x EDr ^ )] 



Air Equations: 



Equation 4-7: Inhalation Exposures to Carcinogenic Contaminants in Air 



C ( u g /  m )  =  X  m g  



EFr x lnhFo4 x CSFi 



Equation 4-8: Inhalation Exposures to Noncarcinogenic Contaminants in Air 
C ( u  / f f p )  =  THQ X R/Dj X BWa X ATn x IQOOug/mg 



S EFr x EDr x IRAa. 



SOIL-TO-AIR VOLATILIZATION FACTOR (VF ) 



Equation 4-9: Derivation of the Volatilization Factor 
V x x T f 2  



where: 



V F s ( m  f  k g )  =  ( Q / C ) x v —  x i a 4 ( m 2 / c m 2 )  
(2x p h x  DA) 



D = f(® i0,3DiH' + &imDv)/n2] 



A P&Ki + ©v +  ®aH' 



Parameter Definition (units) Default 
VF S Volatilization factor (m3/kg) — 



DA Apparent diffusivity (cm2/s) — 



Q/C 
Inverse of the mean conc. at the center of a 0.5-acre 



68.81 Q/C 
square source (g/m2-s per kg/m3) 68.81 



T Exposure interval (s) 9.5 x 108 



rhob Dry soil bulk density (g/cm3) 1.5 
theta a Air filled soil porosity (L^/L^) 0.28 or n- w 
n Total soil porosity (Lpore/L oj,) 0.43 or 1 - ( b/ s) 
theta W Water-filled soil porosity (Lwater/Lsoil) 0.15 
rho S Soil particle density (g/cm3) 2.65 
Di Diffusivity in air (cm2/s) Chemical-specific 
H Henry's Law constant (atm-m3/mol) Chemical-specific 



H' Dimensionless Henry's Law constant Calculated from H by multiplying 
by 41 (USEPA 1991a) 



Dw Diffusivity in water (cm2/s) Chemical-specific 



Kd Soil-water partition coefficient (cm3/g) = K^f^ Chemical-specific 



Koc 
Soil organic carbon-water partition coefficient 
i iipi 3 !n\ Chemical-specific 
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(wii ig, 



Fraction organic carbon in soil (g/g) 0.006 (0.6%) 



SOIL SATURATION CONCENTRATION (sat) 



Equation 4-10: Derivation of the Soil Saturation Limit 
S , 



sal — — (Kd Pi + ©«• + 



Parameter Definition (units) Default 
sat Soil saturation concentration (mg/kg) — 



S Solubility in water (mg/L-water) Chemical-specific 
rhob Dry soil bulk density (kg/L) 1.5 



n Total soil porosity (Lpore/Lsojl) 0.43 or 1 - ( b/ s) 
rho s Soil particle density (kg/L) 2.65 
Kd Soil-water partition coefficient (L/kg) Koc x f^, (chemical-specific) 



k oc 
Soil organic carbon/water partition coefficient 
(L/kg) Chemical-specific 



f oc Fraction organic carbon content of soil (g/g) 0.006 or site-specific 
theta w Water-filled soil porosity (Lwate/Lsojl) 0.15 
theta a Air filled soil porosity (Lail/Lsoi]) 0.28 or n- w 



Average soil moisture content 
0.1 W  



^wale/^soil 0rLwa,eAgsoil) 
0.1 



H Henry's Law constant (atm-m3/mol) Chemical-specific 



H' Dimensionless Henry's Law constant H x 41, where 41 is a units conversion 
factor 



SOIL-TO-AIR PARTICULATE EMISSION FACTOR (PEF) 



Equation 4-11: Derivation of the Particulate Emission Factor 



PEF(m f kg) = Q/Cx — ^00s/h 
0.036 x (1 -V) x (U.f Uj * F(x) 



Parameter Definition (units) 



Particulate emission factor (m3/kg) 



Inverse of the mean concentration at the center of a 0.5-acre-square source 
(g/m2-s per kg/m3) 
Fraction of vegetative cover (unitless) 
Mean annual windspeed (m/s) 
Equivalent threshold value of windspeed at 7 m (m/s) 
Function dependent on Um/Ut derived using Cowherd (1985) (unitless) 



PEF 



Q/C 



V 
Um 
Ut 
F(x) 
Top of Page 



Default 
I. 316 x 



109 



90.80 



0.5 
4.69 
II.32 
0.194 
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FOR PLANNING PURPOSES 
TOXICITY INFORMATION 



skin 
abs. 



CONTAMINANT PRELIMINARY REMEDIATION GOALS fPRGsl SOIL SCREENING LEVELS 
SFo RfDo SR RfDi 0 



skin 
abs. CAS No. Residential Industria Ambient Air 



Migration to (around water 



1/(mg/kg-d) (mg/kg-d) 1/(mg/kg-d) (mg/kg-d) C soils 
Acephate 



: Soil (rog/kg) Soil (mg/kg) (ug/m*3) (ugA) <mg/kg) (mfl/kg) 
8.7E-03 I 4.0E-03 I 8.7E-03 r 4.0E-03 r 0 0.10 30560-19-1 Acephate 5.6E+01 ca" 2.8E+02 ca* 7.7E-01 ca* 7.7E+00 



<mg/kg) (mfl/kg) 



7.7E-03 I 2.6E-03 i 1 75-07-0 Acetaldehyde 1.1E+01 ca" 2.3E+01 ca" 8.7E-01 ca' 1.7E+00 ca 
2.0E-02 I 2.0E-02 r 0 0.10 34256-82-1 Acetochlor 1.2E+03 nc 1.8E+04 nc 7.3E+01 nc 7.3E+02 nc 
1 0E-01 I 1 0E-01 r 1 67-64-1 Acetone 1 ,bt+U3 nc B.3E+03 nc 3.7E+02 nc 6.1E+02 nc i^L+01 8b-01 
8.0E-O4 h 8.0E-04 r 0 0.10 75-86-5 Acetone cyanohydrin 4.9E+01 nc 7.0E+02 nc 2.9E+00 nc 2.9E+01 



i^L+01 8b-01 



6.0E-03 X 1.7E-02 1 1 75-05-8 Acetonltrile 2.7E+02 nc 1.7E+03 nc 6.2E+01 nc 7.9E+01 nc 
1.0E-01 I 5.7E-06 x 1 98-86-2 Acetopbenone 4.9E-01 nc 1 .bh+UO nc 2.1E-02 nc 4.2b-02 nc 



1.1E-01 o 1 .3E-02 I 1.1E-01 r 1.3E-02 r 0 0.10 50594-66-6 Acifiuorfen 4.4E+00 ca 2.2E+01 ca 6.1E-02 ca 6.1E-01 
2.0E-02 h 5.7E-06 I 1 107-02-8 Acrolein 1.0E-01 nc 3.4E-01 nc 2.1E-02 nc 4.2E-02 nc 



4.6E+00 I 2.0E-04 I 4.6E+00 I 2.0E-04 r 0 0,10 79-06-1 AcrylamicJe 1.1E-01 ca S.4E-01 ca 1.5E-03 ca 1.5b-02 ca 
5.0E-01 I 2.9E-04 I 0 0.10 79-10-7 Acrylic acid 2.9E+04 nc 1.0E+05 max 1 0E+00 nc 1.8E+04 



5.4E-01 I 1.0E-03 h 2.4E-01 I 5.7E-04 I 1 107-13-1 Acrylonitrile 2.1E-01 ca* 5.1E-01 ca* 2.8E-02 ca* 3.9E-02 ca* 
8.1E-02 h 1 0E-02 I 8.0E-02 r 1.0E-02 r 0 0.10 15972-60-8 Alachlor b.Ut+OU ca 3.1 t+UI ca 8.4t-02 ca 8.4b-01 ca 



1.5E-01 I 1.5E-01 r 0 0.10 1596-84-5 Alar 9.2E+03 nc 1.0E+05 max 5.5E+02 nc 5.5E+03 nc 
1 0E-03 I 1 0E-03 r 0 0.10 116-06-3 Aldicarb 6.1E+01 nc 8.8E+02 nc 3.7E+00 nc 3.6E+01 nc 
1.0E-03 I 1.0E-03 r 0 0.10 1646-88-4 Aldicarp sulfone b.lt+01 nc 3.8E+02 nc 3.7E+00 nc 3.5E+01 



1.7E+01 I 3.0E-05 I 1.7E+01 I 3.0E-05 r 0 0.10 309-00-2 Aldrin 2.9E-02 ca* 1.5E-01 ca 3.9E-04 ca 4.0E-03 ca 1.2E+04 6E+02 
2.5E-01 I 2.5E-01 r 0 0.10 5585-64-8 Ally 1.5E+04 nc 1.0E+05 max 9.1E+02 nc 9.1E+03 nc 



1.2E+04 6E+02 



5.0E-03 I 5.0E-03 r 0 0.10 107-18-6 Allyl alcohol 3.1E+U2 nc 4.4E+03 nc 1.UE+01 nc 1.8b+02 
5.0E-02 h 2.9E-04 I 0 0.10 107-05-1 Allyl chloride 3.0E+03 nc 4.3E+04 nc 1.0E+00 nc 1 8E+03 
1.0E+00 n 1.4E-03 n 0 7429-90-5 Aluminum 7.6E+04 nc 1.0E+05 max 5.1E+00 nc 3.6E+04 nc 
4.0E-04 I 0 20859-73-8 Aluminum phosphide 3.1E+U1 nc 8.2L+U2 nc 1.5b+01 
3.0E-04 I 3.0E-04 r 0 0.10 67485-29-4 Amdro 1.8E+01 nc 2.6E+02 nc 1.1E+00 nc 1.1E+01 nc 
9.0E-03 I 9.0E-03 r 0 0.10 834-12-8 Ametryn 5.5E+02 nc 7.9E+03 nc 3.3E+01 nc 3.3E+02 nc 
7.0E-02 h 7.0E-02 r 0 0.10 591-27-5 m-Aminophenol 4.3t+03 nc b.2t+04 nc 2.5E+02 nc 2.5E+03 " 
2.0E-05 h 2.0E-05 r 0 0.10 504-24-5 4-Aminopyridine 1.2E+00 nc 1.8E+01 nc 7.3E-02 nc 7.3E-01 
2.5E-03 i 2.5E-03 r 0 0.10 33089-61-1 Amitraz 1.5E+02 nc 2.2E+03 nc 9.1E+00 nc 9.1E+01 nc 



2.9E-02 I Ammonia 1.0E+02 nc 
2.0E-01 i 0 0.10 7773-06-0 Ammonium sulfamate 1.2E+04 nc 1.0E+05 max 7.3E+03 



5.7E-03 I 7.0E-03 n 5.7E-03 r 2.9E-04 I 0 0.10 62-53-3 Aniline 8.5E+01 ca" 4.3E+02 ca* 1 .OE+OO nc 1.2E+01 ca* 
4.0E-04 I 0 7440-36-0 Antimony and compounds" 3.1t+01 nc 8.2t+02 nc 1.5b+01 nc b.Ub+UU 3h-U1 
5.0E-04 h 0 1314-60-9 Antimony pentoxide 3.9E+01 nc 1 .OE+03 nc 1.8E+01 



b.Ub+UU 3h-U1 



9.0E-04 h 0 28300-74-5 Antimony potassium tartrate 7.0E+01 nc 1.8E+03 nc 3.3E+01 nc 
4.0E-04 h 0 Antimony tetroxicle 3.1t+Ul nc B.2E+02 nc 1.5E+01 
4.0E-04 h 5.7E-05 I 0 1309-64-4 Antimony trioxide 3.1E+01 nc 8.2E+02 nc 2.1E-01 nc 1.5E+01 
1.3E-02 i 1.3E-02 r 0 0.10 74115-24-5 Apollo 7.9E+02 nc 1.1E+04 nc 4.7E+01 nc 4.7E+02 nc 



2.5E-02 I S.OE-02 h 2.5E-02 I 5.0E-02 r 0 0.10 140-57-8 Aramite 1.9E+01 ca 9.9t+01 ca 2,/b-OI 2.7b+00 
3.0E-04 0 0.03 7440-38-2 Arsenic (noncancer endpoint) 2.2E+01 nc 4.4E+02 nc 



2.7b+00 



1.5E+00 I 3.0E-04 1.5E+01 I 0 0.03 7440-38-2 Arsenic (cancer endpoint) 3.9E-01 ca* 2.7E+00 ca 4.5E-04 ca 4.5E-02 ca 2.9E+01 1E+00 
1.4E-05 I 7784-42-1 5.2b-02 nc 



9.0E-03 9.0E-03 r 0 0.10 76578-12-6 Assure 5.5E+02 nc 7.9E+03 nc 3.3E+01 nc 3.3E+02 nc 
5.0E-02 5.0E-02 r 0 0.10 3337-71-1 Asulam 3.1E+03 nc 4.4E+04 nc 1.8E+02 nc 1.8E+03 nc 



2.2E-01 h 3.5E-02 2.2E-01 r 3.5E-02 r 0 0.10 1912-24-9 Atrazine 2.2t+00 ca 1.1E+01 ca 3 1b-02 ca y.Ub-01 
4.0E-04 4.0E-04 r 0 0.10 71751-41-2 Avermectin B1 2.4E+01 nc 3.5E+02 nc 1.5E+00 nc 1.5E+01 



1.1E-01 I 1.1E-01 I 0 0.10 103-33-3 Azobenzene 4.4E+00 ca 2.2E+01 ca 6.2E-02 ca 6.1E-01 ca 
7.0E-02 1.4E-04 h 0 7440-39-3 barium and compounds b.4t+U3 nc 1 .Ut+Ob max 5.2b-0t nc 2.6E+03 nc I.Ub+03 8E+01 
4.0E-03 4.0E-03 r 0 0.10 114-26-1 Baygon 2.4E+02 nc 3.5E+03 nc 1.5E+01 nc 1.5E+02 



I.Ub+03 8E+01 



3.0E-02 3.0E-02 r 0 0.10 43121-43-3 Bayleton 1.8E+03 nc 2.6E+04 nc 1.1E+02 nc 1.1E+03 nc 
2.5E-02 2.5E-02 r 0 0.10 Baythroid 1 5E+03 nc 2.2h+U4 nc 9.1E+01 nc 9.1b+02 
3.0E-01 3.0E-01 r 0 0.10 1861-40-1 Benefin 1 8E+04 nc 1.0E+05 max 1.1E+03 nc 1.1E+04 nc 
5.0E-02 5.0E-02 r 0 0.10 17804-35-2 Benomyl 3.1E+03 nc 4.4E+04 nc 1.8E+02 nc 1.8E+03 nc 
3.0E-02 3.0E-02 r 0 0.10 25057-89-0 t .8E+U3 nc 2,bt+U4 nc t.lh+02 nc 1.11+03 
1.0E-01 1.0E-01 r 0 0.10 100-52-7 Benzaldehyde 6.1E+03 nc 8.8E+04 nc 3.7E+02 nc 3.6E+03 



2.9E-02 i 3.0E-03 2.7E-02 I 1.7E-03 n 1 71-43-2 Benzene 6.7E-01 ca* 1.5E+00 ca* 2.5E-01 ca* 4.1E-01 ca* 3.0E-02 2E-03 
2.3E+02 I 3.0E-03 2.3E+02 I 3.0E-03 r 0 0.10 92-87-5 Benzidine 2.1fc-U3 ca t.tb-02 ca 2.yb-05 ca 2.9E-04 ca 



4.0E+00 4.0E+00 r 0 0.10 65-85-0 Benzoic acid 1.0E+05 max 1.0E+05 max 1.5E+04 nc 1.5E+05 nc 4.0E+02 2E+01 
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FOR PLANNING PURPOSES 
TOXICITY INFORMATION CONTAMINANT PRELIMINARY REMEDIATION GOALS fPRGst SOIL SCREENING 1 FVFI S 



SFo RIDo sn RfDi 0 abs. CAS No. 
1/(rng/kg-d) (mg/kg-d) 1/(mg/kg-d) (mg/kg-d) C soils 



1.3E+01 I 1.3E+01 r 0 0.10 98-07-7 Benzotrichloride 



Residential Industrial Ambient Air Tap Water 
Soli (mg/kg) Soil (mg/kg) (ug/m"3) (ug/l) 



3.7E-02 ca 1.9E-01 ca 5.2E-04 ca 5.2E-03 ca 



Migration to Ground Water 
DAFJO DAF1 
(mg/kg) (mglig) 



3.0E-01 h 3.0E-01 r 0 0.10 100-51-6 



1.7E-01 I 1.7E-01 r 1 100-44-7 



2.0E-03 I 8.4E+00 I S.7E-06 1 0 744041-7 



Benzyl alcoHol 
Benzyl chloride 
Beryllium and compounds 



1 .8E+04 nc 1 .OE+Ub max 1.11+03 nc 1.1t+U4 nc 
8.9E-01 ca 2.3E+00 ca 4.0E-02 ca 6.6E-02 ca 
1.5E+02 nc 2.2E+03 ca- 8.0E-04 ca- 7.3E+01 nc 6.3E+01 3E+00 



1.5E-02 1 1.5E-02 r 0 0.10 82657-04-3 



5.0E-02 I 5.0E-02 r 1 92-52-4 



Bidrin 
Biphenthrin (Talstar) 
1,1-Biphenyl 



fc>.1t+00 nc 8.8t+01 nc 3.7t-0f nc 3.5L+00 nc 
9.2E+02 nc 1.3E+04 nc 5.5E+01 nc 5.5E+02 nc 
3.5E+02 sat 3.5E+02 sat 1.SE+02 nc 3.0E+02 nc 



1.1E+00 1 1.2E+00 I 1 m -44-4 



7.0E-02 h 4.0E-02 1 3.5E-02 h 4.0E-02 r 1 108-60-1 



2.2E+02 1 2.2E+02 1 1 542-88-1 



bis(2-chloroethyl)ether 
Bis(2-chloroisopropyl)ether 
Bis(chloromethyl)ether 



3.ft-0f ca 5.2L-01 c, 5.8L-03 ca 9.8E-03 c. 
2.9E+00 ca 8.1E+00 c. 1.9E-01 c« 2.7E-01 ca 
1.9E-04 ca 4.4E-04 ca 3.1E-05 ca 5.2E-05 ca 



4.Ut-04 2L-05 



1 4E-02 1 2.0E-02 1 1 4E-02 r 2.2E-02 r 0 0.10 117-81-7 



5.0E-02 I 5.0E-02 r 0 0.10 80-05-7 



Bis(2-chloro-1 -methylefhyl)ether 
Bis(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate (DEHP) 
Bisphenol A 



6.9E+00 ca 3.5E+U1 ca 1.9E-U1 ca 9.6E-U1 ca 
3.5E+01 ca- 1.8E+02 ca 4.8E-01 ca 4.8E+00 ca 
3.1E+03 nc 4.4E+04 nc 1.8E+02 nc 1.8E+03 nc 



9.0E-02 I 5.7E-03 h 0 0.10 7440-42-8 



2.0E-04 h 0 0.10 7637-07-2 



2.0E-02 n 2.9E-03 n 1 108-86-1 



Boron 
Boron trifluoride 
Bromobenzene 



b.5t+03 nc 7.9E+U4 nc 2.1t+01 nc 3.3t+03 nc 
7.3E-01 nc 



2.8E+01 nc 9.2E+01 nc 1.0E+01 nc 2.0E+01 nc 



7.9E-03 I 2.0E-02 I 3.9E-03 I 2.0E-02 r 0 0.10 75-25-2 



1.4E-03 1 1.4E-03 I 1 74-83-9 
Bromoform (tribromomethane) 
Bromomethane (Methyl bromide) 



f.Ob+00 c 2.4L+00 ca 1.1E-01 M 1.8E-7T1—~ 
6.2E+01 ca- 3.1E+02 ca- 1.7E+00 ca- 8.5E+00 ca-
3.9E+00 nc 1.3E+01 nc 5.2E+00 nc 8.7E+00 nc 



bt-01 3b-02 
8E-01 4E-02 
2E-01 1E-02 



0 0.10 101-55-3 



5.0E-03 h 5.0E-03 r 0 0.10 2104-96-3 



2.0E-02 1 2.0E-02 r 0 0.10 1689-84-5 



4-bromophenyl phenyl ether 
Bromophos 
Bromoxynil 



3.1E+02 nc 4.4E+03 nc 1.8E+01 nc 1.8E+02 nc 
1.2E+03 nc 1.8E+04 nc 7.3E+01 nc 7.3E+02 nc 



2.0E-02 I 2.0E-02 r 0 0.10 1689-99-2 



1.8E+00 r 1.8E+00 1 1 106-99-0 



1.0E-01 I 1.0E-01 r 0 0.10 71-36-3 



Bromoxynil octanoate 
1,3-Butadiene 
1-Butanol 



i.2t+03 nc 1.8L+04 nc 7.3L+01 nc 7.3E+02 ^ 
3.5E-03 ca 7.6E-03 ca 3.7E-03 ca 6.2E-03 ca 
6.1E+03 nc 8.8E+04 nc 3.7E+02 nc 3.6E+03 nc 2E+01 9E-01 



1.0E-02 n 1.0E-02 r 1 104-51-8 



1.0E-02 n 1.0E-02 r 1 135-9-88 



Buiylate 
n-Butylbenzene 
sec-Butylbenzene 



3.1fc+03 nc 4.4L+04 nc 1.8fc+02 nc T.8b+03 nc 
1.4E+02 nc 2.4E+02 sat 3.7E+01 nc 6.1E+01 nc 
1.1E+02 nc 2.2E+02 sat 3.7E+01 1 nc 6.1E+01 nc 



2.0E-01 I 2.0E-01 r 0 0.10 85-68-7 
1.0E+00 1 1.0E+00 r 0 0.10 85-70-1 



tert-Butylbenzene 
Butyl benzyl phthalate 
Butylphthalyl butylglycolate 



1.3E+02 nc 3.9fc+02 sat 3.7E+01 nc 6.1E+01 nc 
1.2E+04 nc 1.0E+05 max 7.3E+02 nc 7.3E+03 nc 
6.1E+04 nc 1.0E+05 max 3.7E+03 nc 3.6E+04 nc 



9E+02 8E+02 
3.0E-03 h 3.0E-03 r 0 0.10 75-60-5 



5.0E-04 I 6.3E+00 I 0 0.001 7440-43-9 
Uacodylic acid 
Cadmium and compounds 
"CAL-Modified PHG" (PEA, 1994) 



1.8E+02 nc 2.6E+03 nc 1.lt+U1 nc 1.1t+U2 nc 
3.7E+01 nc 8.1E+02 nc 1.1E-03 ca 1.8E+01 nc 
9.0E+00 



8E+00 4E-01 
5.0E-01 1 5.0E-01 r 0 0.10 105-60-2 



8.6E-03 h 2.0E-03 i 8.6E-03 r 2.0E-03 r 0 0.10 2425-06-1 



3.5E-03 h 1.3E-01 I 3.5E-03 r 1.3E-01 r 0 0.10 133-06-2 



Caprolactam 
Captafol 
Captan 



3.1h+04 nc 1,0t+05 max 1.8t+03 nc 1,8b+04 nc 
5.7E+01 ca" 2.9E+02 ca- 7.8E-01 ca-- 7.8E+00 ca" 
1.4E+02 ca- 7.0E+02 ca 1.9E+00 c« 1.9E+01 ca 



1.0E-01 I 1.1E-01 r 0 0.10 63-25-2 



2.0E-02 h 2.0E-02 r 0 0.10 86-74-8 



5.0E-03 I 5.0E-03 r 0 0.10 1563-66-2 



Carbaryl 
Carbazole 
Carbofuran 



B.lt+03 nc 8.8t+04 nc 4.0E+02 nc 3.6L+03 nc 
2.4E+01 ca 1.2E+02 ca 3.4E-01 ca 3.4E+00 ca 
3.1E+02 nc 4.4E+03 nc 1.8E+01 nc 1.8E+02 nc 



6E-01 3E-02 
1.0E-01 I 2.0E-01 I 1 75-15-0 



1.3E-01 I 7.0E-04 I 5.3E-02 I 7.0E-04 r 1 56-23-5 



10E-02 I 1.0E-02 r 0 0.10 55285-14-8 



carbon disulfide 
Carbon tetrachloride 
Carbosulfan 



3.8t+U2 nc /.2L+02 sat /.3L+02 nc f.OE+03 nc 
2.4E-01 ca" 5.3E-01 ca- 1.3E-01 ca- 1.7E-01 ca" 
6.1E+02 nc 8.8E+03 nc 3.7E+01 nc 3.6E+02 nc 



3b+01 2E+00' 
7E-02 3E-03 



2.0E-03 I 2.0E-03 r 0 0.10 302-17-0 



1.5E-02 1 1.5E-02 r 0 0.10 133-90-4 
Chloral 
Chloramben 



b.11+03 nc 8.8E+04 nc 9.7E+02 ™ 3.8b+03 nc 
1.2E+02 nc 1.8E+03 nc 7.3E+00 nc 7.3E+01 nc 
9.2E+02 nc 1.3E+04 nc 5.5E+01 nc 5.5E+02 nc 



4.0E-01 h 4.0E-01 r 0 0.10 118-75-2 



3.5E-01 1 5.0E-04 1 3.5E-01 I 2.0E-04 I 0 0.04 12789-03-6 



2.0E-02 I 2.0E-02 r 0 0.10 90982-32-4 



Chlorariil 
Chlordane 
Chlorimuron-ethyl 



1.2E+00 ca 8.1 L+00 ca 1.7E-02 ca 1.7E-01 ca 
1.6E+00 ca- 1.1E+01 ca- 1.9E-02 ca- 1.9E-01 ca-
1.2E+03 nc 1.8E+04 nc 7.3E+01 nc 7.3E+02 nc 



1E+01 5E-01 



1 0E-01 I 7782-50-5 



5.7E-05 I 10049-04-4 



1 107-20-0 



Chlorine 
Chlorine dioxide 
Chloroacetaldehyde 



3.SE+03 nc 
2.1E-01 nc 



2.0E-03 h 2.0E-03 r 0 0.10 79-11-8 



86E-06 r 8.6E-06 1 1 532-274 



4.0E-03 I 4.0E-03 r 0 0.10 10647-8 



Uhloroacetic acid 
2-Chloroacetophenone 
4-Chloroaniline 



1 -2fc+02 nc 1.8h+03 nc 7.3h+00 nc 7.3E+U1 nc 
3.3E-02 nc 1.1E-01 nc 3.1E-02 nc 5.2E-02 nc 
2.4E+02 nc 3.5E+03 nc 1.5E+01 nc 1.5E+02 nc 7E-01 3E-02 
1.5E+02 nc S.4b+02 nc e.2b+0f nc f.fE+52— ifc+uo 7b-02 
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• • • gyidRIS n=NCEA h=HEAST x=WITHDRAWN o=Other EPA DOCUMENTS r=ROUTE EXTRAPOLATION ca=CANCER PRG nc=NONCANCER PRG sat=SOIL SATURATION max=CEILING LIMIT "(where- ncdOOXca) "(where- ncdOXca) 



FOR PLANNING PURPOSES 
TOXICITY INFORMATION CONTAMINANT PRELIMINARY REMEDIATION GOALS (PRGst SOIL SORPPNINR 1 PVPI R 



SFo RfDo SFI RfDi 0 abs. CAS No 
l/(mg/kg-d) (mg/kg-d) T/(mg/kg-d) (mg/kg-d) C soils 



2.7E-01 h 2.0E-02 I 2.7E-01 h 2.0E-02 r 0 0.10 510-15-6 



2.0E-01 h 2.0E-01 r 0 0.10 74-11-3 
Chlorobenzilate 
p-Chlorobenzoic acid 



Residential Industrial Ambient Air Tap Water 
Soil (trig/kg) Soil (mg/kg) (ug/mis) (ug/l) 



1.8E+00 ca 9.1E+00 c 2.5E-02 ca 2.5E-01 ca 
1.2E+04 no 1.0E+05 max 7.3E+02 „c 7.3E+03 no 



Migration to Ground Water 
DAF20 DAF1 
(913*0) (mg*9) 



2.0E-02 h 2.0E-02 r 0 0.10 98-56-6 



2.0E-02 h 2.0E-03 h 1 126-99-8 



4.0E-O1 h 4.0E-01 r 1 109-69-3 



4-Chlorobenzotritluoride 
2-Chloro-1,3-butadiene 
1-Chlorobutane 



b2b+03 nc 1.8b+04 nc /.3b+{H nc 7.3E+C2 nc 
3.6E+00 nc 1.2E+01 nc 7.3E+00 nc 1.4E+01 nc 
4.8E+02 sal 4.8E+02 sat 1.5E+03 nc 2.4E+03 nc 



1.4E+01 r 1.4E+01 I 1 75-45-6 
2.9E-03 n 4.0E-01 n 2.9E-03 r 2.9E+00 I 1 75-00-3 



1 -Chloro-1,1 -ditluoroetbane (HCPC-142b) 
Chlo rodif I uorom ethane 
Chloroethane 



J.4t+02 sat 3.4L+02 sat 5.2h+04 nc 8.7L+04 nc 
3.4E+02 sal 3.4E+02 sal 5.1E+04 nc 8.5E+04 nc 
3.0E+00 ca 6.5E+00 ca 2.3E+00 ca 4.6E+00 ca 



1 110-75-8 
6.1E-03 I 1.0E-02 1 8.1E-02 i 8.6E-05 n 1 67-66-3 



1.3E-02 h 6.3E-03 h 8.6E-02 n 1 74-87-3 



2-(Jbloroethyl vinyl elFi'er 
Chloroform 
Chloromethane 



2.4E-01 ca" 5.2E-01 ca" 8.4E-02 ca" 1.6E-01 ca" 
1.2E+00 ca 2.7E+00 ca 1.1E+00 ca 1.5E+00 ca 



6E-01 3E-02 



4.6E-01 h 4.6E-01 r 0 0.10 3165-93-3 



8.0E-02 I 8.0E-02 r 1 91-58-7 
4-Chloro-2-methylaniline hydrochloride 
beta-Chloronaphthalene 



8.4L-01 ca 4.3L+00 ca 1.2L-02 ca 1.2E-01 « 
1.1E+00 ca 5.4E+00 C. 1.5E-02 ca 1.5E-01 ca 
4.9E+03 nc 2.7E+04 nc 2.9E+02 nc 4.9E+02 nc 



2.5E-02 h 2.5E-02 r r 1 88-73-3 



1.8E-02 h 1.8E-02 r r 1 100-00-5 



5.0E-03 I 5.0E-03 r 1 95-57-8 
p-Chloronitro benzene 
2-Chlorophenol 



S.fti-i-OO ca 2.3L+01 ca 2.7E-01 M 4.5CT1—~ 
1.1E+01 ca 3.2E+01 ca 3.7E-01 ca 6.2E-01 ca 
6.3E+01 nc 2.4E+02 nc 1.8E+01 nc 3.0E+01 nc 4E-P00 2E-01 



2.9E-02 r 2.9E-02 h 1 75-29-6 



1.1E-02 h 1.5E-02 I 1.1E-02 r 1.5E-02 r 0 0.10 1897-45-6 



2.0E-02 1 2.0E-02 r 1 95-49-8 



2-Uhloropro'pane 
Chlorothalonil 
o-Chlorotoluene 



1.7E+02 nc 5.9E+02 nc 1.0t+02 nc 1.7E+02 nc 
4.4E+01 ca" 2.2E+02 ca" 6.1E-01 ca" 6.1E+00 ca" 
1.6E+02 nc 5.7E+02 nc 7.3E+01 nc 1.2E+02 nc 



2.0E-01 1 2.0E-01 r 0 0.10 101-21-3 



3.0E-03 I 3.0E-O3 r 0 0.10 2921-88-2 



1.0E-02 h 1.0E-02 r 0 0.10 5598-13-0 



Chlorpropham 
Chlorpyrifos 
Chlorpyrifos-methyl 



1.2t+04 nc f.0E+05 max /.3L+02 nc 7.3E+03 nc 
1.8E+02 nc 2.6E+03 nc 1.1E+01 nc 1.1E+02 nc 
6.1E+02 nc 8.8E+03 nc 3.7E+01 nc 3.6E+02 nc 



8.0E-04 h 8.0E-04 r 0 0.10 60238-56-4 
4.2E+01 I 0 



CFilorsuTTuron 
Chlorthiophos 
Total Chromium (1:6 ratio Cr VI:Cr III) 



3.1E+03 nc 4.4L+04 ^ 1.8b+02 nc 1.8E+03 nc 
4.9E+01 nc 7.0E+02 nc 2.9E+00 nc 2.9E+01 nc 
2.1E+02 ca 4.5E+02 ca 1.6E-04 ca 4E+01 2E+00 



3.0E-03 1 2.9E+02 1 0 18540-29-9 
Uhromium III 
Chromium VI 
"CAL-Modified PRG" (PEA, 1994) 



T .OE-t-05 max 1 OE+05 max 5.5L+04 nc 
3.0E+01 ca" 6.4E+01 ca 2.3E-05 ca 1.1E+02 nc 
2.OE-01 2E-01 



4E+01 2E+00 



2.2E+00 I 0 8007-45-2 
3.7E-02 h 0 7440-50-8 



CobalF 
Coke Oven Emissions 
Copper and compounds 



4.7t+03 nc i.0b+05 max 2.2E+U3—~ 
3.1E-03 ca 



2.9E+03 nc 7.6E+04 nc 1.4E+03 nc 



1-OE-01 1 1.1E-01 I 1 98-82-8 
8.4E-01 h 2.0E-03 h 8.4E-01 r 2.0E-03 r 0 0.10 21725-46-2 



Cumene (isopropylbenzene) 
Cyanazine 



S.3b-03 ca f.fb-02 ca S.Sb-03 c. —~ 
1.6E+02 nc 5.2E+02 nc 4.0E+02 nc 6.6E+02 nc 
5.8E-01 ca 2.9E+00 ca 8.0E-03 ca 8.0E-02 ca 



n/a 



1.0E-01 h 0 0.10 542-62-1 
4.0E-02 I 0 0.10 5924)1-8 



Cyanides 
Barium cyanide 
Calcium cyanide 



6.1E+03 nc 1.0E+05 max 3.6E+03 nc 
2.4E+03 nc 3.5E+04 nc 1.5E+03 nc 



20E-02 1 0 0.10 57-12-5 
2.0E-02 1 B.6E-04 1 1 74-90-8 



Copper cyanide 
Free cyanide 
Hydrogen cyanide 



y.lb+02 nc 4.4b+03 nc " 1.8E+02—~ 
1.2E+03 nc 1.8E+04 nc 7.3E+02 nc 
1.1E+01 nc 3.5E+01 nc 3.1E+00 nc 6.2E+00 nc 



4E+01 2E+00 
5.0E-O2 I 0 0.10 151-50-8 



2.0E-01 I 0 0.10 506-61-6 



t. OE-01 1 0 0.10 506-64-9 



Potassium cyaniBe 
Potassium silver cyanide 
Silver cyanide 



3.1b+03 nc 4.4b+04 nc TSE+S3—~ 
1.2E+04 nc 1.0E+05 max 7.3E+03 nc 
6.1E+03 nc 8.8E+04 nc 3 6E+03 nc 



4.0E-02 I 0 0.10 143-33-9 



5 0E-02 1 0 0.10 557-21-1 
4.0E-02 I 4.0E-02 r 1 460-19-5 



Sodium cyanide 
Zinc cyanide 



Cyanogen 



2.4b+03 nc 3.iib+04 nc 1.5E7B3—~ 
3.1E+03 nc 4.4E+04 nc 1.8E+03 nc 
1.3E+02 nc 4.3E+02 nc 1.5E+02 nc 2.4E+02 nc 



9.0E-02 I 9.0E-02 r 1 506-68-3 



5.0E-02 I 5.0E-02 r 1 506-77-4 



5.0E+00 I S.OE+OO r 0 0.10 108-94-1 



cyanogen Bromide 
Cyanogen chloride 
Cyclohexanone 



2.9b+02 nc §.7b+02 nc y.3b+02 ™ 5.5E+02' nc 
1.6E+02 nc 5.4E+02 nc 1.8E+02 nc 3.0E+02 nc 
1.0E+05 max 1.0E-t-05 max 1.8E+04 nc 1.8E+05 nc 



5.0E-03 1 5.0E-03 r 0 0.10 680B5-85-8 



1.0E-02 1 10E-02 r 0 0.10 52315-07-8 
Dyhalothrin/Karate 
Cypermethrin 



1.2t+04 nc 1.0t+05 max 7.3t+U2 nc 7.3E+03 nc 
3.1E+02 nc 4.4E+03 nc 1.8E+01 nc 1.8E+02 nc 
6.1E+02 nc 8.8E+03 nc 3.7E+01 nc 3.6E+02 nc 



1.0E-02 I 1.0E-02 r 0 0.10 1861-32-1 



3-0E-02 1 3.0E-02 r 0 0.10 75-99-0 



Uyromazine 
Dacthal 
Dalapon 



4.3b+02 nc 8.3b+03 nc 2.7b+01 nc 2.7ETH2—~ 
6.1E+02 nc 8.8E+03 nc 3.7E+01 nc 3.6E+02 nc 
1.8E+03 nc 2.6E+04 nc 1.1E+02 nc 1.1E+03 nc 
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FOR PLANNING PURPOSES 
TOXICITY INFORMATION CONTAMINANT PRELIMINARY REMEDIATION GOALS fPRGsl SOIL SCREENINfi 1 EVEI s 



SFo RfDo SR RfDi 0 abs. CAS No. 
1/(mg/kg-d) (mg/kg-d) l/(mg/kg-d) (mg/kg-d) C soils 



Migration to Ground water 
Residential Industrial Ambient Air Tap Water oaf 20 DAFt 
Soil (mg/kg) Soil(mgAg) (ug/m«3) (uort) imotal tmn/kni 



2.5E-02 i 2.5E-02 r 0 0.10 39515-41-8 



2.4E-01 i 24E-01 r 0 0.03 72-54-8 



3.4E-01 1 3.4E-01 r 0 0.03 72-55-9 



DanTToT 



DDD 
DDE 



1.5t+03 nc 2.2E+04 no 9.1t+0l " nc 9.1E-F02 nc 
2.4E+00 C. 1.7E+01 ca 2.8E-02 ca 2.8E-01 ca 
1.7E+00 ca 1.2E+01 ca 2.0E-02 ca 2.0E-01 ca 



2E+01 8E-01 
5E+01 3E+00 



3.4E-01 I 5.0E-04 I 3.4E-01 I 5.0E-04 r 0 0.03 50-29-3 



1.0E-02 1 1 0E-02 r 0 0.10 1163-19-5 



4.0E-05 1 4.0E-05 r 0 0.10 8065-48-3 



UU I 



Decabromodiphenyl ether 
Demeton 



1.7t+00 ca- 1.2E+01 ca- 2.Ot-02 ca- 2.0t-01 ca-
6.1E+02 nc 8.8E+03 nc 3.7E+01 nc 3.6E+02 nc 
2.4E+00 nc 3.5E+01 nc 1.5E-01 nc 1.5E+00 nc 



3b+01 2E+00 



9.0E-04 h 9.0E-04 r 0 0.10 333-41-5 



4.0E-03 X 4.0E-03 r 1 132-64-9 



Dlallafe 
Diazinon 
Dibenzofuran 



b.Ub+OU ca 4.0L+01 ca 1.1E-01 ca 1.1L+00 ca 
5.5E+01 nc 7.9E+02 nc 3.3E+00 nc 3.3E+01 nc 
2.9E+02 nc 5.1E+03 nc 1.5E+01 nc 2.4E+01 nc 



1.0E-02 I 1.0E-02 r 0 0.10 106-37-6 



8.4E-02 1 2.0E-02 1 8.4E-02 r 2.0E-02 r 1 124-48-1 
1.4E+00 h 5.7E-05 r 2.4E-03 h 5.7E-05 I 1 96-12-8 



1,4-Dibromobenzene 
Dibromochloromethane 
1,2-Dibromo-3-chloropropane 



6. tE+02 nc 8.8E+03 nc 3./E+01 nc 3.t>t+02 nc 
1.1E+00 ca 2.7E+00 ca 8.0E-02 ca 1.3E-01 ca 
4.5E-01 ca" 4.0E+00 ca" 2.1E-01 nc 4.8E-02 ca" 



4E-01 2E-02 



8.5E+01 I 5.7E-0S r 7.7E-01 1 5.7E-05 h 1 106-93-4 



1.0E-01 I 1.0E-01 r 0 0.10 84-74-2 



"CAL-MOdltied PHti" (HfcA, 1994) 
1,2-Dibromoethane 
Dibutyl phthalate 



e.0b-02 9.6E-04 4.7E-03 



6.9E-03 ca 4.8E-02 ca- 8.7E-03 ca- 7.6E-04 ca 
6.1E+03 nc 8.8E+04 nc 3.7E+02 nc 3.6E+03 nc 2E+03 3E+02 



3.0E-02 I 3.0E-02 r 0 0.10 1918-00-9 



9.0E-02 I 5.7E-02 h 1 95-50-1 
9.00E-04 n 9.00 E-04 r 1 541-73-1 



DTcamKa 
1.2-Dichlorobenzene 
1.3-Dlchlorobenzene 



1 8E+03 nc 2.6E+04 nc 1.1E+02 nc 1.1 E + 03 nc 
3.7E+02 sal 3.7E+02 sal 2.1E+02 nc 3.7E+02 nc 2E+01 9E-01 



4.5E-01 I 4.5E-01 r 0 0.10 91-94-1 



9.3E+00 r 9.3E+00 h 1 764-41-0 
3.3-Dichlorobenzidine 
1.4-Dichloro-2-butene 



37IE+00 ca B.TE+00 ca 3.1h-t)l ca b.0t-01 ca 
1.1E+00 ca 5.5E+00 ca 1.5E-02 ca 1.5E-01 ca 
7.9E-03 ca 1.8E-02 ca 7.2E-04 ca 1.2E-03 ca 



2b+00 1E-01 



7E-03 3E-04 



2.0E-01 I 5.7E-02 h 1 75-71-8 



1.0E-01 h 1.4E-01 h 1 75-34-3 



9.1E-02 I 3.0E-02 n 9.1E-02 I 1.4E-03 n 1 107-06-2 



Uichlorodlfluoromethane 
1.1-Dichloroethane 
1.2-Dichloroethane (EDC) 



9.4E+01 nc 3.1b+02 nc 2.1L+02 nc 3.9E+02 nc 
5.9E+02 nc 2.1E+03 nc 5.2E+02 nc 8.1E+02 nc 
3.5E-01 ca- 7.6E-01 ca- 7.4E-02 ca- 1.2E-01 ca-



2E+01 1E+00 
2E-02 1E-03 



1.0E-02 h 1.0E-02 r 1 156-59-2 



2.0E-02 1 2.0E-02 r 1 156-60-5 
1,2-Dichloroethylene (cis) 
1,2-Dichloroethylene (trans) 



b.4t-02 ca 1.2t-01 ca 3.ttb-02 ca 4.6E-02 ca 
4.3E+01 nc 1.5E+02 nc 3.7E+01 nc 6.1E+01 nc 
6.3E+01 nc 2.1E+02 nc 7.3E+01 nc 1.2E+02 nc 



«b-02 3E-03 



4E-01 2E-02 
7E-01 3E-02 



3.0E-03 1 3.0E-03 r 0 0.10 120-83-2 



8.0E-03 I 8.0E-03 r 0 0.10 94-82-6 



1.0E-02 1 1.0E-02 r 0 0.05 94-75-7 



2,4-DichldropHendi 
4-(2,4-Dichlorophenoxy)butyric Acid (2,4-DB) 
2,4-Dichlorophenoxyacetic Acid (2,4-D) 



1,8b+02 nc 2.5b+03 nc 1.1b+01 nc 1.1E+02 nc 
4.9E+02 nc 7.0E+03 nc 2.9E+01 nc 2.9E+02 nc 
6.9E+02 nc 1.2E+04 nc 3.7E+01 nc 3.6E+02 nc 



1b+00 5E-02 



6.8E-02 h 1.1E-03 r 6.8E-02 r 1 1E-03 1 1 78-87-5 



1.8E-01 h 3.0E-04 I 1.3E-01 h 5.7E-03 1 1 542-75-6 



3.0E-03 I 3.0E-03 r 0 0.10 616-23-9 



1.2-L)ichloropropane 
1.3-Dichloropropene 
2,3-Dichloropropanol 



3.5E-01 ca- 7.7b-01 ca- 9.9b-02 ca- lSb-01 ca-
8.2E-02 ca 1.8E-01 ca 5.2E-02 ca 8.1E-02 ca 
1.8E+02 nc 2.6E+03 nc 1.1E+01 nc 1.1E+02 nc 



3b-02 1E-03 



4E-03 2E-04 



2.9E-01 1 5.0E-04 1 2.9E-01 r 1.4E-04 i 0 0.10 62-73-7 



4.4E-01 x 4.4E-01 r 0 0.10 115-32-2 



3.0E-02 h 5.7E-05 h 1 77-73-6 



Dichlorvos 
Dicofol 
Dicyclopentadiene 



1.7E+00 ca- 8.5E+00 ca- 2.3E-02 ca- 2.3b-01 c»-
1.1E+00 ca 5.6E+00 ca 1.5E-02 ca 1.5E-01 ca 
5.4E-01 nc 1.8E+00 nc 2.1E-01 nc 4.2E-01 nc 



1 6E+01 I 5.0E-05 1 1.6E+01 I 5.0E-05 r 0 0.10 60-57-1 



5.7E-03 r 5.7E-03 h 0 0.10 112-34-5 



2.0E+00 h 2.0E+00 r 0 0.10 111-90-0 
Diethylene glycol, monobutyl ether 
Diethylene glycol, monoethyl ether 



3.0E-02 ca 1.5E-01 ca 4.2b-04 ca 4.2b-03 c. 
3.5E+02 nc 5.0E+03 nc 2.1E+01 nc 2.1E+02 nc 
1 -OE+05 max 1.0E+05 max 7.3E+03 nc 7.3E+04 nc 



4b-03 2E-04 -



1.1E-02 h 1.1E-02 r 0 0.10 617-84-5 



1.2E-03 I 6.0E-01 I 1.2E-03 r 6.0E-01 r 0 0.10 103-23-1 



8.0E-01 1 8.0E-01 r 0 0.10 84-66-2 
Di(2-ethylhexyl)adipate 
Diethyl phthalate 



e.7b+02 nc 9.7b+03 nc 4.0b+01 nc 4.0E+02 ' nc 
4.1E+02 ca 2.1E+03 ca 5.6E+00 ca 5.6E+01 ca 
4.9E+04 nc 1.0E+05 max 2.9E+03 nc 2.9E+04 nc 



4.7E+03 h 4.7E+03 r 0 0.10 56-53-1 



8.0E-02 1 8.0E-02 r 0 0.10 43222-48-6 



2.0E-02 I 2.0E-02 r 0 0.10 35367-38-5 
Difenzoquat (Avenge) 
Diflubenzuron 



1.0t-04 ca b.2t-04 ca 1.4t-0b ca 1.4t-0b ca 
4.9E+03 nc 7.0E+04 nc 2.9E+02 nc 2.9E+03 nc 
1.2E+03 nc 1.8E+04 nc 7.3E+01 nc 7.3E+02 nc 



1.1E+01 r 1.1E+01 1 1 75-37-6 



B.0E-02 I 8.0E-02 r 0 0.10 1445-75-6 



2.0E-02 1 2.0E-02 r 0 0.10 55290-64-7 



1,1-UitluoroetKane 
Diisopropyl methylphosphonate 
Dimethipin 



4.2b+04 nc 6.9E+04' nc 
4.9E+03 nc 7.0E+04 nc 2.9E+02 nc 2.9E+03 nc 
1.2E+03 nc 1.8E+04 nc 7.3E+01 nc 7.3E+02 nc 



2.0E-04 1 2.0E-O4 r 0 0.10 60-51-5 



1 4E-02 h 1.4E-02 r 0 0.10 119-90-4 



5.7E-06 r 5.7E-06 X 1 124-40-3 
3,3'-Dimethoxybenzidine 
Dimethylamine 



1.2b+01 nc 1.8b+02 nc 7.3E-01 nc 7.3E+TO—~ 



3.5E+01 ca 1.8E+02 ca 4.8E-01 ca 4.8E+00 ca 
6.7E-02 nc 2.5E-01 nc 2.1E-02 nc 3.5E-02 nc 



2.0E-03 I 2.0E-03 r 0 0.10 121-69-7 



7.5E-01 h 7.5E-01 r 0 0.10 95-68-1 
5.8E-01 h 5.8E-01 r 0 0.10 21436-96-4 



N-N-Uimetbylanillne 
2,4-Dimethylaniline 
2,4-Dimethylaniline hydrochloride 



1.2E+02 nc 1.8E+03 nc 7.3b+00 nc 7.3b+01 nc 
6.5E-01 ca 3.3E+00 ca 9.0E-03 ca 9.0E-02 ca 
8.4E-01 ca 4.3E+00 ca 1.2E-02 ca 1.2E-01 ca 



9.2E+00 h 9.2E+00 r 0 0.10 119-93-7 



2.6E+00 X 3.5E+00 X 0 0.10 57-14-7 1,1 -Dimethylhydrazine 
5.3b-02 c. 2.7b-01 ca 7.3E-04 ca 7'3E-C3—~ 



1.9E-01 ca 9.5E-01 ca 1.9E-03 ca 2.6E-02 ca 
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LINli LIMIT '(where: nc < IQOXca) "(wh ere: n c< 10X ca) 



TOXICITY INFORMATION 
skin 
abs. 
soils 
0.10 



CONTAMINANT PRELIMINARY REMEDIATION GOALS (PRGsl SOIL SCREENING LEVELS 
SFo 



1/(mg/kg-d) 
3.7E+01 x 



RfDo 
(rng/kg-d) 



SFi 
l/(mg/kg-d) 



3.7E+01 x 



RfDi 
(mg/kg-d) 



0 
C 
0 



skin 
abs. 
soils 
0.10 



CAS No. 



540-73-8 1,2-Dimethylhydrazine 



Residential 
Soil (mg/kg) 



1.3E-02 ca 



industrial 
Soil (mg/kg) 



6.7E-02 ca 



Ambient Ai 
(ug/m*3) 



1.8E-04 ca 



Tap Water 
(ug/i) 



1.8E-03 ca 



Migration to Ground water 
OAF 20 DAF 1 
(mgfcg) <mg*g) 



1 0E-01 



1.0E-03 



2.0E-02 



h 



n 



1 



8.6E-03 



1.0E-03 



2.0E-02 



I 0 



r 0 



r 0 



0.10 



0.10 



0.10 



68-12-2 



122-09-8 



105-67-9 



N.N-Uimethyltormamide 
Dimethylphenethylamine 
2,4-Dimethylphenol 



fcj.1 t+03 
6.1E+01 
1.2E+03 



nc 



nc 



nc 



8.8E+04 
8.8E+02 
1.8E+04 



nc 



nc 



nc 



3.1t+01 
3.7E+00 
7.3E+01 



nc 



nc 



nc 



3.6t+03 
3.6E+01 
7.3E+02 



nc 



nc 



nc 9E+00 4E-01 
6.0E-04 



1.0E-03 



1.0E+01 



1 
1 
h 



6.0E-04 



1.0E-03 



1.0E+01 



r 0 
r 0 
r 0 



0.10 



0.10 



0.10 



576-26-1 



95-65-8 



131-11-3 



2,6-Uimethyrphenol 
3,4-Dimethylphenol 
Dimethyl phthalate 



3.7L+0I 
6.1E+01 
1.0E+05 



nc 



nc 



max 



5.3E+02 
8.8E+02 
1 .OE+05 



nc 



nc 



max 



2.2t+00 
3.7E+00 
3.7E+04 



nc 



nc 



nc 



2.2L+01 
3.6E+01 
3.6E+05 



nc 



nc 



nc 
1 0E-O1 



2.0E-03 



4.0E-04 



i 



1 



h 



1 0E-01 



2.0E-03 



4.0E-O4 



r 0 



r 0 
r 0 



0.10 



0.10 



0.10 



120-61-6 



131-89-5 



528-29-0 
4,6-Dinitro-o-cyclohexyl phenol 
1,2-Dinitrobenzene 



5.1E+03 
1.2E+02 
2.4E+01 



nc 



nc 



nc 



8.8t+04 
1.8E+03 
3.5E+02 



nc 



nc 



nc 



3.7E+02 
7.3E+00 
1.5E+00 



nc 



nc 



nc 



3.6t+03 
7.3E+01 
1.5E+01 



nc 



nc 



nc 



4.0E-04 



2.0E-03 



h 



1 



1.0E-04 



4.0E-04 



2.0E-03 



r 0 
r 0 



r 0 



0.10 



0.10 



0.10 



99-65-0 



100-25-4 



51-28-5 



1.3-uinitrohenzehe 
1.4-Dinitrobenzene 
2,4-Dinitrophenol 



S.1E+00 
2.4E+01 
1.2E+02 



nc 



nc 



nc 



8.8E+01 
3.5E+02 
1.8E+03 



nc 



nc 



nc 



3.7E-0I 
1.5E+00 
7.3E+00 



nc 



nc 



nc 



3.6t+00 
1.5E+01 
7.3E+01 



nc 



nc 



nc 3E-01 1E-02 
6.8E-01 



2.0E-03 
1.0E-03 



1 



h 
2.0E-03 



1.0E-03 



0 



r 0 



r 0 



0.10 



0.10 



0.10 



25321-14-6 



121-14-2 



606-20-2 



Uinitrotoluene mixture 
2,4-Dlnitrotoluene (also see Dinitrotoluene mixture) 
2,6-Dinitrotoluene (also see Dinitrotoluene mixture) 



7.2E-0I 
1 2E+02 
6.1E+01 



ca 



nc 
nc 



3.at+oo 
1.8E+03 
8.8E+02 



ca 



nc 



nc 



9.9E-03 
7.3E+00 
3.7E+00 



ca 
nc 



nc 



9.9E-02 
7.3E+01 
3.6E+01 



ca 
nc 



nc 



8E-04 
8E-04 
7E-04 



4E-05 
4E-05 
3E-05 



1.1E-02 I 



1.0E-03 



2.0E-02 



1 



h 



1.1E-02 r 



1.0E-O3 



2.0E-02 



r 0 



r 0 



0 



0.10 



0.10 



0.10 



117-84-0 



123-91-1 



Dinoseb 
di-n-Octyl phthalate 
1,4-Dioxane 



6.1t+01 
1.2E+03 
4.4E+01 



nc 



nc 



ca 



8.8L+02 
1.0E+04 
2.2E+02 



nc 



sat 



ca 



3.7t+00 
7.3E+01 
6.1E-01 



nc 



nc 



ca 



3.5E+01 
7.3E+02 
6.1E+00 



nc 



nc 



ca 



1E+04 1E+04 
h 



3.0E-02 



2.5E-02 
1 



1 



1 5E+05 h 



3.0E-02 



2.5E-02 



0 



r 0 
r 0 



0.03 



0.10 



0.10 



1746-01-6 



957-51-7 



122-39-4 



Uioxin (2t3,/,H-ICUD) 
Diphenamid 
Diphenylamine 



3.9t-06 
1.8E+03 
1 5E+03 



ca 



nc 



nc 



2.7E-05 
2.6E+04 
2.2E+04 



ca 



nc 



nc 



4.5E-08 
1.1E+02 
9.1E+01 



ca 



nc 



nc 



4.5E-07 
1.1E+03 
9.1E+02 



ca 



nc 



nc 



9.0E-03 



2.2E-03 
n 



1 



7.7E-01 I 



9.0E-03 



2.2E-03 



0 



r 0 



r 0 



0.10 



0.10 



0.10 



127-63-9 



85-00-7 



1,2-Diphenylhydrazine 
Diphenyl sulfone 
Diquat 



6.1E-01 
5.5E+02 
1 3E+02 



ca 



nc 



nc 



3.1E+00 
7.9E+03 
1.9E+03 



ca 



nc 



nc 



8.7FT53-
3.3E+01 
8.0E+00 



ca 
nc 
nc 



B.4E-05-



3.3E+02 
8.0E+01 



ca 



nc 



nc 



8.1E+00 



9.3E+00 



h 



h 



h 



8.6E+00 r 



8.1E+00 r 



9.3E+00 r 



0 



0 



0 



0.10 



0.10 



0.10 



1937-37-7 



2602-46-2 



16071-86-6 



Direct black 38 
Direct blue 6 
Direct brown 95 



5.7E-02 
6.0E-02 
5.2E-02 



ca 



ca 



ca 



2.9E-01 
3.0E-01 
2.7E-01 



ca 



ca 



ca 



7.8E-04 
8.3E-04 
7.2E-04 



ca 



ca 



ca 



7.8E-03 
8.3E-03 
7.2E-03 



ca 



ca 



ca 
4.0E-05 



1.0E-02 



2.0E-03 



1 



1 



1 



4.0E-05 



1.0E-02 



2.0E-03 



r 0 



r 0 



r 0 



0.10 



0.10 



0.10 



505-29-3 
330-54-1 



DisulToioh 
1,4-Dithiane 
Diuron 



2.4E+00 
6.1E+02 
1.2E+02 



nc 



nc 



nc 



3.5E+01 
8.8E+03 
1 8E+03 



nc 



nc 



nc 



15E-01 
3.7E+01 
7.3E+00 



nc 



nc 



nc 



I.5E+00 
3.6E+02 
7.3E+01 



nc 



nc 



nc 
4.0E-03 



6.0E-03 



2.0E-02 



1 



1 



1 



4.0E-03 



6.0E-03 



2.0E-02 



r 0 
r 0 
r 0 



0.10 



0.10 



0.10 



2439-10-3 



115-29-7 



145-73-3 



Dodine 
Endosulfan 
Endothall 



2.4b+02 
3.7E+02 
1.2E+03 



nc 



nc 



nc 



3.5b+03 
5.3E+03 
1.8E+04 



nc 



nc 



nc 



1.5E+01 
2.2E+01 
7.3E+01 



nc 



nc 



nc 



1.5E+02 
2.2E+02 
7.3E+02 



nc 



nc 



nc 



2E+01 9E-01 



9.9E-03 1 



3.0E-04 



2.0E-03 



5.7E-03 



i 



h 



r 
4.2E-03 1 



3.0E-04 



2.9E-04 



5.7E-03 



r 0 
I 1 
1 0 



0.10 



0.10 



72-20-8 



106-89-8 



106-88-7 



TEnhrin 
Epichlorohydrin 
1,2-Epoxybutane 



I.Bh+01 
7.6E+00 
3.5E+02 



nc 



nc 



nc 



2.8E+02 
2.6E+01 
5.0E+03 



nc 



nc 



nc 



1.1E+00 
1.0E+00 
2.1E+01 



nc 



nc 



nc 



l.tE+01 
2.0E+00 
2.1E+02 



nc 



nc 



nc 



1E+00 5E-02 



5.0E-03 
5.0E-04 



1 
1 
1 



2.5E-02 



5.0E-03 



5.0E-04 



r 0 
r 0 
r 0 



0.10 



0.10 



0.10 



16672-87-0 



563-12-2 
Ethephon (2-chloroethyl phosphonic acid) 
Ethion 



1.5E+03 
3.1E+02 
3.1E+01 



nc 



nc 



nc 



2.2L+04 
4.4E+03 
4.4E+02 



nc 



nc 



nc 



9.1E+0T 
1.8E+01 
1.8E+00 



nc 



nc 



nc 



9.1h+02 
1.8E+02 
1.8E+01 



nc 



nc 



nc 
4.0E-01 



3.0E-01 



9.0E-01 



h 



h 



1 



5.7E-02 



3.0E-01 



9.0E-01 



I 0 



r o 
r 1 



0.10 



0.10 



110-80-5 



111-15-9 



141-78-6 



2-tthoxyelfianoI 
2-Ethoxyethanol acetate 
Ethyl acetate 



2.4b+04 
1.8E+04 
1.9E+04 



nc 



nc 



nc 



t.0E+05 
1 .OE+05 
3.7E+04 



max 



max 



sat 



2.1E+02 
1.1E+03 
3.3E+03 



nc 



nc 



nc 



1.5L+04 
1.1E+04 
5.5E+03 



nc 



nc 



nc 
4.8E-02 



2.9E-03 



h 



n 
1.0E-01 



4.0E-01 
1 
n 



4.8E-02 r 



2.9E-03 r 
2.9E-01 



2.9E+00 



1 



1 1 



I 1 
100-41-4 



75-00-3 



tthyl acrylate 
Ethylbenzene 
Ethyl chloride 



2.1E-01 
2.3E+02 
3.0E+00 



ca 



sat 



ca 



4.5E-01 
2.3E+02 
6.5E+00 



ca 



sat 



ca 



1.4E-0T 
1.1E+03 
2.3E+00 



ca 



nc 



ca 



2.3E-01 
1.3E+03 
4.6E+00 



ca 



nc 



ca 



1E+01 7E-01 
3.0E-01 



2.0E-02 



2.0E+00 



h 



h 



1 



3.0E-01 



2.0E-02 



2.0E+00 



r 0 
r 0 
r 0 



0.10 



0.10 



0.10 



109-78-4 



107-15-3 



107-21-1 



tthylene cyanohydrin 
Ethylene diamine 
Ethylene glycol 



1.8b+04 
1.2E+03 
1.0E+05 



nc 



nc 



max 



I.Ot+05 
1.8E+04 
1 .OE+05 



max 



nc 



max 



t.lE+03 
7.3E+01 
7.3E+03 



nc 



nc 



nc 



1.IE+04 
7.3E+02 
7.3E+04 



nc 



nc 



nc 



1.0E+00 



1.1E-01 
h 



h 



5.7E-03 



8.0E-05 



r 



1 
3.5E-01 h 
1.1E-01 r 



5.7E-03 



8.0E-05 



h 0 
1 



r 0 



0.10 



0.10 



111-76-2 



75-21-8 



96-45-7 



tthylene glycol, monobutyl ether 
Ethylene oxide 
Ethylene thiourea (ETU) 



3.5E+02 
1.4E-01 
4.4E+00 



nc 



ca 



ca" 



5.0E+03 
3.6E-01 
2.2E+01 



nc 



ca 



ca" 



2.1E+0T 
1.9E-02 
6.1E-02 



nc 



ca 



ca" 



2.1h+02 
2.4E-02 
6.1E-01 



nc 



ca 



ca" 
2.0E-01 



9.0E-02 



1.0E-05 



1 



h 



1 



2.0E-01 



9.0E-02 



1.0E-05 



r 1 
r 1 



r 0 0.10 



60-29-7 



97-63-2 



2104-64-5 



Ethyl ether 
Ethyl methacrylate 
Ethyl p-nitrophenyl phenylphosphorothioate 



1.8t+03 
1.4E+02 
6.1E-01 



sat 



sat 



nc 



1.8t+03 
1.4E+02 
8.8E+00 



sat 



sat 



nc 



7.3E+02 
3.3E+02 
3.7E-02 



nc 



nc 



nc 



1.2E+03 
5.5E+02 
3.6E-01 



nc 



nc 



nc 
3.0E+00 1 r 0 0.10 84-72-0 hthylphthalyl ethyl glycolate 1.0h+05 max 1.0t+05 max t.tE+04 nc 1.IE+05 nc 
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v swn 
SFo RfDo SFI RfDi 0 abs. CAS No. 



l/(mg/kg-d) (mg/kg-d) 1/(mg/kg-d) (mg/kg-d) C soils 
8.0E-03 I 8.0E-03 X 0 0.10 101200-48-0 



2.5E-04 I 2.5E-04 r 0 0.10 22224-92-6 
Express 
Fenamiphos 



Residential Industrial Ambient Air Tap Water 
Sol! (mg/kg) Soil (mg/kg) (09/01*3) (ug/I) 



4.9E+02 no 7.0E+03 nc 2.9E+01 nc 2.9E+02 nc 



1.5E+01 nc 2.2E+02 nc 9.1E-01 nc 9.1E+00 nc 



Migration to Ground water 
OAF 20 DAFt 



1.3E-02 I 1.3E-02 r 0 0.10 2164-17-2 



6.0E-02 I 0 0.10 16984-48-8 



8.0E-02 I 8.0E-02 r 0 0.10 59756-60-4 



Huometuron 
Flouride 
Fluoridone 



7.9E+U2 nc Mb+U4 nc 4./b+Ul nc 4.7E+02 nc 
3.7E+03 nc 5.3E+04 nc 2.2E+03 nc 
4.9E+03 nc 7.0E+04 nc 2.9E+02 nc 2.9E+03 nc 



2.0E-02 I 2.0E-02 r 0 0.10 56425-91-3 



6.0E-02 1 6.0E-02 r 0 0.10 66332-96-5 



1.0E-02 I 1.0E-02 r 0 0.10 69409-94-5 



Flurprimidof 
Flutolanil 
Fluvalinate 



1.2E+03 nc 1.8E+04 nc 7.3E+01 nc 7.3b+02 nc 
3.7E+03 nc 5.3E+04 nc 2.2E+02 nc 2.2E+03 nc 
6.1E+02 nc 8.8E+03 nc 3.7E+01 nc 3.6E+02 nc 



3.5E-03 I 1.0E-01 I 3.5E-03 r 1.0E-01 r 0 0.10 133-07-3 



1.9E-01 I 1.9E-01 r 0 0.10 72178-02-0 



2.0E-03 1 2.0E-03 X 0 0.10 944-22-9 



Folpet 
Fomesafen 
Fonofos 



1.4b+02 ca- 7.0E+02 ca 1.9E+00 ca 1.9L+01 ca 
2.6E+00 ca 1.3E+01 ca 3.5E-02 ca 3.5E-01 ca 
1.2E+02 nc 1.8E+03 nc 7.3E+00 nc 7.3E+01 nc 



1.5E-01 I 4.6E-02 I 0 0.10 50-00-0 



2.0E+00 h 2.0E+00 r 0 0.10 64-18-6 



3.0E+O0 I 3.0E+00 r 0 0.10 39148-24-8 



Formaldehyde 
Formic Acid 
Fosetyl-al 



9.2t+03 nc 1.0L+05 nc 1.5E-01 ca 5.5L+03 nc 
1 .OE+05 max 1.0E+05 max 7.3E+03 nc 7.3E+04 nc 
1.0E+05 max 1.0E+05 max 1.1E+04 nc 1.1E+05 nc 



1.0E-03 I 1.0E-03 r 1 110-00-9 



3.8E+00 h 3.8E+00 r 0 0.10 67-45-8 



3.0E-03 1 1.4E-02 h 0 0.10 98-01-1 



Furan 
Furazolidone 
Furfural 



2.5E+00 nc 8.5E+00 nc 3./E+00 nc b.lt+UO nc 
1.3E-01 ca 6.5E-01 ca 1.8E-03 ca 1.8E-02 ca 
1.8E+02 nc 2.6E+03 nc 5.2E+01 nc 1.1E+02 nc 



5.0E+01 h 5.0E+01 r 0 0.10 531-82-8 



3.0E-02 1 3.0E-02 r 0 0.10 60568-05-0 



4.0E-04 I 4.0E-04 r 0 0.10 77182-82-2 



Fiirium 
Furmecydox 
Glufosinate-ammonium 



5.7E-03 ca 4.3E-02 . c. 1 3E-04 c. 1.3FT53—~ 
1.6E+01 ca 8.2E+01 ca 2.2E-01 ca 2.2E+00 ca 
2.4E+01 nc 3.5E+02 nc 1.5E+00 nc 1.5E+01 nc 



4.0E-04 I 2.9E-04 h 0 0.10 765-34-4 



1.0E-01 1 1.0E-01 r 0 0.10 1071-83-6 
5.0E-05 I 5.0E-05 r 0 0.10 69806-40-2 



Ulycidaldehyde 
Glyphosate 
Haloxyfop-methyl 



2.4E+01 nc 3.5E+02 nc 1.0t+00 nc 1.5t+01 nc 
6.1E+03 nc 8.8E+04 nc 3.7E+02 nc 3.6E+03 nc 
3.1E+00 nc 4.4E+01 nc 1.8E-01 nc 1.8E+00 nc 



1.3E-02 I 1 3E-02 r 0 0.10 79277-27-3 



4.5E+00 I 5.0E-04 I 4.6E+00 I 5.0E-04 r 0 0.10 76-44-8 



9.1E+00 I 1.3E-05 I 9.1E+00 I 1.3E-05 r 0 0.10 1024-57-3 
Heptachlor 
Heptachlor epoxide 



7.9E+02 nc l.lfc+114 nc 4./L+U1 nc 4.7E+02 nc 
1.1E-01 ca 5.5E-01 ca 1.5E-03 c« 1.5E-02 ca 
5.3E-02 ca- 2.7E-01 ca- 7.4E-04 ca- 7.4E-03 ca-



2E+01 1E+00 
7E-01 3E-02 



2.0E-03 1 2.0E-03 r 0 0.10 87-82-1 



1.6E+00 I 8.0E-04 1 1.6E+00 I 8.0E-04 r 0 0.10 118-74-1 



7.8E-02 I 2.0E-04 h 7.8E-02 I 2.0E-04 r 0 0.10 87-68-3 
Hexachlorobenzene 
Hexachlorobutadiene 



1.2E+02 nc 1.8E+03 nc 7.3E+00 nc 7-3E+01 nc 
3.0E-01 ca 1.5E+00 ca 4.2E-03 ca 4.2E-02 ca 
6.2E+00 ca" 3.2E+01 ca- 8.6E-02 ca-- 8.6E-01 ca" 



2E+00 1E-01 
2E+00 1E-01 



6.3E+00 I 6.3E+00 I 0 0.04 319-84-6 



1.8E+00 1 1.8E+00 I 0 0.04 319-85-7 



1.3E+00 h 3.0E-04 1 1.3E+00 r 3.0E-04 r 0 0.04 58-89-9 



HCH (alpha) 
HCH (beta) 
HCH (gamma) Lindane 



9.0E-02 ca 5.9b-01 ca 1.1E-03 ca 1.1E-02 c« 
3.2E-01 ca 2.1E+00 ca 3.7E-03 ca 3.7E-02 ca 
4.4E-01 ca- 2.9E+00 ca 5.2E-03 ca 5.2E-02 ca 



5b-04 3E-0S 
3E-03 1E-04 
9E-03 5E-04 



1.8E+00 1 1.8E+00 1 0 0.04 608-73-1 



7.0E-03 I 2.0E-05 h 0 0.10 77-47-4 



6.2E+03 1 4.6E+03 1 0 0.10 19408-74-3 



HUH-technic'al 
Hexachlorocyclopentadiene 
Hexachlorodiben2o.p<Jioxin mixture (HxCDD) 



3.2E-01 ca 2.1E+00 ca 3.8E-03 c 3.7E-02—~ 
4.2E+02 nc 5.9E+03 nc 7.3E-02 nc 2.6E+02 nc 
7.8E-05 ca 4.0E-04 ca 1.5E-06 ca 1.1E-05 ca 



3b-03 1E-04 
4E+02 2E+01 



1.4E-02 I 1.0E-03 I 1.4E-02 I 1.0E-03 r 0 0.10 67-72-1 



3.0E-04 I 3.0E-04 r 0 0.10 70-30-4 
1.1E-01 I 3.0E-03 1 1.1E-01 r 3.0E-03 r 0 0.10 121-82-4 



Hexachlorophene 
Hexahydro-1,3,5-trinitro-1,3,5-triazine 



3.5E+U I ca" I.8E+02 ca" 4.bh-Ul ca" 4.8t+00 ca" 
1.8E+01 nc 2.6E+02 nc 1.1E+00 nc 1.1E+01 nc 
4.4E+00 ca- 2.2E+01 ca 6.1E-02 ca 6.1E-01 ca 



5b-01 2b-02 



6.0E-02 h 5.7E-02 I 1 110-54-3 
3.3E-02 1 3.3E-02 r 0 0.10 51235-04-2 



1 ,b-Hexamethylene dllsocyanate 
n-Hexane 
Hexazinone 



1-7L-01 nc 2.5b+00 nc i0b-02 nc 1 Ob-01 nc 
1.1E+02 sal 1.1E+02 sal 2.1E+02 nc 3.5E+02 nc 
2.0E+03 nc 2.9E+04 nc 1.2E+02 nc 1.2E+03 nc 



5.7E-03 I 7647-01-0 
3.0E-03 I 2.9E-04 I 7783-06-4 



Hydrazine, hydrazine sulfate 
Hydrogen chloride 
Hydrogen sulfide 



1.6E-01 ca 8.2b-01 ca 3.9b-04 c 2.2E-02 ca 
2.1E+01 nc 
1.0E+00 nc 1.1E+02 nc 



4.0E-02 h 4.0E-02 r 0 0.10 123-31-9 



1 3E-02 I 1.3E-02 r 0 0.10 35554-44-0 



2.5E-01 I 2.5E-01 r 0 0.10 81335-37-7 



p-Hydroquinone 
Imazalil 
Imazaquin 



2.4t+03 nc 3.bh+U4 nc 1 .bh+U2 nc 1 .bh+03 nc 
7.9E+02 nc 1.1E+04 nc 4.7E+01 nc 4.7E+02 nc 
1.5E+04 nc 1.0E+05 max 9.1E+02 nc 9.1E+03 nc 



4.0E-02 I 4.0E-02 r 0 0.10 36734-19-7 



3.0E-01 n 0 7439-89-6 



3.0E-01 I 3.0E-01 r 1 78-83-1 



Iprodione 
Iron 
Isobutanol 



2.4b+(J3 nc 3.bb+U4 nc l.bb+02 nc 1.5b+03 nc 
2.3E+04 nc 1.0E+05 max 1.1E+04 nc 
1.3E+04 nc 4.0E+04 sat 1.1E+03 nc 1.8E+03 nc 



9.5E-04 1 2.0E-01 I 9.5E-04 r 2.0E-01 r 0 0.10 78-59-1 



1.5E-02 I 1.5E-02 r 0 0.10 33820-53-0 



1.0E-01 1 1.1E-01 r 0 0.10 1832-54-8 



Isophororie 
Isopropalin 
Isopropyl methyl phosphonic acid 



5.1b+02 ca- 2.8b+03 ca- 7.1 b+00 ca 7.1E,im—~ 
9.2E+02 nc 1.3E+04 nc 5.5E+01 nc 5.5E+02 nc 
6.1E+03 nc 8.8E+04 nc 4.0E+02 nc 3.6E+03 nc 



5b-01 3E-02 •" 



5.0E-02 I 5.0E-02 r 0 0.10 82558-50-7 



1.8E+01 n 1.8E+01 r 0 0.10 143-50-0 



2.0E-03 I 2.0E-03 r 0 0.10 77501-63-4 | 



Isoxaben 
<epone 
Lactofen 



3.1b+03 nc 4.4b+04 nc 1.8b+02 nc 1 Sb+03 nc 
2.7E-02 ca 1.4E-01 ca 3.7E-04 ca 3.7E-03 ca 
1.2E+02 nc 1.8E+03 nc 7.3E+00 nc 7.3E+01 nc 











SJ SMUCKER 35 10/01/99 



i=IRIS n=NCEA I 



FOR PLANNING PURPOSES 
TOXICITY INFORMATION CONTAMINANT PRELIMINARY REMEDIATION GOALS IPRGsl SOIL SCREENING LEVFI R 



SFo RfDo SR RfDi 0 abs. CAS No. 
1/(mg/kg-d) (mg/kg-d) l/(mg/kg-d) (mg/kg-d) C soils 



Migration to Ground water 
Residential Industrial Ambient Air Tap Water oaf 20 daf 1 
Soil (mgtkg) Soil (mfl/kg) (uq/rwXS) (uo/l) fmnAni ri»m 



1.0E-07 1 0 0.10 78-00-2 



2.0E-03 I 2.0E-03 r 0 0.10 330-55-2 



Lead 
Lead (tetraethyl) 
Linuron 



4.0E+02 nc 1.0E+03 no 
6.1E-03 nc 8.8E-02 nc 3.6E-03 nc 
1.2E+02 nc 1.8E+03 nc 7.3E+00 nc 7.3E+01 nc 



2.0E-02 x 0 7439-93-2 



2.0E-01 I 2.0E-01 r 0 0.10 83055-99-6 



2.0E-02 I 2.0E-02 r 0 0.10 121-75-5 



Lithium 
Londax 
Malathion 



l.Bb+03 nc 4.1E+04 nc 7.3E+02 nc 
1.2E+04 nc 1.0E+05 max 7.3E+02 nc 7.3E+03 nc 
1.2E+03 nc 1.8E+04 nc 7.3E+01 nc 7.3E+02 nc 



1.0E-01 i 1.0E-01 r 0 0.10 108-31-6 



5.0E-01 1 5.0E-01 r 1 123-33-1 



2.0E-05 h 2.0E-05 r 0 0.10 109-77-3 
Maleic hydrazide 
Malononitrile 



e.lt+03 nc 8.8L+04 nc 3.7E+02 nc 3.SE+03 nc 
1.7E+03 nc 2.4E+03 sat 1.8E+03 nc 3.0E+03 nc 
1.2E+00 nc 1.8E+01 nc 7.3E-02 nc 7.3E-01 nc 



3.0E-02 h 3.0E-02 r 0 0.10 8018-01-7 



6.0E-02 0 5.0E-03 1 6.0E-02 r 5.0E-03 r 0 0.10 12427-38-2 



2.4E-02 1 1.4E-05 I 0 7439-96-5 



Mancozeb 
Maneb 
Manganese and compounds 



i.at+03 nc 2.SE+04 nc 1.1L+02 ™ t.tk+03 nc 
8.1 E+00 ca- 4.1E+01 ca 1.1E-01 ca 1.1E+00 ca 
1.8E+03 nc 3.2E+04 nc 5.1E-02 nc 8.8E+02 nc 



9.0E-05 h 9.0E-05 r 0 0.10 950-10-7 



3.0E-02 1 3.0E-02 r 0 0.10 24307-26-4 



2.9E-02 n 1.0E-01 n 2.9E-02 r 1.0E-01 r 0 0.10 149-30-4 



Mephostolan 
Mepiquat 
2-Mercaptobenzothiazole 



5.5L+00 nc /.yt+Ot nc 3.3L-01 nc 3.3E+00 ' nc 
1.8E+03 nc 2.6E+04 nc 1.1E+02 nc 1.1E+03 nc 
1.7E+01 ca 8.5E+01 ca 2.3E-01 ca 2.3E+00 ca 



3.0E-04 I 0 7487-94-7 



8.6E-05 1 7439-97-6 



1.0E-O4 1 0 0.10 22967-92-6 



Mercury and compounds 
Mercury (elemental) 
Mercury (methyl) 



2.3L+01 nc 6.1t+02 nc t tETUT—~ 
3.1E-01 nc 



6.1E+00 nc 8.8E+01 nc 3.6E+00 nc 
3.0E-05 I 3.0E-05 r 0 0.10 150-50-5 



3.0E-05 I 3.0E-05 r 0 0.10 78-48-8 



6.0E-02 I 6.0E-02 r 0 0.10 57837-19-1 



Merphos 
Merphos oxide 
MetalaxM 



1.8E+00 nc Z.oE+OI nc nc t.1t+00 nc 
1.8E+00 nc 2.6E+01 nc 1.1E-01 nc 1.1 E+00 nc 
3.7E+03 nc 5.3E+04 nc 2.2E+02 nc 2.2E+03 nc 



1.0E-04 I 2.0E-04 h 1 126-98-7 



5.0E-05 I 5.0E-05 r 0 0.10 10265-92-6 



5.0E-01 I 5.0E-01 r 0 0.10 67-56-1 



Methacryionitrile 
Methamidophos 
Methanol 



2. IE+00 nc 8.8E+00 nc /.3E-U1 nc 1 .Ub+UO nc 
3.1E+00 nc 4.4E+01 nc 1.8E-01 nc 1.8E+00 nc 
3.1E+04 nc 1.0E+05 max 1.8E+03 nc 1.8E+04 nc 



1.0E-03 1 1.0E-03 r 0 0.10 950-37-8 



2.5E-02 1 2.5E-02 r 1 16752-77-5 
5.0E-03 I 5.0E-03 r 0 0.10 72-43-5 



Methomyl 
Methoxychlor 



tj.1b+01 nc B.8b+02 nc 3./E+00 nc 3.6E+01 nc 
4.4E+01 nc 1.5E+02 nc 9.1E+01 nc T.5E+02 nc 
3.1E+02 nc 4.4E+03 nc 1.8E+01 nc 1.8E+02 nc 2E+02 8E+00 



1.0E-03 h 5.7E-03 1 0 0.10 109-86-4 



2.0E-03 h 2.0E-03 r 0 0.10 110-49-6 



4.6E-02 h 4.6E-02 r 0 0.10 99-59-2 



2-Methoxyethanol 
2-Methoxyethanol acetate 
2-Methoxy-5-nitroaniline 



6.IE+0I nc 8.8E+02 nc 2.1E+U1 nc 3.8fc+U1 nc 
1.2E+02 nc 1.8E+03 nc 7.3E+00 nc 7.3E+01 nc 
1.1E+01 ca 5.4E+01 ca 1.5E-01 ca 1.5E+00 ca 



3.0E-02 h 3.0E-02 r 1 96-33-3 
2.4E-01 h 2.4E-01 r 0 0.10 95-53-4 



Methyl acetate 
Methyl acrylate 
2-Methylaniline (o-toluidine) 



2.2h+04 nc 9.6E+04 nc 3.7E+03 nc 6.1E+03 nc 
7.0E+01 nc 2.3E+02 nc 1.1E+02 nc 1.8E+02 nc 
2.0E+00 ca 1.0E+01 ca 2.8E-02 ca 2.8E-01 ca 



1.8E-01 h 1.8E-01 r 0 0.10 636-21-5 



1.0E+00 X 1.0E+00 r 0 0.10 79-22-1 



5.0E-04 1 5.0E-04 r 0 0.10 94-74-6 



2-Methylaniline hydrochloride 
Methyl chlorocarbonate 
2-Methyl-4-chlorophenoxyacetic acid 



2./t+00 ca 1.4E+01 ca 3.7L-02 ca 3.7E-01 ca 
6.1E+04 nc 1.0E+05 max 3.7E+03 nc 3.6E+04 nc 
3.1E+01 nc 4.4E+02 nc 1.8E+00 nc 1.8E+01 nc 



1.0E-03 I 1.0E-03 r 0 0.10 93-65-2 



1.0E-03 1 1.0E-03 r 0 0.10 16484-77-8 
2-(2-Methyl-4-chlorophenoxy) propionic acid 
2-(2-Methyl-1,4-chlorophenoxy) propionic acid 



S. 1 E +02 nc 8.8E+03 ™ 3.7L+01 nc 3.6E+02 nc 
6.1E+01 nc 8.8E+02 nc 3.7E+00 nc 3.6E+01 nc 
6.1E+01 nc 8.8E+02 nc 3.7E+00 nc 3.6E+01 nc 



8.6E-01 r 8.6E-01 h 1 108-87-2 



2.5E-01 h 2.5E-01 r 0 0.10 101-77-9 
1.3E-01 h 7.0E-04 h 1.3E-01 h 7.0E-04 r 0 0.10 101-14-4 



Metnyicyclo'hexane 
4,4'-Methylenebisbenzeneamine 
4,4'-Methylene bis(2-chloroaniline) 



2.6E+03 nc 8.8E+03 nc 3.1h+03 nc 5.2E+U3 nc 
1.9E+00 ca 9.9E+00 ca 2.7E-02 ca 2.7E-01 ca 
3.7E+00 ca- 1.9E+01 ca- 5.2E-02 ca- 5.2E-01 ca-



4.6E-02 i 4.6E-02 r 0 0.10 101-61-1 



1.0E-02 h 1.0E-02 r 1 74-95-3 



7.5E-03 I 6.0E-02 I 1.6E-03 1 8.6E-01 h 1 75-09-2 
Methylene bromide 
Methylene chloride 



t.tE+Ot ca 5.4E+01 ca 1.5E-01 ca 1.5E+00 ca 
6.7E+01 nc 2.4E+02 nc 3.7E+01 nc 6.1E+01 nc 
8.9E+00 ca 2.1E+01 ca 4.1 E+00 ca 4.3E+00 ca 2E-02 1E-03 



1 7E-04 r 1.7E-04 I 0 0.10 101-68-6 



6.0E-01 I 2.9E-01 I 1 78-93-3 



1.1E+00 h 1.1E+00 r 0 0.10 60-34-4 



4,4 -Methylene diphenyl dnsocyanate 
Methyl ethyl ketone 
Methyl hydrazine 



1.0k+(3t nc L5L+02 nc 8.2L-01 nc 6.2E+00 nc 
7.3E+03 nc 2.8E+04 nc 1.0E+03 nc 1.9E+03 nc 
4.4E-01 ca 2.2E+00 ca 6.1E-03 ca 6.1E-02 ca 



8.0E-02 h 2.3E-02 h 1 108-10-1 



5.7E-04 r 5.7E-04 n 0 0.10 74-93-1 
1.4E+00 I 2.0E-01 I 1 80-62-6 



Methyl Mercaptan 
Methyl methacrylate 



/.yb+02 nc 2.9b+03 nc 8.3b+01 nc 1.8L+02 nc 
3.5E+01 nc 5.0E+02 nc 2.1 E+00 nc 2.1E+01 nc 
2.2E+03 nc 2.7E+03 cat 7.3E+02 nc 1.4E+03 nc 



2.5E-04 1 2.5E-04 r 0 0.10 298-00-0 
5.0E-02 I 5.0E-02 r 0 0.10 95-48-7 



Methyl parathion 
2-Methylphenol 



1.5b+0t ca 7.5L+01 ca 2.0E-01 c. 2.0E+00—~ 



1.5E+01 nc 2.2E+02 nc 9.1E-01 nc 9.1 E+00 nc 
3.1E+03 nc 4.4E+04 nc 1.8E+02 nc 1.8E+03 nc 2E+01 8E-01 



5.0E-02 I 5.0E-02 r 0 0.10 108-39-4 



5.0E-03 h 5.0E-03 r 0 0.10 106-44-5 4-Methylphenol 
3.1E+03 nc 4.4E+04 nc 1.8E+02 nc T.8E+03 nc 
3.1E+02 nc 4.4E+03 nc 1.8E+01 nc 1.8E+02 nc 











S.J. SMUCKER 



FOR PLANNING PURPOSES 
TOXICITY INFORMATION CONTAMINANT PRELIMINARY REMEDIATION GOALS fPRGs) SOIL SCRFFNINR I PVPl <J 



SFo RIDo SR RfDi 0 abs. CAS No. 
1/(rng/kg-d) (mg/kg-d) 1/(mg/kg-d) (mg/kg-d) C soils 



2.0E-02 n 2.0E-02 r 0 0.10 993-13-5 Methyl phosphonic acid 



Residential Industrial Ambient Air Tap Water 
Soli (mg/kg) Soil (mg/kg) (ug/m"3) (ug/l) 



1.2E+03 nc 1.8E+04 nc 7.3E+01 nc 7.3E+02 nc 



Migration to sround water 
OAF 20 OAF 1 
(mgikg) (mgAg) 



6.0E-03 h 1.1E-02 h 1 25013-15-4 



7.0E-02 h 7.0E-02 r 1 98-83-9 



8.6E-01 I 1 1634-04-4 



Methyl styrene (mixture) 
Methyl styrene (alpha) 
Methyl tertbutyl ether (MTBE) 



t.3b+02 nc Ub+02 nc 4.2b+0t S.OE+01 „c 
6.8E+02 sat 6.8E+02 sal 2.6E+02 nc 4.3E+02 nc 



3.1E+03 nc 2.0E+01 nc/ca 
1.5E-01 I 1.5E-01 r 0 0.10 51218-45-2 



2.5E-02 I 2.5E-02 r 0 0.10 21087-64-9 



1.8E+00 x 2.0E-04 I 1.8E+00 r 2.0E-04 r 0 0.10 2385-85-5 



Metolaclor"fDual5 
Metribuzin 
Mirex 



9.2b+03 nc 1.0h+0b max 5.5E+02 nc 5.5b+03 nc 
1.5E+03 nc 2.2E+04 nc 9.1E+01 no 9.1E+02 nc 
2.7E-01 ca- 1.4E+00 ca 3.7E-03 ca 3.7E-02 ca 



2.0E-03 1 2.0E-03 r 0 0.10 2212-67-1 



5.0E-03 h 0 7439-98-7 



1.0E-01 h 1.0E-01 h 0 0.10 10599-90-3 



Molinate 
Molybdenum 
Monochloramine 



12b+02 nc t.yb+03 nc 7.3b+00 nc 7.3E7ITI—IT 
3.9E+02 nc 1.0E+04 nc 1 8E+02 nc 
6.1E+03 nc 8.8E+04 nc 3.7E+02 nc 3.6E+03 nc 



1.0E-O1 I 1.0E-01 r 0 0.10 15299-99-7 



2.0E-02 I o 7440-02-0 



Naled 
Napropamide 
Nickel (soluble salts) 



1.2L+02 nc 1.8L+03 nc 7.3b+00 nc 7.3b+Ul nc 
6.1E+03 nc 8.8E+04 nc 3.7E+02 nc 3.6E+03 nc 
1.6E+03 nc 4.1E+04 nc 7.3E+02 nc 1E+02 7E+00 



8.4E-01 I 0 



1.7E+00 I 0 12035-72-2 



"CAL-Modifiea khU" (MtA, 1094) 
Nickel refinery dust 
Nickel subsulfide 



t.bt+U2 
8.0E-03 c 



1.1E+04 ca 4.0E-03 ca 
1.5E-03 X 1.5E-03 r 0 0.10 1929-82-4 



Tap Water PRG Based on Infant NOAEL (see IRIS) 14797-55-8 



1.0E-01 X 10102-43-9 



Nitrapyrin 
Nitrate 
Nitric Oxide 



9.2E+0I nc I.3E+03 nc b.bb+00 nc 5.bb+Ul nc 
1.0E+04 nc 



7.8E+03 nc 1.0E+05 max 3.6E+03 nc 



5.7E-05 r 5.7E-OS h 0 0.10 88-74-4 



5.0E-04 I 5.7E-04 h 1 98-95-3 



Nitrite 
2-Nitroaniline 
Nitrobenzene 



1.0E+03 nc 
3.5E+00 nc 5.0E+01 nc 2.1E-01 nc 2.1E+00 nc 
2.0E+01 nc 1.1E+02 nc 2.1E+00 nc 3.4E+00 nc 1E-01 7E-03 7.0E-02 h 7.0E-02 r 0 0.10 67-20-9 



1.5E+00 h 9.4E+00 h 0 0.10 59-87-0 



1.4E-02 n 1.4E-02 r 0 0.10 55-63-0 



nitrofurantoin 
Nitrofurazone 
Nitroglycerin 



4.3b+03 nc 8.2h+04 nc 2.bb+02 nc 2.bt+03 nc 
3.2E-01 ca 1.6E+00 ca 7.2E-04 ca 4.5E-02 ca 
3.5E+01 ca 1.8E+02 ca 4.8E-01 ca 4.8E+00 « 



8.0E-03 n 8.00E-03 r 0 0.10 100-02-7 
9.4E+00 r 5.7E-03 r 9.4E+00 h 5.7E-03 I 1 79-46-9 



4-Nitrophenol 
2-Nitropropane 



b.1t+03 nc y.ab+04 nc 37b+02 nc 3.6E+03 nc 
4.9E+02 nc 7.0E+03 nc 2.9E+01 nc 2.9E+02 nc 



7.2E-04 ca 1.2E-03 ca 
5.4E+00 I 5.6E+00 I 1 924-16-3 



2.8E+00 I 2.8E+00 r 0 0.10 1116-54-7 



1.5E+02 I 1.5E+02 I 0 0.10 55-18-5 



N-Nitrosodi-n-butylamine 
N-Nitrosodiethanolamine 
N-Nitrosodiethylamine 



2.4b-02 c 6.4b-02 ca t.2b-03 ca 2.0E-03 ca 
1.7E-01 ca 8.8E-01 ca 2.4E-03 ca 2.4E-02 ca 
3.2E-03 ca 1.6E-02 ca 4.5E-05 c 4.5E-04 ™ 



5.1E+01 1 4.9E+01 i 0 0.10 62-75-9 



4.9E-03 I 4.9E-03 r 0 0.10 86-30-6 
7.0E+00 I 7.0E+00 r 0 0.10 621-64-7 



N-Nitrosodimethylarriirie 
N-Nitrosodiphenylamine 
N-Nitroso di-n-propylamine 



y.bb-03 ca 4.3b-32 ca 1.4E-04 « i:3ET53—~ 
9.9E+01 ca 5.0E+02 ca 1.4E+00 ca 1.4E+01 ca 
6.9E-02 ca 3.5E-01 ca 9.6E-04 ca 9.6E-03 ca 



1E+00 6E-02 
5E-05 2E-06 



2.1E+00 1 2.1E+O0 I 0 0.10 930-55-2 



1.0E-02 h 1.0E-02 r 1 9908-1 



N-Nltroso-N-methyletnylamine 
N-Nitrosopyrrolidine 
m-Nitrotoluene 



2.2b-02 ca t.tb-Ot ca 3.1b-04 ca 3.tE"-T53—~ 
2.3E-01 ca 1.2E+00 ca 3.1E-03 ca 3.2E-02 ca 
3.7E+02 nc 1.00E+03 sat 3.7E+01 nc 6.1E+01 nc 



1.0E-02 h 1.0E-02 r 1 99-990 



4.0EO2 I 4.0E-02 r 0 0.10 27314-13-2 
p-Nitrotoluene 
Norflurazon 



3-/t+02 nc 1.00L+03 sal 3.7E+01 nc b.lb+Ot nc 
3.7E+02 nc 1.00E+03 sal 3.7E+01 nc 6.1E+01 nc 
2.4E+03 nc 3.5E+04 nc 1.5E+02 nc 1.5E+03 nc 



3.0E-03 I 3.0E-03 r 0 0.10 32536-52-0 



5.0E-02 I 5.0E-02 r 0 0.10 2691-41-0 



NuStar 
Octabromodiphenyl ether 
Octahydro-1357-tetranitro-1357- tetrazocine (HMX) 



4-3b+01 nc (J.2b+02 nc 2.5b+00 nc 2.'5E+m—~ 
1.8E+02 nc 2.6E+03 nc 1.1E+01 nc 1.1E+02 nc 
3.1E+03 nc 4.4E+04 nc 1.8E+02 nc 1.8E+03 nc 



2.0E-03 h 2.0E-03 r 0 0.10 152-16-9 



5.0E-02 I 5.0E-02 r 0 0.10 19044-88-3 



5.0E-03 1 5.0E-03 r 0 0.10 19666-30-9 



Octamethylpyrophosphoramide 
Oryzalin 
Oxadiazon 



1.2b+02 nc 1.8b+03 nc /.3b+0U nc /.3b+01 nc 
3.1E+03 nc 4.4E+04 nc 1.8E+02 nc 1.8E+03 nc 
3.1E+02 nc 4.4E+03 nc 1.8E+01 nc 1.8E+02 nc 



2.5E-02 i 2.5E-02 r 0 0.10 23135-22-0 



3.0E-03 I 3.0E-03 r 0 0.10 42874-03-3 
1.3E-02 i 1.3E-02 r 0 0.10 76738-62-0 



Oxamyl 
Dxyfluorfen 
Paclobutrazol 



1.5b+03 nc 2.2b+04 nc y.1b+0t nc 9.1E+02 " nc 
1.8E+02 nc 2.6E+03 nc 1.1E+01 nc 1.1E+02 nc 
7.9E+02 nc 1.1E+04 nc 4.7E+01 nc 4.7E+02 nc 



6.0E-03 h 6.0E-03 r 0 0.10 56-38-2 



5.0E-02 h 5.0E-02 r 0 0.10 1114-71-2 



Paraquat 
^arathion 
Pebulate 



2./b+02 nc 4.0b+03 nc 1.6b+0l nc t.eb+02 nc 
3.7E+02 nc 5.3E+03 nc 2.2E+01 nc 2.2E+02 nc 
3.1E+03 nc 4.4E+04 nc 1.8E+02 nc 1.8E+03 nc 



4.0E-02 I 4.0E-02 r 0 0.10 40487-42-1 



2.3E-02 h 2.3E-02 r 0 0.10 87-84-3 



2.0E-03 I 2.0E-03 r 0 0.10 32534-81-9 



Fendimeffialin 
3entabromo-6-chloro cyclohexane 
Pentabromodiphenyl ether 



2.4b+03 nc 3.3b+04 nc 1,5b+02 nc 1.5E+C3—~ 
2.1E+01 ca 1.1E+02 ca 2.9E-01 ca 2.9E+00 ca 
1.2E+02 nc 1.8E+03 no 7.3E+00 nc 7.3E+01 nc 



Pentachlorobenzene 4.9b+0t „c /.0b+02 nc 2.9b+00 « 2.9E+C1—~ 
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FOR PLANNING PURPOSES 
TOXICITY INFORMATION CONTAMINANT PRELIMINARY REMEDIATION GOALS (PRGsl SOIL R G R F F N I N f !  1 F V F I  S 



SFo RIDo SFi RfDi 0 abs. CAS No. 
1/(mg/kg-d) (mg/kg-d) 1/(mg/kg-d) (mg/kg-d) C soils 



2.6E-01 h 3.0E-03 1 2.6E-01 r 3.0E-03 r 0 0.10 82-68-8 



1.2E-01 1 3.0E-02 1 1.2E-01 r 3.0E-02 r 0 0.25 87-86-5 
Pentachloronitrobenzene 
Pentachlorophenol 



Residential Industrial Ambient Air Tap Water 
Soil (mg/kg) Soil (mg/kg) jug/m'S) (ug/l) 



1.9E+00 ca* 9.5E+00 ca 2.6E-02 ca 2.6E-01 ca 
3.0E+00 ca 1.1E+01 ca 5.6E-02 ca 5.6E-01 ca 



Migration to Ground Water 
OAF 20 DAF1 
Img/kg] <mg/kg| 



3E-02 1E-03 
5.0E-04 x 0 7601-90-3 



5.0E-02 I 5.0E-02 r 0 0.10 52645-53-1 



2.5E-01 I 2.5E-01 r 0 0.10 13684-63-4 



Perchlorate 
Permethrin 
Phenmedipham 



3.9b+01 nc 1.UE+03 nc I.Bt+01 nc 
3.1E+03 nc 4.4E+04 nc 1.8E+02 nc 1.8E+03 nc 
1.5E+04 nc 1.0E+05 max 9.1E+02 nc 9.1E+03 nc 



2.0E-03 n 2.0E-03 r 0 0.10 92-84-2 



6.0E-03 I 6.0E-03 r 0 0.10 108-45-2 



Phenol 
Phenothiazine 
m-Phenylenediamine 



3.7b+04 nc 1.0E+05 max 2.2b+03 nc 2.2E+U4 nc 
1.2E+02 nc 1.8E+03 nc 7.3E+00 nc 7.3E+01 nc 
3.7E+02 nc 5.3E+03 nc 2.2E+01 nc 2.2E+02 nc 



1b+02 bb+00 



1.9E-01 h 1.9E-01 r 0 0.10 106-50-3 



8.0E-05 I 8.0E-05 r 0 0.10 62-38-4 
1.9E-03 h 1.9E-03 r 0 0.10 90-43-7 



p-Phenylenediamine 
Phenylmercuric acetate 
2-Phenylphenol 



1.2t+04 nc 1 0L+05 max 6.9E+02 nc 6.9b+03 nc 
4.9E+00 nc 7.0E+01 nc 2.9E-01 nc 2.9E+00 nc 
2.5E+02 ca 1.3E+03 ca 3.5E+00 ca 3.5E+01 ca 



2.0E-02 I 2.0E-02 r 0 0.10 732-11-6 



3.0E-04 h 8.6E-05 1 0 0.10 7803-51-2 



Phorale 
Phosmet 
Phosphine 



1.2L+01 nc 1,8b+02 nc 7.3L-01 nc 7.3E-OT—~ 
1.2E+03 nc 1.8E+04 nc 7.3E+01 nc 7.3E+02 nc 
1.8E+01 nc 2.6E+02 nc 3.1E-01 nc 1.1E+01 nc 



2.0E-05 I 0 7723-14-0 



1.0E+00 h VOE-fOO r 0 0.10 100-21-0 



Phosphoric acid 
Phosphorus (white) 
p-Phthalic acid 



1 -OE+01 nc 
1.6E+00 nc 4.1E+01 nc 7.3E-01 nc 
6.1E+04 nc 1.0E+05 max 3.7E+03 nc 3.6E+04 nc 



7.0E-02 1 7.0E-02 r 0 0.10 1918-02-1 



1 OE-02 I 1.0E-02 r 0 0.10 23505-41-1 



Phthalic anhydride 
Picloram 
Pirimiphos-methyl 



1.0E+05 max 1.0L+05 max 1.2b+02 nc 7.3b+d4 nc 
4.3E+03 nc 6.2E+04 nc 2.6E+02 nc 2.6E+03 nc 
6.1E+02 nc 8.8E+03 nc 3.7E+01 nc 3.6E+02 nc 



2.0E+00 i 2.0E+00 I 0 0.14 1336-36-3 
7.0E-02 1 7.0E-05 1 7.0E-O2 1 7.0E-05 r 0 0.14 12674-11-2 



Polybrominated biphenyls 
Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) 
Aroclor 1016 



5.5E-02 2.8L-01 ca- 7.SE-04 ca- 7.BF-T33—~ 
2.2E-01 ca 1.0E+00 ca 3.4E-03 ca 3.4E-02 ca 
3.9E+00 nc 2.9E+01 ca- 9.6E-02 ca" 9 6E-01 ca" 



2.0E+00 1 2.0E+00 1 0 0.14 11141-16-5 
2.0E+00 I 2.OE+OO 1 0 0.14 53469-21-9 



Aroclor 1221 
Aroclor 1232 
Aroclor 1242 



2.2E-01 c» 1.0E+00 c. 3.4E-03 =. 3.4F-752—~ 
2.2E-01 ca 1.0E+00 ca 3.4E-03 ca 3.4E-02 ca 
2.2E-01 ca 1.0E+00 ca 3.4E-03 ca 3.4E-02 c. 



2.0E+00 1 2.0E-05 1 2.0E+00 1 2.0E-05 r 0 0.14 11097-69-1 



2.0E-fOO 1 2. OE+OO 1 0 0.14 11096-82-5 



Aroclor 1248 
Aroclor 1254 
Aroclor 1260 



2.2E-01 ca 1.0L+00 ca 3.4b-03 ca 3.4E-02—~ 
2.2E-01 ca" 1 .OE+00 ca- 3.4E-03 ca- 3.4E-02 ca-
2.2E-01 ca 1.OE+00 ca 3.4E-03 ca 3.4E-02 ca 



0.13 
6.0E-02 I 6.0E-02 r 1 83-32-9 



3.0E-01 I 3.0E-01 r 1 120-12-7 



Polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) 
Acenaphthene 
Anthracene 



3.7E+03 nc 3.8E+04 nc 2.2E+02 nc 3.7E+02 nc 
2.2E+04 nc 1.0E+05 max 1.1E+03 nc 1.8E+03 nc 



6E+02 3E+01 
1E+04 6E+02 



7.3E-01 n 3.1E-01 n 0 0.13 205-99-2 



7.3E-02 n 3.1E-02 n 0 0.13 207-08-9 
Benzo[b]fluoranthene 
Benzo[k]fluoranthene 



6.2t-01 ca 2.9E+M c. 2.2E-02 » 5.2FB2—~ 
6.2E-01 ca 2.9E+00 ca 2.2E-02 ca 9.2E-02 ca 
6.2E+00 ca 2.9E+01 ca 2.2E-01 ca 9.2E-01 c 



2b+oo 8E-02 
5E+00 2E-01 
5E+01 2E+00 



7.3E+00 I 3.1E+00 n 0 0.13 50-32-8 
"UAL-MOOItiea PHli" (PtA, 1994) 



Benzo[a]pyrene 
"CAL-Modified PRG" (PEA, 1994) 



6.1L-01 
6.2E-02 ca 2.9E-01 ca 2.2E-03 ca 9.2E-03 ca 



1.5E-03 
8E+00 4E-01 



7.3E-03 n 3.1E-03 n 0 0.13 218-01-9 



7.3E+00 n 3.1E+O0 n 0 0.13 53-70-3 



"Chrysene 
"CAL-Modified PRG" (PEA, 1994) 



Dibenz[ah]anthracene 



S.2E+01 ca 2.9L+02 ca 2.2b+00 ca 9.2E4TO— 
6.1E+00 
6.2E-02 ca 2.9E-01 ca 2.2E-03 ca 9.2E-03 ca 



2b+02 8E+0C' 



2E+00 8E-02 



4.0E-02 I 4.0E-02 r 1 86-73-7 



7.3E-01 n 3.1E-01 n 0 0.13 193-39-5 



Huoranthene 
Fluorene 
lndeno[1,2,3-cd]pyrene 



2.3b+03 nc 3.0b+04 nc 1,5b+02 nc 1.5E+53—~ 
2.6E+03 nc 3.3E+04 nc 1.5E+02 nc 2.4E+02 nc 
6.2E-01 ca 2.9E+00 ca 2.2E-02 ca 9.2E-02 ca 



4b+03 2E+02 
6E+02 3E+01 
1E+01 7E-01 



2.0E-02 I 8.6E-04 I 1 91-20-3 



3.0E-02 I 3.0E-02 r 1 129-00-0 
1.5E-01 i 9.0E-03 1 1.5E-01 r 9.0E-03 r 0 0.10 67747-09-5 



Pyrene 
Prochloraz 



5.6b+01 nc 1.9b+02 nc 3.1b+0U nc g.2E+00 nc 
2.3E+03 nc 5.4E+04 nc 1.1E+02 nc 1.8E+02 nc 
3.2E+00 ca 1.6E+01 ca 4.5E-02 ca 4.5E-01 ca 



8b+01 4E+00 
4E+03 2E+02 



1 5E-02 1 1.5E-02 r 0 0.10 1610-18-0 
4.0E-03 1 4.0E-03 r 0 0.10 7287-19-6 



Prolluralin 
Prometon 
Prometryn 



3.7b+02 nc i>.3b+03 nc 2.2b+01 nc 2.2E+52—~ 
9.2E+02 nc 1.3E+04 nc 5.5E+01 nc 5.5E+02 nc 
2.4E+02 nc 3.5E+03 nc 1.5E+01 nc 1.5E+02 nc 



1 3E-02 1 1.3E-02 r 0 0.10 1918-16-7 



5.0E-03 1 5.0E-03 r 0 0.10 709-98-8 



Pronamide 
3ropachlor 
Propanil 



4.6t+03 nc 6.6E+U4 nc 2./t+02 nc 2.7E+03 nc 
7.9E+02 nc 1.1E+04 nc 4.7E+01 nc 4.7E+02 nc 
3.1E+02 nc 4.4E+03 nc 1.8E+01 nc 1.8E+02 nc 



2.0E-03 i 2.0E-03 r 0 0.10 107-19-7 



2.0E-02 I 2.0E-02 r 0 0.10 139-40-2 



Propargite 
3ropargyl alcohol 
2ropazine 



1,2b+03 nc ).8b+04 nc 7.3b+01 ™ 7.3E+02—~ 
1.2E+02 nc 1.8E+03 nc 7.3E+00 nc 7.3E+01 nc 
1.2E+03 nc 1.8E+04 nc 7.3E+01 nc 7.3E+02 nc 
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FOR PLANNING PURPOSES 
TOXICITY INFORMATION CONTAMINANT PRELIMINARY REMEDIATION GOALS (PRGsl SOIL SCREENING LEVELS 



SFo RfDo SFi RfDi 0 abs. CAS No. 
1/(mg/kg-d) (mg/kg-d) l/(mg/kg-d) (mg/kg-d) C soils 



„ . „ Migration to Ground water 
Residential Industrial Ambient Air Tap Water OAF 20 DAFI 
Soil (mg/kg) Soil (mgftfl) (ucVm*3> (uo/n 



2.0E-02 I 2.0EO2 r 0 0.10 122-42-9 



1.3E-02 1 1.3E-02 r 0 0.10 60207-90-1 



1.0E-01 I 1.1E-01 I 1 98-82-8 



Propham 
Propiconazole 
Isopropylbenzene (Cumene) 



1.2L+03 nc 1.«b+04 oc 7.3E+01 nc /.3b+02 nc 



7.9E+02 nc 1.1E+04 nc 4.7E+01 nc 4.7E+02 nc 
1.6E+02 nc 5.2E+02 nc 4.0E+02 nc 6.6E+02 nc 



2.0E+01 h 2.0E+01 r 0 0.10 57-55-6 



7.0E-01 h 7.0E-01 r 0 0.10 111-35-3 



n-Propylbenzene 
Propylene glycol 
Propylene glycol, monoethyl ether 



I.4E+02 nc 2.4E+02 sat 3./b+01 nc b. 1 h+01 nc 
1.0E+05 max 1.0E+05 max 7.3E+04 nc 7.3E+05 nc 
4.3E+04 nc 1.0E+05 max 2.6E+03 nc 2.6E+04 nc 



2.4E-01 I 8.6E-03 r 1.3E-02 1 8.6E-03 1 1 75-56-9 



2.5E-01 I 2.5E-01 r 0 0.10 81335-77-5 
Propylene oxide 
Pursuit 



4.3L+04 nc 1.0t+05 max 2.1h+03 nc 2.6E+04 nc 
1.9E+00 ca- 9.1E+00 ca- 5.2E-01 ca- 2.2E-01 ca 
1.5E+04 nc 1.0E+05 max 9.1E+02 nc 9.1E+03 nc 



1.0E-03 I 1.0E-03 r 0 0.10 110-86-1 



5.0E-04 I 5.0E-04 r 0 0.10 13593-03-8 



Pydn'n 
Pyridine 
Quinalphos 



i.bt+03 nc 2.2L+04 nc 9.1E+01 nc 9.1E+02 ™ 
6.1E+01 nc 8.8E+02 nc 3.7E+00 nc 3.6E+01 nc 
3.1E+01 nc 4.4E+02 nc 1.8E+00 nc 1.8E+01 nc 



1.2E+01 h 1.2E+01 r 0 0.10 91-22-5 



1.1E-01 I 3.0E-03 I 1.1E-01 r 3.0E-03 r 0 0.10 121-82-4 



3.0E-02 I 3.0E-02 r 0 0.10 10453-86-8 



Quinoline 
RDX (Cyclonite) 
Resmethrin 



4.1t-02 ca 2.1L-01 ca 5.6E-04 ca 5.6L-03 ca 
4.4E+00 ca- 2.2E+01 ca 6.1E-02 ca 6.1E-01 ca 
1.8E+03 nc 2.6E+04 nc 1.1E+02 nc 1.1E+03 nc 



4.0E-03 1 4.0E-03 r 0 0.10 83-79-4 



2.5E-02 I 2.5E-02 r 0 0.10 78587-05-0 



Ron'nel 
Rotenone 
Savey 



3.1E+U3 nc 4.4L+04 nc 1.8L+02 nc 1.8E+03 nc 
2.4E+02 nc 3.5E+03 nc 1.5E+01 nc 1.5E+02 nc 
1.5E+03 nc 2.2E+04 nc 9.1E+01 nc 9.1E+02 nc 



5.0E-03 I 0 7782-49-2 



5.0E-O3 h 0 0.10 630-10-4 
Selenium 
Selenourea 



3.1t+02 nc 4.4E+U3 nc 1.8E+02 nc 
3.9E+02 nc 1.0E+04 nc 1.8E+02 nc 
3.1E+02 nc 4.4E+03 nc 1.8E+02 nc 



5E+00 3E-01 



9.0E-02 I 9.0E-02 r 0 0.10 74051-80-2 



5.0E-03 I 0 7440-22-4 
1.2E-01 h 5.0E-03 1 1.2E-01 r 2.0E-03 r 0 0.10 122-34-9 



Sefhoxydim 
Silver and compounds 
Simazine 



b.bb+03 nc 7.9E+04 nc 3.3E+U2 nc 3.3E+03 nc 
3.9E+02 nc 1.0E+04 nc 1.8E+02 nc 
4.1E+00 ca- 2.1E+01 ca 5.6E-02 ca 5.6E-01 ca 



3E+01 2E+00 



2.7E-01 h 3.0E-02 1 2.7E-01 r 3.0E-02 r 0 0.10 148-18-5 



2.0E-05 i 2.0E-05 r 0 0.10 62-74-8 



Sodium' azide 
Sodium diethyldithiocarbamate 
Sodium fluoroacetate 



2.4E+02 nc 3,bE+03 nc l.bt+UI nc 1.5E+02 nc 
1.8E+00 ca 9.1E+00 ca 2.5E-02 ca 2.5E-01 ca 
1.2E+00 nc 1.8E+01 nc 7.3E-02 nc 7.3E-01 nc 



6.0E-01 I 0 7440-24-6 



3.0E-04 i 3.0E-04 r 0 0.10 57-24-9 



Sodium metavanadaie 
Strontium, stable 
Strychnine 



6.1E+01 nc 8.8L+02 nc 3./h+tX) nc 3.6E+U1 nc 
4.7E+04 nc 1.0E+05 max 2.2E+04 nc 
1.8E+01 nc 2.6E+02 nc 1.1E+00 nc 1.1E+01 nc 



2.5E-02 1 2.5E-02 r 0 0.10 88671-89-0 
1.5E+05 h 1.5E+05 h 0 0.03 1746-01-6 



Styrene 
Systhane 
2,3,7,8-TCDD (dioxin) 



I-7E+03 sat 1./t+03 sat 1.11+03 nc 1.6E+03 nc 
1.5E+03 nc 2.2E+04 nc 9.1E+01 nc 9.1E+02 nc 
3.9E-06 ca 2.7E-05 ca 4.5E-08 ca 4.5E-07 ca 



4E+00 2b-01 



2.0E-02 h 2.0E-02 r 0 0.10 3383-96-8 



1.3E-02 i 1.3E-02 r 0 0.10 5902-51-2 



TebufFiiuron 
Temephos 
Terbacil 



4.3E+03 nc (S.2t+04 nc 2.8L+02 nc 2.SE+03 "nc 
1.2E+03 nc 1.8E+04 nc 7.3E+01 nc 7.3E+02 nc 
7.9E+02 nc 1.1E+04 nc 4.7E+01 nc 4.7E+02 nc 



2.5E-05 h 2.5E-05 r 0 0.10 13071-79-9 



1.0E-03 I 1.0E-03 r 0 0.10 886-50-0 
3.0E-04 1 3.0E-04 r 0 0.10 95-94-3 



Terbutos 
Terbutryn 
1,2,4,5-Tetrachlorobenzene 



1.5E+00 nc 2.2L+01 nc 9.1b-02 nc 9.1E-01' nc 
6.1E+01 nc 8.8E+02 nc 3.7E+00 nc 3.6E+01 nc 
1.8E+01 nc 2.6E+02 nc 1.1E+00 nc 1.1E+01 nc 



2.0E-01 I 6.00E-02 n 2.0E-01 I «.0OE-O2 r 1 79-34-5 



5.2E-02 n 1.0E-02 I 2.0E-03 n 1.1E-01 n 1 127-18-4 



1,1,1,2-letrachloroethane 
1,1,2,2-Tetrachloroethane 
Tetrachloroethylene (PCE) 



3.0t+00 ca /.Ub+OU ca 2.6b-01 ca 4.3b-01 ca 
3.8E-01 ca 9.0E-01 ca 3.3E-02 ca 5.5E-02 ca 
5.7E+00 ca- 1.9E+01 ca- 3.3E+00 ca 1.1E+00 ca 



3E-03 2E-04 
6E-02 3E-03 



3.0E-02 I 3.0E-02 r 0 0.10 58-90-2 
2.0E+01 h 2.0E+01 r 0 0.10 5216-25-1 



"CAL-Moamed PHG" (PtA, 1994) 
2,3,4,6-Tetrachlorophenol 
p,a,a,a-Tetrachlorotoluene 



3.2E-01 
1.8E+03 nc 2.6E+04 nc 1.1E+02 nc 1.1E+03 nc 
2.4E-02 ca 1.2E-01 ca 3.4E-04 ca 3.4E-03 ca 



2.4E-02 h 3.0E-02 I 2.4E-02 r 3.0E-02 r 0 0.10 961-11-5 



5.0E-04 I 5.0E-04 r 0 0.10 3689-24-5 
7.6E-03 n 2.1E-01 n 6.8E-03 n 8.6E-02 n 0 0.10 109-99-9 



l etrachlorovinphos 
T etraethyldithiopyrophosphate 
Tetrahydrofuran 



2.0E+01 ca* T.0E+02 ca 2.8b-01 ca 2.8b+U0 ca 
3.1E+01 nc 4.4E+02 nc 1.8E+00 nc 1.8E+01 nc 
6.4E+01 ca 3.2E+02 ca 9.9E-01 ca 8.8E+00 ca 



7.0E-05 X 0 1314-32-5 



9.0E-05 I 0 563-68-8 



8.0E-05 I 0 6533-73-9 



Thallic oxide 
Thallium acetate 
Thallium carbonate 



5.5b+00 nc 1.4b+02 nc 2.6E+00 nc 
7.0E+00 nc 1 8E+02 nc 3.3E+00 nc 
6.3E+00 nc 1.6E+02 nc 2.9E+00 nc 



7E-01 4E-01 
7E-01 4E-01 



9.0E-05 I 0 10102-45-1 
9.0E-05 X 0 12039-52-0 



Thallium nitrate 
Thallium selenite 



6.3b+00 nc 1.6b+U2 nc 2.9b+00 nc 
7.0E+00 nc 1.8E+02 nc 3.3E+00 nc 
7.0E+00 nc 1.8E+02 nc 3.3E+00 nc 



/b-01 4E-01 
7E-01 4E-01 
7E-01 4E-01 



1.0E-02 I 1.0E-02 r 0 0.10 28249-77-6 
1 hallium su'Fafe 
Thiobencarb 



6.3b+00 nc 1.6b+02 nc 2.9b+00 nc 
6.1E+02 nc 8.8E+03 nc 3.7E+01 nc 3.6E+02 nc 



/b-01 4E-01 " 











S.J SMUCKER 



FOR PLANNING PURPOSES 
TOXICITY INFORMATION CONTAMINANT PRELIMINARY REMEDIATION GOALS (PRGsl SOIL SCREENING LEVF1 S 



v SKin 
SFo RIDo SFi RfOi 0 abs. CAS No. 



l/frng/kg-d) (mg/kg-d) l/{rVig/kg-d) (mg/kg-d) C soils 
1.0E-01 n 1.0E-01 r 0 0.10 N/A Thiocyanate 



Residential Industrial Ambient Air Tap Water 
Soil (rng/kg) Soil (mg/kg) (ug/m*3) (ugt) 



6.1E+03 nc 1.0E+05 max 3.7E+02 nc 3.6E+03 nc 



Migration to Ground Water 
DAF20 DAF1 
(rogAg) (mo^g) 



3.0E-O4 h 3.0E-04 r 0 0.10 39196-18-4 



8.0E-02 I 8.0E-02 r 0 0.10 23564-05-8 



5.0E-03 I 5.0E-03 r 0 0.10 137-26-8 



Thiofanox 
Thiophanate-methyl 
Thiram 



1.8h+U1 nc 2.6E+02 nc 1.1E+00 nc l.lh+01 nc 
4.9E+03 nc 7.0E+04 nc 2.9E+02 nc 2.9E+03 nc 
3.1E+02 nc 4.4E+03 nc 1.8E+01 nc 1.8E+02 nc 



6.0E-01 h 0 



2.0E-01 I 1.1E-01 h 1 108-88-3 



3.2E+00 h 3.2E+00 r 0 0.10 95-80-7 



Tin (inorganic, see tributyltin oxide for organic tin) 



Toluene 
Toiuene-2,4-diamine 



4.7E+04 nc 1.0E+05 max 2.2E+04 nc 
5.2E+02 sat 5.2E+02 sat 4.0E+02 nc 7.2E+02 nc 
1.5E-01 ca 7.7E-01 ca 2.1E-03 ca 2.1E-02 ca 



1E+01 6E-01 



6.0E-01 h 6.0E-01 r 0 0.10 95-70-5 



2.0E-01 h 2.0E-01 r 0 0.10 823-40-5 



2E-01 I 2E-01 r 0 0.10 106-49-0 



1 oluene-2,5-cliamlne 
T oluene-2,6-diamine 
p-Toluidine 



3.7E+04 nc 1.0E+05 max 2.2E+03 nc 2.ZE+04 nc 
1.2E+04 nc 1.0E+05 max 7.3E+02 nc 7.3E+03 nc 
2.6E+00 ca 1.3E+01 ca 3.5E-02 ca 3.5E-01 ca 



7.5E-03 I 7.5E-03 r 0 0.10 66841-25-6 



1.3E-02 I 1.3E-02 r 0 0.10 2303-17-5 



loxaphene 
Tralomethrin 
T riallate 



4.4E-01 ca 2.2E+00 ca 6.0E-03 ca 6.1L-02 ca 
4.6E+02 nc 6.6E+03 nc 2.7E+01 nc 2.7E+02 nc 
7.9E+02 nc 1.1E+04 nc 4.7E+01 nc 4.7E+02 nc 



3b+01 2E+00 



1.0E-02 I 1.0E-02 r 0 0.10 82097-50-5 



5.0E-03 I 5.0E-03 r 0 0.10 615-54-3 



3.0E-04 I 0 0.10 56-35-9 



T riasulfuron 
1,2,4-T ribromobenzene 
Tributyltin oxide (TBTO) 



6.1E+U2 nc 8.8E+03 nc 3.7L+U1 nc 3.6h+U2 nc 
3.1E+02 nc 4.4E+03 nc 1.8E+01 nc 1.8E+02 nc 
1.8E+01 nc 2.6E+02 nc 1.1E+01 nc 



3.4E-02 h 3.4E-02 r 0 0.10 634-93-5 



2.9E-02 h 2.9E-02 r 0 0.10 33663-50-2 



1.0E-02 i 5.7E-02 h 1 120-82-1 



2,4,6-1 richloroaniline 
2,4,6-Trichloroaniline hydrochloride 
1,2,4-T richlorobenzene 



T.4E+0I ca 7 .3E+01 ca 2.0E-01 ca 2.UE+UU ca 
1.7E+01 ca 8.5E+01 ca 2.3E-01 ca 2.3E+00 ca 
6.5E+02 nc 3.00E+03 sat 2.1E+02 nc 1.9E+02 nc 5E+00 3E-01 



3.5E-02 n 2.9E-01 n 1 71-55-6 



5.7E-02 I 4.0E-03 I 5.6E-02 1 4 0E-03 r 1 79-00-5 



1.1E-02 n 6.0E-03 x 6.0E-03 n 6.0E-03 r 1 79-01-6 



1.1.1-lrichloroeHiane 
1.1.2-T richloroethane 
Trichloroethylene (TCEJ 



7.7L+02 nc 1.4E+03 sat 1.0b+03 nc 7.9E+02" nc 
8.4E-01 ca- 1.9E+00 ca- 1.2E-01 ca 2.0E-01 ca 
2.8E+00 ca" 6.1E+00 ca- 1.1E+00 ca* 1.6E+00 ca-



2b+00 1E-01 
2E-02 9E-04 
6E-02 3E-03 



3.0E-01 I 2.0E-01 h 1 75-69-4 



1.0E-01 I 1.0E-01 r 0 0.10 95-95-4 
1.1E-02 I 1.1E-02 I 0 0.10 88-06-2 



2.4.5-Trichlorophenol 
2.4.6-Trich lorophenol 



3.9E+02 nc Z.00E+03 sat 7.3E+02 nc 1.3E+03 nc 
6.1E+03 nc 8.8E+04 nc 3.7E+02 nc 3.6E+03 nc 
4.4E+01 ca 2.2E+02 ca 6.2E-01 ca 6.1E+00 ca 



3E+02 1E+01 
2E-01 8E-03 



1.0E-02 I 1.0E-02 r 0 0.10 93-76-5 



8.0E-03 I 8.0E-03 r 0 0.10 93-72-1 



5.0E-03 I 5.0E-03 r 1 598-77-6 



2,4,5-1 richlorophenoxyacetic Acid 
2-(2,4,5-Trichlorophenoxy) propionic acid 
1,1,2-Trichloropropane 



6.TE+02 nc B.BE+03 nc 3./E+UT • nc 3.6t+U2 nc 
4.9E+02 nc 7.0E+03 nc 2.9E+01 nc 2.9E+02 nc 
1.5E+01 nc 5.1E+01 nc 1.8E+01 nc 3.0E+01 nc 



7.0E+00 h 6.0E-O3 I 7.0E+00 r 5.0E-03 r 1 96-18-4 



5.0E-03 h 5.0E-03 r 1 96-19-5 
3.0E+01 I 8.6E+00 h 1 76-13-1 



1,2,3-1 richloropropane 
1,2,3-Trichloropropene 
1,1,2-T richloro-1,2,2-trifluoroethane 



1.4E-03 ca 3.1E-03 ca 9.6b-04 ca f.Sb-03 ca 
1.2E+01 nc 3.9E+01 nc 1.8E+01 nc 3.0E+01 nc 
5.6E+03 sat 5.6E+03 sat 3.1E+04 nc 5.9E+04 nc 



3.0E-03 1 3.0E-03 r 0 0.10 58138-08-2 



2.0E-03 r 2.0E-03 I 1 121-44-8 
7.7E-03 I 7.5E-03 I 7.7E-03 r 7.5E-03 r 0 0.10 1582-09-8 



TrTdiphane 
Triethylamine 
Trifluralin 



1.8E+02 nc 2.6E+03 nc l.ft+UI nc l.lb+02 nc 
2.3E+01 nc 8.8E+01 nc 7.3E+00 nc 1.2E+01 nc 
6.3E+01 ca" 3.2E+02 ca- 8.7E-01 ca- 8.7E+00 ca-



5.0E-02 n 1.7E-03 n 1 108-67-8 
3.7E-02 h 3.7E-02 r 0 0.10 512-56-1 



1.2.4-1 rimethylbenzene' 
1.3.5-T rimethylbenzene 
Trimethyl phosphate 



5./E+00 sat 5.7E+00 sat 6.2fc+00 nc 1.2t+01 nc 
2.1E+01 nc 7.0E+01 nc 6.2E+00 nc 1.2E+01 nc 
1.3E+01 ca 6.7E+01 ca 1.8E-01 ca 1.8E+00 ca 



3.0E-02 I 3.0E-02 r 0 0.10 99-35-4 



1.0E-02 h 1.0E-02 r 0 0.10 479-45-8 
3E-02 1 5.0E-04 1 3E-02 r 5.0E-04 r 0 0.10 118-96-7 



1.3.5-1 rinitrobenzene 
T rinitrophenylmethylnitramine 
2.4.6-Trinitrotoluene 



1 -8h+03 nc 2.6t+04 nc 1.1E+02 nc 1.1t+03 nc 
6.1E+02 nc 8.8E+03 nc 3.7E+01 nc 3.6E+02 nc 
1.6E+01 ca" 8.2E+01 ca" 2.2E-01 ca" 2.2E+00 ca" 



7.0E-03 h 0 7440-62-2 



9.0E-03 I 0 1314-62-1 



2.0E-02 h 0 13701-70-7 



7anadium 
Vanadium pentoxide 
Vanadium sulfate 



5.5E+02 nc 1.4E+04 nc ,"2.5E+32—~ 
7.0E+02 nc 1.8E+04 nc 3.3E+02 nc 
1.6E+03 nc 4.1E+04 nc 7.3E+02 nc 



(jb+03 3E+02 
6E+03 3E+02 
6E+03 3E+02 



2.5E-02 I 2.5E-02 r 0 0.10 50471-44-8 



1.0E+00 h 5.7E-02 1 1 108-O5-4 



Vernam 
Vinclozolin 
Vinyl acetate 



5. IE+0I nc 8.8E+02 nc 3.7E+UU nc 3.6t-H)1 nc 
1.5E+03 nc 2.2E+04 nc 9.1E+01 nc 9.1E+02 nc 
4.3E+02 nc 1.4E+03 nc 2.1E+02 nc 4.1E+02 nc 2E+02 8E+00 



1.1E-01 r 8.6E-04 r 1.1E-01 h 8.6E-04 I 1 593-60-2 



1.9E+00 h 3.0E-01 h 1 75-01-4 



3.0E-04 1 3.0E-04 r 0 0.10 81-81-2 



Vinyl bromide (bromoethene) 
Vinyl chloride 
Warfarin 



1 -Sb-01 ca- 4.2b-01 ca- 6.1E-02 ca- f .0E-01 ca-
2.2E-02 ca 4.9E-02 ca 2.2E-02 ca 2.0E-02 ca 
1.8E+01 nc 2.6E+02 nc 1.1E+00 nc 1.1E+01 nc 



1E-02 7E-04 



3.0E-01 I 0 7440-66-6 



3.0E-04 I 0 1314-84-7 



Xylenes 
Zinc 
Zinc phosphide 



2.1E+02 sat 2.1E+02 sat 7.3E+02 nc 1.4E+03 nc 
2.3E+04 nc 1-0E+05 max 1.1E+04 nc 
2.3E+01 nc 6.1E+02 nc 1.1E+01 nc 



2b+02 1E+01 -
1E+04 6E+02 



5.0E-02 1 5.0E-02 r 0 0.10 12122-67-7 Zineb 3.1E+03 nc 4.4E+04 nc 1,«b+02 nc 1.8E+03 ^c 











Appendix D 



Plate 1. Areas Sampled at the 
Former KPC Pulp Mill 
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being oversized. Oversized documents are located 
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I hereby certify that the subdivision shown hereon has 
found to comply with the subdivision regulations of the 
Ketchikan Gateway Borough and that the said plat has been 
approved for recording in the office of the District Recorder, 
First Judicial District, Ketchikan, Alaska. 



Platting Board Chairperson Planning Dept. Official 



Borough Assessor Borough Engineer 



KPU Engineering Manager 



U.S.C.&G.S. Triangulation Station 
"ABIDE" 1951 



Lat. 55°23'46.541" N. 
Long. ISI^'S^CTO" W. 



(NAD. 1927) 



I hereby certify that I am properly registered and licensed to practice land 
surveying in the State of Alaska, that this plat represents a survey made 
by me or under my direct supervision, that the monuments shown hereon 
actually exist as described, and that all dimensions and other details are 
correct. 



Ward s Cove 



LEGEND 



Typical cap on monument 
set this survey. 



Markings vary for individual corners. 



O 



* 



CP 
(  )  
HAP. 



K.R.D. 



No. 5 rebar with aluminum cap, found this survey. 



U.S. Bureau of Land Management Monument 



U.S. Coast & Geodetic Survey Triangulation Station 



Aluminum cap, 2 ins. diameter, on a No. 5 rebar, set this survey. (See typical above) 
"X" and text chiseled on cliff, from U.S.S. 1706 and 1923 



Indicates data from the record. 



Not a part of this plat. 



Ketchikan Recording District 



Existing Easement 



Easement Created by this plat 



Meander Line 



Centerline 



PLAT NOTES 



Date Registration Number: LS-7217 



Number of lots before this plat: 3 
Number of lots after this plat: 2 
Present Zoning: IH & CG 
Proposed Zoning: IH & CG 



Area of subdivision: 65.554 Acres 
Area dedicated to right-of-way: 0 Acres 



Registered Land Surveyor REVISION DATE DESCRIPTION 



Notary Public in 
and for Alaska 



My commission expires: 



BO C53 



APPROVED 



REVISIONS 



CERTIFICATE OF PAYMENT OF TAXES 



I hereby certify that, to the best of my knowledge, 
all past and current local property taxes and other 
charges assessed against the property described 
hereon are: paid in full 



exempt. 



Director of Administrative 
Services 
Ketchikan Gateway Borough 



Date 



Dates of field survey: June 16 through September 14, 2000 
KETCHIKAN RECORDING DISTRICT 



DO NOT SCALE, USE DIMENSIONS WHENEVER POSSIBLE 
Plat of the 



DAWSON POINT SUBDIVISION 
Subdividing U.S.S. 1993; Lot2B, Tract B, U.S.S. 1923 and an 



Unnamed Portion of U.S.S. 1923; 
Creating Tract 3004, composed of Lots 1 & 2 
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Lot 1, Tract B 
U.S.S. 1923 (NAP.) 



" " Gordon S. & Eileen K. Harang 
1517 Sawmill Creek Rd. 
Sitka, AK 99835 



Found an aluminum cap, 2 ins. diameter, on a No. 5 
rebar 0.2 ft, below a road surface, held as the true 



i 88'53'55"E.) P°sition for this comer- CaP is marked "LS 7213, L1 
lii ftQ°nq'04"E L2,1990". Also found two orange plastic caps on iron 
j/ ^ rods set by Earl Fosse out of position for property 



*147 17 ft "9 makers. One bears N.89°11'08"W., 5.83 ft. from the 
> >> true comer and one bears N.17°00'10"W., 20.00 ft. 



/ /*<'''/' from the true comer 
\ /' Existing easement described in Book 



- 310, Pages 494-499. Cannot be 4 
V located from the written description. I 



O w to resolve it's location by centering it on ° 
^ g o 5 P°'es and guy anchor locations at 



the time of this survey. See 
"k- ° to O) Description A on Sheet 2. I 
^ r* ^ QJ / 
r* °? Oi Gateway Forest Products / 



P P.O. Box 779 / 
•s. Ward Cove, AK 99928 



Lot 2A 
Tract B, U.S.S. 1923 



(N.A.P.) 
Daniel A. & Alice R. Brusich 
P.O. Box 719 
Ward Cove, AK 99928 



LINE TABLE NOTES 
NUMBER DIRECTION DISTANCE 



Totem 
Lodge 



1.) The Alaska Dept. of Environmental Conservation has suspended their program 
of subdivision review at the time of this survey. Contact the Department for 
information about their requirements for development of lots within this subdivision. 



2.) This plat combines U.S.S. 1993; Lot 2B, Tract B, U.S.S. 1923; and an unnamed 
portion of U.S.S. 1923 into Tract 3004; and then subdivides Tract 3004 into two lots. 



3.) Lot 2 of Tract 3004 is subject to the terms of the Alaska Dept. of Environmental 
Conservation Solid Waste Disposal Permit No. 9713-BA001, dated September 8, 
1997. Subsequent landowners are hereby notified that wastes, including boiler ash, 
woodwaste and dredged material have been buried on Lot 2 and are warned that it 
may be hazardous to develop a water supply for drinking water purposes. A 
geosynthetic liner has been placed over the waste and operations should be carried 
out in a way that does not rupture the integrity of the liner. Rupture of the liner can be 
caused by the operation of heavy machinery or the construction of buildings on the 
surface. 



Meander 
S.00°13'59"W. 



(SOUTH) Meander 
New private easement 
benefiting Lot 2 for a pipeline 
carrying leachate to treatment 
facility. See Description C on 
.sheet 2. 



S.27°52'39"W. 
(S.28'15'W.) Meander 



Meander 



Found remains of original BLM monument a badly 
rusted, concrete filled iron post, 1" diam., top with cap is 
broken off and lost. From which: 
An original bearing tree, a cedar 30" diam. with a 



healed blaze on NW. face, scribing visible but illegible -
bears S.68°04'E., 9.6 ft. distant. 
An original bearing tree, a hemlock 24" diam., with 



completely healed blaze on SE. face bears N.37°50'W. 
11.8 ft. distant. 



Meander 



THIS—-
SURVEY 



Meander 
S.02°10'09"E. 



(S.02'12'E.) Meander 
4.) Subsequent landowners of Lot 1 are hereby notified, due to its proximity to Lot 2, 



that it may be hazardous to develop a water supply for drinking water purposes. 



5.) Neither the monument for the Witness Comer to Meander Comer 6, U.S.S. 1993 
nor the monument for Meander Comer 4 of U.S.S. 1706 were found despite several 
diligent searches. The accessories described in the field notes of U.S.S. 1706 and 
U.S.S. 1993 were also not found. An apparent bearing tree was found, but it is not 
supported by the record. I restore the position of Meander Comer 4 of U.S.S. 1706 
(identical to Meander Comer 6, U.S.S. 1993) at the record bearing and distance from 
the found position of Comer 5, U.S.S. 1993 (identical to Comer 3 U.S.S. 1706). A 
witness corner was set this survey, as shown on this plat. That witness corner is an 
aluminum cap, 2" in diameter, fixed to the top of a No. 5 rebar, 30" long, set 25 " in the 
ground, from which: An apparent old bearing tree, a rotted hemlock stump, 30" 
diameter, blazed and scribed on the NNW face "C4 S17...BT" bears S.55°27'E., 66.4 
ft. distant. 



Meander 



Meander 
L10 



Meander 
S.50°39'29"W. 
(S.50'45'W.) / (N.A.P.) 



Daniel A. & Alice R. Brusich 
P.O. Box 719 
Ward Cove, AK 99928 



VICINITY MAP L11 
Meander 



New joint use private access 
easement benefiting those 
portions of U.S.S. 1754 and 
U.S.S. 1706 south and east of 
the N. Tongass Highway. See 
Description G on sheet 2. 



Meander line L12 
Meander 



Meander line SCALE: 1 INCH = 1 MILE 
SOURCE: U.S.G.S. Quadrangle 



Ketchikan B—6, Alaska 
Gateway Forest Products 
P.O. Box 779 
Ward Cove, AK 99928 



L13 
Meander New private easement 



benefiting Lot 2 for a pipeline 
carrying leachate to treatment 
facility. See Description D on 
sheet 2. 



Lot Designation 
to be Removed 



L14 
Meander 



N.10o06'58"E. 
(N. 10'07'E.) Found chiseled marks, "WC + 



1706" on an exposed rock face, 
from which: An original bearing 
tree, a rotten hemlock stump, 
50" diam., bears N.41°12'41"E., 
15.8 ft. distant 



OWNER'S CERTIFICATE 
L15 



Meander I hereby certify that Ketchikan Pulp Co. is the owner 
of U.S.S. 1993; Lot 2B, Tract B of U.S.S. 1923; and 
that portion of U.S.S. 1923 described in Deeds Book 
4, pages 522-523 as shown hereon and that I 
hereby approve the plat of this survey. 



L16 
Meander Existing boundaries to 



be removed by this plat 



Zoning: CG \ \ 



Zoning: IH \ 



Witness Distance= 19.80 ft. 
Found BLM brass cap, 214" diam., 
on an iron post, 1" diam.; the — 
monument shows 18 ins. above the 
ground and lies at the base of a 
rock bluff, 10 ft. high. 
The beach in this area has 
apparently been eroded by storms 
and both original bearing trees have v-
been undermined and are gone. 



Witness Distance= 83.45 ft. 
<3 |i i* » 



_ov ^ 268.33 ft. ~ 
» ° j 351.78 ft. Total 



Found BLM brass cap, 214" diam., ^ 
^ on an iron post, 1" diam. 
w An original bearing tree, a hemlock 
rri 8" diam. with a healed blaze on NW 



face, scribing visible but illegible, 
bears S.251/4°E. 6.2 ft, distant. i 



e d  P a r c e i  D e s c r i b e d  i n  7  
• 



D e e d s  B o o k  4  /  
3 g e s  5 2 2 - 5 2 3 ,  K . R . D .  A —  



( Lot Designation \ / 
I to be Removed J / 



See General Note 5 for boundary 
resolution in this area. 



for Ketchikan Pulp Co 



N.01°50'09"W. 
(N.02'17'41 "W.) NOTARY'S ACKNOWLEDGMENT Existing easement described in 



Book 310, Pages 494—499. 
Cannot be located from the 
written description. I resolve 
it's location by centering it on 
the poles and guy anchor 
locations at the time of this 
survey. See Description B on 
Sheet 2. 



New private, joint use 
access & utility 
easement (including 
leachate pipeline), 
benefiting Lot 2. See 
Description E. 



State of Alaska 



The original meanders of U.S.S. 
1923 were adjusted according to 
Section 5-43 of the Manual of 
Surveying Instructions -1973, 
Published by the Bureau of Land 
Management. 



First Judicial District ) 



CURVE TABLE 
Length (ft.) Tangent (ft.) Long Chord (ft.) The foregoing instrument was acknowledged 



before me this day of 
Area: 25.903 Acres NUMBER Radius (ft.) Delta Chord Bearing 
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COMMENCING at the Witness Corner to Meander Corner 3 of U.S.S. 1993, a BLM brass cap on an iron pipe; 



Thence N.89°58'25"E., along line 8-9 of U.S.S. 1923, 244.86 ft. to an aluminum cap, 2 ins. diameter, on a No. 5 rebar, the southwest 
comer of Lot 2B of Tract B as shown on the plat recorded as Plat 90-25 in the Ketchikan Recording District. 



Thence across Lot 1, Tract 3004, along the east boundary of the parcel described in Description E, on a curve to the right with a radius 
of 220.97 ft., through an arc of 1.74 ft., a central angle of 00°27'03", with a chord direction of S.06°38'52"W. and chord distance of 1.74 ft. 
to the POINT OF BEGINNING. 



Thence N.5183r58"E., 2.90 ft. 



Thence N.47°19,08"E., 97.85 ft. 



Thence N.80°56'38"E., 28.07 ft. to the boundary of Lot 2, Tract 3004. 



Thence S.26°39'52"W., along the boundary of Lot 2, Tract 3004, 10.19 ft. to an aluminum cap, 2 ins. diameter, on a No. 5 rebar. 



Thence S.08°38'04" E., continuing along the boundary of Lot 2, Tract 3004, 21.73 ft. 



Thence S.80°56'38"W., across Lot 1, Tract 3004, 12.89 ft. 



Thence S.47°19'08nW., 89.89 ft. 



Thence S.51°31'58"W., 41.87 ft. to the east boundary of the parcel described in Description E. 



Thence N.19°20'38"E., along the east boundary of the parcel described in Description E., 0.31 ft. 



Thence continuing along the east boundary of the parcel described in Description E, on a curve to the left with a radius of 220.97 ft., 
through an arc of 48.41 ft., a central angle of 12°28'17", with a chord direction of N.13°06'33"E. and chord distance of 48.00 ft. to the 
POINT OF BEGINNING. This parcel is bounded on the north south and west by Lot 1, Tract 3004; on the east by Lot 2, Tract 3001 and 
contains 3,996 sq. ft., more or less. 



Thence S.65°37'40"W. along the boundary of Lot 2, Tract 3004, 64.60 ft. to an aluminum cap, 2 ins. diameter, on a No. 5 rebar. 



Thence across Lot 1, Tract 3004 on a curve to the right with a radius of 250.00 ft. through a central angle of 24°53'24", an arc of 108.60 
ft., with a chord direction of N.06°53'59"E. and chord distance of 107.75 ft. 



Thence N.19°20'38"E., tangent to the previous curve, 258.62 ft. 



Thence on a curve to the left, tangent to the previous course, with a radius of 160.97 ft. through a central angle of 10°30'07" and an arc 
of 29.50 ft. with a chord direction of N.14°05'38"E. and a chord distance of 29.46 ft. to line 8-9 of U.S.S. 1923. 



Thence N.89°58'25"E. along, line 8-9 of U.S.S. 1923, 60.53 ft. to the POINT OF BEGINNING. This parcel is bounded on the north by 
Brusich Road, on the east and west by Tract 1, Tract 3004 and on the south by Lot 2, Tract 3004 and contains 23,010 sq. ft., more or 
less. 



SO c# 



DESCRIPTION 0 



All that parcel of land, entirely within Lot 1, Tract 3004 of the Dawson Point Subdivision, Ketchikan Recording District, Alaska; being 
more particularly described as follows. 



COMMENCING at Comer 4 of U.S.S. 1923, identical to Comer 2 of U.S.S. 1706, which was relocated in the survey for the Dawson 
Point Subdivision and marked with an aluminum cap, 2 ins. diameter, on a No. 5 rebar set 2 ins. below the surface of a shot rock road, 
the POINT OF BEGINNING. 



Thence S.00°16'03"E. along line 2-3 of U.S.S. 1706 and the boundary of Lot 1 of Tract 3004, 50.00 ft. 



Thence N.26°52'19"W. across Lot 1 of Tract 3004, 55.82 ft. to line 4-5 of U.S.S. 1754 



Thence N.89°32'04"E. along line 4-5 of U.S.S. 1754 and the boundary of Lot 1 of Tract 3004, 25.00 ft. to the POINT OF BEGINNING. 
This parcel is bounded on the north by U.S.S. 1754 on the east by U.S.S. 1706 and on the southwest by Lot 1 of Tract 3004, containing 
625 sq. ft., more or less. 
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Thence S.70°17'34HW. tangent to the previous curve, 182.81 ft. 



Thence on a curve to the right, tangent to the previous course, with a radius of 230.00 ft., through a central angle of 65°05'56" and an arc 
of 261.32 ft., with a chord direction of N.77°09'28"W. and a chord distance of 247.49 ft. 



Thence N.44°36'30" W., tangent to the previous curve, 255.48 ft. to the boundary of Lot 1, Tract 3004. 



Thence N.47041'11"E., along the boundary of Lot 1, Tract 3004, 64.96 ft. to an aluminum cap, 2 ins. diameter, on a No. 5 rebar. 



Thence N.13°40'16"W., continuing along the boundary of Lot 1, Tract 3004,185.48 ft to an aluminum cap, 2 ins. diameter, on a No. 5 
rebar. 



Thence N.65°37'40"E. along the boundary of Lot 1, Tract 3004, and the boundary of the parcel described in Description E, 64.60 ft. 



Thence, across Lot 2, Tract 3004, on a curve to the left not tangent to the previous course, with a radius of 190.00 ft., through a central 
angle of 45°21'46" and an arc of 150.43 ft., with a chord direction of S.21°55'37"E. and a chord distance of 146.53 ft. 



Thence S.44°36'30"E., tangent to the previous curve, 110.94 ft. 



Thence S.45°23'30"W. 104.37 ft. 



Thence S.44°36'30"E., 143.49 ft. 



Thence on a curve to the left, tangent to the previous course, with a radius of 170.00 ft., through a central angle of 65°05'56" and an arc 
of 193.15 ft., with a chord direction of S.77°09'28"E. and a chord distance of 182.93 ft. 



Thence N.70°17'34"E., tangent to the previous curve, 182.81 ft. 



Thence on a curve to the right, tangent to the previous course with a radius of 230.00 ft., through a central angle of 52°42'55" and an arc 
of 211.61 ft., with a chord direction of S.83°20'58"E. and a chord distance of 204.23 ft. 



Thence S.56°59'31"E., 65.53 ft. to the POINT OF BEGINNING. This parcel is bounded on the northeast and south by Lot 2, Tract 3004, 
on the southeast by Lot 1, Tract 3004, and on the west and northwest by Lot 1, Tract 3004 and the parcel described in Description E, 
containing 75,806 sq. ft., more or less. 
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DESCRIPTION A 



All that parcel of land, centered on an existing system of utility poles and associated guy structures, entirely within Lot 2B, Tract B, 
U.S.S. 1923 as shown on the plat recorded as Plat 90-25 in the Ketchikan Recording District, Alaska; being more particularly described 
as follows. 



COMMENCING at Comer 2 of U.S.S. 1923, a rusted iron pipe filled with concrete, the remains of the original monument; 



Thence S.00°39'48"E., along line 3-4 of U.S.S. 1754, 351.25 ft to an aluminum cap, 2 ins. diameter, on a No. 5 rebar set 0.2 ft below the 
surface of a road, the northeast comer of Lot 2B, Tract B, U.S.S. 1923. 



Thence S.00o39'48"E., continuing along line 3-4 of U.S.S. 1754, 26.65 ft. to the POINT OF BEGINNING. 



Thence S.00°39'48"E., continuing along line 3^t of U.S.S. 1754, 26.26 ft. 



Thence S.48°57'00"W., across Lot 2B of Tract B, 277.09 ft. 



Thence S.21°40'17"W., 511.03 ft. 



Thence S.19°27,12"W., 391.97 ft. 



Thence S.59°53'23"E., 45.76 ft. 



Thence S.30°06'37"W., 10.00 ft. 



Thence N.59053'23"W., 45.76 ft. 



Thence S.40°46,02"W., 50.50 ft. to line 2-3 of U.S.S. 1993 



Thence S.89058'25"W., along line 2-3 of U.S.S. 1993, 26.42 ft. 



Thence across Lot 2B, Tract B, N.40°46'02"E., 69.08 ft. 



Thence N.19°27,12,,E.I 388.68 ft. 



Thence N.69026'15"W., 50.00 ft. 



Thence N.19°45'37"E., 10.00 ft. 



Thence S.69°26'15"E., 50.14 ft. 



Thence N.21°40'17"E., 500.98 ft. 



Thence N.54°4r21"W., 25.54 ft. 



Thence N.35018'39"E., 20.00 ft. 



Thence S.54°4r21"E., 25.54 ft. 



Thence N.48°57'00"E., 288.67 ft. to the POINT OF BEGINNING. This parcel is bounded on the northeast by U.S.S. 1754, on the 
southeast and northwest by Lot 2B, Tract B, U.S.S. 1923 and on the south by U.S.S. 1923; containing 26,630 sq. ft., more or less. 
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DESCRIPTION D 



All that parcel of land, centered on an existing pair of high density polyethylene pipelines, entirely within Lot 1, Tract 3004 of the Dawson 
Point Subdivision, Ketchikan Recording District, Alaska; being more particularly described as follows. 



DESCRIPTION B 



All that parcel of land, centered on an existing system of utility poles and associated guy structures, entirely within U.S.S. 1993, 
Ketchikan Recording District, Alaska; being more particularly described as follows. 



COMMENCING at the Witness Comer to the Meander Corner 3 of U.S.S. 1993, a BLM brass cap, 2Vz ins. diam., on an iron pipe, 1 in. 
diam. 



Thence N.89°58'25"E., along line 8-9 of U.S.S. 1923,244.86 ft. to an aluminum cap, 2 ins. diam. on a No. 5 rebar, the southwest comer 
of Lot 2B, Tract B of U.S.S. 1923 as shown on the plat recorded as Plat 90-25 in the Ketchikan Recording District. 



Thence N.89°58'25"E., continuing along line 8-9 of U.S.S. 1923, 79.42 ft. to the POINT OF BEGINNING. 



Thence N.89°58'25"E., continuing along line 8-9 of U.S.S. 1923, 26.42 ft. 



Thence S.40°46'02"W., across U.S.S. 1923, 236.14 ft. 



Thence S.08°09'04"W., 402.34 ft. 



Thence S.00°49'04"E., 69.91 ft. 



Thence S.89°10'56'^N.I 20.00 ft. 



Thence N.00°49'04"W., 71.48 ft. 



Thence N.08°09'04"E., 404.40 ft. 



Thence N.66°24'20"W., 98.56 ft. 



Thence N.24°03'48"E., 10.00 ft. 



Thence S.66°24'20"E., 98.55 ft. 



Thence N.40°46'02"E., 219.66 ft. to the POINT OF BEGINNING. This parcel is bounded on the north by Lot 2B, Tract B, U.S.S. 1923 
and on the east, south and west by U.S.S. 1993; containing 1,657 sq. ft., more or less. 
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DESCRIPTION E 



All that parcel of land, centered on an existing shot rock road, entirely within Lot 1, Tract 3004 of the Dawson Point Subdivision, 
Ketchikan Recording District, Alaska; being more particularly described as follows. 



COMMENCING at the Witness Corner to Meander Comer 3 of U.S.S. 1993, a BLM brass cap on an iron pipe; 



Thence N.89°58'25"E., along line 8-9 of U.S.S. 1923, 244.86 ft. to an aluminum cap, 2 ins. diameter, on a No. 5 rebar, the southwest 
comer of Lot 2B of Tract B as shown on the plat recorded as Plat 90-25 in the Ketchikan Recording District and the POINT OF 
BEGINNING of this parcel. 



Thence across Lot 1, Tract 3004 on a curve to the right with a radius of 220.97 ft., through a central angle of 12°55'20", an arc of 49.84 ft. 
and a chord direction of S.12°53'0rw. and a chord distance of 49.73 ft. 



Thence S.19°20'38"W., tangent to the previous curve, 258.62 ft. 



Thence on a curve to the left, tangent to the previous course, with a radius of 190.00 ft., through a central angle of 18°35'25", an arc of 
61.65 ft. and a chord direction of S.10°02'58"W. and a chord distance of 61.38 ft. to the boundary of Lot 2, Tract 3004. 



DESCRIPTION C 



All that parcel of land, centered on an existing pair of high density polyethylene pipelines, entirely within Lot 1, Tract 3004 of the Dawson 
Point Subdivision, Ketchikan Recording District, Alaska; being more particularly described as follows. 



COMMENCING at Comer 2 of U.S.S. 1923, a rusted iron pipe filled with concrete, the remains of the original monument; 



Thence S.00°39'48"E., along line 3-4 of U.S.S. 1754, 351.25 ft. to an aluminum cap, 2 ins. diameter, on a No. 5 rebar set 0.2 ft. below 
the surface of a road, the northeast comer of Lot 2B, Tract B, U.S.S. 1923, shown on the plat recorded as Plat 90-25 in the Ketchikan 
Recording District. 



Thence continuing along line 3-4 of U.S.S. 1754, S.00°39'48"E., 7.04 ft. 



Thence continuing along line 3-4 of U.S.S. 1754, S.00°39'48"E., 33.21 ft. 



Thence across Lot 1, Tract 3004, S.63°57'01HW., 102.99 ft. 



Thence S.43052'19"W., 177.03 ft. 



Thence S.16°29'28"W., 203.16 ft. 



Thence S.26°38'34MW., 147.40 ft. 



Thence S.01°50'17"E., 98.25 ft. to the boundary of Lot 2, Tract 3004, Dawson Point Subdivision. 



Thence N.64°12'25"W., along the boundary of Lot 2, Tract 3004, 22.00 ft. to an aluminum cap, 2 ins. diam., on a No. 5 rebar. 



Thence S.26°39'52"\N., continuing along the boundary of Lot 2, Tract 3004, 22.03 ft. 



Thence N.OI'SO'^-W., across Lot 1, Tract 3004, 115.02 ft. 



Thence N.26038'34"E., 152.35 ft. 



Thence N.16°29'28"E., 207.80 ft. 



Thence N.43°52'19"E, 189.65 ft. 



Thence N.63°57'01"E., 122.54 ft. to the POINT OF BEGINNING. This parcel is bounded on the east by U.S.S. 1754, on the southeast 
and northwest by Lot 1, Tract 3004 and on the south by Lot 2, Tract 3004; it contains 22,500 sq. ft., more or less. 
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DESCRIPTION F 



All that parcel of land, entirely within Lot 2, Tract 3004 of the Dawson Point Subdivision, Ketchikan Recording District, Alaska; being 
more particularly described as follows. 



COMMENCING at the Meander Comer 1 of U.S.S. 1993, a BLM brass cap on an iron pipe; 



Thence N.23°28'02"W., across Lot 1, Tract 3004,160.46 ft. to an aluminum cap, 2 ins. diameter, on a No. 5 rebar; a comer of Lot 2, 
Tract 3004. 



Thence S.75022'54nW. along the boundary of Lot 1, Tract 3004, 14.57 ft. to the POINT OF BEGINNING of this parcel. 



Thence continuing along the boundary of Lot 1, Tract 3004, S.75°22'54"W., 81.22 ft. 



Thence N.56°59'3rw., across Lot 2, Tract 3004, 10.80 ft. 



Thence on a curve to the left, tangent to the previous course, with a radius of 170.00 ft. through a central angle of 52°42'55H and an arc 
A C C A A _ -I- - i r . . ^ n ^ „. - „. . 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE                                         ENR


MONDAY, FEBRUARY 6, 1995                           (202) 616-0189


                                               TDD (202) 514-1888





                                 


     KETCHIKAN PULP CO. PLEADS GUILTY TO ENVIRONMENTAL CRIMES


                   AND PAY $3 MILLION IN FINES





     WASHINGTON, D.C.  The U.S. Attorney's Office for Alaska and


the Justice Department's Environmental Crimes Section today


announced charges against the Ketchikan Pulp Company ("KPC") for


dumping harmful sludge and wastewater into Alaska's Ward Cove for


three years, including an intentional dump that lasted for five


straight days.  In a criminal plea agreement, KPC agreed to pay $3


million in fines for its actions, which violated an EPA permit


forbidding such dumping.





     The waters near the Ketchikan plant in Ward Cove have been


classified as "impaired" by EPA because of the adverse cumulative


effect from waste discharges including solids, toxic chemicals,


alkaline substances and oxygen-depleting materials that deprived


the cove of its potential as a marine habitat.  The vicinity of


Ward Cove is populated with numerous species of wildlife including


Killer Whales, Salmon, Halibut, Sea Otters, and various birds. 





     "KPC committed environmental crimes over a long period of


time," said Lois J. Schiffer, the Department's Assistant Attorney


General for Environment and Natural Resources.  "The plea agreement


gives the company significant incentive to clean up its act, and it


also includes management controls to help assure that KPC will not


pollute in the future."  





     "This case draws the line against environmental crime," said


Karen L. Loeffler, Acting U.S. Attorney for Alaska.  "Business as


usual is not a license to pollute the environment.  Protection of


our environment requires that those doing business in Alaska not


view environmental violations as simply a cost of doing business."





     The criminal plea agreement and criminal information, filed


today in Federal Court in Anchorage, Alaska, detail 1 felony and 13


misdemeanor violations of the Clean Water Act during a three year


period ending in 1993.





                              (MORE)    


The violations were discovered during the course of a criminal


investigation into the pulp mill by the FBI and EPA, which included


two searches of the facility.  The felony charge stems from a 1990


offense in which company intentionally dumped the contents of a


huge clarifying tank containing sludge and wastewater into Ward


Cove in direct violation of an EPA permit.





     The clarifying tank, a pollution prevention device, was


deliberately bypassed when the mill was shut down for repairs in


April 1990.  The misdemeanor violations concern numerous negligent


discharges of magnesium oxide contaminated wastewater into Ward


Cove from a sewer line.  





     To settle the criminal case, KPC agreed to a fine of $3


million.  Of that amount, $1.75 million may be suspended if the


company completes an ambitious program to prevent pollution at the


mill.  Under the terms of the plea agreement, KPC will establish


and maintain an effective environmental compliance program, appoint


a responsible corporate officer for environmental matters, and


submit quarterly reports to the court.





     The terms of the plea agreement are subject to approval by the


Court.  The plea agreement also anticipates the settlement in the


near future of a companion case for alleged civil violations that


have been subject to suit since 1992.





     The case was prosecuted jointly by the U.S. Attorney's Office


for Alaska and the Department of Justice Environmental Crimes


Section.  The criminal case was investigated by EPA's Criminal


Investigations Division and the FBI.





     Schiffer and Loeffler commended EPA and FBI for their


outstanding work in investigating KPC's criminal misconduct.  They


also recognized the contribution made to the investigation by


citizens concerned with the environmental violations caused by KPC. 


     


     KPC is a Washington Corporation, a wholly owned subsidiary of


Louisiana-Pacific Corporation, operates as a manufacturer of pulp,


timber and other logging products.  The mill uses chemicals to


manufacture dissolving-grade wood pulp, which is the raw material


used in making rayon, cellophane and paper.  KPC's mill uses


millions of gallons of water a day that must be treated in


accordance with EPA issued permits.  





                               ###
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From: mcclory@gci.net
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Cc: mcclorybob@gmail.com
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] POA-2019-00313, Ward Cove_PN
Date: Friday, September 13, 2019 6:26:00 PM
Attachments: Army Corp Ward Cove Letter 8.19.doc


Army Corp Ward Cove Letter 8.19.pdf


Good afternoon,


We were not sure how to submit our public comment on the proposed Ward Cove Project. We called your office though, and they finally directed us to this website. Our letter conveying our
concerns is attached. It represents the shared view of myself and my wife, Emily Saura-McClory. Please let me know if we need to print, sign, scan and email, or if we must sign and mail.


Thanks for your time and attention in this matter. Have a good day.


Robert McClory and Emily Saura-McClory


162 Shoup Street


Ketchikan, Alaska 99901


PRINT <Blockedhttps://www.poa.usace.army.mil/DesktopModules/ArticleCS/Print.aspx?PortalId=34&ModuleId=9333&Article=1910782>  | E-MAIL <mailto:?Subject=POA-2019-
00313,%20Ward%20Cove%20-
%20Alaska%20District&body=Here%20is%20an%20article%20I%20think%20you%20will%20find%20interesting:%20Blockedhttps://www.poa.usace.army.mil/Missions/Regulatory/Public-
Notices/Article/1910782/poa-2019-00313-ward-cove/>


David Spokely, with Power Systems & Supplies of Alaska, PO Box 772, Ward Cove, Alaska  99928, dave@wciak.com <mailto:dave@wciak.com> , states than the project purpose is to
construct a dock that accommodates larger cruise ships and their passengers outside of downtown Ketchikan.  This project is needed to improve safe transit through Tongass Narrows,
provide safe harbor for large cruise ships, and relieve existing and future vessel, pedestrian, and vehicle congestion in the Port of Ketchikan and downtown Ketchikan. Work being proposed
includes construction of a new 500-foot x 70-foot floating pontoon dock in Ward Cove with a trestle that includes a driving lane and walkway for easy access to shore. The project site is
located within sections 33-34, T. 74 S., R. 90 E., Copper River Meridian; USGS Quad Map Ketchikan B-6; Latitude 55.4037º N., Longitude 131.7316º W.; Alaska Tidelands Survey 1010
Parcel # 313230006000ATS1, approximately five miles north of downtown Ketchikan, off the North Tongass Highway; in Ketchikan, Alaska.  Please contact Estrella Campellone at  (907)
753-2518, toll free from within Alaska at (800) 478-2712, by fax at (907) 753-5567, or by email at: Estrella.f.campellone@usace.army.mil <mailto:Estrella.f.campellone@usace.army.mil> 
if further information is desired concerning this notice.


*       POA-2019-00313, Ward Cove_PN <Blockedhttp://www.poa.usace.army.mil/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=VGaKy7xHp3M%3d&portalid=34>



mailto:mcclory@gci.net

mailto:Estrella.F.Campellone@usace.army.mil

mailto:mcclorybob@gmail.com

mailto:dave@wciak.com

mailto:Estrella.f.campellone@usace.army.mil









Robert McClory and Emily Saura-McClory








162 Shoup Street









Ketchikan, Alaska 99901



Army Corp of Engineers


Regulatory Division (1145) 



CEPOA-RD 



Post Office Box 6898 



JBER, Alaska 99506-0898










08/18/19



Dear Army Corp Representative:



We are writing to share our perspectives on POA-2019-00313. We own the properties at 8177 North Tongass, 8193 North Tongass and 8061 North Tongass, so we are very close to the area that will be impacted by the new proposed dock. We hope you will consider our concerns.



My wife and I attended a presentation in Ketchikan to learn more about the proposed dock expansion in Ward Cove in Ketchikan. While the presentation made it sound like no downsides exist on the project, as nearby neighbors of the project, we have a number of concerns.



For one, we have a 2 lane undivided highway with a series of curves going around the perimeter of the harbor. The traffic associated with the many busses and vans that will transport the thousands of passengers landing there each day in the busy summer days is problematic. We are concerned that the traffic is not only to be an inconvenience, but pose a safety threat for those of us who must rely upon that one windy two lane road. 



We know of several fatalities on or near that stretch of highway. We are concerned that more will come along with vehicles trying to get thousands of passengers in and out of that bottleneck within a short period of time that the ships are in port. It is a definite hazard that cannot be resolved in that windy narrow road---despite the new improved lighting in the area. 



Secondly, the north end of town is valued for its quiet atmosphere. Few commercial entities are located out there. We suspect the quiet nature will be disrupted as shop owners scramble to find areas to set up businesses that will intrude on what is primarily a residential area. This will cause more congestion to those roads as well.



While the harbor is an excellent deep-water port, the channel leading up to it is rather narrow. Smaller boat traffic will be impacted as they face huge ships navigating their way in and out of the harbor in the busy summer season that will attract cruise ships. Safety on the waterways and roads are important.



The Borough has few services in place to serve the thousands of passengers who will come in as suddenly as they leave. The Borough does not have all the emergency services, public safety services, social services, traffic control, water and sewer services and other support systems to provide the necessary infrastructure to help make sure a safe experiences for passengers, local residents and those heading north to access the fishing holes out there. 



In this void of services, it seems likely the City of Ketchikan will feel a need to annex the area to provide services to make this a safe experience for the seasonal visitors and end up needing to raise the taxes of Borough Residents significantly to pay for these services. Homeowners will not receive any benefit for the increased taxes resulting from bringing in some seasonal supports for the large influx of visitors who will leave as quickly as they arrive during this short tourist season.



We do not see any significant benefit to Ketchikan that outweighs the tolls associated with this port expansion. Aside from some construction jobs at first, we don’t see long-term employment prospects from the project. Ketchikan enjoys many benefits from the existing cruise ship industry. We do not believe our infrastructure is well prepared for the increased traffic, noise, disturbances and commotion. 



We are grateful for the benefits from the downtown cruise ships where an infrastructure is in place already after years of effort and development. We do not think expanding to Ward Cove is necessary to continue any growth associated with the cruise ship industry. Please consider our opinions---one that is shared by many neighbors in the Ward Cove area. As residents of the area, our opinions should matter.



Feel free to contact me with questions. Thank you for your time and attention in resolving this matter. Have a good day.








Sincerely,








Robert McClory and Emily Saura-McClory








 (907) 225-1477 or mcclory@gci.net









      Robert McClory and Emily Saura-McClory 
      162 Shoup Street 
      Ketchikan, Alaska 99901 
Army Corp of Engineers 
Regulatory Division (1145)  
CEPOA-RD  
Post Office Box 6898  
JBER, Alaska 99506-0898 
       08/18/19 
Dear Army Corp Representative: 
We are writing to share our perspectives on POA-2019-00313. We own the 
properties at 8177 North Tongass, 8193 North Tongass and 8061 North Tongass, 
so we are very close to the area that will be impacted by the new proposed dock. 
We hope you will consider our concerns. 
My wife and I attended a presentation in Ketchikan to learn more about the 
proposed dock expansion in Ward Cove in Ketchikan. While the presentation made 
it sound like no downsides exist on the project, as nearby neighbors of the project, 
we have a number of concerns. 
For one, we have a 2 lane undivided highway with a series of curves going around 
the perimeter of the harbor. The traffic associated with the many busses and vans 
that will transport the thousands of passengers landing there each day in the busy 
summer days is problematic. We are concerned that the traffic is not only to be an 
inconvenience, but pose a safety threat for those of us who must rely upon that one 
windy two lane road.  
We know of several fatalities on or near that stretch of highway. We are concerned 
that more will come along with vehicles trying to get thousands of passengers in 
and out of that bottleneck within a short period of time that the ships are in port. It 
is a definite hazard that cannot be resolved in that windy narrow road---despite the 
new improved lighting in the area.  
Secondly, the north end of town is valued for its quiet atmosphere. Few 
commercial entities are located out there. We suspect the quiet nature will be 
disrupted as shop owners scramble to find areas to set up businesses that will 
intrude on what is primarily a residential area. This will cause more congestion to 
those roads as well. 











While the harbor is an excellent deep-water port, the channel leading up to it is 
rather narrow. Smaller boat traffic will be impacted as they face huge ships 
navigating their way in and out of the harbor in the busy summer season that will 
attract cruise ships. Safety on the waterways and roads are important. 
The Borough has few services in place to serve the thousands of passengers who 
will come in as suddenly as they leave. The Borough does not have all the 
emergency services, public safety services, social services, traffic control, water 
and sewer services and other support systems to provide the necessary 
infrastructure to help make sure a safe experiences for passengers, local residents 
and those heading north to access the fishing holes out there.  
In this void of services, it seems likely the City of Ketchikan will feel a need to 
annex the area to provide services to make this a safe experience for the seasonal 
visitors and end up needing to raise the taxes of Borough Residents significantly to 
pay for these services. Homeowners will not receive any benefit for the increased 
taxes resulting from bringing in some seasonal supports for the large influx of 
visitors who will leave as quickly as they arrive during this short tourist season. 
We do not see any significant benefit to Ketchikan that outweighs the tolls 
associated with this port expansion. Aside from some construction jobs at first, we 
don’t see long-term employment prospects from the project. Ketchikan enjoys 
many benefits from the existing cruise ship industry. We do not believe our 
infrastructure is well prepared for the increased traffic, noise, disturbances and 
commotion.  
We are grateful for the benefits from the downtown cruise ships where an 
infrastructure is in place already after years of effort and development. We do not 
think expanding to Ward Cove is necessary to continue any growth associated with 
the cruise ship industry. Please consider our opinions---one that is shared by many 
neighbors in the Ward Cove area. As residents of the area, our opinions should 
matter. 
Feel free to contact me with questions. Thank you for your time and attention in 
resolving this matter. Have a good day. 
     Sincerely, 
 
 
     Robert McClory and Emily Saura-McClory 
      (907) 225-1477 or mcclory@gci.net  













From: Tony Gallegos
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] RE: PN POA-2019-00313 - Ward Cove, Alaska Dock- Ketchikan Indian Community Concerns


and Requests (UNCLASSIFIED)
Date: Wednesday, September 4, 2019 10:43:28 AM
Attachments: KIC Comp Comment Letter to USACE signed.pdf


Looks like through an oversight Admin staff did not mail it until just now. So expect hardcopy later this week and
her is signed electronic comment


Tony R Gallegos, Cultural Resources Director
Ketchikan Indian Community / Gitsx^áan Xaat'áay 'Lan.gáay
429 Deermont Street, Ketchikan Alaska 99901
tgallegos@kictribe.org
Office 907-228-9445; Cell 828-919-9127
Blockedwww.kictribe.org


-----Original Message-----
From: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA) [mailto:Estrella.F.Campellone@usace.army.mil]
Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2019 10:12 AM
To: Tony Gallegos <tgallegos@kictribe.org>
Subject: RE: PN POA-2019-00313 - Ward Cove, Alaska Dock- Ketchikan Indian Community Concerns and
Requests (UNCLASSIFIED)


[EXTERNAL EMAIL - This Message was sent from outside of KIC. Do not open unexpected attachments or links.]


CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED


Could you send a signed one? I have not seen a signed hard copy of that letter; was it sent by email?
Thanks,
Estrella


-----Original Message-----
From: Tony Gallegos [mailto:tgallegos@kictribe.org]
Sent: Wednesday, September 4, 2019 9:49 AM
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA) <Estrella.F.Campellone@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] PN POA-2019-00313 - Ward Cove, Alaska Dock- Ketchikan Indian Community
Concerns and Requests


Letter that was sent


Tony R Gallegos, Cultural Resources Director


Ketchikan Indian Community / Gitsx^áan Xaat'áay 'Lan.gáay


429 Deermont Street, Ketchikan Alaska 99901


tgallegos@kictribe.org


Office 907-228-9445; Cell 828-919-9127



mailto:tgallegos@kictribe.org

mailto:Estrella.F.Campellone@usace.army.mil

mailto:Estrella.F.Campellone@usace.army.mil

mailto:tgallegos@kictribe.org
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CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED








From: Pagemaster, Reg POA
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Cc: Pagemaster, Reg POA
Subject: FW: Ward Cove, Alaska Comments
Date: Friday, September 20, 2019 9:14:32 AM


FYI


-----Original Message-----
From: Victoria Lord [mailto:victorialord@hotmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2019 5:01 PM
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA) <Estrella.F.Campellone@usace.army.mil>; Pagemaster,
Reg POA <regpagemaster@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Ward Cove, Alaska Comments


Estrella Campellone,


This email is to express my concerns over proposed use of Ward Cove as a large cruise ship port.  I have owned my
home at Refuge Cove, a mile north of Ward Cove, since 1984.  I know the abysmal level of clean up that Louisiana
Pacific did when the Pulp Mill closed. The idea of dredging the cove is terrifying to imagine. 


The only entities that will benefit from this development are the three co-developers. Local people who enjoy
Refuge Cove State Beach and Ward Lake will no longer feel safe with environment.  Residents attempting to get to
town in the summer will have to deal huge amounts of increased traffic.  Will there be sewage treatment facilities to
deal with all the new toilets that will be required to serve 4,000 - 8,000 passengers. 


I could go on.  However, what I really want is for you to hold a VERY PUBLIC HEARING for the residents of
Ketchikan.  I can tell you, that our small town is at cruise ship capacity and most of us that live here year round are
saying enough is enough. Lots of issues and concerns to be aired. PUBLIC MEETING PLEASE!!!


Regards,


Victoria Lord
466 Sunset Drive
Ketchikan, Alaska 99901


Sent from Outlook <Blockedhttp://aka.ms/weboutlook>



mailto:regpagemaster@usace.army.mil

mailto:Estrella.F.Campellone@usace.army.mil

mailto:regpagemaster@usace.army.mil

mailto:victorialord@hotmail.com






From: Pagemaster, Reg POA
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Cc: Pagemaster, Reg POA
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] POA-2019-00313
Date: Monday, August 5, 2019 3:40:56 PM
Attachments: letter to army corps POA-2019-00313.docx


From: betsey burdett [mailto:betsey.burdett1@gmail.com]
Sent: Sunday, August 4, 2019 3:19 PM
To: Pagemaster, Reg POA <regpagemaster@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] POA-2019-00313


Here are my comments on the proposed project by Power Systems and Supplies of Alaska and Godspeed, Inc.


Thank you for your consideration.


Betsey Burdett


Ketchikan



mailto:regpagemaster@usace.army.mil

mailto:Estrella.F.Campellone@usace.army.mil

mailto:regpagemaster@usace.army.mil

mailto:betsey.burdett1@gmail.com



Regulatory Division 1145


CEPOA – RD


PO Box 6898


JBER AK 99506-0898


RE:  POA-2019-00313





						 July 31, 2019


To the Review Team:


I would like to request a public hearing on the proposed dock project as it poses a probable public health issue.  The waters and uplands have been heavily contaminated with byproducts of the pulping process, fuels, paints, and heavy metals: methylphenyl, arsenic, lead, PAH, petroleum hydrocarbon, and sulfite contaminated wastewater.   Treated submerged logs (480? 13,000?) are in the are capped with 27 acres (56 acres?) of sand which was 5” (10-12”?) deep.  The cap is not continuous but broken up into several areas.  The Area of Concern includes all of Ward Cove according to a memorandum written by the EPA in August, 2016.  Has an Azipod applied/ prop system scour analysis test been done?  


Probable impacts from construction and the introduction of cruise ships include disruption of the sand cap and the resultant release of the above contaminants which cannot or have not returned to their natural state below the cap.  Who will be responsible for the ongoing testing of the water and soil since the Ward Cove site has gone through various owners since superfund guidelines were laid down?  This area includes the entire cove.  I refer you to page 16 of the 2015 EPA Site Review.  Which states in part:  


While the remedy selected for the Marine OU assumed that Ward Cove would be redeveloped in the future, institutional controls are required and have been implemented to prevent the disturbance of the waste remaining on site and affects how the site may be redeveloped.  Section IX of the 2000 ROD prohibits persons from “using the Site in any manner that would adversely affect the integrity of protectiveness” of the remedy. 


Who would be responsible for mitigation in the event of sickness?  Who would be ultimately responsible?  Relevance includes water quality, environmental concerns, and the needs and welfare of the residents and guests of Ketchikan.   


I request a hearing and that you push back this comment period or to deny the application all together.   I attended one of the public meetings and it sounded like a “done deal.”  Please don’t proceed without a public hearing.  It is too important to the health of our community.  


Signed,


Betsey Burdett


Ketchikan













From: Pagemaster, Reg POA
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Cc: Pagemaster, Reg POA
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] Pulp Mill
Date: Thursday, September 19, 2019 1:47:24 PM
Attachments: Pulp mill.pdf


FYI


-----Original Message-----
From: ktndadof4@gmail.com [mailto:ktndadof4@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2019 9:39 AM
To: Pagemaster, Reg POA <regpagemaster@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Pulp Mill


I’m sending a letter in favor of the new development in Ward Cove


Best Regards,


Kris J Singstad


Sent from Mail <Blockedhttps://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=550986>  for Windows 10



mailto:regpagemaster@usace.army.mil

mailto:Estrella.F.Campellone@usace.army.mil

mailto:regpagemaster@usace.army.mil

mailto:ktndadof4@gmail.com














From: Pagemaster, Reg POA
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Cc: Pagemaster, Reg POA
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] REFERENCE #POA-2019-00313 - Ward Cove Dock Project
Date: Wednesday, July 31, 2019 1:22:24 PM


Estrella,


Please read and respond if necessary. Please cc Reg Pagemaster.


Thank you,


Amie Schoelen


U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Alaska District


Lead Administrative Assistant, Regulatory Division


(907)753-2607


From: Steve Young [mailto:kingsalmon766@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, July 31, 2019 11:49 AM
To: Pagemaster, Reg POA <regpagemaster@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] REFERENCE #POA-2019-00313 - Ward Cove Dock Project


So sad from somebody who used to live in Ketchikan. I love Ketchikan and love the beauty it has and I find it
incredibly ironic that people want this project.  Do you not understand that the most valuable asset Ketchikan has is
it's charm and beauty.  Do you not understand that building this project will only lessen the charm and beauty?  Do
you not understand that this project will ONLY hurt Ketchikan?


The inside passage the water around Ketchikan should be preserved, not destroyed.  How can you not see this?


Please, reply back to this email and tell me how wrong I am.


Steve Young



mailto:regpagemaster@usace.army.mil
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From: Pagemaster, Reg POA
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Cc: Pagemaster, Reg POA
Subject: FW: POA-2019-00313
Date: Friday, September 20, 2019 9:11:20 AM


FYI


-----Original Message-----
From: Jill Jacob [mailto:bohr@kpunet.net]
Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2019 2:57 PM
To: Pagemaster, Reg POA <regpagemaster@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] POA-2019-00313


To The United States Army Corps of Engineers,


I am writing in regards to the proposed dock construction at the Ketchikan Pulp Company Superfund Site.


First and foremost I am requesting a Public Forum to address the issues of this proposal. I have lived north of Ward
Cove for 24 years and know many of the residents and environmental issues that would be impacted by this bizarre
development scheme. I have yet to meet a person living here in favor of this expensive, potentially dangerous plan,
other than the proponents of it.


I was told by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) approximately 20 years ago this site was a one time
exposure site due to the dioxins, PCBs, PAHs, heavy metals, arsenic and more, concentrated at this location. My
understanding was that a person could have a one time exposure to this location before running the risk of the
exposure to the heavy concentrations of carcinogens resulting in cancer.


The sediment cap sealing the contaminants at the bottom of Ward Cove could not help but be disturbed by allowing
cruise ships - especially the newer mammoth ones - to enter the Cove.


Would the geomembrane cap sealing the landfill in the upland area remain undisturbed?


Groundwater use is prohibited, will it remain so?


Ketchikan is currently over saturation point with cruise ship water and air pollution and passenger congestion.
Ketchikan has approximately 8000 residents, our entire borough has a population of around 13,000. This summer
saw 13,000 passengers daily multiple days a week.


Please do not issue permits for developments that would further endanger human and environmental health while
lessening quality of life for Ketchikan Borough residents as well as lessening the quality of the visitor experience.


Thank you,


Jill Bohr Jacob



mailto:regpagemaster@usace.army.mil
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Ward Cove, Alaska 99928
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From: Stephen Patton
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] POA-2019-00313
Date: Monday, August 5, 2019 2:38:51 PM


This email constitutes a comment regarding the subject Public Notice of Application for a Permit.


Gentlemen: 


The Public Notices states, "The proposed project may be located within a federal superfund site subject to CERCLA
regulations as per March 2000 EPA Record of Decision (ROD) and would need to be reviewed by EPA.
Approximately 53 acres of the contaminated sediments were capped with a thin-layer of sand; therefore, the ROD
called for institutional controls to be established that would restrict certain uses in Ward Cove, including uses of the
site that in any manner could interfere with, materially damage, or adversely affect the integrity or protectiveness of
the sediment cap."  (italics added)


The applicant proposes to pierce the thin sand cap with over 100 piles of varying diameter in construction of the
proposed dock.  Clearly, such work would interfere with and materially damage the thin sand cap (aka the sediment
cap).  It is altogether reasonable to assume that such work would also adversely affect the integrity and/or
protectiveness of the sediment cap. 


Neither of the applicant's proposed mitigation measures adequately allay concerns that the integrity or
protectiveness of the sediment cap will be avoided or even minimized.  More information is needed regarding the
degree of disturbance by the proposed activity (pile driving and more particularly, the removal of the temporary
piles) and the effect of such activity on the sediment cap; not to mention the effect of large cruise ship propellers and
navigation thrusters during any docking process on the sediment cap. 


I suggest that a public hearing be held prior to issuance of any USACE permit and that the applicant be required to
present information that adequately addresses the concerns raised in these comments.


Respectfully,


Stephen M. Patton
722 College Court
Ketchikan, AK 99901


tel. 907-617-9433
email: kssmp6@gmail.com <mailto:kssmp6@gmail.com>
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From: John Malouf
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] ward cove
Date: Friday, September 20, 2019 10:40:26 AM


As a citizen of Ketchikan, I have some great concern for the cruise ship dock in Ward Cove. I have worked as a
commercial harvest diver for 29 years. I harvest sea cucumbers and geoduck clams. I do not want to see the
pollution that is trapped in Ward cove to become free and affect the water around Ketchikan and sea life in those
waters. I have witnessed blank or dead spots underwater in and around log dumps in SE Alaska and fear that the
release of the pollution in Ward cove will affect local fishing, crab, shrimp, salmon, and other aquatic sea life.
This can also impact commercial fisheries that take place in the vicinity of Ward Cove.


John Malouf


john@akduck.com <mailto:john@akduck.com>
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From: Pagemaster, Reg POA
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Cc: Pagemaster, Reg POA
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] #POA-2019-00313 Public Comment
Date: Tuesday, September 3, 2019 4:15:38 PM
Attachments: #POA-2019-00313 Public Comment.pdf


Estrella,


Please see email below for Ward Cove commentary.


Thank you,


Amie Schoelen


U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Alaska District


Lead Administrative Assistant, Regulatory Division


(907)753-2607


From: Jeanette Sweetman [mailto:info@jeanettesweetman.com]
Sent: Saturday, August 31, 2019 7:45 PM
To: Pagemaster, Reg POA <regpagemaster@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] #POA-2019-00313 Public Comment


Attached is my public comment.


Thank you for taking the time to consider these responses - your work is appreciated!


Jeanette Sweetman



mailto:regpagemaster@usace.army.mil
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Subject Line: #POA-2019-00313 Public Comment 
Subject Matter: Ward Cove Dock  
 
 
To Whom it May Concern: 
 



I am a business owner who is born, raised, and based out of 
Ketchikan. I am a recent BFA graduate of the University of Alaska 
Anchorage. At 26 years of age, I have no choice but to consider the 
rapidly changing world that future generations will inherit. For these 
reasons and ones I will explain, I ask that a public hearing for 
community members is held, and the permit is denied. At the very 
least, it is the moral responsibility of the Army Corps of Engineers to 
delay the continuation of this project until proper analysis has been 
committed to the potentially deadly consequences of docking 
megacruiseships in an EPA superfund site.  



With honesty, the proposed project brings me fear for the safety 
of my community’s future. We’d be remiss not to approach this 
project with utmost scrutiny; after all, we are discussing whether or 
not to displace a burial ground of such materials as ammonia, sulfide, 
arsenic, mercury, and zinc, to name a few. I expect the recipients of 
this letter to have utmost assurance over nature of the toxins lying in 
Ward Cove. It could very well cost lives if we fail to give this decision 
its due diligence. The burden of proof falls on those proposing the 
project.  



We cannot approach this discussion without evaluating the 
actions of the cruise industry in relation to Alaska. Cruise ships burn 
residual fuel, also called heavy fuel oil or HFO, considered a 
hazardous waste landside due to its high level of toxins. A study from 
Johns Hopkins University found that exhaust from this oil contains 
high levels of sulfur, as well as metals and polycyclic aromatic 
hydrocarbons (PAHs) – known for its mutagenic and carcinogenic 
properties. The study also finds higher rates of detrimental respiratory 
effects in port towns. I grew up with asthma, surrounded by an 
unusual number of peers with asthma. To neglect this evidence is to 
willfully endanger passengers and citizens alike.  
 Of equal concern is the recorded evidence that cruise ships 
continue to dump greywater, blackwater, oil, and even garbage into 
the waters of Alaska. Ketchikan is overcrowded with tourism – 











economic gain is simply not worth the long term cost of our reliance 
on a harmful industry.  
 
I am strongly opposed to the Ward Cove Dock Project. Please hold a 
public hearing for the community before moving forward with any 
approvals.  
 
Thank you for your time. 
 
Jeanette Sweetman 
1245 Millar St 
Ketchikan AK  
 
 
	













From: Gentemann, Christy D (DOT)
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Cc: Storey, Benjamin M (DOT); Falvey, John F (DOT); Miller, Kirk D (DOT)
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] POA-2019-00313 Ward Cove Cruise Ship Dock Project
Date: Thursday, June 27, 2019 2:54:55 PM
Attachments: image001.png


POA-2019-00313, WardCoveDock 15-day LOP.pdf
Ward Cove Vessel Turning Areas.pdf


Hi Estrella,


I received the attached letter and application for the new cruise ship dock project in Ward Cove second hand.
DOT&PF has a significant amount of property within Ward Cove. I see that AMHS is listed as an adjacent property
owner in the application but, to my knowledge, they also did not receive the letter.


I’ve cc’ed Ben Storey, DOT&PF Southcoast Region Environmental Manager, and Captain Falvey, Alaska Marine
Highway System. We would appreciate being included in future correspondence regarding this application.  If you’d
like to discuss, please don’t hesitate to give me a call.


We will have comments concerning this proposal to you within the 15-day review period.


Thank you,


Christy Gentemann


Environmental Impact Analyst


DOT&PF Southcoast Region


6860 Glacier Hwy.


P.O. Box 112506


Juneau, Alaska USA 99811-2506


Phone 907.465.4524


The environmental review, consultation, and other actions required by applicable Federal environmental laws for
this project are being, or have been, carried out by DOT&PF pursuant to 23 U.S.C. 327 and a Memorandum of
Understanding dated November 3, 2017 and executed by FHWA and DOT&PF.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
ALASKA DISTRICT, U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 



REGULATORY DIVISION 
P.O. BOX 6898 



JBER, AK  99506-0898 
 



June 25, 2019 
 
Regulatory Division 
POA-2019-00313 
 
 
 
 



Dear Agency Reviewer and Adjoining Property Owners/Lessees:   
 
 This letter concerns an application submitted by Solstice Alaska Consulting, Inc. on 
behalf of Power Systems & Supplies of Alaska, file number POA-2019-00313, Ward Cove, 
for a Department of the Army permit under Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act of 
1899 (30 Stat. 1151; 33 U.S.C. 403) to construct a cruise ship dock in Ward Cove.  The 
project site is located within sections 33-34, T. 74 S., R. 90 E., Copper River Meridian; 
USGS Quad Map Ketchikan B-6; Latitude 55.4037º N., Longitude 131.7316º W.;  
Alaska Tidelands Survey 1010 Parcel # 313230006000ATS1, at approximately five miles 
north of downtown Ketchikan off the North Tongass Highway; in Ketchikan, Alaska. 
 
 The project work would involve in-water construction to place piling structures: 
 



PROPOSED PILE SCHEDULE 
Pile Location Pile Size Pile Quantity Max. Length Socket Length 
Trestle Bent  
(7 bents with 2 piles per bent) 30” 14 120’ 30’ 



Trestle Mooring Dolphins 
(2 dolphins with 5 piles per dolphin) 



36” 20 130’ 30’ 



Reaction Dolphins  
(2 dolphins with 6 piles per dolphin) 48” 12 150’ 30’ 



Off-shore Mooring Dolphins 
(2 dolphins with 4 piles per dolphin) 



48” 8 180’ 30’ 



Template piles (temporary) 
(20 piles for standard trestle, 12 piles 
for mooring trestle, 8 piles for reaction 
dolphins, and 8 piles for off-shore 
mooring dolphins) 



30” 48 Varies Varies 



TOTAL PILES 102   
  
 Construction would begin September 2019 and be completed by May 2020.  
 
 Preliminary determinations indicate the proposed work would be minor, would not 
have significant individual or cumulative impact on environmental values, and should 
encounter no appreciable opposition.  This project is being reviewed for impacts to 
essential fish habitat (EFH) and to historic properties.   
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 It has been determined there would be no adverse effect to EFH.  There are four 
previously recorded Alaska Heritage Resources Survey (AHRS) sites in Ward Cove 
near the proposed Cruise Ship Dock project area.  Two of these, the Connell Lake Dam 
Pipeline (KET-0944) and Ketchikan Pulp Company Ward Cove Pulp Mill Administration 
Building (KET-1011), have been determined eligible for the National Register of Historic 
Places under Criterion C for distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of 
construction.  The two sites that are not eligible for the Register are Ketchikan Pulp 
Company’s Ward Cove Pulp Mill (KET-01173) and 7826 N Tongass Highway         
(KET-1176) (CRC 2015).  While there are four recorded sites near the project area, it is 
unlikely that the sites are close enough to be directly or indirectly impacted by the 
project.  The Ketchikan Pulp Company Ward Cove Pulp Mill Administration Building is 
currently used by the Alaska Marine Highway System as its headquarters building.  We 
have defined our scope of analysis under Appendix C of 33 CFR 325 (permit area) to be 
the footprint of the project as per enclosed project plans.  We have determined that the 
proposed project would have no effect on historic properties.   
 
 This project is currently being reviewed for impacts to species listed under the 
Endangered Species Act (ESA).  The Corps of Engineers (Corps) has designated  
Ms. Robin Rich, Solstice Alaska Consulting, Inc., as the non-federal representative for 
the evaluation of effects to listed species.  The Corps will initiate Section 7 consultation 
as necessary.  
 
 We have determined that a Letter of Permission is the most appropriate form of 
authorization to be issued in this case.  The decision whether to issue the Letter of 
Permission will depend on comments received from Federal and State resource 
agencies, as well as adjacent property owners.  Enclosed is a copy of the construction 
plans (sheets 1-10 dated May 16, 2019) and application received. 
 
 Your comments concerning this proposal must be received within 15 days of the 
date of this letter.  If no comments are received, it will be presumed that you have no 
substantive objections to the issuance of the Letter of Permission.   
 
 Please contact me via email at Estrella.f.campellone@usace.army.mil, by mail at 
the address above, by phone at (907) 753-2518, if you have questions.  For more 
information about the Regulatory Program, please visit our website at: 
www.poa.usace.army.mil/Missions/Regulatory. 
 



Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
Estrella Campellone 
Project Manager 
 



Enclosures  











[Type text] 



 



   



Solstice Alaska Consulting, Inc. 
2607 Fairbanks Street, Suite B 



Anchorage, AK 99503 
907.929.5960 



June 12, 2019 
 
Calvin Alvarez 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers-Alaska District 
CEPOA-RD 
P.O. Box 6898 
JBER, Alaska 99506-0898 
 
Transmitted via email to: cepoa-rd-kenai@usace.army.mil and calvin.alvarez@usace.army.mil 
 
Subject: Power Systems & Supplies of Alaska  



Ward Cove Cruise Ship Dock Project 
Section 404/10 Permit Application and  
Request for Designation to Conduct Informal ESA Consultation 



 
Dear Mr. Alvarez, 
 
Power Systems & Supplies of Alaska proposes to construct a cruise ship dock in Ward Cove 
located approximately five miles north of downtown Ketchikan, in Southeast Alaska (Township 
74S, Range 90E, Sections 33 and 34, Copper River Meridian, USGS Quadrangle Juneau A5 NE; 
latitude 55.4037 and longitude -131.7316). Turnagain Marine Construction is providing design 
and construction services, and Solstice Alaska Consulting, Inc. (SolsticeAK) is assisting with 
permitting the project. 
 
The new dock would improve safe transit through Tongass Narrows, provide safe harbor for 
large cruise ships, and relieve existing and future vessel, pedestrian, and vehicle congestion in 
the Port of Ketchikan and downtown Ketchikan. The project would involve in-water 
construction, including installation of the new dock with the placement of 48 temporary and 54 
permanent piles in Waters of the U.S. Construction is expected to begin in September 2019 and 
be completed in May 2020.   
 
Enclosed is a Department of Army Permit Application for the project and a detailed project 
description and figures.  
 
Endangered Species Act listed marine mammals that are under the jurisdiction of the National 
Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) may occur in Ward Cove and Tongass Narrows. A list of these 
species is found in the enclosed project description. With this letter, SolsticeAK is requesting 
that the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) delegate SolsticeAK the authority to conduct 
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informal ESA consultation with NMFS on behalf of the USACE. Justification for informal 
consultation (vs formal) is provided in the attached information. 
 
If you have questions or need additional information please do not hesitate to call me at 
907.929.5960 or email me at robin@solsticeak.com. Thank you for your efforts on this project. 
 
Sincerely, 



 
Robin Reich 
Solstice Alaska Consulting, Inc. 
 
Attachments: Department of Army Permit Application; Project Description; Project Figures 
 
Copies: Dave Spokely, Power Systems & Supplies of Alaska; Jason Davis, Turnagain Marine Construction 
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Power Systems & Supplies of Alaska 
Ward Cove Cruise Ship Dock Project 



Ward Cove, Ketchikan, Alaska 
June 2019 



OVERVIEW 
Power Systems & Supplies of Alaska proposes to construct a cruise ship dock in Ward Cove 
approximately eight kilometers (five miles) north of downtown Ketchikan, Alaska. The new dock 
would allow cruise ships to safely transit Tongass Narrows and provide them safe harbor in 
Ward Cove while relieving vessel, pedestrian, and vehicle congestion in downtown Ketchikan. 
Construction, which includes the installation of piles to support a new 500-foot by 70-foot 
floating pontoon dock, mooring structures, and a shore-access transfer span and trestle, would 
begin in September 2019 and be completed in May 2020. The project would occur in and over 
waters of the United States. No fill, dredging, or blasting is proposed as part of this project. 



LOCATION 
The proposed Ward Cove Cruise Ship Dock would be located within the Ketchikan Gateway 
Borough on Revillagigedo Island in Southeast Alaska; Township 74S, Range 90E, Sections 33 and 
34, Copper River Meridian, USGS Quadrangle Juneau A5 NE; latitude 55.4037 and longitude -
131.7316 (Figure 1 and Sheet 1). 
 
Figure 1. Proposed Project Location and Vicinity Map 
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Ward Cove was previously home to a pulp mill, sawmill, and fish processing plant.  The Cove is 
now being redeveloped into an tourism and recreational area, and the proposed cruise ship 
dock would be installed adjacent to decommissioned structures associated with the pulp mill 
(Figures 2 and 3 and Sheets 2 and 3).  
 
Figure 2. Location of Proposed Cruise Ship Dock 



 
 
Figure 3. Photo of Project Site Photo Credit: Ward Cove Group 2013 
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PURPOSE AND NEED 
The purpose of this project is to construct a dock that accommodates larger cruise ships and 
their passengers outside of downtown Ketchikan. This project is needed to improve safe transit 
through Tongass Narrows, provide safe harbor for large cruise ships, and relieve existing and 
future vessel, pedestrian, and vehicle congestion in the Port of Ketchikan and downtown 
Ketchikan. 
 
Ketchikan is one of the main ports-of-call for cruise ships in Alaska (Moffatt & Nichol/ 
LandDesign 2016, City of Ketchikan Ports & Harbors 2019). Currently up to six ships visit 
Ketchikan daily between May and September, and this number is expected to increase. 
According to projections from the Cruise Lines International Association (CLIA), cruise ship 
tourism is estimated to increase by about 16 percent in 2019 over 2018 numbers.  
 
Not only will more ships land in Ketchikan, the ships will be larger. The “Very Large Cruise 
Ships”(VLCS, also referred to as Neo Panamax, mega cruise ships, and megaships), which carry 
4,000-5,000 passengers, began visiting Alaska in 2019 and carry up to twice as many passengers 
as other ships. According to a January 2019 presentation to the Ketchikan City Council, a fifth 
berth may be needed to accommodate the future demand and the community needs to 
evaluate its capacity to handle the future load.  
 
All of the cruise ships visiting Ketchikan currently land downtown at the Port of Ketchikan in 
Tongass Narrows (Figure 4). With up to six ships landing a day, this causes congestion in the 
Port and in Tongass Narrows. To dock at the busy there, cruise ships must transit and maneuver 
very slowly in a very busy section of Tongass Narrows. These ships can be difficult to maneuver 
at slow speeds making transiting in the Narrows difficult. The Southeast Alaska Pilots 
Association conducted research relevant to the VLCS operational guidelines for Southeast 
Alaska. Their recommendations to Captain White of the Coast Guard Sector Juneau highlight 
vessel congestion in Tongass Narrows and recommend fewer large vessels in Port area 
(Appendix A).  
 
On a heavy ship day, Ketchikan can host more than 15,000 visitors in a town of approximately 
8,300 residents. As the ships get larger and accommodate more passengers, that may increase 
to 20,000 visitors in a day. All of the cruise ships visiting Ketchikan currently land downtown 
(Figure 4). When the passengers disembark, they often head out for excursions or walk around 
downtown. There is considerable vessel, pedestrian, and vehicle congestion in downtown 
Ketchikan during periods when cruise ships are docked.  
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Figure 4. Cruise Ship Berth Locations in Ketchikan 
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ALTERNATIVES 
Two alternatives were considered for this project including a no action alternative and a pile 
supported floating dock. These alternatives are summarized below. 



No-Action Alternative 
Power Systems & Supplies of Alaska considered a no-action alternative. Under this alternative 
the new cruise ship dock would not be constructed. This alternative was dismissed because it 
does not meet the project’s purpose and need to provide a dock that can accommodate larger 
cruise ships, allow for safer transit through Tongass Narrows, and relieve congestion in 
downtown Ketchikan. Without the new dock, existing conditions will remain. 



Cruise Ship Dock and Trestle with Driving Lane (Proposed Action) 
The Power Systems & Supplies of Alaska proposes to increase safe harbor for mega cruise ships 
by constructing a new 500-foot by 70-foot floating pontoon dock in Ward Cove with a trestle 
that includes a driving lane and walkway for easy access to shore (Table 1, Figure 5, Sheets 1-
10). 



PROPOSED ACTIVITIES 
The project would: 



• Install 48 temporary 30-inch-diameter steel piles as templates to guide proper 
installation of permanent piles (these temporary piles would be removed prior to 
project completion); 



• Install 14 permanent 30-inch-diameter piles, 20 permanent 36-inch-diameter piles, and 
20 permanent 48-inch diameter piles to support a new 500-foot by 70-foot floating 
pontoon dock, mooring structures, and shore-access transfer span and trestle (Table 1, 
Figure 5, Sheets 1-10); 



• Install dock components such as bull rail, floating fenders, mooring cleats, vehicle 
driveway, curb, passenger walkway, hand rail, and mast lights. (Note: these components 
would be installed out of the water.) 
 



Table 1. Proposed Pile Schedule 



Location 
Pile Diameter 



(inches) 
Pile 



Quantity 



Trestle (7 bents with 2 piles per bent) 30 14 



Trestle Mooring Dolphin (4 dolphins with 5 piles per dolphin) 36 20 



Reaction Dolphin (2 dolphins with 6 piles per dolphin) 48 12 



Off Shore Mooring Dolphin (2 dolphins with 4 piles per dolphin) 48 8 



Temporary Template Pile (20 piles for standard trestle, 12 piles 
for mooring trestle, 8 piles for reaction dolphins and 8 piles for 
off shore mooring dolphins) 



30 48 
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Figure 5. Proposed Dock 
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DATES AND DURATION 
Construction would begin in September 2019 and be completed in May 2020. Pile installation 
activities are expected to occur for a total of approximately 220 hours over 105 days (not 
necessarily consecutive days). The majority of pile installation time (180 hours) occurs during 
rock anchoring where drilling occurs inside the pile as described in the construction methods 
section below. Please see Table 2 for the specific amount of time required to install and remove 
temporary piles. 
 
The total construction duration accounts for the time required to mobilize materials and 
resources and construct the project. The duration also accounts for potential delays in material 
deliveries, equipment maintenance, inclement weather, and shutdowns that may occur to 
prevent impacts to marine mammals.  



Construction Methods 



Construction Vessels 
The following vessels are expected to be used to support construction and protected species 
monitoring: 



• One material barge (approximately 250 ft by 76 ft x 15.5 ft) to transport materials from 
Washington to the project site and to be used onsite as a staging area during 
construction. 



• One construction barge (crane Barge 280 ft by 76 ft by 16 ft) to transport materials from 
Washington to the project site and to be used onsite to support construction. 



• 1 skiff (25-foot skiff with a 125–250 horsepower outboard motor) transported to the 
project site on the material barge or acquired locally in Ketchikan to support 
construction activities. 



• 1 skiff (25-35-foot skiff powered with a 35-50 horsepower outboard motor) transported 
to the project site on the material barge or acquired locally in Ketchikan to support 
Protected Species Observers’ (PSO) efforts. 



Transport of Materials and Equipment 



The material and construction barges would transport materials from Washington to the 
project site. These types of barges frequently travel the Inside Passage to and from Alaska. 
Once at the project site the construction barge would be secured in place by four mooring 
anchors. The anchors would be below the surface and would not be a hazard to navigation. The 
material staging barge would be tied to the construction barge, and materials would be moved 
from the staging barge to the construction barge and project site by a crane on the barge. Local 
barge moves to the next pile installation area (in approximately 100 feet increments) would 
occur at a speed of less than 2 miles per hour. 



Transport of Workers to and from Work Platform 



Construction workers would be transported from shore to the barge work platform by skiff. The 
travel distance would be less than 300 feet. There could be multiple shore-to-barge trips during 
the day; however, the area of travel would be relatively small and close to shore. 
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PSOs may use a skiff to observe the action area. Observer protocols including potential skiff-
based monitoring will be developed in consultation with NMFS and be described in the 
forthcoming Marine Mammal Monitoring and Mitigation Plan that will be submitted with the 
Incidental Harassment Authorization application for the proposed project. 



Pile Installation Equipment 
The following pile installation equipment is expected to be used: 



• Vibratory Hammer: ICE 44B/Static weight 12,250 pounds  



• Diesel Impact Hammer: Delmag D46/Max Energy 107,280 feet-pounds 



• Drilled shaft drill: Holte 100,000 feet-pounds top drive with down-the-hole hammer and 
bit 



Pile Installation Methods 



Installation and Removal of Temporary (Template) Piles 



Temporary 30-inch-diameter piles would be installed and removed using a vibratory hammer. 



Installation of Permanent Piles 



The permanent 30-inch-diameter trestle piles would be installed through sand and gravel with a 
vibratory hammer and impact hammer. The permanent 36-inch and 48-inch-diameter piles 
would be driven through sand and gravel with a vibratory hammer and then impact driven into 
bedrock. After being impacted, the pile would be rock anchored. To rock anchor the pile a 
down-the-hole hammer with a 33-inch-diameter bit would be used to drill a shaft into the 
bedrock. The drill bit will be removed and the shaft will be filled with vertical reinforcement (a 
rebar cage) in concrete to secure the pile (Figure 6). The depth of the shaft will be determined 
by a geotechnical engineer prior to construction. During anchor drilling the pile is not touched 
by the drill, and no steel-on-steel hammer noise is generated. 
 
Figure 6. Rock Anchor 
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Construction Sequence 
In-water construction of the cruise ship dock would begin with installation of an approximately 
450-foot-long trestle. Once the trestle is constructed, dolphins will be constructed. Trestle and 
dolphin construction will use the following sequence: 



1. Vibrate 32 temporary 30-inch-diameter piles for the trestle, and 16 temporary 30-inch-
diameter piles for the dolphins, a minimum of ten feet into overburden to create a 
template to guide installation of permanent piles. 



2. Weld a template frame around the temporary piles. 
3. Within the template frame, vibrate and impact permanent 30-inch-diameter piles into 



place for the trestle; or vibrate, impact, and rock anchor permanent 36-inch or 48-inch-
diameter piles into place for the dolphins. 



4. Remove the template frame and temporary piles. 
5. Perform this sequence at the seven trestle bent locations, working farther from the 



shoreline each sequence. Once the trestle is completed perform this sequence at the 
eight dolphin locations, completing one dolphin before beginning another. 



6. After all piles are installed, construction will proceed with installation of the floating 
dock, transfer span, trestle, mechanical systems, and other above-water components 
like the vehicle driveway, passenger walkway, and mast lights (listed in Section 1.2.4) 



 
Please see Table 2 for a conservative estimate of the amount of time required for pile 
installation and removal, and the Dates and Duration section above for construction duration 
information. 
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Table 2. Ward Cove Cruise Ship Dock Pile Installation and Removal Summary 



Description 



Project Component 



Temporary 
Pile 



Installation 



Temporary 
Pile 



Removal 



Permanent 
Pile 



Installation 



Permanent 
Pile 



Installation 



Permanent 
Pile 



Installation 



Diameter of Steel Pile (inches) 30 30 30 36 48 



# of Piles 48 48 14 20 20 



Vibratory Pile Driving 



Total Quantity 48 48 20 15 20 



Max # Piles Vibrated per Day 4 4 4 2 2 



Vibratory Time per Pile 10 min 10 min 10 min 30 min 30 min 



Vibratory Time per Day 40 min 40 min 40 min 60 min 60 min 



Number of Days (48 days) 12 12 4 10 10 



Vibratory Time Total (38 hours 
20 min) 



8 hours 8 hours 2.33 hours 10 hours 10 hours 



Impact Pile Driving 



Total Quantity 0 0 14 20 20 



Max # Piles Impacted per Day 0 0 2 2 2 



# of Strikes per Pile 0 0 40 100 100 



Impact Time per Pile 0 0 1 min 2.5 min 2.5 min 



Impact Time per Day 0 0 2 min 5 5 min 



Number of Days (27 days)   7 10 10 



Impact Time Total (1 hour 54 
minutes) 



0 0 14 min 50 min 50 min 



Rock Anchor Installation (Drilled Shaft) 



Total Quantity 0 0 0 20 20 



Anchor Diameter -- -- -- 33” 33” 



Max # Piles Anchored per Day 0 0 0 2 1 



Anchor Time per Pile 0 0 0 4 hours 5 hours 



Anchor Time per Day 0 0 0 8 hours 5 hours 



Number of Days (30 days)    10 days 20 days 



Anchor Time Total (180 hours) 0 0 0 80 hours 100 hours 
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POTENTIAL IMPACTS 



Wetlands and Waters of the United States 
This project will not impact coastal or fresh water wetlands. The project will impact Ward Cove, 
a navigable water under Federal jurisdiction. To construct the new dock the project would 
install piles in an area that was previously developed by the Ketchikan Pulp Company in Ward 
Cove. No fill is associated with this project. 



ESA and MMPA Protected Species 
The NOAA National Marine Fisheries Service Mapper (NOAA 2019a),the USFWS Information for 
Planning and Conservation (IPaC) Website (USFWS 2019) and email correspondence with NMFS 
Alaska were used to identify marine mammals and protected birds and their critical habitat that 
may occur in the project area. Table 3 lists 9 marine mammal species, under the jurisdiction of 
NMFS, that may occur in the project vicinity. According to the USFWS IPaC website, no USFWS 
managed endangered species are expected to occur in the project are (USFWS 2019). 
 
As the table states, one Endangered Species Act (ESA)-listed marine mammal species may occur 
in the action area: the threatened Mexico distinct population segment (DPS) humpback whale. 
No critical habitat for this species or any others occurs within the project area. The other 
species listed in Table 3 are protected under the Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMPA). 
 
Table 3. Species and their Status that May Occur in Project Vicinity  



Species Status Listing 



Minke Whale (Balaenoptera acutorostrata) MMPA 



Humpback Whale (Megaptera novaeangliae) ESA Threatened Mexico DPS  



Gray Whale (Eschrichtius robustus) MMPA 



Killer Whale (Orcinus orca) MMPA 



Pacific White-Sided Dolphin (Lagenorhynchus obliquidens) MMPA 



Dall’s Porpoise (Phocoenoides dalli) MMPA 



Harbor Porpoise (Phocoena phocoena) MMPA 



Harbor Seal (Phoca vitulina) MMPA 



Steller Sea Lion (EDPS; Eumatopia jubatus) MMPA 
Source: NOAA’s Alaska Protect Resources Division Species Distribution Mapper available at 
https://alaskafisheries.noaa.gov/portal/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=0c4a81f75310491d9010c17b6c081c81/ 



 
To understand how these species use the approximately 4 square kilometer project action area 
(which includes Ward Cove and extends across Tongass Narrows to Gravina Island) the 
following information was gathered and reviewed: 



• documents associated with the Gravina Access Project and the Ketchikan Berth IV 
Expansion Project; 



• marine mammal monitoring logs from construction of the Ketchikan Ferry Terminal and 
the Ketchikan Transfer Facility both located in Tongass Narrows (Turnagain 2016, OSSA 
2001); and, 





https://alaskafisheries.noaa.gov/portal/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=0c4a81f75310491d9010c17b6c081c81/
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• anecdotal evidence about marine mammal presence within Ward Cove. 
 
Harbor seals are common in Ward Cove, especially in summer and fall when fish occur in Ward 
Creek. Humpback whales are known to pass through Tongass Narrows and, based on anecdotal 
evidence, have been spotted transiting Ward Cove on one occasion in recent years. The other 
species listed are also known to pass through Tongass Narrows. 
 
Because harbor seals are common in the project vicinity, Power Systems & Supplies of Alaska 
plans to request an Incidental Harassment Authorization (IHA) for Level A and B take of harbor 
seals; however, there is no plan to request take of any other species because the project will 
implement shutdowns during pile driving if any other protected marine mammal species 
appears likely to approach their Level B harassment zone. 
 
To ensure compliance with the ESA, Section 7 consultation will be required. It is expected that 
informal consultation with NMFS regarding the ESA-listed threatened Mexico distinct 
population segment of humpback whales will sufficiently cover regulatory requirements, since 
construction shut downs will occur if the species are observed within the action area. 
Mitigation measures arising from consultation will be implemented during construction.  



Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act/Essential Fish Habitat 
Tongass Narrows is designated as Essential Fish Habitat (EFH) under the Magnuson Stevens 



Fisheries and Conservation Management Act for Dover sole (Solea solea) and all 5 species of 



Pacific salmon; Ward Cove is designated as EFH for all 5 species of Pacific salmon (NMFS 2019, 



NOAA 2019). Pacific salmon species include: chum salmon (Oncorhynchus keta), Chinook 



salmon (O. tshawytscha), Pink Salmon (O. gorbuscha), Coho Salmon (O. kisutch), and sockeye 



salmon (O. nerka). Alaska Department of Fish and Game and NMFS have also identified Pacific 



Herring (Clupea pallasii) and Pacific Halibut (Hippoglossus stenolepis) as important in the 



project area (HDR 2017). 



There are four anadromous streams that flow into the action area (Figure 7). Ward Creek 



(stream # 10150) and an unnamed stream (steam #10145) flow into the head of Ward Cove, 



they are located approximately 0.7 kilometers (0.4 miles) from the proposed dock site. Ward 



Creek supports Chum Salmon, Coho Salmon, Pink Salmon, Sockeye Salmon, Dolly Varden 



(Salvelinus malma), and Steelhead Trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss). Unnamed stream #10145 



supports Coho Salmon and Pink Salmon. The other two anadromous creeks that flow into the 



action area are located on Gravina Island approximately 3.5 kilometers (2 miles) from the dock 



site across Tongass Narrows: unnamed creek #10500 is anadromous for Chum Salmon, Coho 



Salmon, and Pink Salmon; and unnamed creek #10490 is anadromous For Coho Salmon and 



Pink Salmon (ADF&G 2019). 



According to the ShoreZone Mapper (ShoreZone 2019), the shoreline at the proposed dock site 
in Ward Cove has the following characteristics: 



• Habitat Class: protected/partially mobile/ sediment or rock sediment  
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• Coastal Class: cliff with gravel beach 



• Biological Wave Exposure: protected 
 



The project is not likely to adversely affect EFH because piles would be placed in a previously 
disturbed area, because construction activities will not impact anadromous streams (the mouth 
of the closest stream is over 0.7 kilometers [0.4 miles] from the proposed dock site), and 
because of the conservation measures listed below.. 
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Figure 7. Anadromous Streams in the Project Vicinity 



 



Contamination 



Historic Pollution 



Ward Cove was home to a pulp mill, a sawmill, and a fish processing plant and their discharges 



of chemicals, pulp, and fish waste polluted the cove. The Ketchikan Pulp Company operated for 



43 years, from 1954 to 1997. During that time the mill stored logs (approximately 7 billion 



board feet) and discharged pulp mill effluent in to the cove. This caused accumulation of bark 



and sunken logs on the bottom of the cove (EPA 2015). Although this discharge ceased with the 



mill’s closure, log storage activities continued until 2001 under the operation of a sawmill and 



veneer mill by Gateway Forest Products, Inc., contributing additional wood residues to the cove 



(ADEC 2007). Wards Cove Packing Company, a seafood processing facility, discharged fish-



processing waste to the cove from 1912 until its closure in 2002 (ADEC 2007). 



In the early 1990s preliminary investigations were conducted to determine the environmental 



effects mill discharges were having on Ward Cove. Studies show that the large quantities of 



organic material discharged from the pulp mill led to anaerobic conditions in the sediment and 



production of ammonia, sulfide, and 4-methylphenol (EPA 2015). The discharge of seafood 
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waste caused depletion of dissolved oxygen in the deeper waters of Ward Cove (ADEC 2007). 



By the late 1990s a risk assessment identified that people and wildlife could possibly be 



exposed to contaminants through inhalation, skin absorption, or accidental ingestion of 



contaminated ash, soil, or surface water (Keeney 2007). 



Since then, significant remediation activities, including removing logs, dredging, and sand 



capping, have occurred to reduce the harmfulness of sediments to the bottom-dwelling animals 



and to enhance recolonization of the bottom sediments to support a healthy community of 



marine animals. Remediation activities were completed in 2001 (EPA 2015).  



Potential and Ongoing Pollutants 



Ward Cove now meets State of Alaska Water Quality Standards for Toxic and Other Deleterious 



Organic and Inorganic Substances (ADEC 2007), the EPA now considers the site protective of 



human health and the environment (EPA 2015), and, according to the Alaska Department of 



Fish and Game, there are no public health advisories for consumption of seafood from Ward 



Cove (ADEC 2007). However, water in the cove does not yet meet Alaska water quality 



standards for residues and dissolved gas, and thus is listed by the State of Alaska as a Category 



4a waterbody (a waterbody that is impaired but has a recovery plan) (ADEC 2016). Based on 



remediation efforts and monitoring it appears that the water quality in the cove continues to 



recover (ADEC 2007). 



Current permitted discharges to Ward Cove include two small sewage treatment plants, 



stormwater runoff at the former pulp mill site, and a discharge of leachate from the Ketchikan 



Pulp Company landfill (ADEC 2007). 



Marine water quality in the Ketchikan vicinity can also be affected by accidental discharges and 



by permitted discharges from seafood processing plants, timber industry activities, shipyard 



and other industrial activity, treated sewer system outflows, cruise ships and other vessels 



operating in marine waters, and sediment runoff from paved surfaces and disturbed areas (HDR 



2017). 



Seafood processing facilities in Ketchikan discharge fish waste via outfalls into deep waters in 



Tongass Narrows under an Alaska Pollutant Discharge Elimination System general permit for 



Alaskan shore-based seafood processors. As required by the permit, the discharge outfalls are 



situated in underwater areas that are continually flushed by strong tides (HDR 2017). 



Cruise ships discharge treated sewage; effluent from properly functioning marine engines; and 



laundry, shower, and galley sink wastes (“greywater”) into marine waters. The Commercial 



Passenger Vessel Environmental Compliance Program under ADEC regulates cruise ship and 



ferry waste discharged to Alaska waters (HDR 2017). 



Contaminated Sites 



A search of the ADEC Contaminated sites database (ADEC 2019) showed that there is one active 



land-based contaminated site in the vicinity of the project, the Ward Cove Pulp Mill Waste Oil 
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Tanks (Hazard ID 4506) where used oil was abandoned at the site and soil samples verify 



contamination; clean-up is in progress and 3,100 gallons of tetrachlorethylene, water, used oil, 



and cleanup solid waste has been shipped to and disposed of at waste facility in Nebraska 



(ADEC 2018). 



National Historic Preservation Act 
There are four previously recorded Alaska Heritage Resources Survey (AHRS) sites in Ward Cove 
near the proposed Cruise Ship Dock project area. Two of these, the Connell Lake Dam Pipeline 
(KET-0944) and Ketchikan Pulp Company Ward Cove Pulp Mill Administration Building (KET-
1011), have been determined eligible for the National Register of Historic Places under Criterion 
C for distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction. The two sites that 
are not eligible for the Register are Ketchikan Pulp Company’s Ward Cove Pulp Mill (KET-01173) 
and 7826 N Tongass Highway (KET-1176) (CRC 2015).  
 
While there are four recorded sites near the project area, it is unlikely that the sites are close 
enough to be directly or indirectly impacted by the project. The Ketchikan Pulp Company Ward 
Cove Pulp Mill Administration Building is currently used by the Alaska Marine Highway System 
as its headquarters building. 



Avoidance, Minimization, and Mitigation Measures 



Waters of the United States Mitigation Statements 



Avoidance of impacts to waters of the United States: 



The purpose of this project is to construct a dock that accommodates large cruise ships and 



their passengers. This project is needed to provide safe passage and harbor for large cruise 



ships and relieve vessel, pedestrian, and vehicle congestion in downtown Ketchikan. To meet 



the project purpose and need the project must be constructed in and over waters of the United 



States. The dock project will be located within the previously developed Ward Cove. 



Minimization of unavoidable impacts to waters of the United States, including wetlands: 



The project uses the most compact design practicable (with the least amount of piles and 
smallest size of piles) to minimize impacts to waters of the United States. 



Compensation for unavoidable impacts to waters of the U.S., including wetlands: 



Compensatory mitigation is not proposed for this project because no fill would be placed. 



Protected Species and EFH Mitigation Measures 
The Power Systems & Supplies of Alaska plans to incorporate the following measures to avoid 
and minimize impacts to protected species and habitat: 
 
General Construction Mitigation Measures 
The project uses the most compact design possible, while meeting the demands of the vessels 
that would use the facility. 
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• As recommended by NMFS, wood that has been surface or pressure-treated with 
creosote or treated with pentachlorophenol will not be used. If treated wood must be 
used, any wood that comes in contact with water will be treated with waterborne 
preservatives in accordance with Best Management Practices developed by the Western 
Wood Preservers Institute.  Treated wood will be inspected before installation to ensure 
that no superficial deposits of preservative material remain on the wood. 



• The project uses a design that does not require dredging, blasting, or fill. 



• Plans for avoiding, minimizing, and responding to releases of sediments, contaminants, 
fuels, oil, and other pollutants will be developed and implemented. 



• Spill response equipment will be kept on-site during construction and operation. 



• As recommended by NMFS, floats or barges will not be grounded at any tidal stage. 
 
General Pile Driving Measures 



• The project uses a design that incorporates the smallest-diameter piles practicable while 
still minimizing the overall number of piles. 



• Noise associated with in-water pile driving will be localized and temporary. 
 
Marine Mammal Mitigation Measures 



• We do not expect to encounter sea otters. However, if otters were observed, the 
USFWS’s recommended draft protocols for avoiding harm to sea otters from noise 
during pile driving will be implemented to protect sea otters from noise. 



• NMFS recommended protocols will be implemented to protect ESA and MMPA species 
as developed in the forthcoming IHA and marine mammal monitoring plan. 
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List of Addresses of Adjoining Property Owners, Lessees, Etc., Whose Property 



Adjoins the Waterbody. 
 
The following address were compiled from the Ketchikan Gateway Borough tax parcel maps 
and google.com 
 
Brusich Survivor’s Trust 
PO Box 719 
Ward Cove, AK 99928 
Physical: 7900 Block N Tongass Highway 
 
Fish From Trish 
5961 N Tongass Highway  
Ketchikan, AK 99901 
 
Schade Joergen 
PO Box 496 
Fall City, WA 98024 
Physical: 6000 Block N Tongass Highway 
 
Ketchikan Gateway Borough 
1900 First Ave Suite 201 
Ketchikan, AK 99901 
Physical 5900 Block N Tongass Highway 
Alaska Tidelands Survey 1010 Parcel # 313230006000ATS1 
 
Alaska Sea Cycle Tours 
6043 N Tongass Highway 
Ketchikan, AK 99901 
 
Alaska Mental Health Trust Authority 
2600 Cordova Street Suite 100 
Anchorage, AK 99503 
Location 6000/6500 Blocks N Tongass Highway 
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From: Pagemaster, Reg POA
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Cc: Pagemaster, Reg POA
Subject: FW: POA 2019-00313
Date: Friday, September 20, 2019 9:14:54 AM


FYI


-----Original Message-----
From: Romanda Simpson [mailto:romanda@ktnkwc.org]
Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2019 6:37 PM
To: Pagemaster, Reg POA <regpagemaster@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] POA 2019-00313


I am writing to express concern over the Ward Cove project of Cruise Ship docks.  


I am a resident near Ward Cove.  We have one road into town. When I asked the company what their plan was for
transport their reply was "we haven't really considered that yet, but we will work out the logistics once approved".
The increase in buses will damage the environment - the current buses in town spew diesel because there are no fuel
checks in our community. This will only increase with the hundreds more buses needed to transport the thousands of
passengers. Additionally, drips will flow into our water ways. Not to mention the impact on local traffic - we already
experience a traffic jam heading into town in the morning and out of town at 4pm.


As a member of our local search and rescue team we have also discussed our concern for ease of access to additional
trails without knowledge of our local area.  There is no sidewalk in the area to manage the number of people who
may choose to walk and discover our area. Additionally, we rescue many individuals from the cruise ship already -
this will only further increase those efforts. We are all volunteer. 


I believe this company is pushing forward their plans without due consideration of the multiple impacts on the local
infrastructure, environment, and people.  I asked multiple questions relating to this, and all they could share with us
was their design plans. They had not considered logistics, impacts and realities. 


Regards
Romanda Simpson


Romanda Simpson


Executive Director & Behavioral Health Program Director


Ketchikan Wellness Coalition


(907) 225-9355


Blockedwww.ktnkwc.org <Blockedhttp://www.ktnkwc.org/>
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From: Jensen, Amy A.
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Cc: Pagemaster, Reg POA; Gala, Michael R CIV USARMY CEPOA (US); Baginski, Kim R CIV USARMY CEIT (US);


Opalski, Dan; Chung, Angela
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] EPA, Region 10 Comments on POA-2019-00313 and POA-2017-00166, Ward Cove
Date: Thursday, September 19, 2019 2:57:12 PM
Attachments: image001.png


WardCoveCOE_Comments_final ltr.pdf


Ms. Campellone,


Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on POA-2019-00313.  Attached you will find the comments
from EPA Region 10 on this proposed permit, as well as comments on POA-2017-00166.  Although the public
comment period for POA-2017-0166 ended June 13, 2019, we received notice from Mr. Michael R. Gala of the
Alaska District that any comments the EPA provides on that permit now would still be considered during the
authorizing process. 


Feel free to me or Kathryn Cerise should you have any questions.


Sincerely,


-Amy Jensen


Amy Jensen


Regional Wetland Coordinator


U.S. EPA, Region 10


Wetlands and Oceans Section, Water Division


1200 6th Ave, Suite #155, Mail Stop 14-D12


Seattle, Washington 98101-3188


Office: (206) 553-0285; Cell: (206) 607-7922


Email: jensen.amy@epa.gov <mailto:jensen.amy@epa.gov>
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From: Pagemaster, Reg POA
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Cc: Pagemaster, Reg POA
Subject: FW: Ketchikan/Ward Cove #poa-2019-00313
Date: Wednesday, July 31, 2019 10:42:08 AM


Estrella,


Please read and respond if necessary. Please cc Reg Pagemaster.


Thank you,


Amie Schoelen


U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Alaska District


Lead Administrative Assistant, Regulatory Division


(907)753-2607


From: Jessica Miles [mailto:female-firefighter@hotmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2019 9:43 PM
To: Pagemaster, Reg POA <regpagemaster@usace.army.mil>; Pagemaster, Reg POA
<regpagemaster@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Ketchikan/Ward Cove #poa-2019-00313


To whom it may concern:


Our lands are being raped by the tourist industry. Our beaches are being littered on, our oceans are being polluted,
our docks are being abused, and the cruise ships are infesting our small local shops. Adding more cruise ship docks
is NOT the answer. Strengthening our upland infrastructure is.


I am a LIFELONG resident. I have 4 Tsimshian children who need to know the beauty of THEIR land. It HAS to be
preserved for them. It scares the hell out of me to think of their future here when all people can think of is getting
their next dollar.



mailto:regpagemaster@usace.army.mil

mailto:Estrella.F.Campellone@usace.army.mil

mailto:regpagemaster@usace.army.mil

mailto:female-firefighter@hotmail.com





Ward cove is a cesspool if chemicals, toxins, and sediment that will seriously hurt the ecosystem if it is pushed
around. This idea  shouldn’t even be entertained; our town doesn’t want it except for the money hungry idiots that
own shops or tourist companies. PLEASE hear us. We DO NOT want this dock proposition to move forward.


Thank you.


Jessica Miles


Female-firefighter@hotmail.com


Ketchikan, Alaska








From: Julie Jessen
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] POA-2019-00313, Ward Cove
Date: Thursday, September 19, 2019 2:46:58 PM


Please add me to the contact list for future communications regarding POA-2019-00313, Ward Cove dock project.


Thank you -


Julie K. Jessen


Communications and Public Relations Manager


Alaska Travel Industry Association


610 E. 5th Ave., Ste. 200, Anchorage, AK 99501


D 907.646.3307│O 907.929.2842


AlaskaTIA.org <Blockedhttp://www.alaskatia.org/>  │ jjessen@alaskatia.org <mailto:jjessen@alaskatia.org>


 


Alaska’s leading statewide nonprofit membership organization for the Alaska travel industry.
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From: Jonathan Lappin
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Cc: Ruben Duran; Richard Harney
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] POA 2019-00313
Date: Tuesday, September 10, 2019 2:37:09 PM
Attachments: 09.09.2019 Manager letter -Ward Cove Development (002).pdf


Ms. Campellone,


Please find attached a letter from the Ketchikan Gateway Borough providing comments on Power Systems and
Supplies of Alaska application for a U.S. Army Corps of Engineers permit to construct cruise ship berthing facilities
in Ward Cove. POA 2019-00313.


Jonathan Lappin, AICP


Associate Planner


Ketchikan Gateway Borough Planning Department


(907) 228-6618
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From: Pagemaster, Reg POA
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Cc: Pagemaster, Reg POA
Subject: FW: Ward Cove project
Date: Thursday, September 19, 2019 1:39:27 PM


FYI


-----Original Message-----
From: Marty West [mailto:martywest@kpunet.net]
Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2019 10:54 AM
To: Pagemaster, Reg POA <regpagemaster@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Ward Cove project


I oppose the development for cruise ship docking at Ward Cove Alaska.


The site, a former pulp mill, is contaminated with known carcinogens and would disrupt the sand blanket that
presently covers the bottom of the cove. The presence of massive cruise ships would disrupt salmon spawning,
create traffic nightmares, and create unknown health hazards. We have over a million people presently coming on
cruise ships each year to out community of less than 15,000. Additional passengers would create stress on
transportation, infrastructure, and everyone's last nerve.


At the very least, have a forum to hear from the public.


Marty West


(Mary West White)


911 Forest Avenue


Ketchikan, AK 99901



mailto:regpagemaster@usace.army.mil
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From: Pagemaster, Reg POA
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Cc: Pagemaster, Reg POA
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] Ketchikan Chamber Letter of Support for POA 2019-00313
Date: Tuesday, September 17, 2019 2:08:37 PM
Attachments: KTN Chamber Support for Ward Cove Development.pdf


FYI


-----Original Message-----
From: execdir@ketchikanchamber.com [mailto:execdir@ketchikanchamber.com]
Sent: Tuesday, September 17, 2019 12:38 PM
To: Pagemaster, Reg POA <regpagemaster@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Ketchikan Chamber Letter of Support for POA 2019-00313


To Whom it May Concern,


Please see the attached letter of support for Application for Permit Reference Number POA 2019-00313, at Ward
Cove, Alaska.  We appreciate your time and consideration.


Thank you,


Carrie Starkey


Executive Director


Greater Ketchikan Chamber of Commerce


907 225 3184


Blockedwww.ketchikanchamber.com
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From: KPU
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Ward Cove- Spokely Project
Date: Thursday, September 19, 2019 4:29:59 PM


Hello,


I am writing to ask for a public meeting about this project. I would like to be among other interested people to learn
about the possible ramifications of completing these docks and having more cruise ships in my town than already
there are- I’m sure I would hear both pros and cons and form an opinion way more educated than I already have.


Thank you for your consideration. I hope to be attending a public forum in the near future.


Sincerely,
Elizabeth Robbins


Sent from my iPad



mailto:erobbins@kpunet.net
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From: Pagemaster, Reg POA
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Cc: Pagemaster, Reg POA
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] POA2019-00313
Date: Wednesday, July 31, 2019 10:18:33 AM


Estrella,


Please read and respond if necessary. Please cc Reg Pagemaster.


Thank you,


Amie Schoelen
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Alaska District
Lead Administrative Assistant, Regulatory Division
(907)753-2607


       


-----Original Message-----
From: Tim Jagusch [mailto:timjagusch@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2019 12:29 PM
To: Pagemaster, Reg POA <regpagemaster@usace.army.mil>
Cc: Elizabeth Jagusch <elizabeth.jagusch@gmail.com>; Matthewjanowicz <matthewjanowicz@gmail.com>; Tim
Long <tklong@kpunet.net>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] POA2019-00313


Regarding POA2019-00313:


My wife and I are quite concerned with the environmental impact of two mega cruise ships operating and docking in
Ward Cove.  After seeing the plans at the open house here in Ketchikan, I went over to the proposed site with my
boat to get a visual on the location and depths.  While the stern of the ships will be in reasonably deep water, it
appears that the bows will be quite shallow and over the area that has been capped to contain the pollutants caused
by the pulp mill.  The area of operation is extremely restricted for maneuvering ships that are approximately 1,200
feet long.  The Ward Cove group's presentation is leading one to believe that the bow thrusters will be used
minimally for maneuvering.  But I strongly disagree after seeing how restricted the area is.  Any bow thruster usage
over the sand capped area will most likely disturb the cap and expose the pollutants, affecting all marine life in the
ward cove area as well as the ward creek salmon stream.  Ultimately affecting the birds, animals and humans that
rely on the fish as a food source.  Additionally, the unintentional or intentional discharges from the cruise ships and
upland facilities in to Ward Cove will ultimately devastate the watershed for years to come.  



mailto:regpagemaster@usace.army.mil
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From: Storey, Benjamin M (DOT)
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Cc: Miller, Kirk D (DOT); Falvey, John F (DOT); Siroky, Mary P (DOT); Lynch, Sean P (LAW); rubend@kgbak.us;


Gentemann, Christy D (DOT)
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] POA-2019-00313 Power Systems & Supplies of Alaska Cruise Ship Dock – DOT&PF Response
Date: Wednesday, July 10, 2019 4:51:25 PM
Attachments: image002.png


POA-2019-00313 - DOT&PF Response.pdf


               Ms. Campellone,


The attachment is DOT&PF’s initial comments on the subject permit application proposing to develop a cruise ship
berth within Ward Cove in Ketchikan, Alaska.


Thank you for the assistance in this matter, and please let me know if you need anything further at this time,


    Ben


Benjamin M. Storey


Regional Environmental Manager/PQI Archaeology


DOT&PF, Southcoast Region


6860 Glacier Highway


Juneau, AK 99811


Phone: 907.465.4509 | Mail: P.O. Box 112506, Juneau, Alaska 99811-2506


The environmental review, consultation, and other actions required by applicable Federal environmental laws for
this project are being, or have been, carried out by DOT&PF pursuant to 23 U.S.C. 327 and a Memorandum of
Understanding dated November 3, 2017 and executed by FHWA and DOT&PF.
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From: Pagemaster, Reg POA
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Cc: Pagemaster, Reg POA
Subject: FW: POA 2019-00313
Date: Thursday, September 19, 2019 9:29:15 AM
Attachments: POA 2019-00313 Letter of Support_J. Karlson.pdf


FYI


-----Original Message-----
From: Capt Jeff Karlson [mailto:captjeffkarlson@gmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2019 10:33 PM
To: Pagemaster, Reg POA <regpagemaster@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] POA 2019-00313


To Whom It May Concern:


Please find my letter of support for POA 2019-00313 attached.


Kind regards,


Capt. Jeff Karlson


Owner | Operator


Lighthouse Excursions


P.O. Box 1299 | Ward Cove AK, 99928


907-225-6919
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From: Pagemaster, Reg POA
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Cc: Pagemaster, Reg POA
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] POA-2019-00313
Date: Tuesday, August 20, 2019 2:34:35 PM


Estrella,
See below for commentary on Ward Cove.


Please read and respond if necessary. Please cc Reg Pagemaster if response is needed.


Thank you,


Amie Schoelen
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Alaska District
Lead Administrative Assistant, Regulatory Division
(907)753-2607


-----Original Message-----
From: Jane P. Demmert [mailto:janeklawock@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, August 19, 2019 4:33 PM
To: Pagemaster, Reg POA <regpagemaster@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] POA-2019-00313


This comment is regarding the Ward Cove Group's proposed mega-cruise ship dock complex in Ward Cove,
Ketchikan. 
We are Ketchikan residents.  We are deeply concerned about the potential for pronounced environmental
disturbance such development would have on the marine and fresh water in the immediate Ward Cove area, in the
extended waters surrounding that area, and on the uplands associated with the proposed project.  This site was
extensively polluted from the Ketchikan Pulp Mill which operated from 1954-1997.  The EPA required
comprehensive environmental remediation of the site.  It also required that future site development not disturb
remediated areas (waters and uplands) where toxic wastes continue to be present.
We strongly urge that the megaship docking facility and associated development as proposed by the Ward Cove
Group not be approved.  A scale of development that responsibly assures that the remediated waters and uplands are
not disturbed should now be considered if the WCG still wishes to go forward with development.
Sincerely,
Jane and Dennis Demmert
4640 North Tongass
Apt. 107
Ketchikan, Alaska 99901
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From: Pagemaster, Reg POA
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Cc: Pagemaster, Reg POA
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] REFERENCE: #POA-2019-003131
Date: Tuesday, August 6, 2019 4:03:19 PM


-----Original Message-----
From: Mike Vincent [mailto:mikevwa@comcast.net]
Sent: Tuesday, August 6, 2019 6:16 AM
To: Pagemaster, Reg POA <regpagemaster@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] REFERENCE: #POA-2019-003131


The proposed Ketchikan Ward Cove ship dock project has the potential to cause irreparable environmental harm to
the area fisheries and aquatic life due to the amost certain disturbance of entrapped polluted soils by the large cruise
ships.


The potential effects must be fully studied and mitigation requirements established if warranted.


Thank you;
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From: Pagemaster, Reg POA
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Cc: Pagemaster, Reg POA
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] Ward Cove Alaska
Date: Thursday, September 19, 2019 1:47:56 PM


FYI


-----Original Message-----
From: R.K. Rice [mailto:rice.rk@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2019 1:41 PM
To: Pagemaster, Reg POA <regpagemaster@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Ward Cove Alaska


POA 2019-00313  The proposed super cruise ship dock for Ward Cove will stir up god knows what kinds of toxic
poison. According to the 2005 EPA Superfund Site analysis, anyone who disturbs the sediment at bottom of Ward
Cove, "will release hazardous materials, and will be responsible to recap and deal with the problem". The azipod
propulsion systems on these giant ships is 3 times the turbulence generated by normal stern propeller system. I
believe the disturbance to the bottom cap would be a continuous  ongoing release of hazardous materials , during the
5 months these ships would be using these facilities. The cancer clusters in the Ward Cove area were extremely
high, and I had friends who lived nearby while the mill was working. They often saw dead crabs, muscles and other
bottom dwellers wash up on the beaches on Gravina Island and the area around Ward Cove. In the interest of the
health of the people and the marine life in the area, I oppose this project. The EPA report said this was in effect for
20 years (2025) unless canceled by a request from KPC. I have neither the time nor resources to continue to research
the EPA files and studies and Hope the Army Corp of Engineers will have the time and resources to completely
study this before granting a permit.    Sincerely Robert K Rice


97 Huckleberry Circle
Ketchikan, Alaska 99901 
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From: Pagemaster, Reg POA
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Cc: Pagemaster, Reg POA
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] #POA-2019-00313
Date: Friday, August 30, 2019 1:19:39 PM


Estrella,


Please see email below for Ward Cove commentary.


Respectfully,


Amie Schoelen


U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Alaska District


Lead Administrative Assistant, Regulatory Division


(907)753-2607


From: Sidney Hartley [mailto:sidneyhartley3@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, August 29, 2019 10:09 PM
To: Pagemaster, Reg POA <regpagemaster@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] #POA-2019-00313


To the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,


As a resident of the Ketchikan Gateway Borough, I am writing to express my concerns of the Ward Cove Dock
Project, as well as to request a public meeting with you in our borough. The project would certainly threaten a
habitat and surrounding Alaskan wildlife by the required blasting in the area in order to accommodate for the
infrastructure to accommodate for these “mega” cruise vessels. This would result in environmental degradation by
releasing the settled pollution of the pulp mill, left from a temporary fix in the 90s. In 1995, The New York Times
published that “The Ketchikan Pulp Company, a unit of the Louisiana-Pacific Corporation, has agreed to pay $3.1
million to settle civil charges over water and air pollution, Federal officials said today. Ketchikan Pulp also agreed
to spend up to $6 million to clean Ward Cove, the body of water adjacent to the company's pulp mill in Ketchikan,
Alaska. Two weeks ago, the company pleaded guilty to a felony count and 13 misdemeanor counts concerning
violations of the Clean Water Act” (Reuters, 1995). If this project were to continue, Ketchikan would almost
certainly be subject to a Federal law suit as it is a direct violation of the Clean Water Act. This action would infringe
upon the environmental and economic stability of our community and would in no way benefit the borough. I urge
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you to hold a public meeting in the borough, informing residents and the Borough Assembly, the gravity of this
reckless decision and thoughtless proposal.


Thank you,


Sid Hartley


907.225.1610


sidneyhartley3@gmail.com <mailto:sidneyhartley3@gmail.com>
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From: Reese, Evonne R (DEC)
To: Schlichting, Sally G (DEC); Pikul, Gretchen M (DEC); Rypkema, James (DEC); Cerise, Kathy; Barton, Justine;


Minnillo, Mark J (DFG); Storey, Benjamin M (DOT)
Cc: Reese, Evonne R (DEC); Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] FW: POA-2019-0013
Date: Tuesday, August 27, 2019 8:30:12 AM


Regarding Ward Cove cruise ship dock permitting, below is a concerned member of the public’s comment.


Evonne Reese


(907) 465-5229


From: Larry Jackson [mailto:info@akforestenterprises.com]
Sent: Monday, August 26, 2019 4:20 PM
To: regpagemaster@usace.army.mil; Reese, Evonne R (DEC)
Subject: POA-2019-0013


Regarding this application.  I was on the sediment sampling vessel, Baranof  Queen, back in the mid 1990's.  We
sampled multiple GPS locations throughout ward cove and tongass narrows.  At one location in the middle of ward
cove the log pile was over 40' deep and a commercial diver was brought in to guide the sample device to the ocean
floor.  It was later determined that the logs that had accumulated should be left undisturbed so that any contaminated
sediment wouldn't be moved out of the bay.  It is my recommendation that the entities applying for the permit and
Norwegian Cruise line sign and agreement to take all future liability of this sediment becoming disturbed or
dispersed outside of Ward Cove.  From the current plan view of the development the ships wouldn't get to that
portion of the bay, however if ships start maneuvering in that portion of ward cove it is a strong possibility that they
would disturb this contaminated sediment layer.    A annual sampling plan would need to be created and the permit
could be issued with these stipulations.  The USDA or SBA is a guarantee on the loan  to Ward Cove for the
purchase of the mill site and tidelands and they also should be made aware and sign this legal agreement.


I also operated a small wood products business in Warehouse 1 at the old mill site from 2003 under borough
ownership to 2015 under Ward Cove group ownership.  In my dealings with Dave and Andrew Spokely I found
them to be less then honest.  I also found that they had no capital to make tenant improvements or even provide
toilets or fire suppression to tenants such as myself.  I give them very little credit to operate the proposed
development properly.  Go directly to Norwegian cruise lines and have them guarantee any legal agreements.


 Sincerely


Larry Jackson
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Alaska Sustainable energy
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From: Pagemaster, Reg POA
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Cc: Pagemaster, Reg POA
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] Comments Regarding: POA-2019-00313
Date: Friday, September 20, 2019 9:12:34 AM
Attachments: Boyer Towing Letter re POA-2019-00313.pdf


FYI


-----Original Message-----
From: Trevor Shaw [mailto:trevor@wciak.com]
Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2019 3:42 PM
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA) <Estrella.F.Campellone@usace.army.mil>; Pagemaster,
Reg POA <regpagemaster@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Comments Regarding: POA-2019-00313


Please see the attached letter regarding POA-2019-00313. Thank you.


--
Trevor A. Shaw
Administrative Manager & Director of Government Affairs Ward Cove Group
   Power Systems and Supplies of Alaska LLC
   Remote Made Easy LLC
   Ward Cove Industries LLC
   Full Cycle LLC
   Spokely Designs LLC
907-821-8072 (cell)
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From: Pagemaster, Reg POA
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Cc: Pagemaster, Reg POA
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] REFERENCE #POA-2019-00313
Date: Wednesday, July 31, 2019 10:46:34 AM


Estrella,


Please read and respond if necessary. Please cc Reg Pagemaster.


Thank you,


Amie Schoelen


U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Alaska District


Lead Administrative Assistant, Regulatory Division


(907)753-2607


From: Shannon Nelson [mailto:shannon99901@gmail.com]
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2019 10:28 PM
To: Pagemaster, Reg POA <regpagemaster@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] REFERENCE #POA-2019-00313


I am emailing in regards to the: The Ward Cove dump site consists of toxic sediment trapped under a sand cap that
would be churned up by the megaships in Ward Cove, spreading hazardous material contamination that could
negatively impact marine life and water quality. Ward Cove is designated as an Essential Fish Habitat for five
species of Pacific salmon, as well as herring and halibut.


I am requesting the U.S. Army Corps to further investigate the environmental impacts of the project and conduct a
public hearing for community members.


Thank you for your time and consideration.


Respectfully,
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Shannon Nelson








From: Shannon AT POOL Inc.
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Cc: Chuck Pool
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Ward Cove Seaport LLC letter for support for Power Systems & Supplies of Alaska
Date: Tuesday, July 2, 2019 9:16:20 AM
Attachments: Ward Cove Seaport letter of support for PSSA 7-1-19.pdf


Good morning, Ms. Campellone-


Mr. Pool asked that I email the attached letter to you.


Thank you,
Shannon Foote
Ward Cove Seaport, LLC
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From: Pagemaster, Reg POA
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Cc: Pagemaster, Reg POA
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] Cruiseship dock in Ward Cove, Permit POA-2019-0013
Date: Monday, September 16, 2019 10:15:48 AM


fyi


-----Original Message-----
From: Deborah Porter [mailto:dporter@kpunet.net]
Sent: Sunday, September 15, 2019 8:08 PM
To: Pagemaster, Reg POA <regpagemaster@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Cruiseship dock in Ward Cove, Permit POA-2019-0013


Dear Ladies & Gentlemen,


This email in in response to the notice of public comment regarding permit POA-2019-0013 to allow a cruiseship
dock over a superfund site.  I am emphatically against any consideration of such a venture.  The superfund site was
not remediated, but rather, buried under a sand cap to prevent the toxins from continuing to impact the fish and
wildlife in Ward Cove.  The area is slowly beginning to recover as long as the poisonous debris is locked under the
sand cap.


What will the bow thrusters of a mega cruiseship do to the fragile cap protecting the waters of Ward Cove?  What
will the owners and of funders of this enterprise do to protect the citizens of the community that live and work in
this area when contaminants are released and the fish, crab, and wildlife are  once again poisoned?


Aside from the waterway issues, the buildings and remnants of buildings that remain at the former Ketchikan Pulp
Company are filled with asbestos and other nasty things. 


I happen to work in the former KPC headquarters building that has been occupied by the Alaska Marine Highway
System main offices for the past 15 years.  The landlord (Dave Spokely) is partnered in this new cruiseship dock
venture and the proposed renovations to create a tourist destination on the old pulp mill site.  The property is in
atrocious condition.  The building offices that AMHS occupies contain rot, asbestos and a large infestation of
carpenter ants.  The heating and cooling system was never worked, and buckets need to be placed in the hallways
and some offices each time there are heavy rains.  Mr. Spokely hasn’t maintained the property which is easily
accessible for renovation and upkeep.  What kind of coverup will he do when the sand cap is blown out by the first
ship to dock? 


The  bus traffic coming through the pulp mill site and turning out onto North Tongass Highway is a horrifying
concept.  The traffic coming across the bridge over Ward Creek is already a steady flow.  The driveway out of the
mill site is midway down a hill with poor visibility and already a challenge to gain access into the flow of traffic.  
There are no other roads to divert traffic coming from town.  If there is a bus accident, it will shut down the
highway.  Buses transporting 4500 passengers from the ship out onto the highway to town will create  a bottleneck
of traffic in an already very dangerous section of highway.


Thank you for allowing the public to provide thoughts and input regarding this proposed venture.


Regards,


Deborah Porter
Citizen of Ketchikan Gateway Borough
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From: Pagemaster, Reg POA
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Cc: Pagemaster, Reg POA
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] POA-2019-00313 Opposition to development
Date: Monday, September 16, 2019 10:12:44 AM


Good morning Estrella, I believe this is for you?


KIm


-----Original Message-----
From: Linda [mailto:lindal@kpunet.net]
Sent: Saturday, September 14, 2019 6:32 AM
To: Pagemaster, Reg POA <regpagemaster@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] POA-2019-00313 Opposition to development


I am writing to voice my opposition to the development of the waters over the superfund marine operating unit at
Ward Cove near Ketchikan Alaska. 


I believe that the proposed dock and activity in Ward Cove will be detrimental to the marine environment by
affecting the sediment cap.


POA-2019-00313.


Sincerely,


Linda S. Lichty


PO Box 9051


Ketchikan AK 99901


6909 Romine Drive


Ketchikan AK 99901
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From: Dick Coose
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] POA-2019-00313 Power Systems and Supplies of Alaska
Date: Tuesday, July 9, 2019 10:11:47 PM


I would like to submit the following comments regarding POA-2019-00313.


Let me state that I support private interprise and minimal goverment interference with the issuing of permits and
operations.  I also support full transparency and public participation in the process.


In  this case, neither transparency or public participation has been allowed. It has become common knowledge in
Ketchikan that the proponents of this project ask USACE to keep this proposal confidential and this obviously
occurred until your letter to adjacent property owners ( one being the Ketchikan Gateway Borough). One has ask the
question why the public was and has never been notified of anything.  The applicants have told the public only that
yes they jointly with the NCL cruiselines, Binkley's and themselves are going to build a two berth cruise ship dock
in Ward Cove. This  was only in the last few weeks.


Then there is the lingering issue with many local people about the bottom of Ward Cove with the fact that the EPA
required the pulp mill to spend millions of dollars to place a sand cover over  much of bottom. Will this project and
the large cruise ship be detremental to this sand cap?  Was the any evaluation, any mitigation if something happens
to it?
There are a lot of people in Ketchikan concerned with this project, its impacts on the Cove and the rest of the
community.  The documents provide to the Borough state in both your letter and the proponets documents that the
project should encounter no appreciable opposition.  Wrong, there is more of the appearance of something being
hidden from the public until it is to late.
In the proponents letter, they state the new dock would improve safe transit through the Tongass Narrows, I do not
see how, the ships still have to transit. They state it would relieve existing and future vessel, pedestrian , and vehicle
congestion in the Port of Ketchikan and downtown Ketchikan.  These are nice sounding words, but there is nothing
to back them up.  I believe in the long run, two more docks in Ward Cove will make the situation in downtown
Ketchikan and the traffic though downtown worse.  Frankly,  it appears they have not done any due diligence to
substantiate these claims.
You have apparently limited comments to adjacent property owners. I know of some you missed, plus there are
property owners at the mouth of the cove that will be affected and should be able to comment.  There are other users
at the entry to the cove ( people who routinely have their shrimp pot bouy markers there and will be affected. 
This appears to be a hurry up project with its wheels greased to slide by the public.  USACE is better than this.
You should delay any issuance of a permit or Letter of permission until all of the public is fully given a opportunity
to understand the project and comment. You conduct full public notice and a public hearing.


Thank you for taking the time to read this comment.


Richard L Coose
PO Box 9533
Ketchikan, Alaska 99901
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From: Karen
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] Ward Cove Project
Date: Thursday, September 19, 2019 1:41:35 PM


I'm writing to voice my concern about the Ward Cove Project. My understanding is that Ward Cove is a Super Fund
site. I am very concerned about the impact that will be caused by the disturbance of this toxic site, as well as the
increased traffic in the area. Not only will Ward Cove be impacted by the disturbance of large ships, but the narrows
outside the cove and the outflow of Ward Creek will also be impacted. Why has a public forum not been held on this
issue of extreme importance to Ketchikan residents? A public forum is needed before any decisions are made.


Karen Pitcher, resident of Ketchikan since 1972
2729 Tongass Ave Apt 104, Ketchikan AK 99901


"In the noisy confusion of life, keep peace in your soul." – Max Ehrmann
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From: heather muench
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] POA-2019-00313, Ward Cove
Date: Thursday, September 19, 2019 8:22:07 AM


Army Corp of Engineers


Alaska Division


Estella Campellone


I would like to express my opposition to the proposed Permit submitted for the Ward Cove development.


I am concerned about disturbance to the sand cap by construction of the proposed dock and ship’s propellers and
thrusters.  Disturbance to the sand cap will create environmental degradation and allow contaminates into the area.


There are no upland improvements for the 4-8,000 passengers that would be disembarking at the proposed dock. 
Construction on the old mill site will expose hazardous wastes and spills from the old pulp mill.   There is no sewer
treatment plan for the much needed bathroom facilities that could accommodate 4-8,000 people. 


The developer plans on using smaller ships to shuttle passengers to Ketchikan’s downtown docks.  Transportation
by boat will greatly increase congestion for other vessels and hazards to floatplanes in the Narrows.  


The developer also plans on bus transportation to the Ketchikan ‘s downtown area. This will greatly increase
congestion and traffic hazards on the North Tongass Highway.   The increase traffic will degrade the road.  There is
no plan for where the estimated 20+ buses will disembark their passengers once in Ketchikan downtown.


The proposed plan by the Permittee is flawed and lacks the necessary upland infrastructure and improvements.  This
permit needs to be denied.


Thank you for your attention.


Heather Muench


228 Martin Street


Ketchikan, Alaska 99901
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From: garrett johnson
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] POA-2019-00313, Ward Cove
Date: Friday, August 9, 2019 9:43:13 AM
Attachments: Johnson Comment for POA-2019-00313, Ward Cove.pdf


Attached please find my letter regarding the plan to install a dock at Ward Cove.  I also mailed the original to your
office.  Please feel free to contact me if further information is needed regarding this. 


Thank You


Garrett Johnson
675 Sunset Dr
Ketchikan, AK 99901


907-821-8920
gjohnson1206@yahoo.com
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From: Pagemaster, Reg POA
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Cc: Pagemaster, Reg POA
Subject: FW: [Non-DoD Source] #POA-2019-00313 Public Comment
Date: Friday, September 20, 2019 9:14:07 AM


FYI


-----Original Message-----
From: Ray Troll [mailto:ray@trollart.com]
Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2019 4:41 PM
To: Pagemaster, Reg POA <regpagemaster@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] #POA-2019-00313 Public Comment


Dear US Army Corps of Engineers,


My wife Michelle and I are long time Ketchikan residents having made this our home for over 35 years. We have
lived out in the borough and within the city of Ketchikan and are self employed business owners working in the
tourist trade. We lived here in the days of the the pulp mill and are well aware of the large quantities of toxic waste
buried below the ’sand cap’ at the bottom of Ward Cove and in the grassy field behind the large wooden cross along
the shore.


To say we are concerned about the proposed development in Ward Cove is an understatement. We are shocked that
this proposal is being railroaded through at such an accelerated pace. At the very least we absolutely deserve the
right as concerned citizens to have a PUBLIC HEARING on this matter. That way our concerns can be directly
addressed by all of the parties concerned.


We are also shocked that the impact a quarter MILLION people in buses will have on our already crowed road
systems has not been adequately dealt with. What is the plan??


Thank you for your time,


Sincerely Ray and Michelle Troll


Ray Troll
P.O. Box 8874
Ketchikan, AK
99901


Blockedhttp://www.trollart.com/
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From: Rob Scheer
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Cc: Pagemaster, Reg POA
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] REFERENCE NUMBER: POA-2019-00313
Date: Wednesday, September 18, 2019 5:10:22 PM


Estrella Campellone


To: Army Corp of Engineers Regulatory Division (1145) CEPOA-RD Post Office Box 6898 JBER, Alaska 99506-
0898


REFERENCE NUMBER: POA-2019-00313


WATERWAY:  WARD COVE


Dear Army Corp,, AK 99901hone:


This response is based on historical facts, current economic conditions, current passenger counts, proposed
Ketchikan Municipal Port expansions and recorded public sentiment.  It contemplates the stated PURPOSE of this
Corp Permit request and further contemplates the EVALUATION process addressing public interest and probable
detriments caused by a project of this magnitude.


I have been a resident of Ketchikan for 22 years; I am involved in Tourism and have been on the board of the
Ketchikan visitors Bureau for four years.  I have seen the industry grow from 350,000 passengers to 1,200,000 and
have been very active in City planning.


Ketchikan has been a port for over 100 years and as a community Ketchikan has seen many economic changes. 
With loss of Timber and fisheries in decline, the local government has invested heavily in the Cruise Industry.  It has
extensive planning under way for port expansion to accommodate the next size ships coming to Alaska.  Those
expansions have been underway for 2 years and are critical to the economy of Ketchikan.


Ketchikan has grown its port with great care and at the current level of passengers the community will begin to see
revenues that will create capital to spend on critical infrastructure and services to the community.  Water mains,
power updates, hospital, police, fire, public bathrooms and other upland improvements.


Ketchikan has worked very hard as a community to stay viable through the years and currently the community
financially depends upon the viability of its Port to create revenue for its general budgets and port expansions.


The community also depends on the needed local governance of the Cruise Industry for its citizens.  Ketchikan as a
community is trying to maintain appropriate growth to protect the economy and quality of life for its island
residents.


A new Ward Cove Dock is designed to divert current and future Ketchikan Port capacity and thereby immediately
creating economic upheaval to the community in both the local government and business community.  It will also
force the community to provide access and services to passengers not paying any fees for those services. Ketchikan
will also be forced to either seek more ships to fill vacancies to remain solvent then creating more congestion on the
island.  This is contrary to the community planning and the stated purpose of the Corp Permit Application.


The Corp should look at the port model of Icy Straights, the private port controls all commerce activity with limited
or no access to passengers by businesses at large.  This is contrary to the open port of Ketchikan that gives all access
to the local businesses with no fees associated.  The Port is the heart of the economic engine of the Ketchikan
community. 
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The proposed creation of a new private port has tremendous detriment in so many areas that the community
currently struggles to administer.  Environmental, cultural, traffic & passenger congestion, overuse of resources and
the economic hardship to a community.  


(FROM CORP PERMIT APPLICATION)


PURPOSE:  The applicant’s stated purpose is to construct a dock that accommodates larger cruise ships and their
passengers outside of downtown Ketchikan.  This project is needed to improve safe transit through Tongass
Narrows, provide safe harbor for large cruise ships, and relieve existing and future vessel, pedestrian, and vehicle
congestion in the Port of Ketchikan and downtown Ketchikan.


1.      IMPROVE SAFE TRANSIT OF TONGASS NARROWS – This statement is misleading and inaccurate. The
ships planned to use Ward Cove will not transit the Tongass Narrows but divert around Gravina Island.  The
diverting of ships to Ward Cove will not affect the Tongass Narrows.    Safe Transit will not be affected.
2.      VESSEL CONGESTION – Ketchikan has not asked for its port ship count to be reduced, the ships are vital to
the port in every way to the City and Business community. The intended purpose of the Ward Cove Docks is to
divert ships from the Port of Ketchikan to a private dock company for profit and will not relieve congestion.  The
Ward Cove Dock Group in its dialogues with the City knows the Port of Ketchikan will need to fill vacancies
created by diverted ships to protect the City of Ketchikan’s economic stability.


The new Ward Cove Docks propose they are relieving congestion in the Port of Ketchikan, this is not probable as
Ketchikan relies on its docks to remain at capacity to maintain its port economics.  The two Ward Cove Docks will
result in increased congestion.


3.      RELEIVE PEDESTRIAN AND TRAFFIC CONGESTION, EXISTING OR FUTURE – This is very
misleading and inaccurate. Based on Ward Cove Dock capacity at 9,000 passengers it is expected that 50% to 60%
of those passengers will seek out transportation to Ketchikan City Center and add to the congestion of the Ketchikan
community. The influx of two additional Neomax ships and those passengers from the Ward Cove docks could push
the visitor capacity to a combined total exceeding 21,000 passengers, 15,000 disembarking Ketchikan and 6,000
from Ward Cove. This is an increase of over 50% the number already using the port and deemed overcrowded by
the residents.


(It must be noted that from the announcement of the Ward Cove Dock Group it is apparent that there is no
Development Plan.  There have been no critical community meetings addressing vehicle access/routing planning,
economic impacts to community, uplands congestion, EPA and environmental concerns and City infrastructure use.)


(FROM APPLICATION)


EVALUATION:  The decision whether to issue a permit will be based on an evaluation of the probable impacts,
including cumulative impacts of the proposed activity and its intended use on the public interest.  Evaluation of the
probable impacts, which the proposed activity may have on the public interest, requires a careful weighing of all the
factors that become relevant in each case.  The benefits, which reasonably may be expected to accrue from the
proposal, must be balanced against its reasonably foreseeable detriments.


The outcome of the general balancing process would determine whether to authorize a proposal, and if so, the
conditions under which it will be allowed to occur.  The decision should reflect the national concern for both
protection and utilization of important resources.  All factors, which may be relevant to the proposal, must be







considered including the cumulative effects thereof.  Among those are conservation, economics, aesthetics, general
environmental concerns, wetlands, cultural values, fish and wildlife values, flood hazards, floodplain values, land
use, navigation, shore erosion and accretion, recreation, water supply and conservation, water quality, energy needs,
safety, food and fiber production, mineral needs, considerations of property ownership, and, in general, the needs
and welfare of the people.  For activities involving 404 discharges, a permit will be denied if the discharge that
would be authorized by such permit would not comply with the Environmental Protection Agency's 404(b)(l)
guidelines.  Subject to the preceding sentence and any other applicable guidelines or criteria (see Sections 320.2 and
320.3), a permit will be granted unless the District Commander determines that it would be contrary to the public
interest.


PROBABLE IMPACTS -The City of Ketchikan has been building and promoting the Cruise Industry for 100 years. 
In the last 25 years it has grown from 250,000 passengers to 1,250,000.  The Ketchikan has over $300,000,000
invested in tourism related infrastructure and business development within its core.  The current 4 Downtown berths
are key to the vitality of the Ketchikan business economy. The berths are the vehicle for collection of revenues
collected to pay current bonds, generate capital needed for Uplands Improvements and berth reconfigurations for
berth 1, 2 and berth 4.  The proposed two docks at Ward Cove are being built to compete with the Port of Ketchikan
and divert its ships and revenues.  The Ward Cove model requires the luring 25% of the ships from the Port of
Ketchikan in year one and in subsequent years up to 40%.  It is also proposed that a new entertainment and retail
district be constructed to compete with downtown Ketchikan.   This will be a private destination replacing the
current open public port of Ketchikan.  Local will have limited or no access to commerce.


1.      SUPER FUND SITE - The proposed project may be located within a federal superfund site subject to
CERCLA regulations as per March 2000 EPA Record of Decision (ROD) and would need to be reviewed by EPA. 
Approximately 53 acres of the contaminated sediments were capped with a thin-layer of sand; therefore, the ROD
called for institutional controls to be established that would restrict certain uses in Ward Cove, including uses of the
site that in any manner could interfere with, materially damage, or adversely affect the integrity or protectiveness of
the sediment cap.


It is reasonable to require a current study that models the impacts of daily reverse thrust surges and impacts to ocean
floor sediment mixing and shoreline.  A current study of probable impacts to ocean floor, shoreline, stream bed and
the what the particulates scoured and moved out seaward will do to water quality.


2.      ESSENTIAL FISH HABITAT:  The Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act, as
amended by the Sustainable Fisheries Act of 1996, requires all Federal agencies to consult with the NMFS on all
actions, or proposed actions, permitted, funded, or undertaken by the agency, that may adversely affect Essential
Fish Habitat (EFH). 


Ward Creek and Ward Lake are critical habitat for all species of Pacific Salmon, very productive Steelhead
spawning habitat and varied species of trout including sea run cutthroat. 


3.      ECONOMIC IMPACT OF LOSS OF SHIPS FROM PORT OF KETCHIKAN TO WARD COVE –
Ketchikan has a port plan that financially relies on projected revenues from ships using the Port of Ketchikan.  The
loss of these ships will have immediate and dramatic reductions to revenues traditionally relied upon for cash flow
of the port infrastructure, all maintenance, uplands and future port configurations.  In the first year Ketchikan will
lose $2,300,000 of Port Revenue or 25% reduction in cash flow.  This money will be diverted to Ward Cove with no
benefit to the community.







The Ketchikan Port will see millions of lost revenues in wharf fees and sales tax and have a crippling financial
affect.


Other immediate impacts to the Port of Ketchikan will be in a weakened negotiating position with all Cruise Lines
thereby diminishing support for Uplands Improvements and Port Reconfiguration.  Future improvement planning
for the Port of Ketchikan was underway and was to be financed by ship port fees, all that planning has now been
interrupted by the diversion of ships to Ward Cove.  It also diverts the revenues to Ward Cove but does not eliminate
the Port of Ketchikan’s need for improvements.  The continued need is amplified by the increase of Ward Cove
passengers infiltrating all public infrastructure inside and outside the Port of Ketchikan


The Ketchikan Port will see millions of lost revenues in wharf fees and sales tax and have a crippling financial
affect.


McDowell Group Survey for Ketchikan Visitor Bureau


30% loss of the City Revenues associated with Port.


Selected Municipal Revenues from Summer Visitor Industry, 2017 Revenues


Sales tax revenues $5.1 million 


Wharfage/fees $9.0 million


___________________________


2021 = losses of $4,700,000 to City.


(potential losses of $150,000,000 over 20 year based on increased rates and passengers)


4.      IMPACTS TO COMMUNITY BY LOSS OF GOVERNANCE – The residents of Ketchikan have relied on
elected officials to govern the Port, Public Facilities and infrastructure used by the Visitor Industry.  There is a
public trust that exists with civic leaders and residents that has successfully and slowly grown the Port.  With the
private sector addition of Ward Cove Docks, residents feel they will lose their voice in an expansion of this
magnitude, especially when there are widespread concerns of too much growth.


  


5.      IMPACTS OF BUSINESS COMMUNITY – The Port of Ketchikan has over 100 years of business history and
real estate development that is supported by visitor industry dollars.  Those businesses pay for infrastructure,
payroll, services, collect sale taxes and maintain real estate values.  The business community could see 25% of its
current customers be diverted to a new port causing significant revenue losses.


Businesses will not have access to these passengers as they will be sequestered and be given limited menus to
choose from for tours, retail and food.  See other models as Princess Cay in the Bahamas or Icy Straights in Hoonah.







6.      IMPACTS TO VEHICLE & PEDESTRIAN TRAFFIC – The Port of Ketchikan currently services up to
15,000 passengers per day.  There are three bus companies working port docks that transport 40% to 60% of total
passengers out on tour and use approximately 80 buses.  These buses make multiple trips in and out of the docks and
Ketchikan town center, many making five to six trips. 


There are 34 independent tour operators with 60 large 14 passenger vans and additional 20 trolleys and amphibious
Ducks.  This number is at the saturation point for vehicle congestion in the Ketchikan downtown but also on the
North and South Tongass Highways.   All available parking and ingress/egress for the community and the docks is
at capacity.    The additional 2 mega ship piers at Ward Cove would create 30% increases in all bus, van and
pedestrian traffic.  Ward Cove passengers will require bussing to local tours and to downtown Ketchikan in order to
see the community and landmarks.  The existing 15,000 downtown passengers who simply disembark from the 4
downtown ship docks could now be joined by up to 7,000 passengers from Ward Cove. The Ward Cove Docks will
have significantly elevated vehicle needs than those of passengers of the Ketchikan Docks, as they will require
transportation to access Ketchikan’s downtown. Downtown Ketchikan could be faced with up to 30% or higher
pedestrian and vehicle congestion in all its streets, highways and pedestrian pathways.   Ketchikan currently has a
passenger saturation point of 15,000 passengers. The Ward Cove expansion could create the potential of 24,000
passengers using the Ketchikan infrastructure far exceeding its capability.


McDowell Group Visitor Study 2017 – commissioned by Ketchikan Visitor Bureau


A study commissioned by the Ketchikan Visitor Industry shows what the Cruise Passenger wants to experience
while visiting Ketchikan. 


23% Want a City Sightseeing Tour of Ketchikan,


12% Shows and entertainment


7% Cultural attractions


6% Museums


This shows 50% of all passengers coming off a ship want access to the downtown Ketchikan highlights.  It can be
expected that up to 7,000 passengers from Ward Cove will grid lock Ketchikan by adding to the 15,000 passengers
already using the town when they disembark from the four Municipal Docks


The City Council Meetings – Public Response to Ward Cove Dock


The City Council has had monthly meetings to which citizens have had the opportunity to voice concerns in public
meetings.  Many of the voiced concerns by residents and businesses have been about the Cruise Ship/Visitor
Industry and a desire to manage its growth.


Most comments on these topics have been about the congestion and need for improved upland developments.  Most
residents want to know if there will be a limit to passenger counts or is it going to keep growing until the city will
not be able to accommodate them.  Traffic, sidewalk overcrowding, lack of bathrooms, trail overcrowding, and
maxed parking are priority concerns of residents.   All concerns are amplified by the announcement of the 2 Ward
Cove docks, residents believe this will push passenger densities beyond the limits and quality of life on the island
will suffer.  Many believe all the trails, streams and public lands are already overcrowded.







Comments from the business community seem to focus on the loss of 25% to 40% of the business created by the
diversion of the ships from the downtown to Ward Cove.  The reduction in the sales associated pays for
$150,000,000 of real estate investments, leases, payroll and residential real estate.  The businesses are very
concerned that the loss of 30% of the Municipal Dock wharf rents at $2,300,000 will financially strap the city
coffers and make negative cashflow to manage bond payments.  Even more of a concern is the inability of the city to
fund port reconfigurations and maintenance.   Many comments are part of the public record and can be viewed by
city meeting videos and commentary or editorial in local press.


       


Announcing Candidacy for KGB Mayor
<Blockedhttp://www.sitnews.us/0819Viewpoints/080919_sidney_hartley.html>  By Sidney Hartley - I am writing
to announce my candidacy for Ketchikan Gateway Borough Mayor. I feel that expanding tourism to Ward Cove is
not a direction Ketchikan should be going, and that our community should effort to preserve its authenticity.


       Austin Otos Cadency for Borough Assembly -Tourism is at the forefront of our community’s economic and
social issues. We will have to decide whether to facilitate and manage or implement heavy restrictions on the cruise
ship industry. I tend to stick in the middle, avoiding hardline economic barriers like capping visitors or advocating
for untamed growth without any planning. However, the Borough in conjunction with the City of Ketchikan must
formulate a comprehensive strategy to help ease the legitimate frustrations our residents have with tourism. Both
local governments must set aside their past differences and help mitigate the effects of tourism by using public
transportation to diffuse people and capital to other areas of the community, use port funds to improve upon upland
infrastructure, and create strategies for tourist encroachment in outlying local neighborhoods. - More...
Thursday AM - August 01, 2019


EPA CONCERNS


The proposed project may be located within a federal superfund site subject to CERCLA regulations as per March
2000 EPA Record of Decision (ROD) and would need to be reviewed by EPA.  Approximately 53 acres of the
contaminated sediments were capped with a thin-layer of sand; therefore, the ROD called for institutional controls to
be established that would restrict certain uses in Ward Cove, including uses of the site that in any manner could
interfere with, materially damage, or adversely affect the integrity or protectiveness of the sediment cap.


(FROM APPLICATION)


PUBLIC HEARING:  Any person may request, in writing, within the comment period specified in this notice, that a
public hearing be held to consider this application.  Requests for public hearings shall state, with particularity,
reasons for holding a public hearing.


THE CITY OF KETCHIKAN SHOULD REQUIRE A PUBLIC HEARING TO BE CONDUCTED FOR A
PROJECT OF THIS MAGNITUDE AND ASSESS ASSOCAITED DENTRIMENTAL SOCIAL, CULTURAL,
ENVIROMENTAL AND ECONOMIC IMPACTS.







SUMMARY - The community, residents and many business leaders feel the Ward Cove docks will create negative
impact at many levels.


1.      Harmful losses of revenue to the City Port in lost wharf fees and sales tax initially estimated at $4,000,000.00
annually but over $130,000,000.00 over 20 years.  Loss of cash flow for bond repayments, maintenance, lost sales
tax, and reduced payrolls.
2.      Ketchikan Government will lose its ability to manage sustainable growth as desired by the citizens.
3.      Loss of leverage for the City to negotiate funding for port reconfiguration and uplands.
4.      Core Ketchikan businesses in retail, restaurants, tours, museums all will be impacted negatively.
5.      Lost City sales tax revenue.
6.      City infrastructure will see higher use by additional non-revenue paying passengers from Ward Cove.
Overcrowding will occur in areas restroom facilities, all types of parking, pedestrian traffic, much higher large bus
and van traffic.  All the increase will not create revenue for the city and create overcrowding in an already
overcrowded Ketchikan Downtown.
7.      Citizens are concerned that EPA may have not had time to significantly evaluate the tidelands and uplands for
effects of contaminations left buy the Pulp Mill.  This includes environmental effects to salmon and marine
ecosystems.
8.      It has been vocalized by the citizens that they feel the industry has grown to fast and the island community is
experiencing quality of life issues.  The addition of two more mega ship piers will exacerbate all existing issues and
not relieve them.


It would be reasonable for the Army Corp to significantly investigate the PURPOSE of the proposed Ward Cove
Permit to expand the cruise ships docks in Ketchikan from 4 to 6 and its public interest weighed against public
detriment.   The Ketchikan Municipal Docks currently service 1,250,000 passengers with a potential goal of
1,500,000.  City has current plans to make reconfigurations to its docks to accommodate larger ships, the addition of
2 mega ship berths upsets the fragile economics of the existing municipal port.  The PURPOSE also results in
contrary over congestion and burdens the community infrastructure not relieving it.


It has best been said by the Corps own wording of the EVALUATION:  The decision whether to issue a permit will
be based on an evaluation of the probable impacts, including cumulative impacts of the proposed activity and its
intended use on the public interest.  Evaluation of the probable impacts, which the proposed activity may have on
the public interest, requires a careful weighing of all the factors that become relevant in each case.  The benefits,
which reasonably may be expected to accrue from the proposal, must be balanced against its reasonably foreseeable
detriments.


Concerned Citizen of Ketchikan


Rob Scheer


614 DEERMOUNT


KETCHIKAN, AK 99901


Sincerely,







Rob Scheer


The Great Alaskan Lumberjack Show


907-617-5053








From: Pagemaster, Reg POA
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Cc: Pagemaster, Reg POA
Subject: FW: #POA-2019-00313 Public Comment
Date: Tuesday, September 17, 2019 3:17:46 PM


FYI


-----Original Message-----
From: Kathleen Light [mailto:kathleenl@ketchikanarts.org]
Sent: Tuesday, September 17, 2019 2:12 PM
To: Pagemaster, Reg POA <regpagemaster@usace.army.mil>
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] #POA-2019-00313 Public Comment


To Whom it may Concern:


I am a Ketchikan resident who lives, works, and recreates near Ward Cove, Alaska. I am opposed to the proposed
Ward Cove Dock Project. I believe the proposed project, if implemented as currently designed, poses a threat to the
economic, social, and environmental values of Ketchikan. It will also place an undue burden on an already strained
infrastructure and the limited resources of our community. I encourage the US Army Corps of Engineers to hold a
public hearing and engage all members of the public in a meaningful, cooperative way so that all members of the
public can voice their opinions, whether in support of or against this project.


I believe the proposed project, if implemented as currently designed, poses an extreme threat to the environmental,
social, and economic health of our community.


I am requesting that the US Army Corps of Engineers hold a public hearing for the entire community to discuss this
project that I believe will negatively impact all of us.


Thank you for your time,


Kathleen Light



mailto:regpagemaster@usace.army.mil

mailto:Estrella.F.Campellone@usace.army.mil

mailto:regpagemaster@usace.army.mil

mailto:kathleenl@ketchikanarts.org






From: ROBERT AND CYNTHIA Davis
To: Campellone, Estrella F CIV USARMY CEPOA (USA)
Subject: [Non-DoD Source] PUBLIC COMMENT ON POA-2019-00313, Ward Cove
Date: Tuesday, September 3, 2019 6:22:28 PM
Importance: High


Hi Estrella!


I am against this project.  Our island community is at maximum capacity for visitors.  If we keep expanding, we may
well self-implode, losing the revenue we currently have. If our venues are crowded and we get bad reviews, visitors
won't want to come here. The cruise ship industry will pull out, leaving us high and dry. We need to keep our visitor
numbers low enough that we can provide an excellent, safe, bucket-list experience that will keep the industry alive
and well here for decades to come.


This is a beloved island community, home to residents who want to live in this kind of quiet rural surrounding. 
Introducing thousands of additional visitors is a grave mistake and will likely cause a mass exodus of the
community.  Many here don't even go downtown during the summer...we can avoid it by taking the bypass. 
However, there is no similar road system to allow such avoidance in the Ward Cove area.  Those to live north of
Ward Cove will have to deal with the congestion on this small two-lane highway every day for 5 months of the
year. 


I have one house north of Ward Cove that I rent out and we are building a second one that we intend to move in to in
December.  These properties we built to create a retirement income stream.  The proposed project would likely
reduce property values for residential homes and would definitely make it harder to get renters.  Please do not allow
this project to go forward and potentially impact our ability to retire.


Sincerely,
Cindi Davis
PO Box 5263
Ketchikan, AK 99901
907-617-6118



mailto:classicships@msn.com

mailto:Estrella.F.Campellone@usace.army.mil



